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Abstract
Since the 1990s, chaotic systems have widely used to cryptography which can be used to design kinds of secure
protocols, digital signatures, hash functions and so on.
Recently, Guo and Zhang proposed an chaotic public-key
cryptosystem based key agreement protocol. In 2015, Lee
has proved that Guo et al.’s scheme cannot resist off-line
password guess attack. Then, Liu and Xue further point
out that Guo et al.’s scheme has redundancy in protocol
design and still has some security flaws. In this paper,
we further prove that Liu’s scheme has four flaws at least
and a potential loophole. Moreover, these papers provided no privacy protection which is a very important
property in the modern social network. So an improved
Two-party Password-Authenticated Key Agreement Protocol with Privacy Protection is proposed for amending
these flaws and loophole. Compared with the related literatures recently, our proposed scheme can not only own
high efficiency and unique functionality, but is also robust
to various attacks and achieves perfect forward secrecy.
Finally, we give the security proof and the efficiency analysis of our proposed scheme.
Keywords:
Chaotic maps, key agreement, off-line
password-guessing attack, privacy protection

1

Introduction

Authenticated key exchange (AKE) allows two or more
parties to compute shared keys and also ensures their
identities are authentic in insecure networks. The mutual authentication and the key agreement are impartible
and the reasons are:
1) A protocol only has the attribute of key agreement
will lead the man-in-the-middle attacks at least, just
like the first key agreement scheme Diffie-Hellman
(D-H) key agreement [1].

2) A protocol only has the attribute of mutual authentication will bring about some function loss. For example, you can use mutual authentication scheme
for acquiring E-mail service, but you cannot only
use mutual authentication scheme for getting Instant
Messaging service, because there is no session key to
protect transmissive information. Unlike digital signature needing the third party for arbitration and
many other properties, MAKA protocols are only related with the involving participants, so naturally the
efficient chaotic cryptosystem is the first candidate.
Compared with other cryptosystem systems, chaotic
system has numerous advantages, such as extremely sensitive to initial parameters, unpredictability, deterministic random-like process and so on. In the past few years,
cryptography systems based on chaos theory have been
studied widely [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16], such as two-party AKE protocols [3, 4, 5, 16], threeparty AKE protocols [6], N-party AKE protocols [7], random number generating [8], symmetric encryption [9],
asymmetric encryption [10], hash functions [11], digital
signature [12], anonymity scheme [13], Multi-server Environment (Centralized Model) [14], Multiple Servers to
Server Architecture (Distributed Model) [15].
In 2007, Xiao et al. [16] proposed a chaos-based key
agreement protocol. However, Guo and Zhang [3] pointed
out that Xiao et al.’s [16] scheme could not resist server
spoofing attacks and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. Furthermore, in Guo and Zhang [3] proposed an improved
scheme, which claimed that their protocol could resist the
security flaws of Xiao et al.’s protocol. Moreover, in [4],
the author has proved that Guo et al.’s scheme cannot
resist off-line password guess attack. However, the improved scheme in [4] introduces a traditional asymmetric
encryption algorithm to address the issue. Very recently,
Liu and Xue [5] pointed out Guo et al.’s protocol [3] has
unnecessary redundancy in protocol design which will in-
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crease the implementation time of key agreement to bring
about more unnecessary delay and also has the threat of
replay attacks and DoS attacks.
In this paper, we demonstrate that Liu et al.’s protocol [5] has still security problems: password Guessing
Attacks for privileged-insider, off-line Password Guessing
Attacks for any adversary, stolen-verifier attacks and the
complications from Off-line Password Guessing Attacks
and Potential Loophole of XOR Operation. Based on [5],
we provide an improved secure password and chaos-based
two-party key agreement protocol. The main contributions are shown as below.

where, n ≥ 2, T0 (x) = 1, and T1 (x) = x. The first few
Chebyshev polynomials are:
T2 (x)

=

2x2 − 1,

T3 (x)

=

4x3 − 3x,

T4 (x) =
..
.

8x4 − 8x2 + 1,
..
.

One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev
polynomials are the so-called semi-group property which
establishes that
Tr (Ts (x)) = Tr·s (x).

1) By analyzing of Liu et al.’s scheme, we found four
flaws (password Guessing Attacks for privilegedinsider, off-line Password Guessing Attacks for any
adversary, stolen-verifier attacks and the complications from Off-line Password Guessing Attacks) and
one loophole (Potential Loophole of XOR Operation).
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(2)

An immediate consequence of this property is that Chebyshev polynomials commute under composition:
Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).

(3)

In order to enhance the security, Zhang [18] proved that
semi-group property holds for Chebyshev polynomials defined on interval (−∞, +∞). In our proposed protocol, we
utilize the enhanced Chebyshev polynomials:

2) The improved protocol provides privacy protection.
Moreover, for eliminating Potential Loophole of XOR
Tn (x) = (2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x))(modN ),
(4)
Operation and at the same time for improving efficiency, the proposed scheme uses multiplication in where, n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞, +∞), and N is a large prime
finite field method instead of XOR operation for two number. Obviously,
different length messages.
Tr·s (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
(5)

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Re- Definition 1. Semi-group property of Chebyshev polynoview and cryptanalysis of Liu et al.’s protocol is given mials:
in Section 2. Next, an improved privacy-protection twoTr (Ts (x)) = cos(rcos−1 (scos−1 (x)))
party password-authentication key agreement protocol is
= cos(rscos−1 (x))
described in Section 3. Then, the security analysis and
= Tsr (x)
efficiency analysis are given in Section 4 and Section 5.
This paper is finally concluded in Section 6.
= Ts (Tr (x)).

2

Review of Liu et al.’s Protocol

Definition 2. Given x and y, it is intractable to find the
integer s, such that Ts (x) = y. It is called the Chaotic
Maps-Based Discrete Logarithm problem (CMBDLP).

Definition 3. Given x, Tr (x), and Ts (x), it is intractable
In this section, we first describe the Chebyshev chaotic to find T (x). It is called the Chaotic Maps-Based Diffiers
map, which has semigroup property and can be used to Hellman problem (CMBDHP).
design chaos-based public-key cryptosystems. After that,
we introduce Liu et al.’s two-party key agreement protocol
2.2 Review of Liu et al.’s Protocol [5]
and give its security analysis.
Assume that the user A and the server S share the hash
value hpw = H(IDA ||P WA ) of A’s password P WA and
A’s identification IDA . The hash value of the user’s pass2.1 Chebyshev Chaotic Maps
word is required to be stored in the server. Figure 1 shows
Let n be an integer and let x be a variable with the in- the main process of Liu et al.’s protocol.
terval [−1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial [17]. Tn (x) :
[−1, 1] → [−1, 1] is defined as Tn (x) = cos(n arccos(x))
Chebyshev polynomial map Tn : R → R of degree n is
defined using the following recurrent relation:
Tn (x) = 2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x).

(1)

1) User A → Server S: {IDA , N1 , ra , T1 , T2 }.
User A generates a random number ra ∈ [−1, 1], a
random integer r and a timestamp value N1 , then
computes Tr (ra ). Next, A computes the functions T1
and T2 as follows: T1 = H (hpw ||ra ||N1 )⊕H (Tr (ra )),
T2 = H (H(Tr (ra ))).
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2) Server S → User A: {rb , T3 , H(Ts (ra ))}.
After receiving the message, the server first verifies
the timeliness of it: timestamp whether the N1 in
the received message is in a permitted time window. If not, the server S stops here. Otherwise, S
goes on to take out his own copy of hpw by using
the index ”IDA ,” and computes the function KB1
as follows: KB1 = H (hpw ||ra ||N1 ). Then S computes the function KB1 ⊕ T1 to get X1 (= H(Tr (ra )))
and further verifies whether H(X1 ) = T2 . If not, B
stops here; otherwise, B generates a random number
rb ∈ [−1, 1] and a random integer s. Next S computes
the function Ts (ra ).Then S computes the functions
T3 and T4 as follows: T3 = H(hpw ||ra ||rb ) ⊕ Ts (ra ),
T4 = H(Ts (ra )).
3) User A → Server S: {T5 }.
After receiving the message, User A computes the
function KA = H (hpw ||ra ||rb ).Then A computes the
function KA ⊕ T3 to get the value of X2 (= (ra )) and
verifies whether H(X2 ) is equal to the received T4 .
If not, A stops here; otherwise, the server S is authenticated. After that, A computes the function
T5 = H(hpw ⊕ rb ) ⊕ Tr (ra ). Finally, A sends T5 to S.
4) After receiving the message, the server S computes
KB2 = H(hpw ⊕ rb ).Then S computes the function
KB2 ⊕ T5 to get the value of T2 which is received in
(1). If not, B stops here; otherwise, the user A is
authenticated.
5) Respectively, A and S can calculate the share session
key Ksession = Tr (Ts (ra )) = Ts (Tr (ra )) = Trs (ra ).

2.3

Security of Liu et al.’s Protocol [5]

1) Fails to Prevent Password Guessing Attacks for
privileged-insider of the server S.
In real environments, the user Alice may register with
a number of servers by using a common password
P WA and the identity IDA for his/her convenience.
Thus, the privileged-insider of server may try to use
the knowledge of user’s identity and P WA to access
other servers. The details of password guessing attack in Liu’s scheme are described as follows:
Step 1: In Liu’s protocol, they assume that the
user A and S share the hash value hpw =
H(IDA ||P WA ).
Step 2: The privileged-insider of the server S
guesses a password P WA∗ and computes
H(IDA ||P WA∗ ).
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Note that above-mentioned steps can be done
by off-line manner and Tang et al. [19] have
modelled the password guessing attacks can
be carried out between the challenger and a
polynomial-time attacker.
2) Fails to Prevent Off-line Password Guessing Attacks
for any adversary.
The details of off-line password guessing attack for
any adversary in Liu’s scheme are described as follows:
Step 1: In the Liu’s protocol, an adversary can get
all the transmitting messages, and he records
four related messages {IDA , rb , T2 , T5 }.
Step 2: The adversary guesses a password P WA∗
and computes H(H(H(IDA ||P WA∗ ) ⊕ rb ) ⊕ T5 ).
Step 3: The adversary compares H(H(H(IDA ||
P WA∗ ) ⊕ rb ) ⊕ T5 ) with T2 .
A match in Step 3 above indicates the correct guessing of Alice’s password and the adversary succeeds to guess the low-entropy password P WA∗ = P WA . Otherwise, the adversary
repeats Step 2. The main reason is that the
Liu’s protocol has the design defect: Using the
transmitting messages, anyone can construct a
function which only including one input variable
password and a related output T2 .
3) Fails to Prevent Stolen-verifier attacks.
An adversary gets the verifier table from servers by
a hacking way, and then the adversary can launch
any other attack which called stolen-verifier attacks.
There is a verification table in the server side because
the server and the user have shared the hash value
hpw = H(IDA ||P WA ). The verification table can
lead three problems: security of stolen-verifier attack,
hard to maintain the verification table and wasting
storage space.
4) The complications from Off-line Password Guessing
Attacks.
Firstly, if an adversary gets many passwords of users
by launching off-line password guessing attacks, he
can also carry out DoS (Denial of Service) attacks.
Secondly, the adversary can initiate impersonation
attack to cheat a legal user by playing the server
S, or cheat the server S by playing the legal user.
Thirdly, the adversary may be eavesdropping all the
time while hiding the case of the password leaking
just for getting some important information.

5) PLXO (Potential Loophole of XOR Operation) [20].
Step 3: The privileged-insider of the server S comFirst of all, there exists a kind of Potential Loophole
pares H(IDA ||P WA∗ ) with hpw .
about using with ⊕ in the whole Lu’s scheme. The
A match in Step 3 above indicates the correct
XOR operation must assure the same binary digits
guessing of Alice’s password and the privilegedon both sides of.
insider of server S succeeds to guess the lowentropy password P WA∗ = P WA . Otherwise,
Assume that t = a ⊕ b, a is is short and b is long.So
the privileged-insider of server S repeats Step 2. there are three scenarios as follows:
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Figure 1: The process of Liu et al.’s protocol

Case 1: Extended a.
However, a may be the ID of user (such as in literature [5]), so the ID of user is not practical and
friendly enough.

3

Case 2: Shorten b.
However, b may be a random number (such as in literature [5]), if b is shortened, it can be easily guessed.
And if the protocol transmits a (may be the ID) in
plaintext, anyone will get the b.

In this section, we give an improved chaotic maps-based
password-authentication key agreement scheme which
consists of three phases: user registration phase, the improved two-party PAKA with privacy protection phase,
password changing phase.
Table 2 is the notations used in this paper.

Case 3: Pad a.
Definition 4. (Leak attack.) Leak attack is a kind of
intercept attack that the attackers use various technologies to obtain the useful information from the messages
eavesdropped from public channels.
Definition 5. (XOR with pad operation leaking attack.)
This kind of attack is due to use XOR operation in a
wrong way, which will lead to leak some sensitive information, and finally an adversary can get part of useful
information, even the session key is not being detected.
In literature [5], Trudy can launch a XOR with pad operation leaking attack.

The
Improved
Two-party
PAKA Protocol with Privacy
Protection

Table 1: Notations
Symbol
IDA , IDS
P WA
R, a, b
(x, Tk (x))
k
H
||
T

Definition
The identities of the user and the
server, respectively
The password of the user (Alice)
Random numbers
Public key based on Chebyshev chaotic
maps for the server
Secret key based on Chebyshev chaotic
maps for the server
A secure one-way hash function
concatenation operation
Timestamp

For pad a method, on one side, according to Kerckhoffs’s principle: A cryptosystem should be secure even
if everything about the system, except the key, is public knowledge. On the other side, the opposite peer
must know the pad algorithm in order to decrypt the
XORed cipher text. Based on above-mentioned, the pad 3.1 User Registration Phase
method/algorithm must be opened, then t = (a||pad) ⊕ b, Figure 3 illustrates the user registration phase.
and the values of a and b must be strictly private.
1) User A → Server S: {IDA , H(R||P WA )}.
For example, we consider T5 = H(hpw ⊕ rb ) ⊕ Tr (ra ),
When a user wants to be a new legal user, she chooses
and we assume that the H(hpw ⊕ rb ) has l bits, Tr (ra )
her identity IDA , a random number R,and computes
has m bits. The leaking bits are (m − l) bits (assume
H(R||P WA ). Then Alice submits IDA , H(R||P WA )
(m − l)). The shorter of the H(hpw ⊕ rb ), the more of
to the S via a secure channel.
leaking information about Tr (ra ). The Figure 2 shows
that partial of Tr (ra ) will be leak.
2) Server S → User A: B.
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Figure 2: The process of how to leak some information

Upon receiving IDA , H(R||P WA ) from Alice, the S
computes B = H(IDA ||k) ⊕ H(R||P WA ), where k
is the secret key of the server S. Then Alice stores
{R, B} in a secure way.

{C5 , C6 } to S. Finally, Alice computes the session
key Ksession = Ta (Tk (b)) locally.
4) After receiving the message {C5 , C6 }, S computes
?

3.2

Ta (b) = C5 /Tk Ta (x) and verifies H(Ta (b)) = C6 . If
above equation holds, S will computes the session
key Ksession = H(Tk (Ta (b))) locally.

The Improved Two-party PAKA
with Privacy Protection Phase

This concrete process is presented in the following Figure 4.

3.3

Password Changing Phase

Figure 5 illustrates the password changing phase.
1) User A → Server S: {Ta (x), C1 , C2 }.
If Alice wishes to consult some personal issues establish with S in a anonymous way, she will input password and compute B ∗ = B ⊕ H(R||P WA ),
and then choose a random integer number a
and compute Ta (x), C1 = Ta Tk (x)(IDA ||T ),
C2 = H(B ∗ ||C1 ||IDS ). After that, Alice sends
{Ta (x), C1 , C2 } to S where she wants to get the
server’s service.
2) Server S → User A: {Tk (b), C3 , C4 }.
After receiving the message {Ta (x), C1 , C2 }, S firstly
must confirm the identity of this message and check
the timestamp. So based on the private key k, S
computes C1 /Tk Ta (x) = IDA ||T to get the source
of this message and timestamp. If T is passed validation, S will compute B ∗ = H(IDA ||k) and veri?

fies H(B ∗ ||C1 ||IDS ) = C2 . If above equation holds,
that means Alice is a legal user, or S will abort
this process. After authenticating Alice, S chooses
a random b and computes C3 = Tk Ta (x)b, C4 =
H(B ∗ ||Tk (b)||T ). Finally S sends {Tk (b), C3 , C4 } to
Alice.
3) User A → Server S: {C5 , C6 }.
Because Ta Tk (x) has already computed before,
Alice can get b = C3 /Ta Tk (x) directly. Next,
Alice computes H(B ∗ ||Tk (b)||T ) and verifies
?

H(B ∗ ||Tk (b)||T ) = C4 . If above equation holds, that
means S is a legal server, or Alice will abort this
process. After authenticating S, Alice computes
C5 = Ta Tk (x)Ta (b), C6 = H(Ta (b)) and sends

1) User A → Server S: {Ta (x), C1 , C2 , C3 } .
When Alice wants to change her password, she
0
0
chooses P WA ,two random numbers R , a and com∗
putes B
= B ⊕ H(R||P WA ), Ta (x), C1 =
0
0
Ta Tk (x)(IDA ||T ), C2 = B ∗ ⊕ H(R ||P WA ), C3 =
∗
H(B ||C1 ||C2 ). Then Alice sends {Ta (x), C1 , C2 , C3 }
to the S.
2) Server S → User A: {C4 , C5 }.
Upon receiving {Ta (x), C1 , C2 , C3 } from Alice, firstly
must confirm the identity of this message and verify timestamp. So based on the private key k, S
computes C1 /Tk Ta (x) = IDA ||T to get the source
of this message and timestamp. If T is passed validation, S computes B ∗ = H(IDA ||k) and verifies
?

H(B ∗ ||C1 ||C2 ) = C3 . If above equation holds, that
means Alice is a legal user, or S will abort this process. After authenticating Alice, S computes
0

0

H(R ||P WA )

= C2 ⊕ B ∗ , B

0
0

0

= H(IDA ||k) ⊕ H(R ||P WA ),
0

C4

= Tk Ta (x)B ,

C5

= H(B ||T ),

0

and sends {C4 , C5 } to Alice.
3) After receiving the message {C4 , C5 }, Alice computes
0

0

?

stores B = C4 /Ta Tk (x) and verifies H(B ||T ) = C5 .
If above equation holds, Alice will store {R, B} in a
secure way.
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Figure 3: User registration phase

Figure 4: The improved two-party PAKA with privacy protection

Figure 5: Password changing phase
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4
4.1

Security Analysis
Security Proof Based on the BAN
Logic [21]

For convenience, we first give the description of some notations (Table 2) used in the BAN logic analysis and define some main logical postulates (Table 3) of BAN logic.
According to analytic procedures of BAN logic and the
requirement of deniable scheme, our NIDA scheme should
satisfy the following goals in Table 4.
First of all, we transform the process of our protocol
(The improved two-party PAKA with privacy protection
phase) to the following idealized form.

S7 : Alice | ≡ #C2 .
Combine S6 , S7 , P3 , P5 , P6 , R3 and attributes of
chaotic maps, we could get:
S8 : Alice | ≡ #Tk (b), (B ∗ ||Tk (b)||T ).
Based on R5 , we take apart S8 and get:
S9 : Alice | ≡ #Tk (b), S10 : Alice | ≡ # (B ∗ ||
Tk (b) || T ).
Combine S8 , S9 and attributes of chaotic maps,
we can get the fresh and privacy protection
about Tk (b). Combine S10 and attributes of
secure chaotic maps-based hash function, we
can authenticate the message Tk (b) comes from
Server exactly.

(Alice → Server)C1 : Server / Ta (x), Ta Tk (x)(IDA ||T ), For C3 : According to the ciphertext C3 and P7 and attributes of chaotic maps, and relating with R1 , we
(B ∗ ||Ta Tk (x)(IDA ||T )||IDS );
could get:
∗
(Server → Alice)C2 : Alice / Tk (b), Tk Ta (x)b, (B ||
S11 : Server| ≡ Alice|˜C3 .
Tk (b) || T );
Based on the initial assumptions P2 , P4 , and relating with R2 , we could get:
(Alice → Server)C : Server / T T (x)T (b), (T (b)).
3

a k

a

a

According to the description of our protocol, we could
make the following assumptions about the initial state,
which will be used in the analysis of our protocol in Table 5.
Based on the above assumptions, the idealized form of
our protocol is analyzed as follows. The main steps of the
proof are described as follows:
For C1 : According to the ciphertext C1 and P4 , P7 and
attributes of chaotic maps, and relating with R1 , we
could get:

S12 : Server| ≡ #C3 .
Combine S11 , S12 , P2 , P4 , P7 , R3 and attributes
of chaotic maps, we could get:
S13 : Server| ≡ #Ta (b), (Ta (b)).
Based on R5 , we take apart S3 and get:
S14 : Server| ≡ #Ta (b), S15 : Server| ≡ #(Ta (b)).
Combine S13 , S14 and attributes of chaotic
maps, we can get the fresh and privacy protection about Ta (b). Combine S15 and attributes
of secure chaotic maps-based hash function, we
can authenticate the message Ta (b) comes from
Server exactly.

S1 : Server | ≡ Alice | ∼ C1 .
Based on the initial assumptions P2 , P4 , and re- Combination:
Because Alice and Server communicate each other
lating with R2 , we could get:
just now, they confirm the other is on-line.
S2 : Server | ≡ #C1 .
Moreover, since Server can get IDA from the
Combine S1 , S2 , P2 , P4 , P7 , R3 and attributes of
Ta Tk (x)(IDA ||T ) with his own secret key, and based
chaotic maps, we could get:
on S4 , S5 , S14 , S15 , R4 with chaotic maps problems,
S3 : Server | ≡ #IDA , Ta (x), (B ∗ || Ta Tk (x)(IDA
we think that the server could get the session key
|| T ) || IDS ).
Ksession = H(Tk (Ta (b))) and Goal 3. Server ≡
Ksession
Based on R5 , we take apart S3 and get:
(Server ←→
Alice), Goal 4. Server| ≡ Alice| ≡
S4 : Server | ≡ #IDA , S5 : Server | ≡ #Ta (x).
Combine S3 , S4 and attributes of chaotic maps,
we can get the fresh and privacy protection
about Alice’s identity. Combine S5 and attributes of chaotic maps, we can authenticate
the message Ta (x) is fresh and comes from Alice exactly.

K

session
(Server ←→
Alice). At the same way, based on
S9 , S10 , R4 with chaotic maps problems, we think
that Alice could get the session key Ksession =
Ksession
Ta (Tk (b)) and Goal 1. Alice| ≡ (Alice ←→

K

session
Server), Goal 2. Alice| ≡ Server| ≡ (Alice ←→
Server).

For C2 : According to the ciphertext C2 and P1 , P5 , P6 4.2 Resistance to Possible Attacks
and attributes of chaotic maps, and relating with R1 ,
In this section, we analyze the process of security proof
we could get:
privacy protection, Resistance to stolen-verifier attacks,
S6 : Alice | ≡ Server | ∼ C2 .
Impersonation attack, Man-in-the-middle attack, Replay
Based on the initial assumptions P3 , P5 , and re- attack, Known-key security, Perfect forward secrecy and
lating with R2 , we could get:
Guessing attacks (On-line or off-line) respectively.
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Table 2: Notations of the BAN logic
Symbol
P| ≡ X
#(X)
P| ⇒ X
P CX
P| ∼ X
(X, Y )
hXiY
{X}Y
(X)Y
P ←K
−→Q
−−K
−→P

Definition
The principal P believes a statement X, or P is entitled to believe
X.
The formula X is fresh.
The principal P has jurisdiction over the statement X.
The principal P sees the statement X.
The principal P once said the statement X.
The formula X or Y is one part of the formula (X, Y ).
The formula X combined with the formula Y .
The formula X is encrypted under the key K.
The formula X is chaotic maps-based hash function with the key
K.
The principals P and Q use the shared key K to communicate.
The key K will never be discovered by any principal except P and
Q.
The public key of P , and the secret key is described by K −1 .

Table 3: Logical postulates of the BAN logic
Symbol

Definition

P |≡P

K Q,P {X}K
←−−→
P |≡Q|∼X
P |≡#(X)
P |≡#(X,Y )
P |≡#(X),P |≡Q|∼X
P |≡Q|≡X
P |≡Q|⇒X,P |≡Q|≡X
P |≡X
P |≡Q|≡(X,Y )
P |≡Q|≡X

The message-meaning rule (R1 )
The freshness-conjunction rule (R2 )
The nonce-verification rule (R3 )
The jurisdiction rule (R4 )

The belief rules (R5 )
Remark 3: Molecule can deduce denominator for above formulas.

Table 4: Goals of the proposed scheme
Goals
Ksession

K

session
Goal 2. Alice| ≡ Server| ≡ (Alice ←→
Server);

Goal 1. Alice| ≡ (Alice ←→ Server);
Ksession

Goal 3. Server ≡ (Server ←→ Alice);

K

session
Goal 4. Server| ≡ Alice| ≡ (Server ←→
Alice);

Table 5: Assumptions about the initial state of our protocol
Initial states
Tk (x)

P1 : Alice| ≡−−−→ Server
B∗

P2 : Server| ≡ Server ←→ Alice
P4 : Alice| ≡ #(a)
Ta Tk (x)

P6 : Alice| ≡ Alice ←→ Server

B∗

P3 : Alice| ≡ Server ←→ Alice
P5 : Server| ≡ #(b)
Tk Ta (x)

P7 : Server| ≡ Alice ←→ Server
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Table 6: Security of our proposed protocol
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10 S11 S12 S13 S14
[5](2010)
No Mutual
No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No
[7](2015)
No Mutual
No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No
[8](2015)
No Mutual
No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No
Ours
Yes Mutual
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes BAN Yes
S1: Single registration; S2: Authentication; S3: Privacy protection; S4:Resistance to stolen-verifier attack;
S5: Resistance to impersonation attack; S6: man-in-the-middle attack; S7: Resistance to replay attack;
S8: Known-key security; S9: Perfect forward secrecy;
S10: Guessing attacks (On-line or off-line) (Including Prevent Password
Guessing Attacks for privileged-insider or for any adversary)
S11: Resistance to Potential Loophole of XOR Operation;
S12: Update password phase S13: Formal security proof S14: Hiding timestamp Yes/No: Support/Not support

Privacy protection. The node which possesses the sephase, any session key is only used once, so it has
known-key security attribute.
cret key k can compute Tk Ta (x) and get the user’s
ID, so only the server knows the identity of the user.
Furthermore, only the user and the server can com- Perfect forward secrecy. In the proposed scheme, the
session key SK = Ta Tk (b) = Tk Ta (b) is related with
pute the B ∗ , so the user need not get the plaintext
a and b, which were randomly chosen by Alice and the
of identity of the server and convinces the peer is the
server S respectively. Because of the intractability
server.
of the chaotic maps problems, an adversary cannot
compute the previously established session keys.
Resistance to stolen-verifier attacks. In the proposed scheme, the server side need not maintain any
verification table. Thus, the stolen-verifier attack is Guessing attacks (On-line or off-line). Any transferred messages on the public channel have not passimpossible to initiate in the proposed scheme.
word involved, so guessing attacks can not happen.
Impersonation attack. An adversary cannot imperFrom the Table 6, we can see that the proposed scheme
sonate anyone of the user and the server. The B*
can
provide privacy protection, perfect forward secrecy
and the secret key k can achieve authentication and
and
so on. As a result, the proposed scheme is more seconfidentiality. The {a, b, T } can achieve freshness
cure
and has much functionality compared with the recent
and associativity of all the transmissive messages. So
related
scheme.
there is no way for an adversary to have a chance to
carry out impersonation attack. Furthermore, because Alice is an identity hiding and legal user, an 5
Efficiency Analysis
adversary can not impersonate Alice at all.
Compared to RSA and ECC, Chebyshev polynomial comMan-in-the-middle attack. Because Ci (1 6 i 6 6)
putation problem offers smaller key sizes, faster compucontain the participants’s identities, timestamp or
tation, as well as memory, energy and bandwidth savings.
nonces and The {a, b, T } can achieve freshness and
To be more precise, on an Intel Pentium4 2600 MHz proassociativity of all the transmissive messages, a mancessor with 1024 MB RAM, where n and p are 1024 bits
in-the-middle attack cannot succeed.
long, the computational time of a one-way hashing operaReplay attack. That any message of Alice was replayed tion, a symmetric encryption/decryption operation, an elby an adversary is meaningless. Because Alice is an liptic curve point multiplication operation and Chebyshev
ID hiding user, the adversary only can create a vi- polynomial operation is 0.0005s, 0.0087s, 0.063075s and
sion user to initiate the replay attack. Moreover the 0.02102s separately [22]. Moreover, the computational
{a, b, T } can achieve freshness and associativity of all cost of XOR operation could be ignored when compared
with other operations. Table 7 shows performance comthe transmissive messages.
parisons between our proposed scheme and the literatures
Known-key security. Since the session key SK = of [3, 4, 5]. we sum up these formulas into one so that it
Ta Tk (b) = Tk Ta (b) is depended on the random nonces can reflect the relationship among the time of algorithms
a and b, and the generation of nonces is independent intuitively. Tp ≈ 10Tm ≈ 30Tc ≈ 72.6Ts ≈ 1263.24Th ,
in all sessions, an adversary cannot compute the pre- where: Tp : Time for bilinear pair operation, Tm : Time
vious and the future session keys when the adversary for a point scalar multiplication operation, Tc : The time
knows one session key. And in the password update for executing the Tn (x) mod p in Chebyshev polynomial,
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Table 7: Comparisons between our proposed scheme and the related literatures
Protocols(Authentication phase)
User
Computation
Server

[5] (2010)
[7] (2015)
[8] (2015)
11Th + 2Tc + 6Th + 2Tc + 6Th + 2Tc +
6Txor
1Txor
3Txor
11Th + 2Tc + 6Th + 2Tc + 6Th + 2Tc +
5Txor
1Txor
4Txor
Total
22Th + 4Tc + 12Th
+ 12Th
+
11Txor ≈
4Tc + 2Txor
4Tc + 7Txor
190.432 Th
≈ 180.432 Th
≈ 180.432 Th
Messages
6
2
3
Communication
rounds
6
2
3
Concise design
No
No
Yes
Design
N umber of nonces4
3
4
Model
Random Oracle Random Oracle Random Oracle
Th : T ime f or Hash operation
Txor : T ime f orXORedoperation
Tc : T he time f or executing theTn (x) modp in Chebyshev polynomial using the algorithm

Ts : Time for symmetric encryption algorithm, Th : Time
for Hash operation. As in Table 6 and Table 7, we can
draw a conclusion that the proposed scheme has achieved
the improvement of both efficiency and security.

6

Conclusion

In the paper, we give four flaws and one loophole in Liu
et al.’s scheme, and then propose an improved protocol
which amends all the flaws and provides the privacy protection at the same time. But what I want to emphasize
is that all the plaintexts, even timestamp, are protect by
our proposed scheme for achieving privacy protection, and
that is to say, the attacker can get only some ciphertexts
but nothing. Finally, after comparing with related literatures respectively, we found our proposed scheme has satisfactory security, efficiency and functionality. Therefore,
our protocol is more suitable for practical applications.
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Abstract
Cancelable biometrics is a promising template protection scheme which relies on encoding the raw biometric
data using non-invertible transformation function. Existing cancelable biometrics schemes ensure recoverability
of compromised templates as well as users’ privacy. However, these schemes cannot resist pre-image attacks. In
this article, a pre-image resistant cancelable biometrics
scheme is proposed, where associative memory is utilized
to encode the cancelable transformation parameters with
the privilege of high recognition performance. Bidirectional memory model has been suggested to memorize
each user’s associated key using his biometric data based
on association connectors. These connector values can be
safely saved in the storage along with the cancelable biometric template. The cancelable template is generated
using XOR operation between the biometric data and the
associated key. The simulated experiments conducted on
CASIA-IrisV3-Interval dataset show that the presented
resistant scheme does not affect the classification power
of the raw biometric data significantly. Moreover, the
resistance of the presented scheme against complete or
approximate disclosure of the raw biometric template is
achieved.
Keywords: Bidirectional memory model (BAM), cancelable biometrics, pre-image attacks

1

Introduction

Recently, protection schemes for biometrics data have
gained a lot of interest because of the spread use of biometric data [7] instead of password or smart card for
authenticating individuals [13, 15]. Ensuring the proper
use of biometric data, that are saved in system storage
as templates, is a key concern of any biometrics-based
authentication system. Therefore, template protection
schemes are needed for protecting these stored biometric

templates [7, 20]. Cancelable biometrics (CB) is a promising protection scheme for biometric data designed to store
a distorted version, called the cancelable template, of the
raw biometric data. The cancelable template is obtained
using a non-invertible transformation function and stored,
instead of the genuine biometric data, in the system storage [23]. It should be computationally hard to reconstruct
the genuine biometric data when cancelable templates are
compromised [20].
Over the past few years, various cancelable biometric
methods have been presented. Ratha et al. [24, 25] proposed a cancelable scheme for fingerprints using three different transformation named (cartesian, polar and functional). In [4], a data hiding approach is used for iris template protection. Zuo et al. [36] and Rathgeb et al. [29]
suggested creating a cancelable template from iris by applying row permutation to iris code. In [17], a random key
is employed to convert an on-line signature data into discrete sequences that are convolved together to create the
cancelable template. In [2], a new protection scheme for
signatures based on homomorphic probabilistic encryption for fixed-length templates is proposed. Savvides et
al. [30] proposed a cancelable biometrics filters for face
recognition where different templates could be obtained
from the face images by varying a random key which acts
as filter. The main challenge of these cancelable biometric
schemes is the significant degradation in recognition performance achieved using the genuine (unprotected) biometric systems.
Another cancelable biometrics approach has been presented by Teoh et al. [31, 33, 34] in order to increase
the recognition accuracy of cancelable biometric templates. They proposed to employ a secrete random number to project the raw biometric features into transformed
templates. The scheme has been applied to different
types of biometric modalities (e.g. [3, 16]). Rathgeb et
al. [26, 27, 28] utilized Bloom filter to construct cancelable
templates from iris codes. The scheme provides a rapid
comparison among transformed templates using Bloom
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filters as a non-invertible transform. Ouda et al. [21, 22]
proposed a tokenless cancelable biometrics scheme for
protecting iris codes. The scheme relies on mapping fixedsize groups of bits in an iris code into random bits using
the concept of Boolean functions.
Although the complexity of reconstructing the genuine
data from the cancelable templates in existing schemes is
computationally as hard as random guessing, pre-images
can be easily constructed from the stored cancelable templates which make these schemes vulnerable to some security breaches [9, 12, 14]. A pre-image attack aims to
construct a non-genuine biometric data, which could be
completely different from the genuine data but could generate a cancelable template similar to the cancelable template produced from the genuine biometric data [19].
Recently, Mayada et al. [32] proposed a novel cancelable biometrics scheme that can resist pre-image attacks.
However, the recognition accuracy of their scheme is noticeably affected as a result.
In this paper, we propose a pre-image resistant cancelable biometric scheme that can pertain the recognition
accuracy of the original biometric system. Th proposed
scheme binds biometric features and their associated cancelable transformation parameter in an associative memory model. Bidirectional associative memory (BAM) is
employed in order to bind each user biometric features
with his transformation key through some connector information. These connectors act as an encoded representation of a user’s key and its associated biometric data
as well. It is safe to store these connectors on the system storage with the cancelable transformed template.
The cancelable transformation in this proposed resistant
scheme is a simple XOR operation between biometric template and the associated key in order to achieve high
recognition performance. Since XOR is a non-invertible
operation if only the result is known, the security against
pre-image attacks is guaranteed because it is infeasible to
extract genuine or even an approximate values for biometric data or it’s associated key utilizing the compromised
connectors. During authentication, the stored connectors
are utilized to apply the mapping process in order to recall the associated key using input biometric data, then
the cancelable template is created to be compared with
the stored one.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows:
the proposed resistant scheme is presented in the next
section. A security analysis of the proposed scheme is
given in Section 3. Experimental results are presented in
Section 4, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Proposed Scheme

The proposed resistant scheme focuses on producing a
cancelable biometric template which withstands the preimage attacks and also achieves high recognition performance. Most of cancelable biometric schemes suffer from
the possibility of constructing an approximate biometric
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features, also known as a biometric template, using the
stored cancelable template if system storage is compromised [20]. This paper introduces a cancelable scheme
which employs the Boolean XOR operation for implementing the cancelable transformation function. Each
binary biometric template is XOR-ed with an associated
random binary string to construct a cancelable template.
Storing this random bit-string in the system storage or
on smart cards makes biometric system susceptible to different types of attacks [8, 10]. To tackle this challenge,
our proposed scheme relies on hiding the user’s associated bit-string (key) along with the biometric features in
an encrypted form using an associative memory. If only
the resulting XOR-ed template is compromised by any
attacker, the XOR operation cannot be inverted (e.g. ’0’
can result from ’1’ XOR ’1’ or ’0’ XOR ’0’). The associative memory binds every biometric features with its
corresponding key through association connectors known
as weights. These weights could be securely stored on a
central storage to recall the associated key using user’s
biometric features in the verification stage. The steps of
our proposed resistant scheme are illustrated in Figure 1.
As depicted in Figure 1, the proposed cancelable
scheme is formulated of two principle processes: firstly,
constructing the BAM network weights. These weights
values are utilized to connect each user associated key to
its biometric data. Secondly, binding biometric template
with the key in order to construct the reference cancelable
template; this process is accomplished using XOR binding
operation. The next subsections illustrate our proposed
resistant scheme in detail.

2.1

Enrollment Process

When a new user is enrolled, a reference binary-valued
template is generated using all enrolled user’s samples.
This reference sample is computed by calculating the
mean of every bit location from all samples. If this mean
value is more than or equals 0.5 then this location reference set to 1 and 0 otherwise. Algorithm 1 presents the
enrollment process in detail.
Instead of storing the key associated with each user in
the storage or on a token, an associative memory is utilized in order to bind each key with the corresponding biometric template. During the association phase, an associative network weights are learned for each user. During
the memorization phase of BAM, an input set of p associated pattern pairs is given: {(Xr , Yr )|r = 1, 2, . . . , p} :
Xr ∈ {−1, +1}n (represent biometric template) and Yr ∈
{−1, +1}n (represent transformation key), where bipolar
representation is utilized to allow optimum patterns association [1, 35]. Out of the complete set of input patterns, only a single pattern should represent the genuine
individual’s biometric template binding to a genuine individual’s key. Other patterns should represent non-genuine
biometric templates linked to non-genuine transformation
keys. In order to ensure perfect memory mapping, the
other (non-genuine) patterns have to be independent from
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Figure 1: Overview of proposed pre-image resistant cancelable biometric scheme

the user’s reference pattern. A bidirectional single layer
memory network is utilized to associate two different patterns. The presented BAM model consists of an input
unit of n nodes corresponding to biometric features of
length n. The input layer nodes are linked to an output
layer consisting of n nodes which represents a randomly
constructed key of length n through W (weight matrix of
size n×n). The weight matrix represents an encoded representation of the cancelable transformation parameters.
In order to construct a protected non-invertible and
pre-image resistant cancelable biometric template, a revocable (cancelable) transformation is needed. In our
proposed method, the revocable transformation is implemented using the XOR binding operation. The proposed association model ensures that without having the
biometric data, it is computationally hard to reveal any
information about the genuine transformed key utilizing
the stored connection weights as we will show formally
in Section 3. Moreover, it is very difficult to construct
an approximate version of the biometric template which
can the be used to produce an approximate version of the
XORed cancelable template without knowing the genuine
associated key value.

2.2

Verification Process

In the verification phase, the biometric features of each
user are utilized to recall his/her associated key utilizing
the stored BAM weights. Due to the intra-user variations
of biometric data, biometric data generated from the same
individual are not the same. Fortunately, however, the

presented BAM model is able to recall the stored associated key binding with the individual’s biometric data [35].
Algorithm 2 illustrates the verification process in detail.
The key linked to the claimed identity is XOR-ed with
the binary represented biometric data to get the cancelable template. The obtained template is matched against
the stored one using the Hamming distance and the authentication process fails if the matching result exceeds a
predefined threshold θ and succeeds otherwise.

3

Security Analysis

This section discusses the security properties of our proposed scheme. A secure cancelable biometrics scheme
must fulfill a number of requirements; namely, diversity, revocability, non-invertability, and resistance to preimage attacks. In the next subsections, we show how our
proposed scheme can meet these requirements.

3.1

Recoverability and Diversity

The cancelable scheme is revocable if it allows generation
of a new key, in case the system storage is compromised,
to construct a new template for biometric data belonging
to same identity. In our proposed work, the transformation random key is set in BAM network’s output layer.
Thus, with the possibility of constructing a new key, a new
weight matrix could be generated utilizing the same individual’s biometric data. Therefore, our proposed scheme
satisfies the revocability property.
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Algorithm 1 Proposed scheme enrollment stage
Algorithm 2 Proposed scheme verification stage
Input: A set of L training samples {s1 , .., sL } that be- Input: Test sample Stest , and user identity I.
longs to the same class. P, number of associated patterns 1: Generate binary representation template Btest from
pairs (X, Y ).
Stest with n bits length.
2: Convert Btest into bipolar representation Xtest .
1: Generate binary representation templates {B1 , .., BL }
3: Retrieve the weights matrix W from biometric system
from the training samples with n-bit length.
storage.
2: Create the reference template Bref for the binary representation training templates using the fusion ap- 4: Recall the binary valued key associated with Xtest as
defined in [1]:
proach [6] computed by:
K = W · Xtest

L

1X i
Bl
φ(i) =
L

(1)

l=1

(
Ktest =

(
1,
Bref (i) =
0,

if φ(i) ≥ 0.5
if φ(i) < 0.5

(2)
5:

Convert Bref into bipolar representation Xref .
Generate random binary sequence Kref with n bits
length.
5: Convert Kref into bipolar representation Yref .
6: Generate the cancelable template:

6:

(7)

Compute the cancelable test template:
(8)

Compare test and reference cancelable template for
the input claimed user identity I:

ε=
(3)

1, if ki ≥ 0
0, if ki < 0

Ttest = Btest ⊕ Ktest

3:
4:

Tref = Bref ⊕ Kref

(6)

kTref ⊕ Ttest k
n

(9)

7: Decision making for I:
Generate a set of associated patterns pairs (Xj , Yj ) :
J =2
(
while j 6= P do
Accept, if ε ≤ θ
Decision =
(10)
Select sample Bj from samples belong to other
Reject, if ε > θ
classes then convert it to bipolar representation Xj .
11:
Generate the associated random bipolar sequence
Yj .
12: end while
by our proposed scheme.
13: Randomize the associated patterns pairs (X, Y ) order.
14: Create the association BAM weights W using learning
3.2 Non-invertability
approach defined in [1]:
15: j = 1, W = φ
In order to satisfy the non-invertability property, it should
16: while j 6= P do
be computationally hard to decrypt the XORed template
17:
to retrieve either the genuine key or the genuine biometric data. Moreover, it should difficult to extract the
wj = X̄j · Yj
(4) key or the genuine biometric features using the stored
BAM weights. The utilized XOR binding operation is
W = W + wj
(5) non-invertible because it is very difficult to reverse the
resulting XORed template without knowing either of its
input parameters. The non-invertability of the publicly
18: end while
stored BAM weight matrix is acquired from the method
19: Store W and Tref in system storage.
used for generating those weights. As mentioned before
in Section 2, the weight matrix is constructed using the
approach expressed by Equations (4) and (5). This subThe length of the BAM output layer corresponds to section analyzes the computational efforts needed by an
the key length. Hence, if it contains m nodes, it allows adversary to disclose the genuine data utilizing the stored
for generating 2m different cancelable template using 2m BAM weights.
different keys for each input user. On the other hand, each
individual can be enrolled in different biometric systems
with different cancelable templates based on each system
unique key. Thus, the property of diversity is also satisfied
7:
8:
9:
10:
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w1,1
 ..
 .

w1,2
..
.

wn,1

wn,2

···
..
.
···

 
w1,n
x1,1 · y1,1
..  = 
..
.  
.

x1,1 · y1,2
..
.

x1,n · y1,1

x1,n · y1,2

wn,n

···
..
.
···

Recall that the BAM network contains p associated
vectors {Xr , Yr } for r = 1, 2, . . . , p; and the used cancelable transform is the XOR operation, i.e., Y and X must
be of equal length, where X: is the biometric template
represented as vector of length n, Y : is the corresponding
transformation key represented as vector of length n as
illustrated below:
x1 = [x1,1 , x1,2 , · · · , x1,n ] , y1 = [y1,1 , y1,2 , · · · , y1,n ]
x2 = [x2,1 , x2,2 , · · · , x2,n ] , y2 = [y2,1 , y2,2 , · · · , y2,n ]
..
..
.
.
xp = [xp,1 , xp,2 , · · · , xp,n ] ,

yp = [yp,1 , yp,2 , · · · , yp,n ]

The weight matrix W of size n × n, computed using
Equations (4) and (5), can be constructed by matrix notations as expressed in Equation (11). When an adversary
has only the values of matrix W , we analyze the computational complexity needed to reconstruct the genuine
transformation key Ys or the genuine biometric template
Xs using matrix W . Each single raw vector in W could
be seen as a linear system of equations, e.g. the sth row
in W matrix which contains values: [ws,1 , ws,2 , ...., ws,n ],
could be represented by the following linear system of
equations:



xp,1 · yp,1
x1,1 · y1,n


..
..
 + ··· + 
.
.

xp,1 · yp,2
..
.

xp,n · yp,1

xp,n · yp,2

x1,n · y1,n





w2,1
y1,1
 w2,2 

  ..
 ..  =  .
 . 
y1,n
w2,n

y2,1
..
.

··
..
.

y2,n

··

···
..
.
···
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xp,1 · yp,n

..

.
xp,n · yp,n
(11)



 x
yp,1  1,2 
..  . x2,2 
. 
.  
 .. 
yp,n
xp,2

(15)



 x
yp,1  1,n 
..  . x2,n 
. 
.  
 .. 
yp,n
xp,n

(16)

..
.




wn,1
y1,1
 wn,2 

  ..
 ..  =  .
 . 
y1,n
wn,n

y2,1
..
.

··
..
.

y2,n

··

Mathematically, solving each linear system given only
W requires guessing the matrix Y . In order to guess the
values of Y , which contains n × p unknown variables, the
attacker needs at most 2np trails to get the correct values of Y which satisfy all linear system equations. Thus,
the computational effort needed by any attacker to disclose the linear system of equations is as hard as randomly
guessing all key values. Having key length equivalent to
biometric template length makes it computationally infeasible to guess key values, especially when p and n are large
values. Additionally, The attacker needs extra efforts to
ws,1 = x1,s .y1,1 + x2,s .y2,1 + · · · + xp,s .yp,1
detect the genuine biometric data linked to the genuine
ws,2 = x1,s .y1,2 + x2,s .y2,2 + · · · + xp,s .yp,2
transformation key. This is because, as mentioned before
..
in Section 2.1, the weight matrix W not only contains the
.
genuine user key information associate with its genuine
ws,n = x1,s .y1,n + x2,s .y2,n + · · · + xp,s .yp,n
biometric data but also contains other non-genuine keys
This linear system of equations can be represented us- linked to non-genuine biometric data.
ing matrix notations as follows:

 





ws,1
y1,1
y2,1
yp,1
3.3 Pre-image Attack Analysis
 ws,2   y1,2 
 y2,2 
 yp,2 

 





 ..  =  ..  .x1,s +  ..  .x2,s + · · · +  ..  .xp,s The pre-image attackers attempt to recreate sufficiently
 .   . 
 . 
 . 
comparable biometric templates which act as the genuine
ws,n
y1,n
y2,n
yp,n
one utilizing the compromised data. In our proposed
(12) work, generating biometric data from the stored data
(connection weights and cancelable template) is computaGrouping the common factors yields:
tionally as hard as random guessing. It is unattainable to




 x1,s

ws,1
reveal any information using only the stored XORed temy1,1 y2,1 ·· yp,1 
 ws,2 
x2,s 
plate without knowing either the key or biometric data

  ..



.
.
.
..
..
..  .  . 
(13)
 ..  =  .
as proven in the previous subsection. However, the pre . 
 .. 
y1,n y2,n ·· yp,n
image attacker can construct a non-genuine biometric feaws,n
xp,s
tures and a non-genuine transformation key which generBy expanding Equation (13) for each row vector in W ate enough similar XORed template. Fortunately, there
matrix, i.e. substituting s from 1 to n, each linear system is no mathematical way to construct a non-genuine biocould be expressed as follows:
metric template that is close enough to the original one




from both of the stored XORed template and the connec
 x1,1
w1,1
y1,1 y2,1 ·· yp,1 

 w1,2 
tion weights. Therefore, our proposed method is robust
x

  .
..
..  .  2,1 
..
(14) against pre-image attack.
 ..  =  ..
  .. 
.
.
.
 . 
 . 
Since the pre-image attacker has no way to create
y1,n y2,n ·· yp,n
w1,n
xp,1
an approximated input patterns except through ran-
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Table 1: CASIA-IrisV3-Interval properties [5]
# classes Total number of images Image Resolution
395
2683
320 × 282

# subjects
249

Table 2: Experimental parameters setting
Masek output-code
Iris array size

40 × 480 bits

Reference iris code size

9600 bit

BAM Structure
# input nodes
9600
BAM weights size 9600 × 9600
# output nodes
9600
# patterns
p

dom guessing (Brute-force), the maximum number of trials needed to construct biometric data or key to disclose biometric system’s data is 2n , (where n represents
the input binary-valued biometrics template length, or
equivalently, the input binary-valued transformation key
length). Therefore, our proposed scheme maximizes the
efforts needed for this kind of attacks, especially when n
is large.

4

Experimental Results

In order to evaluate our proposed work from recognition performance perspective, several experiments
were performed on the standard CASIA-IrisV3-Interval
database [5]. The database is partitioned into 249 subjects; each subject has his right or left or both eye’
samples. Table 1 illustrates the CASIA-IrisV3-Interval
database specification in detail. In order to construct iris
codes for each iris dataset image, Masek code [18] was
utilized to construct the genuine binary valued iris templates.
During the BAM association phase, a reference pattern for each iris was created using the approach clarified
in Section 2.1. Each class reference iris code serve as an
input pattern for this BAM model to be associated with
a randomly generated binary key. Other training nongenuine patterns have been experimentally determined
using the metric of Hamming distance by taking iris codes
belong to other classes which are far enough to the class’
reference iris code. Each non-genuine iris code is associated with a randomly constructed non-genuine key. Once
the training phase is complete, the learned weights were
stored in the system storage. The reference iris code for
each iris is XORed with its associated key to construct the
final stored cancelable template. Table 2 summarizes the
simulated experiments parameters’ values. The output
binary iris array was reshaped to be formed into reference binary code by combining each array rows one followed by another. This binary iris vector and another
binary sequence (key) with the same length were utilized
to compose BAM network structure with set of patterns p,
where the lengths of both the stored cancelable template
and the input binary iris vector are equal.
To detect the appropriate number of associated pattern pairs p which achieve high recognition performance,

XOR- parameters
Iris’ size
9600
Key size
9600
XORed Template’ size

9600

various experiments were executed. For each experiment,
a sample of ten classes has been randomly selected from
CASIA-Iris V3-Interval to testify the best number of patterns p. These experiments have been done using various
number of patterns (e.g. p = 5, p = 10, p = 30, p = 70).
Figure 2 shows the impostor and genuine matching score
distributions using the metric of hamming distance from
all possible comparisons. The separability between genuine and impostor distributions is measured by the decidability metrics d0 [22] computed by:
|µi − µg |
d0 = q 2 2

(17)

σi +σg
2

where µi and µg are the means and σi2 and σg2 are the
variances of the impostor and genuine distributions, respectively. The larger decidability metrics d0 value, the
larger separation between impostor and genuine distributions which indicates better recognition performance. As
shown in Figure 2, the obtained values of the decidability
metric are 2.708, 2.56, 2.53 and 2.25 for p = 5, p = 10, p =
30, and p = 70, respectively. From security perspective,
the security of our proposed scheme depends upon number of associated patterns p, i.e., the larger p value, the
more efforts needed to disclose the saved cancelable template (as previously explained in Section 3). To balance
both of security and recognition performance constraints
for the experiment, the number of patterns is suggested
to be 30.
The recognition accuracy of our proposed method
is evaluated using the receiver operation characteristic
(ROC) curves. Figure 3 illustrates the ROC curves of the
protected iris code compared to the unprotected (genuine)
codes applied on the entire CASIA-V3 iris database. The
EER(%) of the genuine unprotected iris code is 1.78; the
EER(%) of XORed protected iris code is 2.001, lower EER
value indicates high recognition performance. As can be
seen in Figure 3, our proposed scheme achieved a recognition performance comparable to the genuine unprotected
system.
To compare our proposed work with other existing cancelable biometric schemes. Several cancelable schemes:
Teoh [34], Rathgeb [27], Ouda [21] and Mayada [32] were
selected. Table 3 illustrates this comparison form perspectives of security and performance. Moreover, the recognition accuracy comparisons are graphed using ROC curves
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Figure 2: Impostor and genuine score distributions for different number of patterns (p)

Scheme
Teoh [34]
Rathgeb [27]
Ouda [21]
Mayada [32]
Proposed

Table 3: A comparative study analysis
Security Strength Pre-image attack Performance (EER%)
Based on Token
Not protected
4.81
Based on secret key
Not protected
8.98
Based on public key Not protected
5.54
Based on hidden key Protected
3.56
Based on hidden key Protected
2.001

sistant scheme with the privilege of high recognition performance.

Genuine Attempts Accepted = 1−FRR (%)
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Figure 3: ROC curves of proposed and the unprotected
methods

as shown in Figure 4. All experiments applied on CASIAV3 iris database where recognition performance relies on
biometric data rather than the dependency on key/token
as recommended in [11].
We can infer that, our proposed work is pre-image re-

Conclusions

This paper proposed a pre-image resistant cancelable
biometric scheme which depends on hiding the cancelable transformation parameters in an associative memory. Bidirectional associated memory network is utilized
to associate each user biometric features with his genuine transformation key to encode them in connection
weights. The connection weights could be safely saved in
the central storage with the XORed template between the
biometric features and its associated transformation key
which represent the cancelable template. The security requirements of this proposed work is guaranteed while the
saved connection weights can’t expose the genuine biometric data or on approximate version of it, also, transformation key is secured. Additionally, our proposed scheme
does not require carrying or remembering transformation
key during the verification process. Evaluation analysis
in terms of revocability, diversity and non-invertability
shows that our proposed scheme satisfies all these proprieties. Additionally the scheme achieves high recognition
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Abstract
Removable memory device (RMD) is one of main way for
propagating computer virus. In this paper, a dynamic
propagation model of RMD-virus with varying population size is discussed. Unlike other computer virus propagation models, the proposed model mainly considers the
RMD-virus propagation between host and RMD, which is
embodied by introducing the RMD state and new propagation rate. Furthermore, to control the RMD-virus,
three threshold parameters are obtained. The simulation
results show that the proposed model can serve as a basis
for understanding and simulating RMD-virus.
Keywords: Computer virus, propagation model, RMDSIR model, RMD-virus

1

Introduction

Computer virus propagation mainly depends on two ways:
network and removable memory device (RMD). In this
paper, RMD represents all mobile devices related to computer, including flash disk, mobile phones, digital cameras, mobile hard disk, memory card etc. The virus to
propagate through network and RMD is called as network
virus and RMD-virus respectively.
There are significant similarities between the propagation of computer virus and biological epidemics [3, 10, 13].
Epidemiological propagation model of computer virus was
based on two simplifications: (1) At any given time, each
host in the total population is one of a finite number
of states, e.g., susceptible, removed, exposed, infected
and detected etc. (2) The virus transmission can be
translated into a probability of a host infecting another
one. Some epidemiological models, such as SusceptibleInfected-Recovered (SIR) model, have been considered
by possible ways for obtaining the propagation behavior
of computer virus with various states (e.g., susceptible

(S ), infected (I ), and recovered (R)) and their transitions [2, 6, 7].
In this paper, we will discuss a RMD-virus propagation model, namely RMD-SIR, which is an extension of
the SIR [8] model by adding the RMD state and transmission RMD state. We will analyze the RMD-virus-free
equilibrium (RVFE) to derive the important parameter.
The RMD-SIR provides an opportunity to study the behavior of RMD-virus propagation.
In former studies of computer virus propagation, the
total number of hosts always is assumed constant. However, in reality, the population size (i.e., the number of
hosts) is varying with time due to the network and off
network of hosts. To study the propagation of RMD-virus
with different host size, we assume the total host size is
varying with time. Similarity, the total RMD number is
also varying with time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 proposes a dynamic propagation model of RMDvirus based on dynamic propagation rates. Section 3 analyzes the stability of the RMD-SIR system, and Section 4
represents the dynamic property of the host population
sizes. Section 5 represents some numerical results. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.

2

Description of RMD-SIR Model

For RMD-SIR model, we have following assumptions: (1).
The total population size N of hosts and total population
size n of RMDs are varying with time t. (2). All RMDs
can exchange information with more than one host. This
assumption is reasonable for RMD. (3). Even user has
found the host or RMD to be infected, and he can still
continue to acquire information from this host or RMD,
such as the computers in print shop or internet bar. (4).
Once hosts are vaccinated, they can gain permanent immunity and no longer be infected by this RMD-virus.
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In RMD-SIR model, the two new RMD states, Su and
Iu corresponding to the host states Sc and Ic in SIR model,
are added into the traditional SIR model. The new propagation rates are βcu and βuc respectively, where βcu is
the the propagation rate from host to RMD and β uc propagation rate from RMD to host. So, there are five states
and state transitions in RMD-SIR model, which is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: RMD-SIR model

2.1

States and State Transition in RMDSIR Model

508

• Ic → Sc , do not capture immunization ability after
RMD-virus stopping and cleaning in host.
• Su → Iu , infected by an infected host.
• Iu → Su , after RMD-virus cleaning, because RMD
dose not have immunization ability itself, the remove
RMD-virus in RMD must depend on clearing RMDvirus capability of host.
In Figure 1, each circular represents the states of host
or RMD. And the directed lines denote the potential transition paths from one state to another.
We assume the hosts subject to the uniformly distribution. More specifically, we assume that the local density
of the total hosts is a constant though the total population
size N (t)=Sc (t)+Ic (t)+R(t) may vary with time t. Here
Sc (t), Ic (t) and R(t) denote the sizes of the Sc (t), Ic (t)
and R classes at any time t, respectively. Similarly, the
total population size n(t) of RMD is varying with time t,
denoted by n(t)=S u (t)+I u (t).
Let e>0 and µ>0 be birth rate and mortality rate not
due to the RMD-virus respectively. Many researchers assume the birth rate and mortality rate are same [12]. In
practice, these two parameters are not equivalent. It is assumed that all newborns are susceptible and direct transmission can be neglected. Let α be the death rate for the
infectious hosts suffer a RMD-virus, it means the probability of infected hosts not to be used due to the RMDvirus. For convenience, we explain the notations used in
this paper. The details are listed in Table 1.
1/n is the proportion of contacting between susceptible
hosts and infective RMDs, and 1/N is the proportion of
contacting between susceptible RMDs and infective hosts.
For convenience, the replacement rates of host and RMD
are set to be µ. This assumption is consistent with the
actual situation, because in practice, the replacement frequency between the host and RMD is very close.

The total population of hosts is partitioned into three
groups, and any host can potentially be one of these
groups at any time t: (1) S (Susceptible): All hosts in
this group have not been infected by RMD-virus, only
when these hosts contact with an infected RMD, they
can be infected by the RMD-virus, indicated by Sc . (2) I
(Infected): All hosts in this group have been infected by
the RMD-virus, indicated by Ic . (3) R (Removed): All
hosts in this group have been vaccinated and immunized
to the RMD-virus, indicated by R.
2.2 RMD-virus Propagation Model
The total population of RMD is partitioned into two
groups: (1) S (Susceptible): All RMDs in this group eas- The RMDs in the RMD-SIR model can be formulated by
ily infect virus, only when RMDs insert into an infected following equation:
host, RMDs are infected by the virus, indicated by Su .
(2) I (Infected): All RMDs in this group have been in-  dSu (t) = en(t) − β S (t)I (t)/N + δ I (t)
 dt
cu u
c
u u
fected by the virus, indicated by Iu . Where, c and u, as
−µSu (t)
(1)
the subscripts, indicate the states of the host and RMD,  dIu (t)
=
β
S
(t)I
(t)/N
−
δ
I
(t)
−
µI
(t).
cu u
c
u u
u
dt
respectively.
Initially, all hosts are in S -state. Once RMD-virus
The hosts in RMD-SIR model can be formulated by
intrudes into the system, these hosts may change their
following
equation:
states according to the following rules:

dSc (t)
• Sc → R, using countermeasure of immunization.

= eN (t) + δc Ic (t) − βuc Sc (t)Iu (t)/n
 dt



−µSc (t) − ρSR Sc (t)

• Sc → Ic , infected by an infected RMD.
dIc (t)
(2)
= βuc Sc (t)Iu (t)/n − (µ + ω + δc
dt



+α)Iu (t)
• Ic → R, using immunization after virus stopping and


 dR(t) = ωI (t) + ρ S (t) − µR(t).
cleaning in host.
c
SR c
dt
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Table 1: Notations and definitions
Notation
Su (t)
Iu (t)
Sc (t)
Ic (t)
R(t)
N
n
e
µ
βcu
βuc
δu
δc
α
ω
ρSR

Definition
Number of susceptible RMD at time t
Number of Infected RMD at time t
Number of susceptible hosts at time t
Number of infected hosts at time t
Number of vaccinated hosts at time t
Total number of hosts under consideration
Total number of RMD under consideration
Birth rate
Replacement rate not due to the RMD-virus
RMD-virus propagation rate from host to RMD
RMD-virus propagation rate from RMD to host
Recovery rate of host from state I to Sc
Recovery rate of RMD from state I to Su
Death rate due to the RMD-virus
Rate at which infected hosts are vaccinated or treated
Rate at which S hosts are vaccinated or treated

Combine (1) and (2) as:


























dSu (t)
dt
dIu (t)
dt
dSc (t)
dt
dIc (t)
dt
dR(t)
dt

Where
(

= en(t) − βcu Su (t)Ic (t)/N + δu Iu (t)
−µSu (t)
= βcu Su (t)Ic (t)/N − δu Iu (t) − µIu (t)
= eN (t) + δc Ic (t) − βuc Sc (t)Iu (t)/n
−µSc (t) − ρSR Sc (t)
= βuc Sc (t)Iu (t)/n − (µ + ω + δc + α)
Ic (t)
= ωIc (t) + ρSR Sc (t) − µR(t).

dN (t)
dt
dn(t)
dt

= (e − µ)N (t) − αIc (t)
= (e − µ)n(t).

reduced system
 0

 s0u = e − βcu su ic + δu iu − esu

iu = βcu su ic − δu iu − eiu
s0 = e − βuc sc iu − (ρSR + e)sc + αic sc


 0c
ic = βuc sc iu − (ω + δc + α + e)ic + αi2c .

(6)

(3)

3

Stability Analysis for Equilibrium

Stable states of model (6) satisfy the following equations:
 0
s
=0


 0u
iu = 0
(7)
 s0c = 0
(4)

 0
ic = 0.

Let i0c = 0, we have
When N (t) is not constant, it is often necessary to
consider the proportions of individuals in five epidemie
.
(8)
i∗c = i∗u = 0, s∗u = 1, s∗c =
ological classes, namely, su =Su /n, iu =Iu /n, sc =Sc /N,
e + ρSR
ic =Ic /N, r =R/N. We use 0 to replace d /dt, according to
S0 n−S n0
For the case of i∗c = i∗u = 0, we have the RVFE as
the derivation formula s0u = ( Snu )0 = ( u n2 u ), we get
s0u = e − βcu su ic + δu iu − esu , then it is easy to verify that follows
su , iu , sc , ic , r satisfy the following system of differential
e
EQvf = P0 = (s∗u1 , i∗u1 , s∗c1 , i∗c1 ) = (1, 0,
, 0). (9)
equations
e + ρSR
 0
su




 i0u
s0c


 i0c

 0
r

= e − βcu su ic + δu iu − esu
= βcu su ic − δu iu − eiu
= e − βuc sc iu − (ρSR + e)sc + αic sc
= βuc sc iu − (ω + δc + α + e)ic + αi2c
= ωic + ρSR Sc − er + αic r.

For the case of i∗c > 0, i∗u > 0, we will verify the existence of the RMD-virus-epidemic equilibrium (RVEE) in
(5) Subsection 3.3.

3.1

Basic Reproduction
Model

Number

of

We add the restricted conditions su +iu =1, sc +ic +r =1.
e
We also notice that the variable r does not appear in It was easy to calculate the RVFE EQvf = (1, 0, e+ρSR , 0)
the first four equations of (5), and we can first study the of model (6). Let X = (su , iu , sc , ic ), then the model (6)
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can be written as X 0 = F (X) − Z(X). Where


βcu su ic


0

F (X) = 


0
0

δu iu + eiu
 −βuc sc iu + (ω + δc + α + e)ic + αi2c
Z(X) = 

−e + βcu su ic − δu iu + esu
−e + βuc sc iu + (ρSR + e)sc − αic sc .
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The stability of P 0 is equivalent to all eigenvalues of
(16) being with negative real parts, which can be guaranteed by
R0 =





eβcu βuc
<1
(δu + e)(ω + δc + α + e)(e + ρSR )

(17)

When R 0 >1, Equation (10) has one positive root and
three negative roots. So, the RVFE P 0 is locally asymptotically stable if R 0 <1 and unstable if R 0 >1. So, we
have following Lemma 1.

(10) Lemma 1. RVFE P0 is locally asymptotically stable if
R0 <1.
At RVFE P 0 , Jacobian matrices of F (X ) and Z (X )
are shown as follows
3.2.2 Global Stability of the RVFE


F2×2 02×2
In this subsection, we show that the parameter restricDF (P0 ) =
02×2 02×2
tions of local stability of the RVFE guarantee its global


Z2×2 02×2
stability. Here we define another threshold parameter
DZ(P0 ) =
1
2
Z2×2
Z2×2
βcu βuc
b0 =
(18)
R
(δu + e)(ω + δc + α + e)
Where,


b0 <1 guarantees R 0 <1.
It notices that R
0 βcu
F2×2 =
,
0 0
Theorem 1. RVFE P0 of (6) is globally asymptotically


b0 ≤1; it is unstable if R0 >1. In the latter case,
δu + e
0
stable R
Z2×2 =
,
−eβuc
ω
+
δ
+
α
+
e
c
the
solutions
of (6) starting sufficiently close to P0 move
e+ρSR


away
from
P
0.
−δu
βcu
1
Z2×2
=
,
eβuc
−αe
Proof. We proof the global stability of P 0 by constructing
e+ρSR
e+ρSR


a
suitable Lyapunov function [11] V = βuc iu + (δu + e)ic .
e
0
2
Z2×2
=
,
Differentiating
V along (6), we obtains Equation (19).
0 ρSR + e
The maximum value of (19) is achieved at the ex−1
F2×2 Z2×2
was the next generation matrix [9] for treme points: A1 (0, 0, 0, 0), A2 (1, 0, 0, 0), A3 (0, 1, 0, 0),
−1
model (6). The spectral radius of the matrix F2×2 Z2×2
is A4 (0, 0, 1, 0), A5 (0, 0, 0, 1). It is easy to verify that the
situations at these five points are shown in Table 2.
eβ
β
cu
uc
−1
ρ(F2×2 Z2×2
)=
. (11)
(δu + e)(ω + δc + α + e)(e + ρSR )
Table 2: Situations of five points
According to Theorem 2 in [5], the basic reproduction
number of model (6) is
R0 =

eβcu βuc
(δu + e)(ω + δc + α + e)(e + ρSR )

where, R 0 is the threshold parameter.

(12)

A1 (0,0,0,0)
A2 (1,0,0,0)
A3 (0,1,0,0)
A4 (0,0,1,0)
A5 (0,0,0,1)

V 0 |(5) =0,when R 0 ≤1
V 0 |(5) =0,when R 0 ≤1
V 0 |(5) =0,when R 0 ≤1
V 0 |(5) =0,when R 0 ≤1
b0 =1
V 0 |(5) =0,if R

Let (19) be 0, i.e., V 0 |(5) = 0 if ic = iu = 0 or
b0 = 1. The maximum invariant set in {(su , iu , sc , ic ) ∈
R
3.2.1 Locally Stability of the RVFE
∆|V 0 |(5) = 0} is the singleton {P 0 }. By LaSalles InvariClearly, all parameters of P 0 are positive. Jacobian ma- ance Principle ( [4], Chapter 2, Theorem 6.4), the RVFE
b0 ≤ 1.
trix of (6), at an arbitrary point P (s u ,i u ,s c ,i c ), is Equa- P 0 is globally asymptotically stable when R
tion (13).
If R 0 >1, we define V2 = βuc iu + (δu + e)ic . So, we have
The Jacobian matrix J (P ), at P 0 , is Equation (14).
Equation (20).
The eigenpolynomial of J (P 0 ) is Equation (15), then
Observe that V20 |(5) > 0 for s u sufficiently close to
e/(e + ρSR ) except when iu = ic = 0. Solutions start(λ + e)[λ + (ρSR + e)](λ2 + (δu + e + w + δc + α + e)λ ing sufficiently close to P 0 leave a neighborhood of P 0
eβcu βuc
except those on the invariant sc -axis, where (4) reduces
+ (δu + e)(w + δc + α + e) −
)=0
to s0c = e − (ρSR + e)sc and thus sc (t) → e/(ρSR + e) as
ρSR + e
(16) t → ∞, completing the proof.

3.2

RVFE and Its Stability
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−βcu ic − e
δu
0
 βcu ic
−δ
−
e
0
u
J(P ) = 

0
−βuc sc −βuc ic − (ρSR + e) + αic
0
βuc sc
βuc iu

−e
0
J(P0 ) = 
0
0

δu
−(δu + e)
−βuc s∗c1
βuc s∗c1


−βcu su

βcu


αsc
−(ω + δc + α + e) + 2αic


−βcu

βcu


−(ρSR + e)
αs∗c1
0
−(ω + δc + α + e)
0
0
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(13)

(14)

Theorem 1 points out that the threshold parameters define
b0 give whether the infected hosts and RMDs to
R 0 and R
be promptly eliminated locally and globally respectively.
f (ic∗ ) = R0 ,
Reducing R 0 value to less than unity can eradicate virus
α
f (ic ) = (1 −
ic )(1
b0 is adjusted
with a small magnitude. However, when R
(25)
ω + δc + α + e
less than or equal to unity, the virus can be eradicated
α − βuc βuc
βcu
b0 can be explained
ic )(1 +
ic )
−
even with a large magnitude. R 0 and R
ρSR + e
δu + e
as the virus propagate by increasing inflow of susceptible
and the infectious individuals, while weakening the outCase 1: When (ρSR + e) < α and 0 < i∗c < 1, the three
flow of the infected and susceptible.
roots of f (i ) are i1 = (ω + δc + α + e)/α, i2 = (ρSR +
e)/(α − βuc βcu ), and i3 = −(δu + e)/βcu . They all lie
outside [0, 1] when R 0 >1. Furthermore, f (0)=1 and
3.3 Existence of the Local Equilibrium
f (1) = (ω + δc + e)(ρSR + e + βcu βuc − α)(δu + e +
(LE)
βcu )/(ω + δc + e + α)(ρSR + e)(δu + e) > R0 .
Subsection 3.2.2 shows that the RVFE is globally asymp∗
totically stable when R 0 ≤1. This implies that, if there Case 2: When 0 < ic < (ρSR + e)/α, the three roots
of f (i ) all lie outside [0, (ρSR + e)/α] when ρSR <
is not LE, the virus can be eliminated in the end. From
(ω + δc + α) and R 0 >1. Furthermore, f (0)=1 and
the view of virus propagation, it is more important to
f ((ρSR + e)/α) = βcu βuc (ω + δc + α − ρSR )(α(δu +
investigate the existence of LE.
e) + βcu (ρSR + e))/α2 (ω + δc + α + e)(δu + e) > R0 .
Suppose that P∗ (su∗ , iu∗ , sc∗ , ic∗ ) is a LE. From Equation (6), its coordinate should satisfy

e − βcu su∗ ic∗ + δu iu∗ − esu∗ = 0



βcu su∗ ic∗ − δu iu∗ − eiu∗ = 0
e − βuc sc∗ iu∗ − (ρSR + e)sc∗ + αic∗ sc∗ = 0



βuc sc∗ iu∗ − (ω + δc + α + e)ic∗ + αi2c∗ = 0

These two cases lead to the conclusion that, when
R 0 >1, the line y=R 0 has exactly on intersection
(21) (ic∗ , f (ic∗ )) with the graph of f (i c ) that satisfies Equation (22). So, we can obtain the following result.

Theorem 2. Suppose that R0 >1, then model (6) has
Where su∗ > 0, iu∗ > 0, sc∗ > 0, ic∗ > 0. Using these
an interior equilibrium P∗ (su∗ , iu∗ , sc∗ , ic∗ ) and its coorinequalities, we have (ρSR + e − αic∗ )(1 − sc∗ − ic∗ ) =
dinates satisfy Equations (21)-(23).
ωic∗ + δu (1 − su∗ ), which gives the following range of ic∗ ,
0 < ic∗ < min{1, (ρSR + e)/α}

(22)

4
We notice that, from Equation (22), when α is less that
the ρSR , or e, or ρSR +e, i c* will lie in the interval (0,1).
Eliminating su∗ , iu∗ , sc∗ from Equation (12), ic∗ satisfies
Equation (23).
Where R 0 is defined by Equation (12). Furthermore,
su∗ , iu∗ , sc∗ can be uniquely determined by Equation (24).
In (24), su∗ > 0, iu∗ > 0, and sc∗ > 0 are satisfied
respectively, they can be guaranteed by the fact that 0 <
ie∗ < 1 and R 0 >1. Let x → f (x) ∈ Rn be a smooth
vector field defined for x in an open set D⊂R n , where

Analysis of the Population Sizes

In the previous sections, we investigate the global dynamics of the system (5) and obtain restrictive conditions of
the parameter for RMD-virus. Are these conclusions compatible with the original system (3)? In this section, we
focus on finding out the correlations between them.
We now study the dynamics of (Su (t), Iu (t), Sc (t),
Ic (t), R(t)), n(t) = Su (t)+Iu (t) and N (t) = Sc (t)+Ic (t)+
R(t), which are governed by systems (3) and (4). In fact,
R does not appear in the first four equation system (3),
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λ+e
 0
|λE − J(P0 )| = 
 0
0


−δu
0
βcu

λ + (δu + e)
0
−βcu


βuc s∗c1
λ + (ρSR + e)
−αs∗c1
−βuc s∗c1
0
λ + (ω + δc + α + e)
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(15)

V 0 |(5) = βuc [βcu su ic − (δu + e)iu ] + (δu + e)[βuc sc iu − (ω + δc + α + e)ic + αi2c ]
= βuc βcu su ic − βuc (δu + e)iu + (δu + e)βuc sc iu − (δu + e)(ω + δc + α + e)ic + (δu + e)αi2c

(19)

= ic [βuc βcu su − (δu + e)(ω + δc + α + e) + (δu + e)αic ] + iu βuc (δu + e)(sc − 1)

which allows us to study the equivalent system
 dSu (t)
= en(t) − βcu Su (t)Ic (t)/N + δu Iu (t)

dt



−µSu (t)


 dIu (t)


=
β
cu Su (t)Ic (t)/N − δu Iu (t) − µIu (t)

dt


dSc (t)

= eN (t) + δc Ic (t) − βuc Sc (t)Iu (t)/n
 dt
−µSc (t) − ρSR Sc (t)
(26)

dIc (t)


=
β
S
(t)I
(t)/n
−
(µ
+
ω
+
δ
+
α)
uc c
u
c

dt



Ic (t)



dN (t)

= (e − µ)N (t) − αIc (t)
 dt

 dn(t)
=
(e − µ)n(t)
dt
P
In its feasible region,
= {(Su , Iu , Sc , Ic , N, n) ∈
6
6
|0 ≤ Su + Iu ≤ n, 0 ≤ Sc + Ic ≤ N }. Where, R+
R+
is a non-negative real number of 6-dimensional space.
If e<µ and α≥0, or e≤µ and α>0, Equation (26) implies that total host population N (t)→0 monotonically as
t→∞ for all solutions with I u >0 and I c >0, namely the
RMD-virus is initially present. If e=µ and α=0, N (t) and
n(t) remain constant so that (26) degeneracy to a model
with constant population, whose dynamic behaviors are
very similar to (5) and (6).
In the rest of this section, we assume that e>µ, α>0 or
e>µ, α=0. The latter does not incorporate RMD-virus
related death in host population, and the whole population will increase
 exponentially. 

uc βcu
Let f (x) = 1 − ω+δcα+α+e x 1 − α−β
ρSR +e x


1 + δβucu
x
, where f (x) is the cubic polynomial defined
+e
e0 = f ((e − µ)/α), the parameters R
e0 play
in (25). Let R
key roles in the dynamics of the population sizes.

Our interest is to determine whether there is a LE in syse∗ , n
tem (26). Suppose Pe∗ (Seu∗ , Ieu∗ , Sec∗ , Iec∗ , N
e∗ ) is a LE of
system (26). Let the right-hand side of (21) equal to zero,
we have
Seu∗ Iec∗
e∗
n
e∗ N
ee
n∗ − µIeu∗
=
⇒
µ

Seu∗
Iec∗
−µ
n
e∗
n
e∗
e
e
Su∗
e − µIu∗ /e
n∗
=
n
e∗
µ
e∗
(ω + α + µ + δc )Iec∗ /N
=
e∗
βuc Sec∗ /N

0 = e − βcu
Seu∗
Ieu∗
n
e∗

+ δu

e∗ + (ω + α + µ + δc )Iec∗
eN
Sec∗ =
µ + ρSR
e∗
Sec∗
e + (ω + α + µ + 2δc )Iec∗ /N
⇒
=
e∗
µ + ρSR
N
e
e−µ
Ic∗
=
e
α
N∗
e ∗ and n
Eliminating Seu∗ , Ieu∗ , Sec∗ , Iec∗ , N
e∗ from these
following condition

βcu e(e − µ) (ω + α + µ + δc )(e − µ)(µ + ρSR )
=
[(δu
αµ
βuc [e + (ω + α + µ + 2δc )(e − µ)]
βcu (e − µ)
+ e) +
]
α
(27)
which is equivalent to Equation (28).
If R 0 ≤1, then the infected hosts vanish. The RMDvirus does not suppress the growth of the host population
e0 6= R0 , system (26) has only a trivial so that N (t), n(t), S c (t), S u (t) tend to infinity exponenTheorem 3. If R
e
e0 = R0 system (26) has tially with an exponential rate e − µ as t → ∞.
equilibrium P0 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). If R
e0 ≤ 1, (su (t), iu (t), sc (t),
Theorem 1 shows that when R
a line of equilibrium points:
ic (t), r(t)) → (1, 0, e/(e + ρSR ), 0, ρSR /(e + ρSR )) expoee
n∗ − µIeu∗ (ω + α + µ + δc )(e − u)(µ + ρSR )e
n∗
nentially as t → ∞. According to system (4), we let
(
,
,
µ
βuc [e + (ω + α + µ + δc )(e − µ)/α]
N 0 (t) = ((e − µ) − αic )N.
(29)
e∗ (e − u)N
e∗
[e + (ω + α + µ + 2δc )(e − µ)/α]N
,
,
µ + ρSR
α
We therefore claim that N (t) increases exponentially
e
N∗ , n
e∗ ).
due to the fact that ic (t) → 0 as t → ∞ [1]. The
trajectories of Sc(t) and R(t) tend to infinity due to
e∗ and n
Where, N
e∗ are arbitrary positive number. positive the facts that sc (t) = Sc (t)/N (t) → e/(e + SR ) and
number.
r(t) = R(t)/N (t) → ρSR /(e + ρSR ) respectively, which
e
Proof. We now consider the case e>µ and α>0. Sys- are independent of R0 . So, we can see the behavior of
tem (26) also has trivial equilibrium Pe0 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Iu (t), Ic (t) and R(t).
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V20 |(5) = βuc [βcu su ic − (δu + e)iu ] + (δu + e)[βuc sc iu − (ω + δc + α + e)ic + αi2c ]
= βuc βcu su ic − βuc (δu + e)iu + (δu + e)βuc sc iu − (δu + e)(ω + δc + α + e)ic + (δu + e)αi2c

(20)

= ic [βuc βcu su − (δu + e)(ω + δc + α + e) + (δu + e)αic ] + iu βuc (δu + e)(sc − 1)
eβuc βcu ic∗ − [(ω + δc + α + e)ic∗ − αi2c∗ ] × [(ρSR + e) − αic∗ + βuc βcu ic∗ ] × [(δu + e) − βcu ic∗ ] = 0
⇒ [(ω + δc + α + e) − αic∗ ] × [(ρSR + e) − αic∗ + βuc βcu ic∗ ] × [(δu + e) + βcu ic∗ ] = eβuc βcu




α
α − βuc βcu
βcu
⇒ 1−
1−
1+
ic∗ = R0
ω + δc + α + e
ρSR + e
δu + e

(23)

Theorem 4. Suppose R0 > 1 and α < βuc . As t → ∞:
Table 3: Parameters used in experiments
e0 > R0 , (Su (t), Iu (t), Sc (t), Ic (t), R(t), N (t),
When R
n(t)) → (∞, ∞, ∞, ∞, ∞, ∞, ∞);
Parameter
Value
Parameter
Value
e0 < R0 ,(Su (t), Iu (t), Sc (t), Ic (t), R(t), N (t),
When R
N (0)
10000
ρSR
Not fixed
n(t)) → (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
n(0)
5000
α
Not fixed
e0 = R0 ,(Su (t), Iu (t), Sc (t), Ic (t), R(t), N (t),
When R
µ
0.0002
e
0.005
e∗ , N
e∗ , n
n(t)) → (Seu∗ , Ieu∗ , Sec∗ , Iec∗ , R
e∗ ).
R(0)
N -S (0)-I (0)
I (0)
10


(e−µ)
e0 = f
and R0 = f (ic∗ ), from the
Proof. Since R
α
analysis of function f in Subsection 3.3, we know that
e0 > R0 or R
e0 < R0 is equivalent to the relations e − countermeasure of real-time immunization is relative low
R
µ − αic∗ > 0 or e − µ − αic∗ < 0 respectively. N 0 = with ρSR =0.002.
(e − µ)N − αIc N can be rewritten as
N 0 = [(e − µ − αic∗ ) − α(ic − ic∗ )]N.

(30)

5.1

Effect of RMD-virus Control with R0

When R0 < 1, the RVFE is globally asymptotically staIf e − µ − αic∗ > 0, N (t) → ∞(t → ∞) in ble, as show in Figure 2.
(30), which implies (Su (t), Iu (t), Sc (t), Ic (t), R(t))
→ (∞, ∞, ∞, ∞, ∞) as t→∞; if e − µ − αic∗ <
0, N (t) → 0(t → ∞) in (30), which implies
(Su (t), Iu (t), Sc (t), Ic (t), R(t))→(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) as t→∞; if
e∗ (t → ∞) in
e − µ − αic∗ = 0, N (t) → N
(30), which implies as (Su (t), Iu (t), Sc (t), Ic (t), R(t)) →
e∗ ).
(Seu∗ , Ieu∗ , Sec∗ , Iec∗ , R
When e − µ > 0 and α = 0, system (26)
has only the trivial equilibrium Pe∗ (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). In
this case, (Su (t), Iu (t), Sc (t), Ic (t), R(t), N (t), n(t)) →
(∞, ∞, ∞, ∞, ∞, ∞, ∞). Hence the trivial equilibrium Pe∗
is unstable.

5

Simulation Experiment

We first introduce the numerical experiment environments and then provide some results based on RMD-virus
propagation control. As shown in Table 3, the parameters of RMD-SIR have two types: the system and the
state transition parameters.
Generally, the values of the system parameters were
fixed in the experiments unless we explicitly specified
the changes. Moreover, the initial state of the system,
i.e.,S c (0),I c (0),R(0),S u (0),I u (0), can have a great impact
for the propagation of RMD-virus. Typically, we assume
that I c (0) is relatively low at the beginning of the RMDvirus propagation. We set S c (0),I c (0),R(0),S u (0),I u (0)
value are 9990, 10, 0, 5000, 0 respectively. The antivirus

b 0 =0.85
Figure 2: RMD-virus propagation results with R
and R 0 =0.605. The parameter values are e=0.005,
µ=0.0002, ρSR =0.002, α=0.06,βuc =0.15 and βcu =0.16
In Figure 2, the host I c and S c states eventually tend
to 0, and R state increases with time t and the total
number N. The proposed model is stable with R0 < 1.
From the Figure 2, we can draw several conclusions:
1) I u and S u are basic opposite trend, there are two
reasons: one is RMD only has two states, another is
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su∗ = 1 − iu∗





βcu ic∗

iu∗ =
βcu ic∗ + (δu + e)



e[βcu ic∗ + (δu + e)]


 sc∗ =
βcu βuc ic∗ + [(ρSE + e) − αic∗ ] × [βcu ic∗ + (δu + e)]
f0 = f ( e − µ ) =
R
α


1−

e−µ
ω + δc + α + e




(α − βuc βcu )(e − µ)
βcu (e − µ)
1−
1+
= R0
(ρSR + e)α
(δu + e)α
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(24)

(28)

the value of µ is very small, only 0.00022. But I u
does not tend to 0 with time t, because new RMDs
are assumed that S u state and RMD dose not have
R state.
2) When almost all of RMD will be infected, the number
n in Figure 2 is close to 5000 at climax, it is the total
number of RMD. As RMD can not detect and remove
viruses, when outbreak of RMD-virus takes place,
almost all users have not taken countermeasures, or
there are no countermeasures appearing. So at this
moment, all RMDs that contact with the infected
hosts will be infected.
3) With the moment of I c climax, peak time of I u also
will come. They are basically at the same time, even
early than I c . That is, when outbreak of RMD-virus
propagation between I c and I u takes place, the two
objects I c and I u are the same important, the RMDvirus propagation will not outbreak if lack any one. Figure 3: RMD-virus propagation results with e=0.005,
µ=0.0055, α=0.06, e-µ<0
4) The peak time of I u sustains longer than I c , because
it depends on hosts to clear RMD-virus or the format
of RMD-virus. That is to say, resistant RMD-virus
is more difficult than host virus.

5.2

Impact of e and u on N (t) and n(t)

We know that, if e < µ and α ≥ 0 or e ≤ µ and α > 0,
the total host population N (t) → 0 monotonically as t →
∞ for all solutions with I u >0 and I c >0. As shown in
Figure 3, N (t) and n(t) descent with time t, and R and
S u also descent with time t, they all tend to 0 as t → ∞.
If e=µ and α=0, N (t) and n(t) remain constant so
that system (26) degenerates into a model with constant
population, their dynamic behaviors are very similar to
(5) and (6). As shown in Figure 4, two straight lines of
N (t) and n(t) are horizontal, namely they are constant.
R state and N (t) are almost parallel, Su and Iu are also
almost parallel with n(t) to later. However, the number
of hosts in R state does not equal the N, which indicates
that not all the hosts have the ability of immunity, even
the RMD-virus has been controlled.
This situation shows that the host population does not Figure 4: RMD-virus propagation results with e-µ=0 and
consider RMD-virus-related death, so impacting factors α=0
on N (t) and n(t) are same, namely e-µ. On other hand,
in the whole simulation process, the values of e and µ
do not change, and the increasing speed of N (t) and n(t)
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is uniform. As shown in Figure 5, the increasing rate of β cu can cause more RMDs infected, at this time, remove
RMD-virus from RMDs need some time. For example, in
N (t) and n(t) are essentially the same.
actual life, the RMDs also are infected after being cleared.
In other words, we should keep λ with a smaller value;
which can faster eliminate RMD-virus. To this purpose,
βcu should keep smaller. So relative to βuc , βcu is more
worth considerable.

6

Figure 5: RMD-virus propagation results with e-µ>0 and
α=0

5.3

Impact of βuc and βcu on Model

Conclusion

The objective of this paper is to establish the RMD-virus
propagation model, and then to find out control methods of RMD-virus propagation for eliminating virus. We
proposed the RMD-SIR model with varying population
size based on epidemiologic model SIR and obtained the
conditions by the asymptotically stability of RVFE. We
get the basic reproduction number R 0 , furthermore, other
b0 and R
e0 , are also obtained
threshold parameters, e.g. R
govern the RMD-virus propagation, which involve the total number of infective nodes and their proportion in all
nodes. We analyzed the trend of each state in RMDSIR model with varying N (t) and n(t). The simulation
results show that the proposed model can help us for understanding and simulating RMD-virus propagation. The
future work will focus on exploring more complex RMDvirus propagation model, which may require more specify
parameters to analyze the more effective method of controlling RMD-virus propagation. We will also study some
countermeasures by building up a practical and effective
defense system against RMD-virus.

We have known that βuc indicates the RMD-virus propagate propagate probability from RMD to host, β cu indicates propagate probability from host to RMD. The
bigger βuc means that few users take countermeasures
against the RMD-virus and little ability to remove the
RMD-virus in initial period. The initial period. The bigger β cu means that more and more infected, but the soAcknowledgments
lution countermeasures is inefficient, and which indicates
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Abstract
Most group key agreement protocols make use of modular exponential operations which require extensive computing resources in devices. Thus, they are unsuitable
for resource- constrained devices such as mobile phones,
smart cards and intelligent watches. This paper proposes
a group key agreement protocol based on braid groups
which requires only multiplication operations. The proposed protocol is a scalable one and needs only two rounds
for setting a secure group communication. To prevent a
man-in-the-middle attack, exchanged messages are simply authenticated by using users’ long-term public and
private keys instead of signatures. Authentication proofs
are also made by using well-known BAN logic. The protocol is designed for dynamic group communication in which
member join, member leave, group merge and group partition are discussed. The proposed algorithms take advantage of precomputed values achieved in previous sessions to update keys in subsequent session. This makes
the scheme generates fewer communicating messages and
lessens user devices’ computation. Comparisons of security and complexity among several two-round protocols
are also discussed in this article.
Keywords: Authenticated group key agreement, BAN authentication logic, braid groups

1

Introduction

Group communication has been widely studied in recent times because it has many commercial applications.
These include, amongst others, audio-video conference,
pay-per-view, audio-video broadcasting, stock quote services, collaborate tasks, and so on. Many of these applications require security services such as, data confidentiality, data integrity and data authentication, during transmission. Group key management can be used
for generating group session key in order to provide secure communication. There are two main types of group
key management protocols: group key distribution and
group key agreement. In group key distribution scheme,

the group session key is generated and distributed by a
central trusted party via secure channel. The main disadvantage of this scheme is that it needs both a trust
authority as well as the availability of secure channels.
Furthermore, the scheme suffers from security risks when
there is a single point of failure. A group key agreement
scheme, by contrast, allows all authorized group members
to work together to establish a group session key. These
schemes [1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12, 15, 16, 18, 21] have been studied
widely in recent years because they are considered to be
scalable.
Most group key agreement protocols are based on
Diffie-Hellman as well as Elliptic Curve two-party key
exchange protocol and they require exponential operations [3, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18]. However, there are
studies based on braid groups which require only multiplication operations [1, 6, 10, 11, 13, 19, 20]. For instance,
Lee et al. [13] has proposed an authenticated group key
agreement protocol for designated groups based on braid
groups. In authenticated group key protocol, each member is assured that no users outside the group can find
out the session key. The key disadvantage of this work is
that the number of rounds needed in the work is linear
to the number of group members. In each round, some
calculated values have to be sent from user i to user i + 1
for further calculation. Therefore the scheme can suffer
from long delays at some participants in the group. In
a recent paper [1], Aneksrup and Hiranvanichakorn proposed a dynamic group key agreement based on braid
groups and a key tree structure. In a dynamic group,
parties may join and leave the group any given number
of times. This scheme needs O(n) rounds for n-parties
group initialization, constant rounds in the case that the
user n is the group director for join operation, and O(n)
rounds in worst case for leave operation. However, an
O(n)-round protocol is considered not to be scalable and
suffers from long network delays. To get around these
problems, some researchers have turned to constant-round
protocols. Nevertheless, those works are still based on exponential operation cryptosystems [7, 8, 12, 14, 21].
In the paper by Hwang et al. [8], a framework for extending a two-party key exchange protocol to a contrib-
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utory group key one has been proposed by using a ring
structure of participants. Hwang et al. applied their work
to Diffie-Hellman key exchange, resulting in a two-round
group key agreement protocol. However, Lee et al. [14]
pointed out that Hwang et al.’s scheme has some flaws
when applied to a dynamic group. Lee et al. also introduced an improvement to the algorithm to get rid of the
flaws. Nonetheless, it can be shown in this paper that Lee
et al.’s algorithm as well as several ring-structure protocols still suffer some flaws when they are applied in dynamic environment.
In this paper, an authenticated group key agreement
protocol using braid group cryptography is proposed. The
proposed protocol needs only two rounds and uses a ring
structure of participants. Authentication between communicating users can be simply done by using users’ longterm private and public keys instead of digital signature
scheme. The protocol is a dynamic case in which member join, member leave, group merge and group partition
are discussed. In the protocol, precomputed values in
previous sessions are used for updating session keys in
subsequent session. This can generate fewer exchanged
messages and lessen users’ computation than previously
proposed protocols. In addition, an authentication proof
using BAN authentication logic [4, 17] is given in this article. The proof for the proposed group key agreement
is different from the authentication proof given in Lee et
al [14]. Security and performance analysis of the proposed
protocol are also discussed. Finally, comparisons among
ring-structure protocols are illustrated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides some preliminaries of braid group cryptography.
A provably authenticated key exchange protocol based
on braid groups is described in Section 3. In Section 4,
some reviews of previous group key agreement protocols
and their security analysis are given. The proposed authenticated group key agreement protocol for dynamic
group is described in Section 5. Section 6 offers a security
analysis of the proposed protocol showing the authentication proof. In Section 7, security analysis of the protocol
against some well-known attacks and some comparisons
among ring-structure protocols are provided. The conclusion is given in Section 8.

2

Preliminaries

This section gives a brief description of braid groups, some
hard problems in braid groups as well as a well-known key
exchange protocol proposed by Ko et al. [11]. For more
information on braid groups, please refer to papers [2, 10,
11].
The n-braid group Bn is the group generated by generators σ1 , · · · , σn−1 with the relations,
1) σi σj σi = σj σi σj where |i − j| = 1, e.g. σ3 σ2 σ3 =
σ2 σ3 σ2 ;
2) σi σj = σj σi where |i − j| > 2, e.g. σ5 σ3 = σ3 σ5 .
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Each element of the group Bn is called an n-braid.
There are a number of mathematically hard problems
in braid groups, one of the most famous of which is the
Generalized Conjugacy Search Problem (GCSP). GCSP
states that two braids x and y are conjugate if there exists
a braid a such that y = axa−1 , where a−1 is the inverse
of a. For m < n, Bm which is a subgroup of Bn generated
by σ1 , · · · , σm−1 , the hardness of GCSP is as follows.
• Given (x, y) ∈ Bn × Bn such that y = bxb−1 for some
b ∈ Bm , m ≤ n.
• The objective is to find a ∈ Bm such that y = axa−1 .
It is considered to be the case that, for sufficiently large
braids, it is easy to compute y from b and x. However,
exponential time is needed to compute a, even when y
and x are known.
In paper [11], Ko et al. has also stated that for a, b
∈ Bn , it is hard to guess a or b from ab.
GCSP is applied in several cryptographic protocols [1,
6, 10, 11, 13, 19, 20]. There are also several attempts
to solve GCSP in braid groups. In a paper [10], Ko et
al. has stated that the attacks on braid cryptosystems
were successful because the current ways of random key
generation almost always result in weaker instances of the
conjugacy problem. They then proposed several ways of
generating secure keys for braid cryptography.

2.1

Ko-Lee Key Agreement Protocol

Ko et al. has proposed a well-known key agreement protocol based on GCSP. The protocol includes the following
steps.
1) Preparation step: When A(lice) and B(ob) want to
establish a shared key, an appropriate pair of integers
(l, r) and a sufficiently complicated (l + r) braid x ∈
Bl+r are selected and published as system parameters.
2) Key agreement implementation:
(a) A chooses a random secret braid a ∈ LBl , where
LBl is a subgroup of Bl+r and generated by σ1 ,
· · · , σl−1 . A then sends y1 = axa−1 to B. The
braid y1 is considered to be A0 s public key.
(b) B chooses a random secret braid b ∈ LBr where
LBr is a subgroup of Bl+r and generated by σl+1 ,
· · · , σl+r−1 . B then sends y2 = bxb−1 to A. The
braid y2 is also considered to be B 0 s public key.
By the commutative property of braid groups,
we have ab = ba.
(c) Upon receiving y2 , A computes the shared key,
kAB = ay2 a−1 = abxb−1 a−1 .
(d) B can also compute kAB
baxa−1 b−1 = abxb−1 a−1 .

=

by1 b−1

=
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In the above scheme, even if E(ve) sees the message (c) A computes authenticated public key ApA =
−1
−1
axa−1 (and bxb−1 ), she needs exponential time to comKAB (βA xβA
)KAB
and sends it to B.
pute a (and b). Therefore, it is very hard for her to find
(d) Upon receiving ApA , B uses KAB which he has
out the shared key.
−1
computed in step (b) to get pA = βA xβA
. B
can then compute the shared session key kAB =
−1 −1
−1 −1
βB βA xβA
βB = βA βB xβB
βA .
3 Provably Authenticated Key

Exchange Protocol

(e) In a similar way to Steps (c) and (d), when A receives
−1
−1
ApB = KAB (βB xβB
)KAB
from B, she can also com−1 −1
As the public keys of A and B described in Subsection 2.1
pute the shared session key, kAB = βA βB xβB
βA .
are not authenticated, the key exchange scheme is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attack. If E(ve) substitutes A According to the described scheme, E(ve) may intercept
(or B)’s public key with her public key, then the protocol both ApA and ApB but she can substitute neither pA
nor pB with her public key because she does not know
fails.
This section describes an authenticated key exchange KAB . Therefore, the proposed scheme is considered to be
protocol in which each party’s public key is authenticated immune to man-in-the-middle attack.
and sent to the other party. By using the authenticated
public key, a secure scheme for key exchange can be ob- 3.1 Proof of Authenticated Public Key
tained. This proposed protocol is based on the scheme
described in paper [13]. A formal proof of the correct- In the authenticated two-party key exchange scheme deness of the proposed scheme based on BAN authentica- scribed above, each user has to believe the session public
tion logic [4] is also given here. The notations used in this key received from the other party. Therefore, a proof of
authenticated public key, which B has received from A,
protocol are listed in Table 1.
is done using BAN logic [4]. The notations used in this
paper follow those of BAN logic.
Table 1: Notations
In the above protocol, A sends an authenticated public
−1
key to B, i.e. A → B : KAB (pA )KAB
. The message
Notations Description
can be transformed into the idealized form as A → B :
x ∈ Bl+r A sufficiently complicated (l + r){pA }KAB .
braid;
The goal is to prove that B believes pA . To analyze the
αA ∈ LBl A long-term private key of A, where
protocol, the following assumptions are made. B believes
LBl is a sub group of Bl+r and genKAB
A  B, B believes fresh (pA ), B believes A controls
erated by σ1 , · · · , σl−1 ;
(pA ). The steps of the proof are as follows:
αB ∈ LBr A long-term private key of B, where
LBr is a sub group of Bl+r and genKAB
1) B believes A  B and B sees {pA }KAB ,then B
erated by σl+1 , · · · , σl+r−1 ;
−1
believes A said pA .
PA = αA xαA
A long-term public key of A;
−1
PB = αB xαB
A long-term public key of B;
2) B believes fresh (pA ) and B believes A said pA , then
βA ∈ LBl A session private key of A;
B believes A believes pA .
βB ∈ LBr A session private key of B;
−1
pA = βA xβA
A session public key of A;
3) B believes A controls pA and B believes A believes
−1
pB = βB xβB
A session public key of B;
pA ,then B believes pA .
KAB A long-term common secret shared
In the similar way, we can obtain the proof that A also
by A and B;
believes pB .
kAB A shared session key of A and B.

The steps of the protocol are as follows.
(a) A uses αA and PB to compute
−1
KAB = αA PB αA
−1 −1
= αA αB x αB
αA .

(b) B uses αB and PA to compute
−1
KAB = αB PA αB
−1 −1
= αB αA x αA
αB .
−1 −1
= αA αB x αB
αA .

4

Security Analysis of Some
Group Key Agreement Protocols

In the paper [1], an authenticated group key agreement
protocol based on braid groups has been proposed. However, the number of rounds needed in the paper is linear
to the number of group members. In each round some
calculated values have to be sent from user i to user i + 1
for further calculation. Therefore, the scheme can suffer
from some long delays at some participants in the group.
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kU1 U2 , kU2 U3 , · · · , kUn−1 Un , kUn Un+1 , kUn+1 U1 . Finally
each user can compute the new session key as sk = H0
(kU1 U2 q kU2 U3 · · · q kUn−1 Un q kUn Un+1 q kUn+1 U1 ).
The flaw in this scheme is that a new member can
use the calculated kU1 U2 , kU2 U3 , · · · , kUn−1 Un which are
the same as in the previous session and the value of the
previous Zn denoted by (Zn )p which he/she saw in the
previous session to compute kUn U1 = (Zn )p ⊕ kUn−1 Un
of the previous session. Therefore, the new member can
compute the shared key in the previous session as well.
A simple way to remedy the flaw is to make each member of the new group start the scheme from the beginning
step of two-party key exchange with his/her neighbors
when a new member joins the group. This should be
done in the same way as the leave protocol described in
Lee et al.’s work [14]. However, this can generate a lot of
exchanged and broadcast messages in the network. This
problem also arises when several groups want to merge
together. To prevent such problems, a scheme which gen4.1 Lee et al.’s Scheme
erates fewer messages and lessen users’ computation is
In Lee et al.’s scheme [14], when users U1 , · · · , Ui , · · · , given in Section 5.
Un want to establish a secure communication, each member Ui performs the secure Diffie-Hellman two-party key
exchange with his/her neighbors Ui−1 and Ui+1 and then 4.2 Dutta and Barua’ Scheme
negotiates the shared keys kUi−1 Ui and kUi Ui+1 as shown In the join algorithm of this scheme [7], a seed x = H(sk),
in Figure 1. It should be noted that, kUn U1 is negotiated where sk is the group key of n users in the previous session
by Un and U1 . Each user Ui then computes a value Zi and H() is a hash function, is used for generating the new
= kUi−1 Ui ⊕ kUi Ui+1 and broadcasts this value to other group key in the join session. A ring of U1 , U2 , Un and a
members. Note that, Zn is computed as kUn−1 Un ⊕ kUn U1 . new user Un+1 is formed. In this ring, U1 uses x1 , U2 uses
Upon receiving all Zj , where j 6= i from other members, x, Un uses xn and Un+1 uses xn+1 as their private keys to
each user Ui can compute the other members’ shared keys perform key exchange and compute new group key. This
inductively as follows:
scheme is vulnerable to known session key attack because
In the paper [8], Hwang et al. has proposed a group key
exchange scheme which needs only two rounds. The protocol is supposed to be scalable. However, in paper [14],
Lee et al. has shown that Hwang et al.’s scheme does not
provide forward and backward secrecy in dynamic environment. Lee et al. also gives an improvement of the
scheme to remedy the problems.
In the following subsections, a brief description of Lee
et al.’s scheme and a demonstration that the scheme does
not preserve backward secrecy is given. Here, backward
secrecy means that a new member should not be able
to decrypt the multicast data sent before his joining,
and forward secrecy means that a former member should
not be able to decrypt the multicast data sent after his
leaving [5]. In addition, security analysis of other two
works [7, 12] using ring structure of participants is also
discussed.

kUi+1 Ui+2

=

Zi+1 ⊕ kUi Ui+1,

kUi+2 Ui+3 =
..
.

Zi+2 ⊕ kUi+1 Ui+2,
..
.

kUn U1

=

Zn ⊕ kUn−1 Un,

kU1 U2

=

Z1 ⊕ kUn U1,
..
.

=

Zi−2 ⊕ kUi−3 Ui−2, .

..
.
kUi−2 Ui−1

Each user Ui can then compute group shared key sk
as sk = H0 (kU1 U2 q kU2 U3 · · · q kUn−1 Un q kUn U1 ), where
H0 () is a public one-way hash function from {1,0}∗ to
{1,0}q , where q is a security parameter.
The above scheme needs only two rounds to achieve
the group shared key. However, when a new member
joins the group, the scheme experiences a number of issues. In the protocol, when a new member Un+1 joins
the group, he/she has to perform a two-party key exchange with his neighbors Un and U1 to obtain kUn Un+1
and kUn+1 U1 . Then new Zn , Zn+1 and Z1 of users Un ,
Un+1 and U1 are computed as Zn = kUn−1 Un ⊕ kUn Un+1 ,
Zn+1 = kUn Un+1 ⊕ kUn+1 U1 and Z1 = kUn+1 U1 ⊕ kU1 U2 ,
respectively. All users then broadcast their computed Z
values. Upon receiving all Z values, each user computes

an adversary who knows the group key in the previous
session (in the case that he/she calls Function reveal() as
described in paper [3]) can compute x and then shared
keys between U2 and his/her neighbors. The adversary
can eventually compute the new group key.
In the leave algorithm, the remaining members in the
group form a new ring. Only left-right neighbors of the
leaving users choose new session private keys, and perform
key exchange in order to establish new shared keys. Other
members in the ring use their precomputed shared keys
obtained in the previous session. These members of the
new ring then use their shared keys to compute the new
session group key. Since the leaving users also know these
precomputed shared keys in the previous session, they can
compute the new group key. Thus this scheme cannot
preserve forward secrecy.

4.3

Kumar and Tripathi’ Scheme

In the join algorithm of this scheme [12], a ring of U1 ,
Un and Un+1 is formed to compute a shared key K. U1
then encrypts K by using the previous session group key
SK and broadcasts the encrypted message to all other
members of the old group. Upon receiving this K valve,
all members compute the new group key as SKnew =
H(SK k K). Therefore, this scheme is vulnerable to
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Figure 1: The structure of Lee et al.’s group key agreement

known session key attack because an adversary who knows
the group key in the previous session can recover K and
then compute the new group key.
Similarly to Dutta and Barua’ leave algorithm, Kumar
and Tripathi’ one also takes advantage of some users’ precomputed shared keys obtained in the previous session to
compute the new session group key. Since the leaving
users also know these precomputed shared keys in the
previous session, they can compute the new group key.
Thus this scheme does not preserve forward secrecy.

5

Authenticated
Group
Key
Agreement Based on Braid
Groups

In this section, the authenticated key exchange scheme
described in Section 3 is extended so that it can be used
in an authenticated group key agreement.
Suppose there are n subgroups Bl1 , Bl2 , · · · , Bln of
l-braid group Bl , where l = l1 + l2 + · · · + ln . Let
U1 · · · Ui · · · Un be n users participating in the group communication protocol. Two complicated braids x and x1
∈ Bl are published as system parameters. A long-term
private key of each Ui is αUi ∈ Bli and the computed
−1
long-term public key is PUi = αUi xαU
.
i

5.1

Group Initialization

Let U1 · · · Ui · · · Um , where m ⊂ n, be m users wishing
to establish a secure group communication. These users
are arranged in a predefined order of a ring. Each user Ui
performs the secure authenticated two-party key exchange
with his/her neighbors Ui−1 and Ui+1 . Note that Um
performs key exchange with Um−1 and U1 .
As described in Section 3, Ui and Ui+1 can compute a
−1
α−1 by using
shared secret KUi Ui+1 = αUi αUi+1 x αU
i+1 Ui
their long-term private and public keys. The steps of
group initialization are as follows.
1) Ui chooses xi,i+1 ∈ Bli ∪Bli+1 and session private key
βUi ∈ Bli , and computes a session public key pU i =
βUi xi,i+1 βU−1
.
i

2) Ui sends xi,i+1 and an authenticated public key
KUi Ui+1 x1 (βUi xi,i+1 βU−1
) KU−1
to Ui+1 . It
i
i Ui+1
is noted that x1 is used for making KUi Ui+1 x1
(βUi xi,i+1 βU−1
) KU−1
and x1 (βUi xi,i+1 βU−1
)
i
i Ui+1
i
at the same length in order to be immune to
Length−based attack [10].
3) Ui+1 uses x1 and the shared secret KUi Ui+1 to verify
the message, and then obtains Ui ’s session public key
βUi xi,i+1 βU−1
.
i
4) Ui+1 computes the shared key kUi Ui+1 =
βUi+1 βUi xi,i+1 βU−1
βU−1
by using his/her session
i
i+1
private key βUi+1 ∈ Bli+1 .
5) In the same way as described above, Ui+1 sends
an authenticated public key KUi Ui+1 x1 (βUi+1 xi,i+1
βU−1
) KU−1
to Ui . Upon receiving Ui+1 ’s autheni+1
i Ui+1
ticated public key, Ui can compute the shared key
kUi Ui+1 = βUi βUi+1 xi,i+1 βU−1
β −1 , since βUi+1 βUi =
i+1 Ui
βUi βUi+1 .
6) In the same way, Ui and Ui−1 can also compute the
shared key kUi−1 Ui = βUi βUi−1 xi−1,i βU−1
β −1 , where
i−1 Ui
xi−1,i ∈ Bli−1 ∪ Bli , and βUi−1 ∈ Bli−1 is Ui−1 ’s
session private key.
7) Each user Ui computes a value ZUi =
(kUi−1 Ui )−1 kUi Ui+1 and broadcasts the value to other
members. Note that ZUm = (kUm−1 Um )−1 kUm U1 .
8) When each user Ui obtains all ZUj , where 1 ≤ j ≤
m and j 6= i, from other members, he/she checks
whether the received ZUj values come from the existing group members by computing
Z0

= ZU1 ZU2 · · · ZUm
=

(kUm U1 )−1 kU1 U2 (kU1 U2 )−1 kU2 U3 · · ·
(kUm−2 Um−1 )−1 kUm−1 Um (kUm−1 Um )−1 kUm U1 .

If all ZUj come from the existing group members,
then the value Z0 is equal to the identity braid.
When a user finds out that Z0 is not the identity braid, he/ she will broadcast an error message.
Upon receiving the error message, each user halts the
scheme.
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9) If Z0 is the identity braid, each user Ui which has (c) In a similar way, Ur can compute the seed of the new
kUi−1 Ui and kUi Ui+1 , begins to compute the shared
group sdnG = (sd)βUm+1 xG,m+1 βU−1
(sd)−1 by using
m+1
−1
keys of other members as follows:
the value KUr Um+1 x1 (βUm+1 xG,m+1 βUm+1 ) KU−1
r Um+1
received from Um+1 . Then Ur uses the seed to comkUi+1 Ui+2 = kUi Ui+1 ZUi+1
pute the new group key sknG .
= kUi Ui+1 (kUi Ui+1 )−1 kUi+1 Ui+2
kUi+2 Ui+3 = kUi+1 Ui+2 ZUi+2
= kUi+1 Ui+2 (kUi+1 Ui+2 )−1 kUi+2 Ui+3
.
.
kUi−2 Ui−1 = kUi−3 Ui−2 ZUi−2
= kUi−3 Ui−2 (kUi−3 Ui−2 )−1 kUi−2 Ui−1 .
10) After collecting all shared keys, each user computes
a seed sd = kU1 U2 kU2 U3 · · · kUm−1 Um and the group
session key skG = (sd)x(sd)−1 . Note that sd ∈ Bl1 ∪
Bl2 ∪ · · · ∪ Blm and skG ∈ Bl .
Complexity: The group initialization needs two rounds.
In the first round, O(m) unicast messages are sent for key
exchange. Each user computes O(1) braid multiplication.
In the second round, O(m) broadcast messages are used
for sending shared keys. Each user has to compute O(m)
braid multiplication in order to achieve the seed and the
common group key.

5.2

Member Join

When a new user Um+1 wants to join the group, a user
in the existing group can present himself/herself as the
group representative Ur and performs key exchange with
user Um+1 in order to construct a new group key.
−1
Let αUr ∈ Blr and PUr = αUr xαU
∈ Bl be the
r
long-term private key and public key of Ur . In addition
−1
αUm+1 ∈ Blm+1 and PUm+1 = αUm+1 xαU
be the keys
m+1
of Um+1 . Note that Users Ur and Um+1 can establish a
−1
shared secret KUr Um+1 = αUr αUm+1 xαU
α−1 with each
m+1 Ur
other. The steps needed to establish a new group key are
as follows.
(a) User Ur chooses a braid xG,m+1
∈ Bl1 ∪
Bl2 ∪ · · · Blm ∪ Blm+1 and sends it together with the authenticated blind seed
KUr Um+1 x1 (sd)xG,m+1 (sd)−1 KU−1
to Um+1 .
r Um+1
It is noted that sd is the seed obtained in the
previous session.

−1
(d) Ur broadcasts (sd)x1 sdnG x−1
to all members
1 (sd)
of the previous group.

(e) Upon receiving the broadcast value, each user of the
previous group uses the previous seed sd and x1 to
recover the new seed sdnG and then computes the
new group key sknG .
In the case that many users, e.g. Um+1 , Um+2 and
Um+3 want to join the group simultaneously, Ur can use
the seed sd of the old group to establish an intermediate
group with Um+1 , Um+2 and Um+3 by adopting the group
initialization described in Subsection 5.1. After computing the new seed sdnG , Ur can use the scheme described
above to send the new seed to other members of the old
group.
0
Complexity: When there are m users want to join the
group, this algorithm needs three rounds. In the first
0
round, O(m ) unicast messages are sent for key exchange.
Each user computes O(1) braid multiplication. In the sec0
ond round, O(m ) broadcast messages are used for send0
ing users’ shared keys. Each of m +1 users has to com0
pute O(m ) braid multiplication in order to achieve the
new seed and group key. In the third round, one broadcast
message is sent from the representative to other members
in the old group. Each member computes O(1) braid multiplication in order to achieve the new seed.

5.3

Member Leave

When a member leaves a group of m members, each remaining member can choose a new session private key
and starts the protocol with his/her neighbors from the
step containing the two-party key exchange, to construct
a new session key for m − 1 members in the way described
in Subsection 5.1. By performing such scheme, forward secrecy is preserved. However, this scheme generates many
messages in the network. A scheme which can reduce
communicating messages is described below.
Let us consider a scenario where there are 6 members in
the existing group, and user U4 wants to leave the group.
The steps of the leave algorithm are as follows.

(b) Upon receiving the authenticated blind seed, Um+1 (a) U3 performs an authenticated two-party key exchange
with user U5 to obtain a shared key kU3 U5 = βU3 βU5
uses KUr Um+1 and x1 to recover (sd)xG,m+1 (sd)−1 .
x3,5 βU−1
βU−1
, where x3,5 ∈ Bl3 ∪ Bl5 , and βU3 , βU5 are
and computes the seed of the new group as
5
3
U3 and U5 session private keys, respectively.
sdnG = βUm+1 (sd)xG,m+1 (sd)−1 βU−1
,
m+1
(b) U3 and U5 computes a new seed sdnG = kU3 U5
where βUm+1 ∈ Blm+1 is user Um+1 ’s session private
sd(kU3 U5 )−1 where sd is the seed of the old group.
key. Um+1 then computes the new group key sknG
They then compute the new group key sknG
=(sdnG )x(sdnG )−1 .
=(sdnG )x(sdnG )−1 .
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(c) U3 then uses authenticated messages (KU3 Ui ) (sd) (d) UrG2 sends the new seed to the remaining members of
−1
x1 sdnG x−1
(KU3 Ui )−1 to send the seed to the
G2 by using the method described in Subsection 5.2.
1 (sd)
remaining members Ui in the group, where KU3 Ui =
−1 −1
(e) In a similar way, UrG1 computes the new seed and
αU3 αUi xαU
αU3 , i= 1,2,6.
i
common group key by using the authenticated blind
(d) Upon receiving the authenticated message, Ui uses
seed received from G2 and sends the new seed to the
KU3 Ui , sd and x1 to recover sdnG .
remaining members of G1.
0

In the case that m users leave the group simultaneously, left-right neighbors of the leaving users form an
intermediate group in order to compute a shared secret
among them. They then use this secret and the seed obtained in the previous session to compute the new seed,
and send the authenticated seed to the remaining members in the group.
Complexity: The leave algorithm needs three rounds in
0
case that there are m users leave a group of m users.
In the first round, O(m∗ ) unicast messages, where m∗ is
0
0
min(m − m , m ), are sent for establishing key exchange
between the left-right neighbors of the leaving users. In
the second round, O(m∗ ) broadcast messages are sent and
each participating user computes O(m∗ ) braid multiplication in order to achieve the new seed and group key. In
0
the third round, O(m − m ) unicast messages are used
for sending the new seed to the remaining members in
the group. Upon receiving the message, each user has to
compute O(1) braid multiplication in order to recover the
seed and compute the new group key.

5.4

Group Merge

The join protocol described in Subsection 5.2 can be extended for merging two or more groups together. The
idea is that the representative of each group uses the existing seed to perform two-party key exchange with each
other to establish a new seed and group key. Then the
representative of each group sends the new seed to other
members of the group. In this subsection, an example
of the merging scheme for two groups G1 and G2 is described.
For simplicity, let U1 · · · UrG1 · · · Um be members of
G1 and Um+1 · · · UrG2 · · · Un be members of G2. UrG1
and UrG2 are users who claim to be representatives of
group G1 and G2, respectively. Let sdG1 ∈ Bl1 ∪ Bl2 ∪
· · ·∪Blm and sdG2 ∈ Blm+1 ∪Blm+2 ∪· · ·∪Bln be the seeds
of G1 and G2, respectively. The steps of the protocol are
as follows.
(a) UrG1 and UrG2 compute a shared secret KUrG1 UrG2 ∈
Bl by using their long-term private and public keys
as described in Section 3.
(b) UrG1 chooses a braid xG1,G2 ∈ Bl1 ∪ Bl2 ∪ · · · ∪ Blm ∪
Blm+1 ∪· · ·∪Bln−1 ∪Bln and sends it together with the
authenticated blind seed KUrG1 UrG2 x1 (sdG1 ) xG1,G2
(sdG1 )−1 (KU−1
) to UrG2 .
rG1 UrG2
(c) Upon receiving the authenticated blind seed, UrG2
computes the new seed sdnG = (sdG2 ) (sdG1 ) xG1,G2
(sdG1 )−1 (sdG2 )−1 and the new group key sknG =
(sdnG ) x (sdnG )−1 .

Everyone in the merging group can now securely communicate by using the new session group key with backward secrecy.
Complexity: When there are J groups which want to
merge together, this algorithm needs three rounds. In the
first round, O(J) unicast messages are sent by group representatives for key exchange. Each representative computes O(1) braid multiplication in order to obtain shared
keys. In the second round, O(J) broadcast messages are
used for sending shared keys. Each group representative has to compute O(J) braid multiplication in order
to achieve the new seed and group key. In the third
round, one broadcast message is sent from each group representative to the remaining members in the group. The
remaining members of each group computes O(1) braid
multiplication in order to recover the new seed.

5.5

Group Partition

A group can be partitioned into two or more groups.
Group partition scheme can be done by letting all members of each new group work together to establish a new
group key, by adopting the group initialization scheme described in Subsection 5.1 and using a new session private
key for each user.
In this subsection, the extension of the leave protocol
for group partition is described. For simplicity, we consider a scenario in which there are 10 members in the
existing group, The group are then partitioned into two
groups. The first one has seven users, i.e. U1 , U2 , U5 ,
U6 , U7 , U9 and U10 . Users U3 , U4 and U8 are members
of the second group. Let us consider the scenario of the
first group which U3 , U4 and U8 leave the group. The
left-right neighbors of the leaving users, i.e. U2 , U5 , U7
and U9 then choose new session private keys and work together to establish an intermediate seed sdiG by using the
group initialization scheme. Each user of the intermediate
group then computes a new seed sdnG = sdiG sd(sdiG )−1 ,
where sd is the seed obtained in the previous session. U5
which is the right-handed neighbor of the leaving user U4
then sends the authenticated seed, as described in 5.3, to
U6 which is the remaining group member on the righthanded side of U5 . U9 also sends the authenticated seed
to U10 and U1 which are the remaining group members on
the right-handed side of U9 . As the leaving users do not
know sdiG , they cannot compute sdnG . Therefore this
scheme can preserve forward secrecy. U3 , U4 and U8 can
also compute the new seed and shared key of their group
by using the same approach.
Complexity: Suppose a group of m users is partitioned
into J groups, each new group has mj members, where
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j =1 to J. The partition algorithm needs three rounds
for each group. In the first round, O(m∗j ) unicast messages, where m∗j is min(m − mj , mj ), are sent for twoparty key exchange between participating users in each
group. In the second round, O(m∗j ) broadcast messages
are sent, and each participating user in each group computes O(m∗j ) braid multiplication in order to achieve the
new seed and group key. In the third round, O(mj ) unicast messages are used for sending the new seed to the
remaining members in each group. Upon receiving the
message, each user has to compute O(1) braid multiplication in order to recover the seed and compute the group
key.

6

Authentication Proof of the
Group Key Agreement

In this form N1 , N2 , · · · , Ni+1 , Ni+2 , · · · , Nm are
nonces.
To analyze the protocol, the following assumptions are
made.
Ui believes fresh (N1 , N2 , · · · , Ni+1 , Ni+2 , · · · , Nm )
kUi+1 Ui+2

Ui believes Ui+1 controls Ui+1

kUi Ui+1

his/her neighbors, i.e. Ui believes Ui



Ui+1 and

kUi−1 Ui

Ui believes Ui  Ui−1 .
Further, when each user Ui receives all Z values from
other members, he/she uses these values to compute
kU1 U2 , kU2 U3 , · · · , kUm−1 Um and uses them to compute
the session seed and group key.
The aim of this proof is to thus show that Ui can believe
kU1 U2 because it is the shared secret (key) between U1 and
U2 in the existing group, and Ui can believe kU2 U3 because
it is the shared secret (key) between U2 and U3 , and so
on. Ui can then use these values to compute the seed and
group key. This means that the aim of the proof is to
show that the following statement is satisfied under the
proposed group-key-agreement protocol:
Ui believes ( U1
kUi+1 Ui+2

k U1 U2

U2 , U2



kU2 U3



U3 , · · · , Ui+1

kUm−1 Um


Ui+2 , · · · , Um−1

Um ).
At the group initialization stage, each user Ui receives
the broadcast messages Z from other members of the
group. These messages can be transformed into the idealized forms as follows:
kUi+1 Ui+2

Ui+1 → Ui : {Ni+1 , Ui+1

Ui+2 }kUi Ui+1 .


kUi+2 Ui+3

Ui+2 → Ui : {Ni+2 , Ui+2

Ui+3 }kUi+1 Ui+2 .


kUi+3 Ui+4

Ui+3 → Ui : {Ni+3 , Ui+3
.
.



Ui+4 }kUi+2 Ui+3 .

Ui+2 ,


kUi+2 Ui+3

Ui believes Ui+2 controls Ui+2
.
.

Ui+3 ,



kUi−1 Ui

Ui believes Ui−1 controls Ui−1  Ui .
The main steps for the proof are as follows:
kUi Ui+1

1) Ui believes Ui

Ui+1 and Ui sees



kUi+1 Ui+2

{ Ni+1 , Ui+1
In this section, an authentication proof of the proposed
group-key-agreement protocol is shown using BAN Logic.
This proof is different from the authentication proof given
in Lee et al0 s work [14]. The notations used in this work
follow those in paper [4]. As described in Subsection 5.1,
each user Ui can compute a shared secret (key) with

Ui+2 } kUi Ui+1 , then Ui believes



kUi+1 Ui+2

Ui+1 said (Ni+1 , Ui+1

Ui+2 ).



2) Ui believes fresh (Ni+1 ) and Ui believes Ui+1 said
kUi+1 Ui+2

(Ni+1 , Ui+1

Ui+2 ),
kUi+1 Ui+2



believes (Ni+1 , Ui+1

then Ui believes Ui+1
Ui+2 ).



The conjunction can be broken and this yields the
result that
kUi+1 Ui+2

Ui believes Ui+1 believes Ui+1

Ui+2 .


kUi+1 Ui+2

3) Ui believes Ui+1 controls Ui+1

Ui+2 and


kUi+1 Ui+2

Ui believes Ui+1 believes Ui+1

Ui+2 ,



kUi+1 Ui+2

then Ui believes Ui+1

Ui+2 .



The above conclusion means that Ui can believe kUi+1 Ui+2 which may be used by Ui+2 to send a
message. This can be written in the form
kUi+1 Ui+2

Ui believes Ui



Ui+2 .

kUi+1 Ui+2

4) Ui believes Ui



Ui+2 and Ui sees

kUi+2 Ui+3

{ Ni+2 , Ui+2



Ui+3 }

kUi+1 Ui+2 ,
kUi+2 Ui+3

lieves Ui+2 said (Ni+2 , Ui+2



then Ui be-

Ui+3 ).

5) Ui believes fresh (Ni+2 ) and Ui believes Ui+2 said
kUi+2 Ui+3

(Ni+2 , Ui+2



Ui+3 ,then
kUi+2 Ui+3

Ui believes Ui+2 be-

lieves (Ni+2 , Ui+2

Ui+3 ).
The conjunction can be broken and this yields the
kUi−1 Ui

Ui−1 → Ui : {Ni−1 , Ui−1
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kUi+2 Ui+3

Ui }kUi−2 Ui−1 .

result that Ui believes Ui+2 believes Ui+2
Ui+3 .
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kUi+2 Ui+3

6) Ui believes Ui+2 controls Ui+2

Ui+3 and Ui



kUi+2 Ui+3

believes Ui+2 believes Ui+2



Ui+3 , then Ui

kUi+2 Ui+3

believes Ui+2

Ui+3 . The above conclusion
means that Ui can believe kUi+2 Ui+3 which may be
used by Ui+3 to send a message. This can be writkUi+2 Ui+3

ten in the form Ui believes Ui

Ui+3 . By
repeating the steps above, we obtain the following
kU1 U2
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These are KUr Um+1 x1 (sd)xG,m+1 (sd)−1 KU−1
and
r Um+1
−1
KUr Um+1 x1 (βUm+1 xG,m+1 βU−1
)
K
.
The
second
Ur Um+1
m+1
−1
is the message (sd)x1 sdnG x−1
(sd)
sent by the repre1
sentative to the remaining members of the group. The
new user can analyze (sd)xG,m+1 (sd)−1 and (sd)x1 sdnG
−1
x−1
. However, he/she cannot compute sd though
1 (sd)
he/she knows x1 , xG,m+1 and sdnG , because of the hardness of GCSP. Therefore the algorithm does preserve
backward secrecy.

kU2 U3

If an adversary can know the group key of the previU3 , · · · , ous session, i.e.(sd)x(sd)−1 , he/she still cannot compute
kUi+3 Ui+4
kUm−1 Um
sd because of the hardness of GCSP. Therefore he/she

Um ).
Ui+3

Ui+4 , · · · , Um−1
cannot compute the new seed. The algorithm is thus imTherefore we have shown that the statement is satisfied mune to known session key attack.
under the proposed protocol, and Ui can use these shared
If an adversary can know the long-term private keys
keys to compute the session seed and group key.
of the representative and/ or of the new user, he/she can
In the member join protocol described in Subsec- compute KUr Um+1 and can see x1 (sd)xG,m+1 (sd)−1 Howtion 5.2, the new group key is obtained by allowing Ur ever, he/she cannot compute for sd. Therefore the algoto perform an authenticated key exchange, using the seed rithm preserves perfect forward secrecy.
obtained in the previous session, with the new member using his/her private key. Ur then broadcasts the new seed
to other members of the former group using the old seed
which is known only to members of the group. Therefore, 7.2 Analysis of Leave Algorithm
all members of the former group believe received seed and
use the seed to compute the new group key. This is similar In the single−leave algorithm, authenticated public keys
are exchanged between the left neighbor Ult , and the right
to the merge protocol.
As for leave protocol, the left-handed neighbor of the one Urt of the leaving user in order to compute new shared
leaving member sends the new seed to each member of key kUlt Urt between them. The new seed of the group is
−1
the new group by authenticating and hiding the new seed computed as sdnG = kUlt Urt sd(kUlt Urt ) , where sd is
in a secret known to only him/herself and each member. the seed of the old group. Ult then sends the new seed to
Therefore, each member of the new group believes the each remaining member of the group by using the mes−1
received seed and uses it to compute the new group key. sage (KUlt Ui ) (sd) x1 sdnG x1 (sd)−1 (KUlt Ui )−1 , where
−1 −1
KUlt Ui = αUlt αUi xαUi αUlt .
result. Ui believes ( U1



U2 , U2



Each remaining member of the group uses KUlt Ui , sd
and x1 to extract the new seed. Although the leaving user
knows sd and x1 , he /she cannot compute sdnG because
In this section, security analysis of the proposed protohe/she knows neither kUlt Urt nor KUlt Ui . Therefore the
col is first discussed. Comparisons among ring-structure
algorithm does preserve forward secrecy.
based protocols are then illustrated. In papers [7, 12],
If an adversary can know the group key (sd)x(sd)−1
the proposed group- key-agreement protocols were analyzed by applying the toy game [3]. However, they still in the previous session, he/she still cannot compute sd
suffer some flaws because the communicating messages because of the hardness of GCSP. Therefore the algorithm
flowing in each session are not well analyzed. Here, we is immune to known session key attack.
will emphasize on analyzing the messages exchanged in
If an adversary can know the long-term private keys of
each session. As group initialization of the ring-structure Ult and/or Ui , he/she can compute KUlt Ui , and can see
−1
protocols has been well discussed by Hwang et al. [8] as (sd) x1 sdnG x−1
. However, he/she can compute
1 (sd)
well as Dutta and Barua [7], security analysis of the algo- neither sd nor sdnG . Therefore the algorithm preserves
rithm is omitted. Here, we will discuss on join and leave perfect forward secrecy.
algorithms. Merge and partition algorithms will not be
discussed as they have similar features as join and leave
algorithms respectively.

7

Security Analysis

7.3

7.1

Analysis of Join Algorithm

As for single join,
used.
The first is
the representative of
new user in order

two types of massages are
exchanged messages between
the existing group and the
to compute the new seed.

Comparisons among Ring-Structure
based Protocols

Table 2 illustrates comparisons of security and complexity
among several ring-structure based protocols. According
to the comparisons, we can see that the proposed protocol
outperforms other protocols.
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Table 2: Comparison table

Protocol

Authentication
Techniques
NoR

Hwang et al. [8]

Not mentioned

*

Dutta&Barua [7]

Signatures

1

Lee et al. [14]

Not mentioned

*

Kumar&Tripathi [12]

Signatures

1

Zhu [21]

Long-term keys
&Session keys

4

Proposed Protocol

Long-term keys

1

Group Operation

Comment

Initialization
Initialization
Join
Leave
Initialization
Join
Leave
Initialization
Join
Leave
Initialization

Yes
Yes
C2
C4
Yes
C3
Yes
Yes
C2
C4
Yes

Join

Yes

Leave

Yes

Initialization
Join
Leave
Merge
Partition

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

NoU
O(m)
O(m)
*
*
O(m)
*
O(m)
O(m)
*
*
O(m)
0
O(m )
0
m =0 1
O(m )
0
m =1
O(m)
0
O(m )
0
O(m − m )
O(J)
O(mj )

NoB

NoO

O(m)
O(m)
*
*
O(m)
*
O(m)
O(m)
*
*
O(m)

O(m)
O(m)
*
*
O(m)
*
O(m)
O(m)
*
*
O(m)

O(m)

O(m)

O(m)

O(m)

O(m)
0
O(m )
O(m∗ )
O(J)
O(m∗j )

O(m)
0
O(m )
O(m∗ )
O(J)
O(m∗j )

NoR: number of rounds.
NoU: number of unicast messages.
NoB: number of broadcast messages.
NoO: number of operations.
C2: the protocol is vulnerable to known session key attack.
C3: the protocol does not preserve backward secrecy.
C4: the protocol does not preserve forward secrecy.
* : it is not discussed because this algorithm has some flaws or it is not mentioned.
0
Join: a group of m users becomes a group of m + m users
0
0
0
Leave: m users leave from a group of m users. m∗ = min(m , m − m )
Merge: J groups merge into one group
Partition: one group of m users becomes J groups, each group has mj users, m∗j = min(mj , m − mj ).
In the protocol, NoU, NoB and NoO are considered for each group
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Conclusion

In this paper, braid group cryptography which requires
only multiplication operations is adopted to establish a
session group key. In order to prevent a man-in-themiddle attack, exchanged messages are authenticated using long-term private and public keys of group members. The proposed scheme is a scalable one. It needs
only two rounds for initializing a group. In dynamic
case, the scheme needs three rounds but with only few
users involved. According to the comparisons among ringstructure based protocols, our protocol outperforms several protocols. An authentication proof is also shown in
this paper using the well-known BAN logic. Although the
proposed protocol is based on braid group cryptography,
the framework can be applied to several cryptosystems including Diffie-Hellman, Elliptic Curve and chaotic maps.
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Abstract
Security is the most important issue in a network system.
Administrators can more easily understand threats to the
network by using a model. In this paper, we present an
approach for modelling a network that considers the benefits of the network as well as its limitations. In our approach, we model the system as an optimization problem,
which is solved using three algorithms. As the proposed
approach is stochastic, it works very efficiently in a network environment. This paper, presents a mathematical
model of the system. Model provides easy comprehend of
system. Presented model is based on multi-objective optimization problem. One parameter in the presented model
is security and another parameter is user productivity. Security is the most important issue in a network system.
Administrators can more easily understand threats to the
network by using a model. In this paper, we present an
approach for modelling a network that considers the benefits of the network as well as its limitations.
Keywords: Modelling network security, multi-objective
approach, network system, optimization

1

Introduction

A model is a tool that facilitates creating a representation
of the target object, thereby helping the users to understand that object. A model is necessary for understanding
network systems, because these systems typically comprise many sub-systems and having knowledge about all
sub-systems is practically impossible. The importance of
a model of a network system increases when considering
security. Security is the most important issue in a network system and a higher degree of security is constantly
being sought. Focusing on security, we can divide network
systems into two main groups: open and closed systems.
In the first group, network systems are free to join the
network. In other words, all machines in the network can
access their assets. Despite the open system, no machine

in the network can access the assets of a closed system. In
practice, because this division is absolute, many network
systems fall between open and closed systems in the real
world. The main goal of a security model is to represent
the security level of a network system.
Security is the generic term for a collection of techniques and tools designed to protect data and prevent
counter attacks [7]. Security involves three aspects: confidentiality means hiding the contents of a file, integrity
means detecting tampering, and availability means ensuring access to assets. All three security aspects can be applied using an authorization system. In this context, confidentiality means unauthorized disclosure of information,
integrity means unauthorized modification, and availability means denial of unauthorized access to information.
A security model clearly depicts the level of authorization for each sub-system.
The major benefit of a network is user productivity.
In other words, a network is created to facilitate access
to users favorite data resources. Therefore, application of
security should not be limited to users access to assets.
Contrarily, certain constraints are applicable to an authorization system. The main constraint is an economic
one. Given that the financial resources of an organization are normally limited, costs must be constrained. As
such, there are two conflicting goals for security (increasing authority as well as user productivity) and one constraint (the economic issue). Any network security model
must consider the goals and the constraint. In this paper,
we present a model based on evolutionary multi-objective
optimization (EMO). We use an evolutionary algorithm
because it can adapt to the dynamic nature of a network,
and multi-objective optimization because it allows us to
optimize a number of conflicting objectives. EMO allows
us to optimize Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability and
User Productivity simultaneously.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define a number of preliminaries that are needed
for our proposed algorithm. We also present an overview
of related research. In Section 3, we introduce our pro-
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posed algorithm together with our experimental results. of the frameworks can give suitable investment solutions
Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section 4.
for low risk investments. However, these methods do not
consider uncertainty and give misleading indications for
long-term investments. In [30], the risk assessment in2 Related Works
volves a calculation of risk in relation to financial returns,
rather than the defined risk of possible losses related to
The evolution of the current industrial context and the
degradation of information security. They demonstrate a
increase of competition pressure, has led companies to
novel approach of selecting security countermeasures with
adopt new concepts of management [4]. The implementarespect to both investment cost and the risk of possible
tion of the most important part of the plan phase, consistdegradation of CIA. Their security countermeasure is reping of the definition of an appropriate global management
resented as a binary value. Also, they thought security
plan QSE (Quality, Security and Environment) has been
solutions can be classified based on the function they proproposed [3]. This implementation is based on the multivide The main challenge Information System (IS) manobjective influence diagrams (MIDs) [21]. The proposed
agers face is to strike an appropriate balance between risk
approach has three phases: Plan phase, Do phase and
exposure and the opportunity to mitigate risk through inCheck & Art phase. The first phase gathers all quality,
vestments in security. Thus, the authors of [17] propose
security and environmental objectives issued from the rea decision analytical approach, but the paper does not
quirements, and then analyzes them. In this phase we
present a formula for multi-objective optimization. Sercan define a global management QSE plan. The second
vice provisioning (SP) is defined as the set of interrelated
phase has the input of the global management plan QSE
decisions in order to select a service (by a server) to attend
and the corresponding global monitoring plan generated
to a request (by a client). In [25], the results of the author
from the plan phase and will also implement the selected
case study provides evidence in support of the notion that
treatments. In the third phase, finalization of the prothe use of imitation (recall) in DPSP (dynamic provider of
cess of integration occurs through measuring the effecservice provision) cipher selection process reduces its overtiveness of different decisions. Neubauer et al. provide a
heads dramatically. In paper [24], the authors introduce
structured and repeatable process that includes: defining
a novel presentation for cyber security problems using the
evaluation criteria according to corporate requirements,
formalization of a Multi-Objective Distributed Constraint
strategy, assessing and/or refining the existing IT seOptimization Problem (MO-DCOP). An MO-DCOP is
curity infrastructure, identifying stakeholder preferences
the extension of a mono-objective Distributed Constraint
(risks, boundaries), determining the solution space of all
Optimization Problem (DCOP) which is a fundamental
efficient (Pareto optimal) safeguard portfolios, and interproblem that can formalize various applications related to
actively selecting the individually best safeguard portfomulti-agent cooperation. They develop a novel algorithm
lio [23]. This paper tries to combine different benefits
called Branch and Bound search algorithm (BnB) for solvand costs into one formula. This presents a problem being a cyber security problem. This algorithm utilizes the
cause the authors do not present a multi-objective optiwell-known and widely used branch and bound technique
mization problem. Kumar et al. focus on PGP (pretty
and depth-first search strategy and finds all trade-off sogood privacy) [19], which was shown by Zimmerman in
lutions. The purpose of any risk analysis is providing
1991 to provide security with available cryptographic aldecision makers with the best possible information about
gorithms [27]. Algorithms are chosen according to the
the probability of loss [6]. Behnia et al. compare sevuser requirements of time, cost and required security level.
eral different approaches for risk analysis and declare the
Kumar et al. answer the question: How do you choose
weakness and strength for each of them.
appropriate algorithms, from the available pool, to suit
the user requirements of time, cost and security? They
assign a security level to an algorithm according to its per3 Preliminaries
formance P. Authors of [29] investigate security models,
which consider risk assessment approaches to be applied
In this section, we discuss other approaches for modelling
for threat modelling, network hardening and risk analynetwork systems, which can be divided into two groups:
sis. Overall, security models can be classified based on
attack trees and stochastic models.
the methodologies used to optimally invest into computer
security. We have specified the following:
• Risk assessment models;

3.1

Attack Tree

An attack tree is one of the main methods for system modelling. In this approach, assets and their related threats
• Game models;
are specified simply. Figure 1 shows an example of an
attack tree [31], in which nodes depict the desired actions
• Multi-objective decision support models.
and edges show the required processes. Depending on the
Cost-benefit analysis looks into intangible costs/returns type of tree and the type of protection system, nodes and
and addresses the perspective of time. The simplicity edges may have different values.
• Cost-benefit models;
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tem components susceptible to attacks and analyzes
their ability to survive such attacks.
• Bistarelli et al. proposed the defense tree [8]. Their
study, which included quantitative metrics such as
return on investment and return on attack, extended
the attack tree by using countermeasures to address
intrusion attempts at the leaves of the trees.
• Dalton et al. proposed a conversion tree [10]. In this
work, steady-state analysis of the resulting generalized stochastic Petri net was performed. Details of
attack scenarios can be found in [16].

3.2

Figure 1: Attack tree

The attack tree models attacking behavior by enumerating all attack scenarios aimed at compromising the root
goal. The attack tree model has three components: the
root, branches, and leaves. Challenges between security
policies and threats are represented by leaves. Branches,
which are classified as AND/OR types, move the result
from a sub-tree to its ancestor. This process continues
until the value reaches the root, at which stage the administrator can make a decision based on the value in the
root. Despite the varied use of attack trees, they do suffer
from certain problems. Not all useful information about
vulnerable systems can be translated into an attack tree.
This is a very serious problem because subsequent analysis
is sensitive to correct values in the leaves. Because security is a trade-off between user productivity and enhanced
security levels, each partner of the system endpoints could
have different requirements. Moreover, because an attack
tree is static, it is valid for only a limited time.
Many researchers have endeavored to extend the attack
tree to suit their target application.
• Dugan et al. presented fault trees [11], which use
additional elements such as dependency gates. Fault
trees model events according to their exponential distribution. However, there is no evidence that the
probability of attack success follows an exponential
distribution.
• Fung et al. proposed a MANET network [13]. Their
study incorporated the notion of survivability into
attack trees. Survivability analysis finds those sys-

Stochastic Model

Stochastic models convert the state of the system to a
Markov chain, and then analyze it using a steady-state
transition matrix. The term stochastic means predicting
a set of possible outcomes by their probabilities.
The main property of a Markov chain is that no state
can influence the next state. In other words, the probability of any particular future behavior of the process is not
altered by additional knowledge about its past behavior.
A Markov process is completely defined once its transition
probability matrix and initial state have been defined.
Stochastic models have been used extensively in research studies:
• Mandan et al. proposed a model of the behavior of
an intrusion tolerant system [20]. This work uses
a generic state diagram as a semi-Markov process
model that is later solved using an embedded discrete time Markov chain. Quantitative analysis of
the model produces two useful metrics: steady-state
availability and mean time to security failure.
• Sallhammer et al. used a stochastic model for security and dependability evaluation [26]. This work
used game theory to model attack behavior.
3.2.1

Multi-objective Optimization

Optimization is a common topic in many scientific fields.
When the target of an optimization problem is a single
object, we can model the problem as a single-objective optimization problem. Conversely, if the problem has multiple objectives, we model the problem as a multi-objective
optimization problem. However, in many problems, objectives conflict with each other. A multi-objective optimization problem is defined as follows [2].
“A vector of decision variables which satisfies constraints and optimizes a vector function whose elements
represent the objective functions. These functions form
a mathematical description of performance criteria which
are usually in conflict with each other. Hence, the term
‘optimize’ means finding such a solution which would give
the values of all the objective functions acceptable to the
decision maker”.
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Real world applications frequently have several con- accepted into the archive based on the probability:
flicting objectives. Recently, there has been increased re1
search focus on EMO algorithms. Multi-objective optip=
1 + exp(∆ ∗ tmp)0
mization problems (MOPs) are defined as follows [9]:
Optimize

[f1 (X), f2 (X), . . . , fk (X)]

Subject to: gi (X) ≤ 0; i = 1, 2, . . . , m
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(2)

where ∆ is the difference between new-so and the other
(1) solutions that dominate new-so. If there are A solutions
in the archive,

hj (X) = 0; j = 1, 2, . . . , p
where k is the number of objectives, X is a vector of decision variables, m is the number of inequality constraints,
and p is the number of equality constraints. The notion of “optimize” in Equation (1) implies setting the
decision variables in such a way as to achieve Pareto
optimality. We say that a vector of decision variables
X ∗ ∈ F is Pareto optimal if there does not exist another
X ∈ F such that fi (X) ≤ fi (X ∗ ) for all i = 1, · · · , k
and fj (X) < fj (X ∗ ) for at least one j. If vector X ∗
is included in the Pareto-optimal set, it is called a nondominated solution. A vector ~u = (u1 , u2 , . . . , uk ) is said
to dominate vector ~v = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vk ) (denoted by ~u 4 ~v )
if and only if ~u is partially more optimum than ~v , i.e.,
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} ⇒ ui ≤ vi , ∃j ∈ {1, . . . , k} ⇒ uj < vj .
Many algorithms have been developed to solve MOPs.
In this paper, we use three of these: multi-objective simulated annealing (AMOSA), multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA), and multi-objective bee colony (MOBC).

∆ = (ΣA
i=1 ∆i + ∆)/(A + 1)

Solutions can escape from local optima and reach the
neighborhood of the global optima by this probable acceptance.
If new-so is dominated by some solutions in the archive,
Equation (3) is modified to:
∆ = (ΣA
i=1 ∆i )/A.

The basic concept in simulated annealing is the evolution of the solution by simulating decreasing temperature (tmp) in the material, where a higher temperature
denotes greater modification of the solution in a generation. If the temperature of a hot material decreases
very quickly, its internal structure may change and the
material could become hard and brittle. Decreasing the
temperature slowly yields higher homogeneity and less
brittle material. Evolution of the solution occurs at specific temperature profiles. In the first few iterations, a
diverse set of initial solutions for the problem are produced at a higher temperature. These solutions are then
evolved while the temperature decreases to obtain their
local optima. In a multi-objective situation, there are
non-dominated solutions that must be kept in the archive
as candidates for the optimal solution.
AMOSA was proposed in [5]. During the execution of
the AMOSA algorithm, two solutions exist: the currentso and new-so. Comparison of the two solutions yields
one of three states: (i) current-so dominates new-so, (ii)
current-so and new-so are non-dominated with respect to
each other, and (iii) new-so dominates current-so.
If new-so is dominated by current-so, there may be
solutions in the archive that dominate new-so. New-so is

(4)

If new-so is not dominated by any of the members in the
archive, new-so is set to current-so and is added to the
archive.
If new-so dominates some solutions in the archive, newso is set to current-so and is added to the archive. In
addition, any solutions in the archive that are dominated
by new-so, are removed.
If new-so is dominated by some solutions in the archive,
Equation (2) is changed to:
p=

A. Multi-objective Simulated Annealing (AMOSA)

(3)

1
1 + exp(−∆)0

(5)

where ∆ is the minimum difference between new-so and
the dominating solutions in the archive. New-so is set
to current-so with probability Equation (5). If new-so is
not dominated by any of the solutions in the archive, it
is set to current-so and added to the archive. If newso dominates some solutions in the archive, it is set to
current-so and added to the archive, while all dominated
solutions are removed from the archive.

B. Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA)
MOGA, which is based on a single-objective genetic algorithm [12], [15] and [18], comprises various stages. In
the first stage, a population of individuals (chromosomes)
is created. The number of individuals in the population
(pop-size) is determined by the programmer. Each individual contains certain fields, where the number of fields
in an individual is equal to the number of variables in
the problem, which must be optimum. Each individual
has the potential to reach the optimum point, at which
optimal values are set in the corresponding fields in the
individual. In the first stage of MOGA, all individuals in
the population are initialized with random values. The algorithm runs until the stopping conditions are met. There
are three types of stopping conditions. The first of these
is special values; when the values of individuals are equal
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to the default values, the algorithm terminates. The second type of stopping condition occurs when the values of
individuals no longer change. The last type of stopping
condition is the number of iterations. When the number
of iterations of the algorithm reaches the given threshold
value (max-generation), the algorithm terminates.
Given that MOGA is an evolutionary algorithm, it is
executed for a number of iterations, where each iteration of MOGA is called a generation, inspired by Darwinian evolutionary theory. The programmer can control
the evolutionary nature of MOGA using the number of
generations. This means that despite the deterministic
optimization method, which is controlled by the number
of inputs, the programmer can vary the number of generations. In the first generation, individuals are initialized with random values. The values of individuals are
changed in each generation using two operators: mutation
and cross-over. In mutation, one field of an individual is
changed to a different value. There are a number of different methods for mutation, which describe the quality
of the altered values. In cross-over, two individuals are
combined to produce a new individual. After the genetic
algorithm operators (mutation and cross-over) have been
applied, several individuals are selected for the next generation. Selection is done stochastically according to the
fitness of the individual.
The goal of the optimization algorithm is to find the
optimal point. Optimal points can be divided into two
categories: local optima and global optima. A local optimum can be any point that is the optimum of all points
within a limited range, while a global optimum is a point
that is the optimum of all points in an unlimited range.
Because deterministic optimization methods compare the
current point with points in a limited range, they may
be trapped in a local optimum. The stochastic feature of
MOGA allows the algorithm to escape from local optima
and achieve the global optimum.
Based on the discussion above, MOGA has two advantages: the programmer can control the execution time
and the algorithm has the potential to achieve a global
optimum point.
MOGA finds an optimum point according to the Pareto
set; in other words, a point is optimum if it is not dominated by other points. Indeed, the Pareto principle allows
a number of objectives to become optimum simultaneously. Each individual is checked for its domination in
the population. Individual i is allocated a rank equal to
one plus the number of individuals, ni , dominating individual i. Once ranking has been completed, a raw fitness
is assigned to each individual based on its rank using a
linear mapping function.
i −1
Fi = N − Σrk=1
µ(k) − 0.5 (µ(ri − 1))
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individuals i and j in a particular rank is calculated as:
v
!2
u
(
(j)
u
fk i) − fk
t
M
.
(7)
dij = Σk=1
fkmax − fkmin
The distance is computed for each pair of individuals.
Therefore, the niche count is calculated by summing the
shared function values:

dij

1−
, if dij < σshare
SH(dij ) =
nci = Σdij .
σ− share
 0,
otherwise
(8)
The shared fitness is calculated as Fi0 = Fi /nci . Shared
fitness is used as a basis for stochastically selecting individuals for the next generation.
The above process continues until the stopping condition is satisfied. When the algorithm terminates, the
remaining individuals represent the optimum.

C. Multi-objective
(MOBC)

Bee

Colony

The foraging behavior of bees is characterized by various
steps that are used in optimization. The first step is called
the Waggle Dance, which is used by bees to convey information to other bees about the direction, distance, and
quality of a food source. Upon finding a food source, a bee
begins to dance in a figure of eight pattern. The second
step in the foraging behavior is following. In this step,
follower bees that were waiting inside the hive, follow the
dancer bee. The number of follower bees assigned to a
path is directly proportional to the quality of the path.
In the third step these bees return to the hive. More bees
are recruited to the source of the food if the path is still
good enough. Bees stop collecting poor-quality food and
adjust their strategy for finding food based on information
about the location of good-quality food.
Foraging behavior can be used for optimization when
it is divided into two phases. The first phase consists
of path construction. In this phase, a bee explores the
entire food source, but with the exploration limited by
constraints. When a bee does a tour (which includes all
possible variables), it performs the Waggle Dance. Other
bees use this information, expressed as:
Pfi =

1
Li

(9)

where P fi is the profitability of a beei and Li is its tour.
If a colony has n bees, the bee colony average profitability
is given by:

(6)

1
1
1
Pfcolony = Σni=1
Pfi = Σni=1 .
where µ denotes the numbers of individuals in the rank.
n
n
Li
MOGA incorporates niching among individuals in each
The dance duration of any bee is given by:
rank. The niche count with σ− share is found first. The
distance metric is computed with the objective function
Pfi
Di = K ∗
,
values. Thus, the normalized distance between any two
Pfcolony

(10)

(11)
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where K is the profitability rating and is adjusted according to the lookup table given in Table 1.
Table 1: Lookup table for adjusting profitability
Profitability Rating
Pfi < 0.9Pfcolony
0.9Pfcolony < Pfi < 0.95Pfcolony
0.95Pfcolony < Pfi < 1.15Pfcolony
1.15Pfcolony < Pfi

Ki
0.60
0.20
0.02
0.00

The second phase of the bee algorithm consists of path
reconstruction. In this phase, bees in the hive, having
received information from the explorer bee, utilize the
path. Bees use a transition rule for choosing the appropriate path with the probability denoted by Pij (t), which
measures the possibility of moving from stepi to stepj
at time t. In a multi-objective sense, the discussed path
must be examined for dominance over other paths. ForFigure 2: Overview of proposed algorithm
mula (12) takes into consideration the fitness of all paths:

j ∈ Fi (t)
 λ
1 − λ|Fi (t) ∩ Ai (t)|
(12)
ρij (t) =
In Figure 2, A represents the assets and Con, Int and
j∈
/ Fi (t)

|Ai (t)| − |Fi (t) ∩ Ai (t)|
Ava denote confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
Second, there is a need to create a model of the system.
where λ is the value (less than one) assigned to the
According to the above hits, we use the following optipreferred path, |Ai (t)| is the number of allowed next
mization model to represent the security of the network
steps, and |Fi (t) ∩ Ai (t)| is the number of preferred next
model:
steps [1, 14, 22, 28].
Now, we can examine the dominance of all paths according to Section 3.2.1, after which each path is classified Optimize
as conforming to one of three situations:
Security (A1 , A2 , . . . , An ), User Productivity (A1 , A2 , . . . , An )
1) Dominates another path(s),
2) is dominated by another path, and
Subject to: Con(A1 ) ≤ M1 , Con(A2 ) ≤ M2 , Con(A3 ) ≤ M3

3) is not dominated by any other path.

Int(A1 ) ≤ N1 , Int(A2 ) ≤ N2 , Int(A3 ) ≤ N3

In the first situation, the path is stored in the archive.
In the second situation, the path is destroyed, and in the
third situation, the path is stored in the archive with the
following probability:
Pij (t) =

[ρij(t) ]α ∗ [ d1ij ]β
Σj∈Ai (t) [ρij(t) ]α ∗ [ d1ij ]β

(13)

where dij is the distance between stepi and stepj , α is
a variable that influences the fitness, and β is a variable
that influences the distance. A is a collection of all steps
that can be reached from the previous step.

4

Proposed Algorithm

First, we give an overview of the system. We set up
a system with three assets in the network environment.
Here, security implies creating confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of these assets.

Ava(A1 ) ≤ K1 , Ava(A2 ) ≤ K2 , Ava(A3 ) ≤ K3
(14)
where A1 , A2 , A3 are assets in the system, Int, Ava and
Con denote the integrity, availability, and confidentiality
of the assets, and M, N, K are economic issues applied
to each security concept. Security is denoted by the cost
function and Optimize means simultaneously maximizing
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the assets
as well as user productivity. Let M1 = 5, M2 = 6, M3 =
4, N1 = 4, N2 = 5, N3 = 7, K1 = 5, K2 = 4, K3 = 5 in the
range {0, 5}. These assumptions do not limit the generalization of our modelling. We solve Equation (14) using
the three algorithms described in Section 2.2.1, namely,
AMOSA, MOGA, and MOBC. The desired levels for confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the assets and
user productivity (‘user productivity’ is defined in Section 1) are in the range {0, 5}. The final results are listed
in Table 2.
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Table 2: Final results

AMOSA
MOGA
MOBC
AMOSA
MOGA
MOBC
AMOSA
MOGA
MOBC
AMOSA
MOGA
MOBC

5

Confidentiality(A1 )
5
5
4
Integrity(A1 )
4
4
4
Availability(A1 )
5
4
4
user Productivity(A1 )
9
8
6

Confidentiality(A2 )
6
5
5
Integrity(A2 )
5
4
4
Availability(A2 )
4
4
4
user Productivity(A2 )
8
6
7

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an approach for modelling network security. The proposed approach is based on EMO.
The application of security has two goals (security aspects
and user productivity); therefore, we use a multi-objective
optimization. In the model, we consider economic limitations applied to the various security aspects. We use an
evolutionary method in the proposed approach, because
the nature of networks is dynamic.
The model uses three EMO algorithms, all of which
are stochastic. This means that different runs may produce different results, but some results are worth highlighting. AMOSA produces the best result, where best
means greater maximization of all goals. In future works,
we intend to consider a proper unifier for each goal (for
example, a fuzzy set).
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Abstract

and the last section represents the results of the proposed
routing protocol which has been compared with the exTrusted routing in VANET is a challenging task due to isting routing protocol.
highly dynamic network topologies and openness of wireless architecture. To provide secure routing among the
Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET) and to avoid self- 2
Related Works
ish nodes, an Optimized Node Selection Routing Protocol (Trusted-ONSRP) of VANET has been designed Pophali et al. [9] proposed a trusted oppurtunistic routbased on trusted metrics using a Trusted Computing Al- ing protocol for VANET to improve the communication
gorithm. The results stated that the T-ONSRP routing security and to safeguard the network from mischievous
shows higher performance in security measures than the nodes. The author derives the minimum cost opportunisexisting routing protocols.
tic routing to calculate the node cost to forward the packet
Keywords: Routing protocol, trust, VANET, vehicular ad- from the source node to the destination. The malicious
node has been strictly restricted from joining the network.
hoc networks
Here, there is a chance of selfish nodes can be present
in the network which restricts the transmission from the
source to the destination vehicle.
1 Introduction
In Yang [18] framework, the author describes a correVehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) and Vehicle-to-Vehicle spondence mining technique which is used for classifying
(V2V) are two distinguished models for real-time appli- similar information or same vehicles. The author procation. The past assertions for a centralized control ob- posed a reputation evaluation algorithm based on simiject are committed to data handling and decision making. larity theory. The reputation of each vehicle has been
Given the self-motivated environment of the complicated derived from the recommendation of other vehicles based
communications nodes, the ubiquity along the road be- on the weights calculations are made on which the selfish
comes a compulsory constraint. This might suggest a nodes are and other malicious nodes create a confusion inhigh- reasonable work, due to the claimed organization stead of a reference given to a particular vehicle waiting
of stretched communication infrastructure road-sided [7]. for the reputation values.
Goudarzi et al. [1] presents a methodical literature reTo provide trust and reputation models [4, 5, 12], the following features such as Low Complexity [8], Scalability, view to provide complete and balanced material about
Sparseness, Security [19], Performance and sustainability various present trust conceptions in VANETs to upsurge
and Confidentiality have been considered in this proposed excellence of data in transportation. The authors proposed a Trust model using the fuzzy logic to detect the
paper.
In the upcoming chapter, we will see a brief literature misbehavior nodes. The authors also stated that there
survey about the existing trusted routing protocols pro- is no lightweight intelligence trust model available for
tocols for the usability of VANET. Section 3 describes the VANETs that satisfies all the desired properties of a trust
proposed work and the architecture of Trusted-ONSRP. model.
Section 4 describes the T-ONSRP simulation experiments
Tan et al. [13] proposed a Novel trust management syswith various scenarios to find the reputation of vehicles tem. In this system, they use fuzzy logic and Graph the-
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ory to evaluate the node trust value and it is integrated
with the Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR).
These algorithms are proposed to prevent malicious and
victim nodes from participating in the networks [3] as
much as possible. It does not include the selfish behavior
nodes.
Rabayah et al. [2] proposed a routing protocol for
VANET which associates the features of location based
and topology based routing protocol. They integrate the
protocol in such a way that if the location information is
degraded, it automatically uses the reactive routing protocol to transmit the packet from the source to the destination. The author states the protocol is accessible and
scalable and has an overhead over the new scalable Hybrid Routing does not include any Trust model to reduce
the selfish nodes.
Wu et al. [11] proposed a new trusted routing protocol in VANET based on GeoDTN+Nav by using a greedy
model which is associated with the four steps for initializing the routes, trusted routing establishment and the
deletion of routes. As the greedy model [6] has more communication overhead, this model larger number of route
discovery to establish the trusted route.

3
3.1

Proposed Work

Figure 1: Architecture of ONSRP

Trusted Routing

There are two different types of trust models: 1) Infrastructure Based; 2) Self-organizing based.
The Infra-structure based trust models are Certificate
based and RSS based. The Self Organizing models are
entity oriented, data oriented and combined trust models. The reputation of the vehicle can be identified by
data oriented Trust Model. The decentralized and selfcontrolled characteristics of Vehicular Adhoc Network are
the widely recognized models, given the wireless-oriented
nodes. To provide secured communication, a new trusted
routing protocol of VANET has been proposed to avoid
the selfish node behavior of the Vehicular Adhoc Networks which includes trust properties such as distance,
direction, velocity and Trust value etc.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of ONSRP. Many attacks can be identified to compromise them, if the security
requirements have been established for VANETs. Here we
described the types of attacks of VANET with the activity
of these attacks and their potential consequences. From
these attacks, the selfish node behavior, characteristics
and issues have been analyzed. The attacks are classified
as attacks on identification and Authentication. (Impersonation and Sybil), attacks on Privacy. (Identity revealing and Location Tracking), attacks on non-repudiation
(Sharing the same Credentials by two or more), attacks
on confidentiality (Eavesdropping), attack on Availability
(DoS, Selfish Node Behavior), availability in VANETs is
very important in both communication channel and the
participating nodes in the network. Network Denial of
service leads to non- availability of the network for the

participating vehicles which ends in dropping all messages
or just a few according to self-interests known as Selfish
Behavior.
The communication link failure due to high mobility
can be identified by calculating the communication range
depends upon the received signal strength. The Received
signal strength index (RSSI) at a time period of transmission of packets from one node to another as shown
with the following formulae using the distance between
the two nodes. The Received signal strength index is
directly proportional to the transmitted power and inversely proportional to the power loss. Each node communicates the data to the disseminating side of the next hop
in the shortest route destination. The distance between
the each node which is optimal is the Received Signal
Strength Threshold. When the received signal strength
index during the time period of receiving information is
lesser than the RSST (RSST), the transmitting vehicle
informs the previous node regarding the weaker signal
strength which leads to communication link failure and
discards the RREQ received from the precedent vehicle.
Now the precedent node detects the weaker strength before transmitting the packet and broadcast the RREQ to
other nodes.

3.2

Trust Metrics

The optimized node O(n) selection routing protocol works
on a hybrid reactive protocol and not on a proactive ba-
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sis. The routing information will be shared together on
demand using the trusted metrics such as distance, RSSI,
direction etc. Otherwise, the route discovery process communication overhead increases, if the proactive routing
has been followed. By discarding the broadcasting of
RREQs, T-ONSRP is predictable considerably to avoid
the communication overhead and reduce the communication delay. In addition to that, the ONSRP does not rely
on any HELLO messages or ACK messages to check the
status of the links to avoid unnecessary overheads. For
the route maintenance or when the route break occurs,
ONSRP used the RERR, Route error message to initiate
a new route discovery process.

3.3

model. We consider the velocity distribution over simulation of network to determine the network connectivity
status. The velocity of nodes is the main parameter that
determines the network topology dynamics. It also plays
a significant role in determining the estimated communication time between two vehicles. At Time T1,
V elocity(V o) = ΠV (Dn)||V (N 1||N 2|| · · · ||N n),

(5)

where Dn = Destination node; N 1 = Velocity of Neighbor
Node 1 of Dn; N 2 = Velocity of Neighbor Node 1 of
Dn; N n = Velocity of Neighbor Node 1 of Dn; V o =
Optimized Velocity.
From Equations (3), (4) and (5):

Distance

In order to determine this direction [14, 15], a node calculates the distance of the neighbor node as follows. At
Time T1,
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T rustvalue = ΠDo.Ao.V o.F lagT rustCount.

3.6

(6)

The Algorithm

When the source node has the information to send at
(1) time T1, the trustworthiness of each node has been calculated using the trusted computing algorithm for each node
where D1 = Distance between the Last node of path 1 available between the source and the destination vehicle.
routing table and the Destination node; D2 = Distance At this time T1, the algorithm finds the optimized node
between the Last node of path 2 routing table and the to transmit the packet from the source node to the desDestination node; DN = Distance between the Last node tination node for the most reliable transmission of data.
of path N routing table and the Destination node.
The source node creates a RREQ, Route request message
The communication link failure due to high mobility and broadcasts to the neighbor nodes to find the possible
can be identified by calculating the communication range route to the destination (See Algorithm 1).
depends upon the received signal strength. The Received
Each node transmits the RREQ to the neighbor nodes
signal strength index (RSSI) at a time period of transmis- to find the destination node for the packet transmission.
sion of packets from one node to another as shown with The intermediate vehicles those received the RREQ are
the following formulae using the distance between the two allowed to forward the route REPLY, when its trusted
nodes.
value has been calculated by the trusted routing protocol algorithm. Otherwise, the RREQ will be discarded.
CtP t
(2)
RSSIP r[do] =
When the RREQ arrives at the neighbor node to the desd4 P l
p
tination, and it is assumed to be a trusted vehicle, a route
(X1 − X2)2 + (Y 1 − Y 2)2 (3)
RSST = Dn =
reply will be sent back to the source vehicle to start the
transmission of data without link failure due high mo3.4 Direction
bility and selfish node behavior in the Vehicular Adhoc
Network.
In order to determine this direction, a node calculates the
direction of the neighbor node as follows.
At time T1, Direction in degrees
Distance(Do) = ΠM inimum(D1||D2|| · · · ||Dn),

4

(Ao) = ΠD(RW P (i, j))||M in(D1||D2|| · · · ||Dn)(i, j), (4)

Simulation Experiments

4.1

General Assumptions

where D1 = Distance between the Last node of path 1
Some assumptions have to be made about the ONSRP
routing table and the Destination node; D2 = Distance
model [18] to make complexity lesser:
between the Last node of path 2 routing table and the
Destination node; DN = Distance between the Last node
• At most one or two selfish node vehicles are available
of path N routing table and the Destination node; D =
in the network.
Destination; RW P = Random way points in the network
are; i, j = two successive random way points.
• No hurdles and infrastructures such as buildings etc.
in the road topology.

3.5

Velocity

In the following, we utilize the velocity [16, 17] of nodes
parameter from viewpoint to develop our Flag Trust

• The type of communication is bidirectional between
the two vehicles, if available in the coverage area of
the network.
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Algorithm 1 Trusted Node Identification
same direction, trusted routing algorithm has been imple1: Input: A source vehicle(S) and the destination (D) mented to the minimum distance RSSI value node.
The trusted routing algorithm has been implemented
vehicle.
2: Output: Transmission of data with less no of link to the minimum distance RSSI value node [10].
failure.
RSSI[(i)] = 52.45dBmwherei = 1m
3: Get intermediate nodes trusted values using trusted
RSSI[(i
+ 1)] = 53.47dBmwherei = 2m
computing algorithm.
4: Calculate the trusted values for all the intermediate
RSSI[(i + 3)] = 58.23dBmwherei = 4m
nodes present between S and D.
RSSI[(i + 5)] = 62.34dBmwherei = 6m
5: Trust Threshold (TTH)= Total no of Nodes (InitialRSSI[(i + 8)] = 64.45dBmwherei = 9m
ized Value)
RSSI[(i
+ 10)] = 66.32dBmwherei = 11m
6: O(n) = αΠ(Do, Ao, V o)
7: T (β(O(n)))
=
initial connect value +
RSSI[(i + 14)] = 75.43dBmwherei = 15m
T otal N o of N odes
RSSI[(i + 19)] = 80.71dBmwherei = 20m.
8: Compare T (β(O(n)) with Trust Threshold(TTH)
9: if T (β(O(n))) >> T rustT hreshold(T T H) then
10:
T (β(O(n)) to send an RREP to the source vehicle(S)
11:
Discard RREQ Go to Line no 4
Trusted Node Calculation: Scenario I
12: end if
Node M = 52.45 DBm;
13: Start data transfer
14: End
If Data Transfer initiated via Node M:
InitialConnectV alue = 1;

• Each vehicle is connected to the other in the Vehicular network and follows the car following model.
Stand by vehicles are also available in the network.

InitialReputationV alue(Rn) = 1;
T otalnumberof N odespresent = 250;
T rustT hreshold(T T H) = InitializedV alue

• Each vehicle is equipped with global positioning system (GPS) to show its own location which helps to
provide the absolute information to other vehicles.

= 250;
O(n) = αβ(Do, Ao, V o);
Rn(O(n))) = Rn + initial connect value

• All the vehicles transmits and receive the data using Optimized Node selection routing protocol with
the calculated trusted node to avoid the selfish node
behavior which leads to communication link failure.
• The energy back up of each vehicle is always sufficient
for the requirement of application to transmit the
data from one vehicle to another.

+InitializedV alue = 252;
Rn(N ode(M )) = 252;
Rn(N ode(M )) > T rustT hreshold(T T H);
setV ehicletrustedf lag = 1.
else
InitializeReputationV alue(Rn) = 0;

4.2

Scenario I: All Vehicles Moving in the
Same Direction (Towards East)

When a source vehicle A wants to transmit a packet
to the Destination vehicle, it has to obtain the RSSI
value of the neighbor node of the destination vehicle to
send back the RRPLY for the efficient data transfer. In
Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 each vehicle is labelled with a vehicle id presented in the vehicular Adhoc network. Note
the A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,N are representing the source
vehicle, intermediate nodes and the destination vehicle
respectively. The nodes K[RSSI(i)], L[RSSI(i+1)],. M
[RSSI (n-1)] are the set of intermediate nodes which has
been received the RREQ from the source vehicle A. Thus
the RREQ is broadcasted for the nodes B,E,G,J,L,N and
D,F,H,M,N and C,I,K,L,N respectively. According to the
formulae, the RSSI value has been calculated for the standard distance to reduce the complexity of the routing protocol. In Scenario I, as all the vehicles are moving in the

InitialConnectV alue = 0;
Rn(O(n))) = Rn + initial connect value
+Initialized V alue = 250.

4.3

Scenario II: All Vehicles Moving Bidirectional (Towards East and West)

In the scenario II, the vehicles are moving bidirectionally.
In Figure 6, When a source vehicle A wants to transmit a
packet to the Destination vehicle, Even though it has to
obtain the RSSI value of the neighbor node of the destination vehicle to send back the RRPLY for efficient data
transfer, as the vehicles are moving in different lanes with
opposite directions. In Scenario II, as all the vehicles are
moving in the opposite direction, trusted routing algorithm has been implemented to the nodes moving in the
same direction along with the destination node with the
minimum distance RSSI value node.
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Figure 2: Set of vehicles A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, N

Figure 3: RSSI calculation

Figure 4: Node with RSSI values (Minimum distance)
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Selfish Node Attack:
Trusted Node Calculation: (Scenario II)
InitialConnectV alue = 1;
InitialReputationV alue(Rn) = 1;

Node M = 58.45 DBm.

T otalnumberof N odespresent = 250;
If Data Transfer initiated via Node M:

T rustT hreshold(T T H) = InitializedV alue
= 250;

InitialConnectV alue = 1;

O(n) = αΠ(Do, Ao, V o);

InitialReputationV alue(Rn) = 1;

Rn(O(n))) = Rn + initial connect value

T otalnumberof N odespresent = 250;

+Initialized V alue = 252;

T rustT hreshold(T T H) = InitializedV alue

Rn(N ode(M )) = 252;

= 250;

Rn(N ode(M )) > T rustT hreshold(T T H);

O(n) = αΠ(Do, Ao, V o);

setV ehicletrustedf lag = 1.

Rn(N ode(M )) = 252f romScenarioI;
Rn(O(n))) = Rn + initial connect value

else

+Initialized V alue
InitializeReputationV alue(Rn) = 0;

= 252 + 1 + 250 = 503;
Rn(N ode(M )) = 503;

InitialConnectV alue = 0;

Rn(N ode(M )) > T rust T hreshold (T T H);
set V ehicle trusted f lag = 1.

Rn(O(n))) = Rn + initial connect value
+Initialized V alue = 250;
Rn(N ode(M )) == T rustT hreshold(T T H);
setV ehicletrustedf lag = 0.

else
InitializeReputationV alue(Rn) = 0;

5

Results and Comparisons

InitialConnectV alue = 0;
Rn(O(n))) = Rn + initial connect value
+Initialized V alue = 250;
Rn(N ode(M )) == T rust T hreshold (T T H);
set V ehicle trusted f lag = 0.

4.4

Scenario III: Selfish node Behavior
(Node M)

In the selfish node attack situation, there is at most one
Selfish node vehicle present in the network. In Figure 7,
Assume the vehicle M. Vehicle M could be either a mischievous or a reputed vehicle. According to the formulae,
the RSSI value has been calculated for the standard distance to reduce the complexity of the routing protocol. In
Scenario III, as all the vehicles are moving in the same and
opposite direction with the available of malicious node
(selfish node), trusted routing algorithm has been implemented to the find the reputed node or a selfish node for
the efficient data transfer to avoid the non-availability of
the network.

In Figures 8 and 9, the results shows the performance of
ONSRP eventually exceeds the performance of Scalable
Hybrid Routing Protocol, Modified Ad-hoc On demand
distance vector Routing protocol and Greedy Perimeter
coordinator Routing Protocol with the aspects of the
packet delivery ratio, End-End Delay and total nunmer
of link failures.
In Figure 10, the total number of link failures has been
reduced by ignoring the selfish nodes available on the network. The number of link failures has been reduced in a
more gradual manner when compared to the existing routing protocol using the Optimized Node selection Routing
Protocol. The graph shows the performance of ONSRP
against the existing routing protocols in the presence of
various mobility models and the Drivers realistic mobility
model. From the results of various simulations, we have
proved the performance of the proposed ONSRP against
the various existing routing protocols.

6

Conclusions and Scope of Work

An Optimized node selection routing protocol of VANET
has been implemented using Trusted Computing AlgoTrusted Node Calculation: (Scenario III)
rithms with the features of extended light weight routing
and routing messages with trust information which can be
Node M = 52.45 DBm;
updated directly through optimized node selection Routing protocol Algorithm. When performing trusted routIf Data Transfer initiated via Node M fails due to the ing discovery, communication overhead can be reduced
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Figure 5: RRPLY sent to source node from node M

Figure 6: RPLY sent to source node via M (same direction)

Figure 7: RRPLY sent to source node from node L as M behaves as selfish node (Rn = 0)
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Figure 8: End-End delay analysis

Figure 9: Packet delivery ratio

Figure 10: Link failures vs. node density
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Abstract

In the first case, Ra (τ ) is often called ideal autocorrelation. In the last case, Ra (τ ) is three level, then it
can also be called optimal autocorrelation magnitude [11].
Specially, except one point, the out-of-phase autocorrelation values of sequence a are all included in the set
{0, −4, 4}, we call Ra (τ ) almost optimal autocorrelation
magnitude [12]. For more details about optimal autocorrelation, the reader is referred to [1, 2, 10].

The autocorrelation of a key stream sequence in a stream
cipher is an important cryptographic property. This paper proposes two constructions of binary interleaved sequences of period 4N by selecting appropriate shift sequences, subsequences and complement sequences. And
the autocorrelation functions of new sequences are given.
The results show that these sequences have low autocorrelation under certain conditions.
The interleaved structure of sequences for constructing
sequences with low out-of-phase autocorrelation and
Keywords: Interleaved sequences, low autocorrelation,
crosscorrelation
was firstly introduced by Gong [5]. There
stream cipher, subsequences
are some known constructions of binary interleaved sequences with low autocorrelation.

1

Introduction

Pseudorandom sequences with low autocorrelation have
wide applications in code-division multi-access system,
spread spectrum communication and many other engineering fields [4].
Given two binary sequences a = a(t) and b = b(t) of
period N , the periodic correlation between them is defined
by
N
−1
X
Ra,b (τ ) =
(−1)a(t)+b(t+τ ) , 0 ≤ τ < N,
(1)
t=0

where the addition t + τ is performed modulo N . Ra,b (τ )
is called the (periodic) cross correlation function of a and
b. If a = b, Ra,b (τ ) is called the (period) autocorrelation
function of a, denoted by Ra (τ ) for short [11].
According to the remainder of N modulo 4, the optimal values of out-of-phase autocorrelations of binary sequences are classified into four types as follows:

In 2010, Tang and Gong gave three new interleaved
constructions of binary sequences with low autocorrelation value or magnitude [8]. Subsequently, Yan showed
a more general construction and searched for a new construction of binary interleaved sequences with optimal autocorrelation [11].
In 2011, based on an arbitrary ideal autocorrelation
sequence, generalized GMW sequence and its modified
version, two types of Legendre sequences, twin-prime sequence and its modified version respectively, Zhang,Wen
and Qin found five constructions of binary interleaved sequences of period 2N × 2 with almost optimal autocorrelation magnitude [12]. Furthermore, Ke and Lin also
obtained several binary sequences with optimal autocorrelation value by using decimated sequences [6]. In this
paper, we propose two new constructions of binary sequences with low autocorrelation based on interleaving
technology.

1) Ra (τ ) = −1 if N ≡ 3 mod 4;
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some related definitions and lemmas which would
be used later. In Section 3, we present two new construc3) Ra (τ ) ∈ {1, −3} if N ≡ 1 mod 4;
tions of binary sequences with low autocorrelation magni4) Ra (τ ) ∈ {0, −4, 4} if N ≡ 0 mod 4, where 0 < τ < tude, and give the complete autocorrelation distributions
N.
of these sequences. Conclusions are given in Section 4.
2) Ra (τ ) ∈ {−2, 2} if N ≡ 2 mod 4;
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Preliminaries

3.1
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Construction A

Let N ≡ 3 (mod 4), s = (s(0), s(1), · · · , s(N − 1)) be a
binary ideal autocorrelation sequence of period N . Define
Definition 1. [7] Let {a0 , a1 , · · · , aT −1 } be a set of T a new binary interleaved sequence of period 4N as the
sequences of period N . An N × T matrix U is formed by following:
placing the sequence ai on the ith column, where 0 ≤ i ≤
(2)
a = I(s1 , Ld (s1 ), s2 , Ld (s2 )),
T − 1. Then one can obtain an interleaved sequence u
of period N T by concatenating the successive rows of the
of s1 , s2 is the commatrix U . For simplicity, the interleaved sequence u can where s1 is the complement sequence
N +1
plement
sequence
of
s
,
d
=
6
is
an
integer. Obviously,
2
4
be written as
the sequence a possesses the balance property with the
symbols ”1” and ”0” [9]. Next we consider the autocoru = I(a0 , a1 , · · · , aT −1 ),
relation of the new sequence a.
where I denotes the interleaved operator.
Let τ = 4τ1 + τ2 , τ2 = 0, 1, 2, 3. By Lemmas 1 and 2,
the
autocorrelation of sequence a due to four different
Lemma 1. [11] Let the binary sequence s = I(a0 (k),
values
of τ2 can be given by the following.
a1 (k), · · · , aT −1 (k)), be a binary interleaved sequence of
period KT , where 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1, and T = τ1 T + τ2 ,
where 0 ≤ τ2 ≤ T − 1. Its left shifted version is shown as: Case 1. τ2 = 0, 0 < τ1 < N .

2.1

Lτ (s)

Interleaved Sequence

= I(aτ2 (k + τ1 ), a1+τ2 (k + τ1 ), · · · , aT −1 (k + τ1 ),
a0 (k + τ1 + 1), · · · , aτ2 −1 (k + τ1 + 1)),

where L denotes the left cyclic shift operator.

Ra (τ )
= Ra (4τ1 )
= Rs1 (τ1 ) + RLd (s1 ) (τ1 ) + Rs2 (τ1 ) + RLd (s2 ) (τ1 )
=

2.2

4Rs (2τ1 ).

Subsequence

Since 0 < τ1 < N , 2τ1 6= 0 (mod N ), Rs (2τ1 ) =
Lemma 2. Let N be an odd number, s = (s(0), s(1),
−1. Then Ra (τ ) = −4, and it turns up N − 1 times
· · · , s(N − 1)) be a binary sequence of period N . Take
altogether.
two subsequences of sequence s: s1 = (s(0), s(2), · · · ,
s(2t), · · · ) and s2 = (s(1), s(3), · · · , s(2t + 1), · · · ), where
t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1, 2t and 2t + 1 are performed modulo Case 2. τ2 = 1, 0 ≤ τ1 < N .
N respectively. Then we have some results as follows:
Ra (τ )
1) Rs1 (τ ) = Rs (2τ );
= Ra (4τ1 + 1)
2) Rs2 (τ ) = Rs (2τ );
= Rs ,s (τ1 + d) + Rs ,s (τ1 − d)
1

−Rs2 (τ1 + d) − Rs2 ,s1 (τ1 + 1 − d)

Proof By Equation (1), we have

= −Rs (2(τ1 + d)) − Rs (2(τ1 − d) + 1)

N
−1
X

(−1)s1 (t)+s1 (t+τ )

t=0

=

N
−1
X

(−1)s(2t)+s(2t+2τ )

t=0

=

N
−1
X

0

−Rs (2(τ1 + d)) − Rs (2(τ1 + 1 − d) − 1)
= −2Rs (2τ1 + 2d) − 2Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 1).
1) If τ1 = N − d, (2τ1 + 2d) = 0 (mod N ), 2τ1 −
2d + 1 6= 0 (mod N ). Then Rs (2τ1 + 2d) = N ,
Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 1) = −1. So Ra (τ ) = −2N + 2;

0

(−1)s(t )+s(t +2τ )

t=0

= Rs (2τ ),
where t0 = 2t. So 1) is proved. Similarly, the other three
results can be proved obviously.

3

2

= −Rs1 (τ1 + d) − Rs1 ,s2 (τ1 − d)

4) Rs2 ,s1 (τ ) = Rs (2τ − 1).

=

1

+Rs2 ,s2 (τ1 + d) + Rs2 ,s1 (τ1 + 1 − d)

3) Rs1 ,s2 (τ ) = Rs (2τ + 1);

Rs1 (τ )

1

Two New Constructions

In this section, we introduce two new constructions of
binary sequences of period 4N with low autocorrelation.

2) If τ1 = N +2d−1
, 2τ1 + 2d 6= 0 (mod N ), 2τ1 −
2
2d + 1 = 0 (mod N ). Then Rs (2τ1 + 2d) = −1,
Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 1) = N . So Ra (τ ) = 2 − 2N ;
, 2τ1 + 2d 6=
3) If τ1 6= N − d and τ1 6= N +2d−1
2
0 (mod N ) and 2τ1 − 2d + 1 6= 0 (mod N ).
Then Rs (2τ1 + 2d) = Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 1) = −1. So
Ra (τ ) = 4.
In this case, Ra (τ ) = −2N + 2 turns up 2 times, and
Ra (τ ) = 4 turns up N − 2 times.
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Case 3. τ2 = 2, 0 ≤ τ1 < N .
Ra (τ )
= Ra (4τ1 + 2)
= Rs1 ,s2 (τ1 ) + Rs1 ,s2 (τ1 )
+Rs2 ,s1 (τ1 + 1) + Rs2 ,s1 (τ1 + 1)
= Rs (2τ1 + 1) + Rs (2τ1 + 1)
+Rs (2(τ1 + 1) − 1) + Rs (2(τ1 + 1) − 1)
=

4Rs (2τ1 + 1).

1) If τ1 = N 2−1 , 2τ1 + 1 = 0 (mod N ). Then
Rs (2τ1 + 1) = N . So Ra (τ ) = 4N , and it turns
up only 1 time;
2) If τ1 6= N 2−1 , 2τ1 + 1 6= 0 (mod N ). Then
Rs (2τ1 + 1) = −1. So Ra (τ ) = −4, and it turns
up N − 1 times.
Case 4. τ2 = 3, 0 ≤ τ1 < N .
Ra (τ )
= Ra (4τ1 + 3)
= Rs1 ,s2 (τ1 + d) + Rs1 ,s1 (τ1 + 1 − d)
+Rs2 ,s1 (τ1 + 1 + d) + Rs2 ,s2 (τ1 + 1 − d)
= −Rs (2(τ1 + d) + 1) − Rs (2(τ1 + 1 − d))
−Rs (2(τ1 + 1 + d) − 1) − Rs (2(τ1 + 1 − d))
= −2Rs (2τ1 + 2d + 1) − 2Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 2).
, 2τ1 +2d+1 = 0 (mod N ), 2τ1 −
1) If τ1 = N −2d+1
2
2d+2 6= 0 (mod N ). Then Rs (2τ1 +2d+1) = N ,
Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 2) = −1. So Ra (τ ) = −2N + 2;
2) If τ1 = N +2d−2
, 2τ1 +2d+1 6= 0 (mod N ), 2τ1 −
2
2d + 2 = 0 (mod N ). Then Rs (2τ1 + 2d + 1) =
−1, Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 2) = N . So Ra (τ ) = 2 − 2N ;
3) If τ1 6= N −2d+1
and τ1 6= N +2d−2
, 2τ1 +2d+1 6=
2
2
0 (mod N ), and 2τ1 −2d+2 6= 0 (mod N ). Then
Rs (2τ1 + 2d + 1) = Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 2) = −1. So
Ra (τ ) = 4.
In this case, Ra (τ ) = −2N + 2 turns up 2 times, and
Ra (τ ) = 4 turns up N − 2 times altogether.
According to the above discussion about Ra (τ ), we obtain the following theorem.
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2τ1 + 2d = 0(modN ), Rs (2τ1 + 2d) = N . So Ra (τ ) =
−4N and it turns up 1 time. Otherwise, together with
the facts that s has ideal autocorrelation, Ra (τ ) = 4.
Similarly, in Case 4, Ra (τ ) = −4Rs (2τ1 + 2d + 1). If τ1 =
N −3
4 , then 2τ1 +2d+1 = 0( mod N ), Rs (2τ1 +2d+1) = N .
So Ra (τ ) = −4N and it turns up 1 time. Otherwise,
Ra (τ ) = 4. Naturally, based on Theorem 1, we can get
the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let 0 ≤ τ
autocorrelation function of
Equation (2) is:

4N



−4N
Ra (τ ) =
4



−4

3.2

< 4N , and d = N4+1 . The
the new sequence a defined by
2 times,
2 times,
2N − 2 times,
2N − 2 times.

Construction B

Let N ≡ 3 (mod 4), s = (s(0), s(1), · · · , s(N − 1)) be a
binary ideal autocorrelation sequence of period N . Define
a new binary interleaved sequence of period 4N as the
following:
(3)
a = I(s1 , Ld (s1 ), s2 , Ld (s2 )),
where s1 is the complement sequence of s1 , s2 is the
complement sequence of s2 , d is an arbitrary integer and
d 6= (N4+1) .
Similarly to the Construction A, the new sequence a
constructed as above is also balanced, and we can gain
the autocorrelation of the new sequence a by calculation.
Let τ = 4τ1 + τ2 , τ2 = 0, 1, 2, 3. By Lemmas 1 and 2,
the autocorrelation of sequence a given by Construction
B due to four different values of τ2 can be given by the
following.
Case 1. τ2 = 0, 0 < τ1 < N .
Ra (τ )
= Ra (4τ1 )
= Rs1 (τ1 ) + RLd (s1 ) (τ1 ) + Rs2 (τ1 ) + RLd (s2 ) (τ1 )
=

4Rs (2τ1 ).

Since 0 < τ1 < N , 2τ1 6= 0 (mod N ), Rs (2τ1 ) =
−1. Then Ra (τ ) = −4, and it turns up N − 1 times
altogether.

Theorem 1. Let 0 ≤ τ < 4N , and d 6= N4+1 . The Case 2. τ2 = 1, 0 ≤ τ1 < N .
autocorrelation function of the new sequence a defined by
Ra (τ )
Equation (2) is:
= Ra (4τ1 + 1)

4N
2
times,

= Rs1 ,s1 (τ1 + d) + Rs1 ,s2 (τ1 − d)


2 − 2N 4 times,
+Rs2 ,s2 (τ1 + d) + Rs2 ,s1 (τ1 + 1 − d)
Ra (τ ) =
4
2N − 4 times,



= −Rs1 (τ1 + d) + Rs1 ,s2 (τ1 − d)
−4
2N − 2 times.
−Rs2 (τ1 + d) + Rs2 ,s1 (τ1 + 1 − d)
Specially, let d = N4+1 . Then 2τ1 + 2d = 2τ1 − 2d +
= −Rs (2(τ1 + d)) + Rs (2(τ1 − d) + 1)
1(mod N ) and 2τ1 + 2d + 1 = 2τ1 − 2d + 2(mod N ). So
−Rs (2(τ1 + d)) + Rs (2(τ1 + 1 − d) − 1)
in Case 2, the autocorrelation of the sequence a can be
= −2Rs (2τ1 + 2d) + 2Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 1).
reduced to Ra (τ ) = −4Rs (2τ1 + 2d). If τ1 = 3N4−1 , then
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1) If τ1 = N − d, 2τ1 + 2d = 0 (mod N ), 2τ1 −
According to the above discussion about Ra (τ ), we
2d + 1 6= 0 (mod N ). Then Rs (2τ1 + 2d) = N , prove the following theorem.
Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 1) = −1. So Ra (τ ) = −2N − 2;
Theorem 2. Let 0 ≤ τ < 4N , and d 6= N4+1 . The
N +2d−1
2) If τ1 =
, 2τ1 + 2d 6= 0 (mod N ), 2τ1 − autocorrelation function of the new sequence a defined by
2
2d + 1 = 0 (mod N ). Then Rs (2τ1 + 2d) = −1, Equation (3) is:
Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 1) = N . So Ra (τ ) = 2 + 2N ;

4N
1 time,


,
2τ
+
2d
=
6
3) If τ1 6= N − d and τ1 6= N +2d−1

1
2

−4N
1 time,


0 (mod N ) and 2τ1 − 2d + 1 6= 0 (mod N ).


−4
N − 1 times,

Then Rs (2τ1 + 2d) = Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 1) = −1. So
4
N − 1 times,
Ra (τ ) =
Ra (τ ) = 0.


0
2N
− 4 times,




−2
−
2N
2
times,

In this case, Ra (τ ) = −2N − 2 turns up 1 time,


2 + 2N
2 times.
Ra (τ ) = 2N + 2 turns up 1 time, and Ra (τ ) = 0
turns up N − 2 times.
In a special case: d = N4+1 , similarly to Corollary 1,
Case 3. τ2 = 2, 0 ≤ τ1 < N .
we can conclude the following corollary.
Ra (τ )
= Ra (4τ1 + 2)
= Rs1 ,s2 (τ1 ) + Rs1 ,s2 (τ1 )
+Rs2 ,s1 (τ1 + 1) + Rs2 ,s1 (τ1 + 1)
= −Rs (2τ1 + 1) − Rs (2τ1 + 1)
−Rs (2(τ1 + 1) − 1) − Rs (2(τ1 + 1) − 1)
= −4Rs (2τ1 + 1).

Corollary 2. Let 0 ≤ τ
autocorrelation function of
Equation (3) is:


 4N


 −4N
4
Ra (τ ) =


−4



0

< 4N , and d = N4+1 . The
the new sequence a defined by
1 time,
1 time,
N − 1 times,
N − 1 times,
2N times.

Obviously, except for −4N , the values of out-of-phase
1) If τ1 = N 2−1 , 2τ1 + 1 = 0 (mod N ). Then
Rs (2τ1 + 1) = N . So Ra (τ ) = −4N , and it autocorrelation of the sequence a are all contained in the
set {0, −4, 4}. Therefore, the sequence a in Corollary 2
turns up only 1 time;
is a binary sequence with almost optimal autocorrelation
N −1
2) If τ1 6= 2 , 2τ1 + 1 6= 0 (mod N ). Then
magnitude.
Rs (2τ1 + 1) = −1. So Ra (τ ) = 4, and it turns
Example 1. Let N = 7, d = N4+1 , and s =
up N − 1 times.
(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0), a m-sequence of period 7. The new seCase 4. τ2 = 3, 0 ≤ τ1 < N .
quence a of period 4N = 28 defined by Construction A
is
Ra (τ )
t = (1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1,
= Ra (4τ1 + 3)
= Rs1 ,s2 (τ1 + d) + Rs1 ,s1 (τ1 + 1 − d)
+Rs2 ,s1 (τ1 + 1 + d) + Rs2 ,s2 (τ1 + 1 − d)
= Rs (2(τ1 + d) + 1) − Rs (2(τ1 + 1 − d))
+Rs (2(τ1 + 1 + d) − 1) − Rs (2(τ1 + 1 − d))
=

2Rs (2τ1 + 2d + 1) − 2Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 2).

1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1).
By calculation, the autocorrelation of a is
Ra (τ ) = {28, 4, −4, 4, −4, 4, −4, −28, −4, 4, −4, 4, −4, 4,
28, 4, −4, 4, −4, 4, −4, −28, −4, 4, −4, 4, −4, 4},

which is compatible with the result given by Corollary 1.
1) If τ1 = N −2d+1
, 2τ1 +2d+1 = 0 (mod N ), 2τ1 −
2
2d+2 6= 0 (mod N ). Then Rs (2τ1 +2d+1) = N , Example 2. Let N = 7, d = N4+1 , and s =
(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0), a m-sequence of period 7. The new seRs (2τ1 − 2d + 2) = −1. So Ra (τ ) = 2N + 2;
N +2d−2
2) If τ1 =
, 2τ1 +2d+1 6= 0 (mod N ), 2τ1 − quence a of period 4N = 28 defined by Construction B
2
2d + 2 = 0 (mod N ). Then R (2τ + 2d + 1) = is
s

1

−1, Rs (2τ1 −2d+2) = N . So Ra (τ ) = −2−2N ;

t = (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1,
N +2d−2
3) If τ1 6= N −2d+1
and
τ
=
6
.
Then
2τ
+
1
1
0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0).
2
2
2d + 1 6= 0 (mod N ), 2τ1 − 2d + 2 6= 0 (mod N ).
So Rs (2τ1 + 2d + 1) = Rs (2τ1 − 2d + 2) = −1, By calculation, the autocorrelation of a is
Ra (τ ) = 0.
Ra (τ ) = {28, 0, 4, 0, −4, 0, 4, 0, −4, 0, 4, 0, −4, 0,
In this case, Ra (τ ) = 2N +2 turns up 1 time, Ra (τ ) =
−28, 0, −4, 0, 4, 0, −4, 0, 4, 0, −4, 0, 4, 0},
−2N − 2 turns up 1 time, and Ra (τ ) = 0 turns up
which is compatible with the result given by Corollary 2.
N − 2 times altogether.
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Conclusion

In this paper, two new constructions of binary interleaved
sequences of period 4N with low autocorrelation and balance property are proposed. From the autocorrelation
distributions given by Corollaries 1 and 2, we can conclude that two new binary sequences defined in this paper
have good autocorrelation properties. Especially, when
d = N4+1 , the sequence a in Construction B is a binary
sequence with almost optimal autocorrelation magnitude.
Ideally, good sequences combine the low autocorrelation properties with high linear complexity [3]. Furthermore, apart from balance property and autocorrelation
property, the linear complexity of these sequences constructed in this paper remains to be solved.
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Abstract
Despite the fact that the traditional public key infrastructure provides Level 3 trusted authority, but its two major
problems of scalability and certificate management raised
the need to an alternative security infrastructure. That
motivated the appearance of new technologies to replace
the traditional PKI, such as the Identity based encryption, the certificateless encryption, etc. But all those new
technologies are yet immature and could not introduce
a trust level more than Level 2, except few trials at the
level of the authority. This paper aims at introducing an
integrated hierarchal certificateless scheme with a Level 3
trust authority. This is done through merging the traditional PKI hierarchy and the certificateless technology in
one scheme. The new scheme employs the X509 certificate format and is free of the scalability and certificate
management problems of the PKI. We also describe how
our new hierarchal certificateless PKC, can be integrated
with a traditional PKI through a bridge model.
Keywords: Certificateless cryptography, public key infrastructure, random oracle model, security services, trust levels

1

Introduction

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a complete system to
manage the public keys in any public key cryptographybased application using the concept of digital certificates.
The PKI provides authentication of system users by allowing some trusted third-party to sign the public key of
any entity in the system. In the context of PKI, any entity
in the system can verify the authentication of any other
entity by verifying its signed certificate using the trusted
third-party’s public key. In this way, any other cryptographic services (like confidentiality and non-repudiation)
can be achieved and implemented.

Furthermore, PKI has some well established trust models that meet the organization flowchart and requirements. Examples of these trust models are hierarchal
and bridge models. When the system scale gets large,
the number of signed digital certificates also gets large.
Therefore the overhead of the management of these certificate increases. Moreover, other issues like public key
revocation and its related notification methods are raised.
However, in spite of the maturity of the PKI and its wide
applications and usage, the PKI has main two challenges.
These challenges are scalability and certificate management [1, 10].
Some other paradigms of public key cryptography are
introduced to overcome the PKI challenges and simplifying the key management. Identity-based Public Key
Cryptography (ID-PKC) (which was invented by Boneh
and Franklin [2]) and Certificateless Public Key Cryptography (CL-PKC) (invented in 2003 by Al-Ryami and Paterson [1]) are such examples to these paradigms. The
CL-PKC addressed the key-escrow problem of the IDPKC [1] and provided a lightweight infrastructure for
managing the public keys of the users in the system without using the digital certificates. Since the original AlRyami and Paterson scheme [1], many certificateless encryption schemes [3, 11, 13], certificateless digital signature schemes [14, 15, 17, 18] and certificateless key agreement protocols [5, 12, 16] were appeared in the literature.
However, the existence of a trusted third party (or
trusted authorities) is a common feature among all the
public key infrastructure models. These trusted authorities are the certificate authority (CA) in the traditional
PKI, the Key Generation Center (KGC) in the ID-PKC
and CL-PKC in the certificateless infrastructure. The
trusted third party in a public key infrastructure schemes
is the heart of the whole security system. It controls the
system components and parameters, publishes the system
parameters and the users public keys, and in addition to
that it might play a partial or a full role in generating
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the pairs of public and private keys of the users. If this
The components of the proposed CL-PKI and their
third party is malicious, then the security of the whole in- functions are as follows:
frastructure could be compromised. For this, Girualt [6]
defined three levels of trust: At Level 1 trust, the au- 1) The Registration Authority (RA): The registration authority plays the same role as the registration
thority knows (or can easily compute) users’ secret keys
authority of the traditional PKI. The user might inand therefore, can impersonate any user at any time withteract with this authority and provides proofs of his
out being detected (the KGC of the ID-PKC). At Level 2
personal information like names, address, national ID
trust, the authority does not know users’ secret keys, but
number and email address. After the RA verifies the
it can still impersonate a user by generating false guaraninformation of the user, it gives the user a unique
tees (CL-PKC). At Level 3 the authority cannot compute
random generated password for latter authentication
users’ secret keys, and if it does so, it can be proven that
purposes, in addition to the system parameters, genit generates false guarantees (The CA in the traditional
erated by the KGC server in a token or any electronic
PKI).
media.
In 2013 Hassouna et al. [7] proposed an integrated
Certificateless public key infrastructure model (CL-PKI). 2) The Key Generation Center (KGC): The KGC
In their model, a different method for generating entity
is responsible of generating its master secret and the
key pair has been introduced. Furthermore, Hassouna et
system parameters. It has to keep it’s master seal. [7] incorporated a different binding technique to link
cret in a secure storage and publish the system pathe entity’s identity with its corresponding keys to enrameters in a public directory. The KGC also has
sure the uniqueness of the key pair. The direct security
a database that holds the user identities with their
and management advantages of using this method of key
password hashed by any strong cryptographic hash
generation are two-factor private key authentication, prifunction like MD5 or SHA-1.
vate key portability, private key recovery and private key
archiving [7]. Moreover, Hassouna et al. extended their 3) The KGC’s Public Directory (PD): The public
directory is responsible of storing the KGCs’ pubCL-PKI model by proposing a new security model for
lic parameters, users identities, users partial private
certificateless digital signature schemes. Then, they prokeys, users public key and other user parameters. It
posed a strong and efficient provable secure certificateless
is controlled and updated by the KGC. The condigital signature scheme [8] in the Random Oracle Model
tents of the PD are available for only the authen(ROM) without stating its security proof. Recently, Hasticated users, who do not have the right to write in
souna et al. [9] stated the complete security proof of the
it. The typical format of the public directory records
digital signature scheme in the random oracle model [8].
are given in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively.
In this paper, we propose a Hierarchal Certificateless
Public Key Cryptography Scheme (HCL-PKC) and then
use it to construct a Hybrid PKI/CL-PKI scheme. These
two schemes are introduced in the context of Hassouna et
al.’s Cl-PKI model, hence they enjoy the security properties and key management features of Hassouna et al.’s [7]
Figure 1: Systems’ parameters record
model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
state Hassouna et al.’s [7] CL-PKI model in Section 2.
Hassouna et al.’s [8] digital signature scheme is given in
Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the proposed Hierarchal Certificateless Public Key Cryptography Scheme
(HCL-PKC). In Section 5, we give the Hybrid PKI/CLFigure 2: Contents of the public directory of a user
PKI scheme. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Hassouna et al.’s Certificateless Public Key Infrastructure
Model (CL-PKI)

Typically the RA has an offline connection with the
KGC. When the KGC generates the user’s password
at the registration time, the RA passes it to the user
without knowing it.

In [7], Hassouna et al. introduced several methods of
As stated in [7]: to make the CL-PKC schemes suitable authentication between the user and the KGC/PD. The
for practical applications, there is a need for some sort complete description of the model is as following:
of infrastructure as the traditional PKI. Therefore, Has• Setup (running by the KGC): The KGC chooses
souna et al. [7] proposed a CL-PKI model with three coma secret parameter k to generate G1 , G2 , P, e; where
ponents: Registration Authority (RA), Key Generation
G1 and G2 are two groups of a prime order q, P is
Center (KGC) and Public Directory (PD).
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a generator of G1 and e : G1 × G1 −→ G2 is a bilinear map. The KGC generates a random system’s
master key s ∈ Z∗q and computes the system public
key Ppub = sP . Then, the KGC chooses a cryptographic hash functions H1 and H2 , where H1 :
{0, 1}∗ × G1 −→ G1 and H2 : {0, 1}∗ −→ {0, 1}n .
Finally, the KGC publishes the system parameters
params=< G1 , G2 , e, P, Ppub , H1 , H2 , n >, and keeps
the secret master-key safe.
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Further issues such as the users’ authentication at the
first time, updates of system’s parameters and users’ passwords, generation of public and private key pairs, private
key recovery; portability; archiving and public key revocation are discussed in details in [7].

3

Hassouna et al.’s Certificateless
Digital Signature Scheme

• Set-Secret-Value (running by the user): A user In this section, we provide details on the certificateless
m with an identity IDm downloads the system pa- digital signature scheme that was proposed by Hassouna
rameters. He/She then generates two random secret et al. and its functionality [8].
values xm , x0m ∈ Z∗q . Then, it computes Xm = x0m P
• Setup (running by the KGC): The KGC chooses
and sends Xm to the KGC. To provide two factor of
a secret parameter k to generate G1 , G2 , P, e where
authentication and protection for the user’s private
G1 and G2 are two groups of a prime order q, P
key against the device theft or compromise, the prois a generator of G1 and e : G1 × G1 −→ G2
posed scheme enforces the user to choose a strong
is
a bilinear map. The KGC randomly generates
password pass. The client device uses the hash functhe
system’s master key s ∈ Z∗q and computes the
tion H2 to generate zm = H2 (pass) and multiplies
system
public key Ppub = sP . Then, the KGC
the base point P by the hashed password to get zm P .
chooses
cryptographic hash functions H1 and H2 ,
The hash function H2 must be capable to preserve
∗
where
H
−→ G1 (Map-to-Point hash
1 : {0, 1}
the large size of the hashed value zm to prevent the
function),
and
H
:
{0,
1}n −→ Z∗q (any crypto2
brute-force attack on the point zm P . It then uses the
graphic
hash
function
like
MD5 or SHA family).
hashed value zm as key along with the M AC funcFinally,
the
KGC
publishes
the system parameters
tion to encrypt the secret value xm as M ACzm (xm )
params=<
G
,
G
,
e,
P,
P
,
1
2
pub H1 , H2 , n >, while the
and sends a copy to the KGC’s public directory to
secret
master-key
is
saved
and secured by the KGC.
be stored together with the point zm P locally. It is
worthy to notice that there is no need to store the
• Set-Secret-Value (running by the user): A
password pass or its hash value zm .
user m with an identity IDm downloads the system parameters, generates two random secret values
• Partial-Private-Key-Extract (running by the
xm , x0m ∈ Z∗q . Then, user m computes Xm = x0m P
KGC): When the KGC receives Xm from a user
and sends Xm to the KGC. The proposed scheme enm with an identity IDm , the KGC first computes
forces the user to choose a strong password pass, the
Qm = H1 (IDm ||Xm ), then it generates the partial
system at the client side hashes the password to be
private key of user m as Dm = sQm . User m can
zm = H2 (pass), multiplies the base point P by the
verify the correctness of his/her partial private key
hashed password to be zm P , uses the hashed value
Dm , through testing whether e(Dm , P ) = e(Qm , P0 ).
zm as key to encrypt the secret value xm and generates the Password-based Encryption Code (PEC) as
• Set-Public-Key (running by the user): The
P ECzm (xm ), sends a copy of it to the KGC’s pubuser m whose identity is IDm computes Qm =
lic directory and stores it along with the point zm P
H1 (IDm ||Xm ), Ym = x0m Qm and sets < Xm , Ym >
locally.
as his/her long-term public key Pm . Finally, user m
• Partial-Private-Key-Extract (running by the
sends Ym to the KGC.
KGC): On receiving Xm computed by user m
with identity IDm , the KGC first computes Qm =
• Set-Private-Key (running by the user): Every
H1 (IDm ), then it generates the partial private key
time a user wants to calculate and use his/her full
of user m as Dm = sQm .
private key, he/she enters his/her password, the sys0
0
tem hashes it as zm
, calculates zm
P and compares it
with the stored point zm P . If the comparison results
in a match , then the password is correct and the
user is authenticated. Then, the user uses (zm ) as a
key to decrypt the stored M ACzm (xm ), and uses the
extracted value xm to calculate the full private key
by (xm + zm )Dm . In case of mismatch , the system
aborts the process. We must note here that the private key is never stored on the client and it will be
deleted after every usage.

• Set-Public-Key (running by the user): The user
m with identity IDm computes Qm = H1 (IDm ),
Ym = x0m Qm and sets < Xm , Ym > as his/her longterm public key Pm . Finally, user m sends Ym to the
KGC.
• Set-Private-Key: User m’s private key is Sm =
(xm + zm )Dm = (xm + zm )sQm = (xm +
zm )sH1 (IDm ). Also, the user generates the secret
term Zm = xm P .
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• Sign: The user generates the signature of the message M using his secret terms {xm , Zm } as follows:
1) The signer generates a big random integer a ∈
G∗2 .
2) The signer calculates M Pm = H1 (m) ∈ G∗1 .
3) The signer calculates M P1m = axm M Pm ∈ G∗1 .
0

4) The signer calculates sm = e(M Pm , Zm )axm =
0
e(M Pm , P )axm xm .
5) The signer sends σ = (m, M P1m , sm ) as the signature.
• Verify:
After receiving the signature σ =
(m, M P1m , sm ), the verifier uses the public key <
Xm , Ym > of user m to verify the signature as follows:
1) The verifier checks whether e(Xm , Qm ) =
e(Ym , P ). If it holds then user m’s public key
is authenticated, otherwise the signature is rejected.
0
= H1 (m) ∈ G∗1 .
2) The verifier calculates M Pm
0
or sm = e(H1 (m), Xm ) then
3) If M P1m = M Pm
the verifier rejects the signature. Otherwise, the
verifier calculates rm = e(M P1m , Xm ).

4) The verifier accepts the signature iff rm = sm ,
otherwise he/she rejects the signature.

3.1

Hassouna et al.’s Security Model

In Hassouna et al. [8] two types of adversaries were considered: Type I and Type II adversaries according to the
term Zm as follows:
1) Type I Adversary AI : This adversary is allowed
to replace the term Zm by a valid value of his choice,
but is not allowed to replace users’ public keys and
has not access to the master secret key s.
2) Type II Adversary AII : This adversary has an access to the master secret key s, and is allowed to replace users public keys with valid values of his choice,
but is not allowed to replace the term Zm .
Type I adversary represents an outsider attacker and type
II attacker is a malicious KGC. Two games are defined as
follows.
• Game I. The first game is performed between a challenger C and a Type I adversary AI as follows.
1) Setup. The challenger C runs Setup algorithm
and generates a master secret key msk and public system parameters params. C gives params
to AI , while keeping msk secret.
2) Queries. AI may adaptively issue the following
queries to C.
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– Partial private key queries: Upon receiving
a partial private key query for an identity
ID, C returns the partial private key with
respect to identity ID to AI .
– Public key queries: Given an identity ID, C
returns the corresponding public key terms
< XA , YA > to AI .
– Replace public key: Given an identity ID
1
with a pair of values (x01
ID , pkID ) which are
chosen by AI , C updates the user ID original secret/public key (x0ID , pkID ) to the
1
new (x01
ID , pkID ).
– Z − key Extraction queries: This is a new
oracle in this security model, given an identity ID, C returns the corresponding Z −
key value ZID .
– Replace Z − key: This is a new oracle in this security model which on input
1
), C replaces the user ID
(ID, x1ID , ZID
1
).
original term (xID , ZID ) by (x1ID , ZID
– Private key queries. Upon receiving a private key query for an identity ID, C returns
the corresponding private key skID to AI .
– Sign queries: Proceeding adaptively, AI can
request signatures on any messages m with
respect to an identity ID. C computes signature, and returns to AI .
3) Forgery.
Eventually, AI outputs a certificateless signature σ ∗ on message m∗ corresponding to public key pkID∗ for an
identity ID∗ .
AI wins the game if
Verify(params, ID∗ , pkID∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1 and the
following conditions hold:
– AI has never been queried Partial private
key oracle on ID∗ .
– AI never replaced the user ID∗ ’s public key.
– AI has never been queried Private key oracle on ID∗ .
– AI has never been queried Sign oracle on
(ID∗ , m∗ ).
The success probability of AI is defined as the probability that it wins in game I.
• Game II. This game is performed between a challenger C and a Type II adversary AII as follows.
1) Setup. The challenger C runs AII on k and a
special Setup, and returns a master secret key
msk and public system parameters params to
AII .
2) Queries. In this phase, AII can adaptively access the Private key oracle, Public key oracle,
Replace public key oracle, Z − key oracle, Replace Z − key oracle and Sign oracle, which are
the same as that in Game I.
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3) Forgery. AII outputs a certificateless signature
σ ∗ on message m∗ corresponding to public key
pkID∗ for an identity ID∗ . AII wins the game
if Verify(params, ID∗ , pkID∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1 and
the following conditions hold:

paper [1]. Their HCL-PKE did not provide a trust Level 3
at the sense of Girualt’s definition [6]. Therefore, it was
not acceptable as alternative to the traditional hierarchal
PKI. In this section, we use Hassouna et al.’s [8] signature
scheme as assistant technique to propose a new Hierarchal
– AII has never been queried Private key or- Certificateless Cryptography scheme (HCL-PKC) which
is based on Hassouna et al.’s [7] CL-PKI model. The proacle on ID∗ .
posed HCL-PKC (See Figure 3) is straightforward and
– AII has never been queried Replace Z −key
could provide a trust Level 3.
∗
oracle on ID .
• Root KGC Setup. The KGC chooses a secret pa– AII has never been queried Signature oracle
∗
∗
rameter k to generate G1 , G2 , P, e, where G1 (addion (ID , m ).
tive group) and G2 (multiplicative group) are two
The success probability of AII is defined as the probgroups of a large prime order q, P is a generator of G1
ability that it wins in Game II.
and e : G1 × G1 −→ G2 is a bilinear map. The KGC
randomly generates the system’s master keys x0 , x00 ∈
Accordingly, the security definitions of any certificateless
Z∗q and computes the system public key X0 = x00 P
digital signature scheme in the Random Oracle Model
and the private key term Z0 = x0 P . Then, the KGC
(ROM) can be given as follows.
chooses cryptographic hash functions H1 and H2 ,
where
H1 : {0, 1}∗ × G1 −→ G1 and H2 : {0, 1}∗ −→
Definition 1. A certificateless signature scheme
∗
Zq . Finally, the KGC publishes the system parameis (t, qH , qe , qz , qsk , qpk , qs , )-existentially unforgeable
ters params =< G1 , G2 , e, P, X0 , H1 , H2 , n >, while
against Type I adversary under adaptively chosen mesthe secret master-keys are saved and secured by the
sage attacks if no t-time adversary AI , making at most
KGC.
qH to the random oracles, qe partial private key queries,
qz to the Z − key queries, qsk private key queries, qpk
• Set-Secret-Value. The user at level t with idenpublic key queries and qs signature queries, have a
tity IDt , where ID0 is the identity of the root KGC
success probability at least  in Game I.
downloads the system parameters params, generates
two random secret numbers xt , x0t ∈ G∗2 . As in the
Definition 2. A certificateless signature scheme is
signature scheme, we enforce the user to choose a
(t, qH , qz , qsk , qpk , qs , )-existentially unforgeable against
strong password pass, the system at the client side
Type II adversary under adaptively chosen message athashes the password to be zm = H2 (pass), multiplies
tacks if no t-time adversary AII , making at most qH to
the base point P by the hashed password to be zm P ,
the random oracles, qz to the Z − key queries, qsk priuses the hashed value zm as a key to encrypt the
vate key queries, qpk public key queries and qs signature
secret value xm and generates the Password-based
queries, have a success probability at least  in Game II.
Encryption Code (PEC) as P ECzm (xm ), sends copy
Definition 3. A certificateless signature scheme is exof it to the KGC’s public directory and stores copy
istentially unforgeable under adaptively chosen message
of it along with the point zm P locally.
attack (EUF-CMA), if the success probability of any poly• Set-Public-Key. The user at level t calculates its
nomially bounded adversary in the above two games is
public key (Xt , Yt ) as Xt = x0t P and Yt = x0t Qt where
negligible.
Qt = H1 (IDt , Xt ). Then, the user sends Xt to the
Theorem 1. Hassouna et al.’s [8] digital signature
previous user in the hierarchy IDt−1 .
scheme is secure against existential forgery under adap• Extract-Partial-Private-Key. The user at level
tively chosen message attacks in the random oracle model
t − 1 accepts the request of the users at level t (the
with the assumptions that CDHP(Computation Diffierequest contains the terms Qt and Xt ) and calculates
Hellman Problem) and BDHP (Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
their partial private key Dt as Dt = xt−1 Qt . FurProblem) in G1 are intractable.
thermore, the user at level t − 1 signs the public term
The full proof of Theorem 1 in the random oracle model
Xt of the user at level t using the proposed CL-SS
is stated in [9].
scheme with the terms Zt−1 and the per-signature
random number at−1 and creates the signature as
(Xt , M P1t , st ) and puts this signature along with the
4 The Proposed Hierarchal Cerrest of user’s public terms into the public directory
{IDt , Qt , Xt , Yt , M P1t , st }.
tificateless Public Key Cryptog-

raphy Scheme (HCL-PKC)
Al-Ryami and Paterson introduced a Hierarchal Certificateless Encryption scheme (HCL-PKE) in their original

• Set-Private-Key. Every time the user at level t
needs to calculate and use his/her full private key,
he/she enters his/her password, the system hashes
0
it as zm
, calculates zt0 P and compares it with stored
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Figure 3: The proposed HCL-PKC model
point zm P . If the comparison result in a match, then
the password is correct and the user is authenticated.
The user then uses (zt ) as a key to decrypt the stored
encrypted value xt , and after that uses the extracted
value xt to calculate the full private key by (xt +zt )Dt
and the term Zt = xt P . In case of a mismatch, the
system aborts the process.

5

Hybrid PKI/CL-PKI Scheme

Suppose we have organization with two domains, the first
domain utilizes the traditional PKI with one CA and one
LDAP server for trust distribution. The other domain
has the Hassouna et al.’s [7] CL-PKI which has the same
structure as the traditional PKI, i.e it uses X.509 certificate format to load the certificateless user’s information
Every user in the system has a unique record in the
with the signature as Hassouna et al.’s [8] one. Then, the
Public Directory (PD) which contains the information
two domains can operate smoothly as follows:
{IDt , Qt , Xt , Yt , P ECzt (xt ), M P1t , st }. We can think
about the user’s record as X.509 certificate. Hence, the
interoperability between the traditional PKI system and
• Bridge Model: Bridge trust model can be used bethis proposed HCL-PKC scheme will be easy because the
tween the CA of the PKI and the KGC of the CLtwo systems will be compatible.
PKI. Then, the CA generates and signs the X.509
Furthermore, the proposed HCL-PKC scheme provides
certificate (using a standard PKI and ECC-based
a new mechanism to authenticate the user’s public key
signature scheme like ECDSA) to the KGC that inand provides a trust Level 3 as same as the hierarchal
cludes the KGC’s public parameters. Also, the KGC
PKI does. That means if the user’s public key has been regenerates and signs the X.509 certificate (using the
placed, then no one excepts the user’s intermediate KGC
Hassouna et al.’s signature scheme) to the CA that
can do that. This because no one can replace the signaincludes the CA’s public key. The CA stores the
ture term by a valid one except the user’s intermediate
KGC’s certificate into its local LDAP server and also
KGC. Therefore, the user can detect and determine the
the KGC stores the CA’s certificate into its local
entity that has replaced his/her public key.
LDAP server. Since the recent versions of the PKIMoreover, the proposed HCL-PKC scheme inherits an
enabled protocols like TLS v1.2 protocol [4] have beattractive feature from CL-PKI model that is introduced
come supportive to the Elliptic Curve Cryptosystems
like ECDSA signature scheme and ECDH key exby Hassouna et al. [7], which is stated as: Even if the
KGC or the intermediate KGC replaces (temporarily) the
change protocol as Hassouna et al.’s CL-PKI-enabled
public key (as in the traditional PKI system) in order to
protocols did, then it is possible to agree on using
compromise that user for decryption or signature forgery,
the ECDH for key exchange protocol to generate the
symmetric key. The other parameters can be agreed
this attack will fail because the user’s private key is calculated from another different secret value. So, replacing
on at the handshake phase of the transaction. Note
that the users at the PKI domain needs to equipped
the user’s public key is not enough for compromising that
user. Therefore, the separation of public/private key genwith the pairing algorithm in order to do the signaeration provides strong security feature.
ture generation/verification.
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• PKI Domain’s User: User A in the PKI domain 6
Conclusions and Remarks
when encrypting/signing a message to user B in the
This paper used the Hassouna et al[8] signature scheme
CL-PKI domain, he/she needs to do as follows:
and proposed a trust Level 3 hierarchal certificateless pub1) User A first request B’s certificate either directly lic key cryptography scheme. The proposed hierarchal
from user B or from the CL-PKI’s LDAP server. scheme is based on Hassouna et al.’s [7] CL-PKI model.
2) After the user A gets user B’s certificate, down- Therefore, it enjoys the same security features that CLloads the KGC’s certificate from his/her local PKI has, along with the interesting trust Level 3 satisLDAP server. Then, he/she uses CA’s public faction property. The paper also proposed a new Hybrid
key to validate the KGC’s certificate. If it is PKI/CL-PKI scheme that provides interoperability model
not valid, then user A rejects and aborts the between traditional PKI and CL-PKI systems in one organization under the X.509 certificate format.
transaction.
3) If the KGC’s certificate is valid, then user A
extracts KGC’s public key and uses it to verify B’s certificate by verifying the signature on
the user B’s certificate using the Hassouna et al.
signature scheme.
4) User A also can verify the expiry/revocation of
the user B’s certificate using either the CRL
mechanism or the OCSP protocol.
5) After user A authenticates user B, then users A
and B can start the handshake protocol to agree
on the key size, generate per-session symmetric
encryption key using ECDH protocol, agree on
the encryption algorithm, hash function and the
signature algorithm (ECDSA for PKI users and
the Hassouna et al.’s one for CL-PKI users).
• CL-PKI Domain’s User: User B in the CL-PKI
domain when encrypting/signing a message to user
A in the PKI domain, he/she does the following:
1) User B first requests A’s certificate either directly from user A or from the PKI’s LDAP
server.
2) After user B gets user A’s certificate, downloads
the CA’s certificate from his/her local LDAP
server, then he/she uses KGC’s certificate to authenticate the CA’s certificate (using Hassouna
et al.’s signature scheme). If it is not valid, then
user B rejects and aborts the transaction.
3) If the CA’s certificate is valid, then user B extracts CA’s public key and uses it to verify B’s
certificate (prefer to use ECDSA algorithm).
4) User B also can verify the expiry/revocation of
the user A’s certificate using either the CRL
mechanism or the OCSP protocol as in the traditional PKI system.
5) After user B authenticates user A, then users A
and B can start the handshake protocol to agree
on the encryption key size, generate per-session
symmetric encryption key using ECDH protocol, agree on the encryption algorithm, hash
function and the signature scheme (ECDSA for
PKI users and Hassouna et al.’s one for CL-PKI
users).
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Abstract

Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) also sometimes called as
hardware as a service (HaaS) [1, 7], Platform-as-a-service
(PaaS) and Software-as-a-service (SaaS). Cloud computing planning promotes the resource sharing in a pure plug
and provides a model that dramatically simplifies its infrastructure. The major advantage of cloud computing
includes ease-of-use and cost-effectiveness in accessing the
resources over the Internet. Employing the resources in
the cloud provides greater expediency to the user because
of its systematic manner. Cloud helps us to make use of
the existing technologies such as virtualization, serviceorientation and grid computing in large-scale distributed
environment [4, 5]. To assure the cloud data integrity
and availability, efficient approaches that enable storage
correctness assurance on behalf of cloud users have to be
premeditated. Hence, cloud operations should also imperatively support the dynamic features that make the
system design even more challenging.

Cloud computing has drastically condensed the computational and storage costs of outsourced data. The existing access control techniques offer users access provisions centered on the common user attributes like Roles,
which reduces the fine-grained access measure. The paper defines a Storage Correctness and Fine-grained Access
Provision (SCFAP) scheme, that provides the user an exclusive access through the use of a hierarchical structure
which is a combination of users unique and common attributes. Also, we deploy the concept of Token Granting
system that allows the users to verify the correctness of
outsourced data without the retrieval of the respective
files. The tokens are derived from the metadata containing file location that helps in the process of storage correctness verification and improvises the storage efficiency.
The experimental results show SCFAP has improved storage efficiency and error recovery measures than existing
As Cloud computing is a new emergent technology detechniques.
spite having many beneficial factors, it faces many threats
Keywords: Access control, access structure, barrier limits, in various ways. It has spread very fast due to its flexibilstorage efficiency, token granting system
ity over ease of access as it eliminates the need for extra
hard drives and memory space allocation. As the cloud is
a distributed system, the data stored in it is widespread
in distinct locations, and it is accessed anywhere. The
1 Introduction
distributed nature of the data creates the requirement for
Cloud computing is one of the widely used emerging tech- high security over outsourced data as there exists a probnique that offers various methods to acquire and manage ability that anyone can exploit the outsourced data. The
IT resources on a large-scale [19, 22]. Cloud comput- hackers [1, 2, 16], can also access the outsourced data by
ing, in turn, provides different types of services such as hacking any server virtually, and the statistical results
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showed that one-third of the breaches happened from
stolen or lost laptops exposing the data unintentionally
from the users or the employee of the organization over
the Internet. Further, nearly 16 percent of this data exposure is due to the insider theft. The cloud security
providers were even trying to provide a solution to security problems such as security, privacy, reliability, legal issues, open standards, compliance, freedom and long-term
viability.
Cloud affords three major types of deployment models, which comprises of Public, Private, and Hybrid
Cloud. Most-common level people and some organizations make use of the public cloud model in a majority
for data storage purposes because it consumes less cost
and correspondingly provides utmost security over the
outsourced data, but there is also a probability of data
leakage in a public cloud environment. The private cloud
model [9, 13], depends upon a particular firm but found
to be comparatively costlier than the public cloud. The
combination of either private- public or public-public or
private-private infrastructure forms the Hybrid cloud environment [12, 15], providing the combined advantage of
both the private and the public cloud. The significant
benefit of the use of the hybrid cloud involves improvised
security with lesser management costs.
The possession of fine-grained data access control and
storage correctness verification remains to be a mandatory
feature in any system, which shares the data contents
among multiple users with different level of trust. To
ensure the property of cloud data security, highly trusted
cloud users might be allowed with full access rights while
the other users were assigned partial access rights over
the outsourced data. Efficient management of the finegrained access provision in a system with users having
different access privileges remains to be a challenging issue
in cloud computing.
To provide better security features in cloud computing environment, a novel Storage Correctness and Finegrained Access Provision Scheme (SCFAP) is given. It
comprises of two parts, where the first part designates
the access structures to the users and the second presents
a storage correctness scheme through the use of the access
structure defined at the preliminaries. A combination of
public key, private key, and access structures is assigned to
all the users of the system that is derived from the appropriate user attributes. Through the distributed keys and
access structures, every single user of the system establishes the secure cloud connection and performs accesses
to the cloud data. For every successful cloud data upload,
the user is provided with a token, which is used to verify
and validate the storage correctness associated with the
outsourced data thereby improving the storage efficiency.
The paper is organized in the following manner. The
section next to introduction details the literature survey,
the next part, deals with the summary of limitations followed by preliminary concepts and algorithms, system
design, the proposed SCFAP scheme, case study, Implementation Details, Results, and Discussion. The paper is
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ended with the conclusion and future work.

2

Related Works

This section describes and analyzes other approaches towards facing the challenge of fine-grained access provision
to cloud users. Multiple solutions are examined, after
which an overview of their works was given. This section
also describes the comparison of two major approaches
that is related to the fine-grained access provision techniques.

2.1

Overview

This section presents an overview of the works, which is
related to the proposed SCFAP scheme.
2.1.1

Cloud based Access Control Techniques

[24] presents a data access control scheme called DACMAC for the multi authority cloud storage system. It
provides a multi-authority CP-ABE scheme with efficient
data decryption and user revocation functions. This work
further offers an Extensive Data Access Control Scheme
(EDAC-MACS) that provides secured user data access
even at weaker security assumptions. The security analysis results of this scheme prove that this scheme is collusion resistance but lacks at the property of fine-grained
access provision to the individual users of the system. In
work done by [25, 10], integration of cryptographic techniques with RBAC techniques was made and it uses role
keys for data decryption. Further this work presents a hybrid cloud architecture, where the public cloud contains
the basic level details and most sensitive information over
the private cloud. This work separates the property of
user delegation to active and passive types and establishes
effective role management through the use of delegation
servers and protocols. The Cipher text-Policy AttributeBased Encryption was given by; it realizes the complex access control mechanisms over the encrypted data [23, 14].
Here the attributes expressed solitarily the user credentials and the person who encrypts the data could fix the
access limit to the users for data decryption. Through
the use of this scheme, the data stored could be kept confidential even though it resides on the untrusted server.
The ID-based cryptographic scheme [8], makes use of the
user attributes such as user id for encryption and decryption process of the outsourced data. The development of
ID-based cryptographic scheme provides the secured data
storage over the public cloud and improved client authorization for other users to access the data content.
2.1.2

Hierarchical
Schemes

Based

Access

Control

In HASBE [17, 21], the user access rights were provided
by the hierarchical access structure framed for each user of
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the system. This scheme ensures the property of scalability through the extension of ASBE (Attribute-Set Based
Encryption) technique [6]. It defines a hierarchical structure that delegates the operation of trusted authority and
private key generation to the domain authorities of the
lower level. Here the user attributes were converted into
the stable structure of the recursive type that permits the
users to define constraints dynamically by representing
a different combination of attributes, which satisfies the
user access policy. That ensures the property of flexibility and fine-grained access control over HASBE systems.
The concept of Hierarchical Based Access Structure is extended to form the Hierarchical Structure used in this
paper.

2.1.3

Token Based Access Verification Systems

[20] proposed a flexible distributed storage integrity auditing mechanism that consists of homomorphic tokens
and erasure-coded data. Tokens are provided to the users
from randomly chosen block indices from each data vector space analogous to the memory location of the user
requested file in the cloud. The use of erasure coded data
technique protects the user data and eliminates the system errors such as data redundancy, fault tolerance and
server crashes. In Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing for
Secure Cloud Storage by [18, 11] comprises a third-party
auditor (TPA) for auditing the integrity of outsourced
data; this eradicates the new threats and realizes the data
privacy. This scheme uses random masking technique integrated with a homomorphic authenticator that ensures
the privacy of public auditing. Flexible distributed storage integrity checking mechanism is proposed by [3] using
homomorphic tokens and it avoids security problems like
identifying unknown users. Through the use of homomorphic tokens and distributed erasure coded data, users were
permitted to audit the outsourced data. This auditing allows the users to identify both the improper data access
and cloud server misbehaviors. This scheme even ensures
the cloud data security, which allows the users to perform
dynamic operations efficiently over the outsourced data.
Experimental analysis of their proposed scheme proves
that it provides high efficiency against Byzantine failure,
unknown user attacks and attacks on cloud data modification. Access control schemes based on the token system
were developed to provide greater security over the cloud
storage systems.

2.2

Comparison of Related Works

This section presents a brief summary about two major
approaches relating to the proposed SCFAP scheme. The
HASBE scheme given by [17], and the flexible integrity
auditing mechanism provided by Wang Cong et al, were
taken into comparison, and it is described as follows:

2.2.1
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Work by Wan Zhiguo et al.

To ensure the property of scalability and flexibility over
outsourced data, a solution is presented in work done
by [17]. This work shows a Hierarchical Attribute-SetBased Encryption (HASBE) scheme to cloud users, which
extends the property of Cipher-text attribute-set-based
encryption technique. This scheme not only aims in the
achievement of scalability, it even inherits the property
of flexibility and fine-grained access provision through
the management of compound attributes. The HASBE
scheme makes use of multiple value access expiration time
to deal with user revocation problems. The first part of
this work describes the extension of HASBE from ASBE
technique using the hierarchical structure. Whereas the
second part provides a clear demonstration of the implementation of access control scheme based on HASBE for
cloud computing.
The cloud computing system considered in this work
consists of five major entities. The cloud service provider
provides services to users. The data owners share their
data contents through the cloud in an encrypted manner. Data consumers decrypt the shared contents to perform their respective access operations. Each data owner
and data consumer was assigned with a domain authority,
where each domain authorities could be managed through
parent domain authorities or trusted domain authorities.
The major responsibility of every domain authority is to
administer the domain authorities at next level or the
data owner or consumer in its domain. In HASBE scheme
the data users were only assumed to possess read access.
All the entities associated with this scheme were organized
in a hierarchical manner to accomplish their tasks.
A recursive set based key structure is formed for every
user, where each element of the set is either a set or an
element corresponding to a user attribute. The depth of
the key structure is found using the level of recursions
in the recursive set, which is similar to the definition of
depth tree. For a key structure of depth 2, members of
the set can either be sets or attribute elements at depth1.
At depth 2 it is mandatory that all the members of the
set should be of attribute elements. A unique label for
the user attributes was formed using key structure. The
access structure to the users in HASBE was formed in
a similar way to the ASBE scheme given by [3]. In access tree structures the leaf nodes were considered to be
the attributes, and non-leaf nodes represent the threshold
gates. The non-leaf nodes were defined using its children
and threshold values.
This work provides user access provision with the help
of the hierarchical access structure, and it is formed using
appropriate user key structure and access structures. It
means that the user with private key corresponding to attributes in key structure would be able to access the data,
only when their attributes satisfies the access policies defined by the access structure. System Setup, Top-Level
Domain Authority Grant, New Domain Authority/User
Grant, New File Creation, User Revocation, File Access,
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and File Deletion are the seven major operations associated with Wan Zhiguo et al HASBE scheme. Each major
system operations related to the HASBE scheme invokes
the appropriate algorithms associated with it to accomplish their tasks, and it works by bilinear mapping concepts. Through the use of this operations, every user
of the system shares and uses their data contents using
HASBE scheme.
Though Wan Zhiguo et al system provides a better solution to scalability and flexibility issues, the complete
support for compound values and multiple value assignments are measured and found to be lagging in efficiency.
Which reduces the level of fine-grained data access. The
proposed SCFAP scheme defines users with their rolebased classification. Provides efficient support for compound attributes and multiple value assignments. The hierarchical structure described in SCFAP scheme improves
the level of fine-grained access provision associated with
individual users of the system. The HASBE scheme further does not allow write access to the data users of the
system. This makes its application inappropriate to critical systems like financial sectors, where several users require write operations to be performed. SCFAP scheme
allows the users to perform write operations in an effective manner, and it is achieved through the use of token
granting system, which preserves the storage correctness
of the outsourced data.
2.2.2

Work by Wang Cong et al.

An approach to form solution for security risks accompanying the correctness of physical possession over outsourced data were done by [17]. This work presents a
flexible distributed storage integrity auditing mechanism,
which ensures the correctness of outsourced data through
the use of homomorphic token and distributed erasurecoded data. This scheme provides efficient user auditing of cloud data with very lightweight communication
and computation cost. The auditing result provides both
storage correctness guarantee as well as fast data error localization (identification of server misbehaviors). It even
allows user access operations over outsourced data including block deletion, modification and appends functionalities. The overall contributions of this work is summarized
as follows:
1) In comparison to many of its predecessors, this
scheme achieves both the storage correctness insurance and data error localizations.
2) This scheme further supports secure and dynamic operation over data blocks including update, delete and
append.
3) The work further makes an extensive security analysis that shows its resistance towards Byzantine failures and malicious data modification attack and
server colluding attacks.
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The flexible integrity auditing mechanism discussed in
this section consists of four major entities, which includes
User, Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Cloud Server (CS)
and Third Party Auditor (TPA). Users share their data
through cloud storage services, and a user can be either
enterprise or an individual customer. Cloud Server (CS)
is managed by the CSP to provide better computation
and storage facilities to the users of the system. TPA
is an optional entity with expertise qualities that user
does not possess. TPA assesses and describes the risk of
cloud storage services on behalf of users upon request.
This work provides more focus towards file oriented data
rather than non-file oriented applications like social networking systems. Block level operations over user data
were considered as block update, block delete, block insert and append operations. The major focus of this work
is to identify the key integrity issues like unauthorized
data modifications and corruptions, caused due to server
compromises and random Byzantine failures.
Users store their valid credential to cloud servers
through CSPs. The problem of data redundancy could
be employed through the technique of erasure correcting code. This scheme further tolerates faults and server
crashes that happen due to increasing data users. The
users interact with cloud servers for processing file retrieval request through CSPs. As it is not feasible for
the users to possess their data locally, it is necessary to
verify the correctness and maintenance of the cloud data.
The users were provided with the pre-computed tokens
that provide correctness assurance to the users of the system. Tokens are derived from the subset of file blocks
in a random manner. The verification token helps the
users to ensure correctness of data operation request processed by the CSP. Tokens are issued to the user based
on randomly chosen block indices from each data vector
space corresponding to memory position of the requested
file in the cloud and erasure-coded data. In cases of inappropriate situations like insufficient resources and time
the users can delegate their responsibilities to TPA. The
system is designed in such a way that leakages of user?
Outsourced data towards auditing protocol were prohibited. This work achieves secure data storage through five
major steps, which includes file distribution preparation,
challenge token pre-computation, correctness verification
and error localization, file retrieving and auditing and finally, towards third party auditing. The algorithms associated with each stage helps in the management of activities accompanying data storage management and correctness verification processes. This scheme provides an
approach methodology that prevents CSP to process data
dynamics without knowing user secret key materials and
ensures users that dynamic data operation request done
by CSP were processed faithfully. In this manner the
property of integrity assurance and storage correctness
where done in [17] scheme.
Tokens were provided to the users, based upon randomly generated block indexes and memory position of
the file. This makes the property of storage correctness
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associated with integrity auditing scheme to be a probabilistic feature. The proposed SCFAP scheme solves this
issue by granting tokens to the users in a deterministic
manner. In SCFAP scheme tokens were derived from
Metadata containing file locations and distributed to all
the users of the system during appropriate phases. Here
the major advantage is that as a result of the write operation done by the authorized system an updated token
would be provided to all the users of the system, through
which the property of storage correctness is achieved.

3

3.1
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Cloud server performs all the computation related activities. This includes the computation of user given inputs
and producing corresponding computational results and
acknowledgments to the users. Cloud Service Provider
(CSP): The Cloud Service Provider (CSP) provides services to the users of the system and performs the validation of the user given inputs and outputs during the
process of encryption and decryption. Service Consumers
(Users): A Service consumer is also called as the user of
the system, consumes the services provided by the cloud
computing environment. Data Owner: Shares valid data
contents over cloud computing environment and fixes data
access limits across data users.

Construction of Storage Correctness and Fine-grained Ac3.2 Assumptions
cess Provision Technique
System Design

This section presents a conceptual design of the novel
scheme called Storage Correctness and Fine-grained Access Provision (SCFAP) scheme, which is described in
Figure 1. The proposed SCFAP scheme consists of two
parts. The first part deals with the construction of hierarchical based user access structures and the second
part depicts the algorithmic phases associated with SCFAP scheme that helps in the achievement of fine-grained
data access and improved storage efficiency across the outsourced cloud data storage. A set of appropriate cryptographic keys and access structures derived from the exact
user attributes were distributed to all the users of the system. Through the use of the access structures and cryptographic keys every user of the system performs the cloud
data access in a secure way. As a result of the encryption
process, both the data owners and users were provided
with a token, which assists in the process of integrity and
security verification over the outsourced data.

This work assumes an existing data access control model
to build upon, and the proposed design makes use of
the access control properties defined previously at related
works. The hierarchical structure described in this paper
is assumed to provide many-to-many data sharing in a secured manner through which the property of fine-grained
access control, confidentiality, and non-repudiation of the
outsourced data was achieved.

3.3
3.3.1

Key Terminologies
Access Assignment Structure

A summary on Access assignment structure is depicted in
Figure 2.
3.3.2

Hierarchical Structure

The hierarchical structure defines the access policy associated with the individual users of the system. A hierarchy is framed from the combination of the user unique
and common attributes. Each hierarchy represents the
one to one relationship between the user and their access
policies. The access policy defines the set of operations
(read or write access) the user could perform over the
outsourced data.
3.3.3

Key Structure

Key structures were designed to preserve the security of
the outsourced data. Key structures are derivatives from
the user common attributes like roles. The formation of
key structure assigns the access privileges to the set of the
Figure 1: System design of SCFAP
common users over the outsourced data. This states that
users beneath a particular role were assigned with a key
The proposed system consists of five major entities and structure such that they could gain access to a particular
the description to the entities were given as follows, At- set of files.
tribute Authority (AA): The major responsibility of the
Attribute Authority (AA) is to manage all the attribute
3.3.4 Access Structure
related activities in specialization with the activities confining to the management of user roles. This includes Access structures were designed to achieve the property
maintenance of role revocation, delegation, key allocation of fine-grained user access and it is derived from the user
to users and authentication of the user given credentials unique attributes like user id. It defines the extent to
like the public key, private key, etc. Cloud server (CS): which an individual user could access the data.
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Figure 2: Access assignment structure
3.3.5

Grade

Grade denotes the level of the extent to which the set of
common users could gain access to a particular set of files.
Each grade formally represents a key structure, such that
a user with certain grade could gain access to all the files
that comes with the scope of a particular grade. Grades
were derived from the user common attributes like dep id,
such that it represents a set of files that belongs to the
particular department. An example of the measure of a
grade is described in Figure 3.
Figure 4: Barrier generations

Figure 3: Access limits associated with a grade

3.3.6

Barriers

Barriers are restrictions imposed over the grades to
achieve the fine-grained user access level. It has been
found that it is not necessary for a user with a particular
grade to access all the files that come under a particular grade. To solve this issue, barriers were designed and
imposed over the user grades.
From Figure 4. It is understood that though the user
belongs to grade1 which provides access rights to three
files F1, F2, F3. The imposition of the barrier B1 over the
particular user grade G denies the user file access request
to the file F2; such that the user could only be able to
access the files F1 and F2. It provides the appropriate
access rights to the users through which the property of
fine-grained access provision is achieved.

kens were issued to the data users as a result of the data
encryption process. Through the use of the tokens, the
user could easily verify the existence of their corresponding files in a convenient manner. Since the token represents the Metadata about the file location, it assists in the
process of easier file retrieval. This improves the storage
efficiency of the proposed system. Further, clear descriptions about the working of the tokens were described in
phase 6, 7 and 8 of the SCFAP scheme. A new method
of mathematical modelling was used to identify the functions and variables of the proposed scheme.

4
4.1

Preliminary Concepts and Algorithms
KeyGen()

KeyGen() is a basic algorithm for key generation through
which all the other keys associated with the data users
were derived. This algorithm is invoked automatically
whenever the process of key generation is required.
Let us consider the set of keys k such that it contains a
set of integers up to n. Such that Kn = {k1 , k2 , · · · , kn }.
kn :

3.3.7

Tokens

n
X
Z=0

KZ ≈

n
X

dm .

m=0

Where d is the set of derived keys. It could be of any
Tokens were derived from the metadata containing the file
location and it acts as a user authentication entity. To- other keylike master key, public key and private key. In
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a simpler way the KeyGen algorithm generates random correctness is achieved. As it is described at the previous
number of keys in accordance to the user given input pa- section tokens were derived from the Meta data containing
rameters.
the file location that assist in both ways, through which
the process of storage correctness as well as the easier re4.2 Formation of Hierarchical Access trieval of the outsourced files could be made. The prime
idea behind the use of token granting system in SCFAP
Structure
scheme is that at the end of every successful data encrypThe proposed SCFAP scheme makes use of the hierar- tion process the data users were provided with the tokens,
chical access structure to define the user access rights. through which the data users verifies the existence of the
The basic concept behind the hierarchical access struc- outsourced data. The users could also be able to perform
ture was described in the previous section of the paper. the decryption process only when the Meta data of the
In SCFAP scheme each user is assigned with a hierarchi- user given token points to the user requested file.
cal structure, which is derived from their respective key
and access structures.
4.3 SCFAP Phases
Key structure is premeditated to preserve the security
of the outsourced data and it represents the access rights The storage correctness phases and fine-grained access
to the group of users with a common identity. The basic provision scheme consists of nine phases through which
concepts behind the formation of the key structure were the property of fine-grained access provision and storage
given in the previous section. It is formed using the user correctness verification is achieved. The SCFAP phases
common attributes like dep id. In an organization the apply the concept of hierarchical access structure and tomost important or most secured files could be accessed ken granting system described in preliminaries part.
only by the personals at the top-most designation order,
least important files by the low-level personals and ordi- 4.3.1 Phase 1: SetUp()
nary files could be accessed by the mid-level individuals.
In correspondence to the user designation order grades for It takes the user security parameter λ as an input and
a group of members with common identity (users under a generates master key mk as an output. This step is done
particular role) is calculated from “grade1.grade n”. For by the cloud server through automatically invoking the
every user with a role, grades were allocated with respect KeyGen algorithm.
to their access privilege that defines the level of extent to
K : mk = λ ./ kn .
(1)
which the users could access the data.
Equation 1 joins the user security parameter with the
unique key generated by KeyGen() algorithm and disThe access structure represents the access rights to the tributes the master key to the corresponding users of the
individual user of the system. Even though a particular system.
user is assigned with a grade representing the key structure, it is not mandatory that the user could access all 4.3.2 Phase 2: GradeGen(mk , Rid )
the files that come under a particular grade. The access
This phase is performed by the Attribute Authority and
structures associated with the SCFAP scheme were deit takes the master key mk and Role id Rid as an input,
signed in such a way that solves the problem of above
produces public key pk and grade g as an output. Public
mentioned issue. The access structure was framed from
key is derived from the master key mk by manually inthe user barrier limits, which are derived from the user
voking the KeyGen() algorithm. Let us consider two sets,
unique attributes like user id. Barriers are restrictions
R = {R1 , R2 , R3 , · · · , Rn } and G = {g1 , g2 , g3 , · · · , gn }
that were imposed over the user access grades to achieve
be the set of roles and grades. Such that R ≈ G (means
the fine-grained access control. The assignment of the acthat the role R is isomorphic to grade G).
cess structure defines the individual access limits over the
set of files. In addition to this, phase 3 of the storage
Z : ∀Rid ∈ R|Rid ⊆ R.
correctness scheme provides a brief summary about the
algorithmic implementation of the user access structure Any Rid that belongs to R is the subset of R.
assignment.
Through the use of the key and access structure disZ : ∀Rid : P (Rid )|Rid < •R.
(2)
cussed above, a hierarchical access structure is formed in
the proposed SCFAP scheme, and it is illustrated in Fig- At least for one value of Ri d the value of Ri d in R is true.
Such that Ri d is covered by r where r ∈ R.
ure 2.
4.2.1

Access Structure

4.2.2

Token Granting System

∴ Z : ∃Rid → r|r ⇔ G.

The proposed SCFAP scheme makes use of the token There exists G and Rid that implies a role such that the
granting system through which the property of storage role corresponds to a grade G.
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4.3.3

Phase 3: BarrierGen(Uid , rk , pk )

It takes (Uid , rk , pk ) use rid, role key, and public key as
an input and as a result of computation the barrier limit
bl and the private key prk is returned to the users.
The private key is manually generated by role admin
through the invocation of KeyGen() algorithm.
Let U be the universal set that contains all the users of
the system and can be written as U = {U1 , U2 , · · · , Un }
and B be the set of barriers such that can be written as
B = {b1 , b2 , · · · , bn }.
Z
∀Uid

: ∀Uid ∈ Uid ⊆ U.
: P (Uid )|Uid ≺ •U.

Similarly from Equation 2 this step is derived.

4.3.6
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Phase 6: Token Computation

It is done by the CSP and cloud server as a part of the
data decryption process. Let F = {f1 , f2 , · · · , fn } be the
set of files and Ti = {ti1 , ti2 , · · · , tin } be the set of tokens
associated with the files. Then,
a
[ti1 , ti2 , · · · , tin ](Fi ) = {db [ti1 , ti2 , · · · , tin ]; db ∈ F }.
Where, Fi = {1, 2, · · · , n} (Only the tokens between
[ti1 , ti2 , · · · , tin ] can access the files in data blocks). Tokens out of this scope would be computed as corrupted
and cannot be accessed. It is based on the projection
property. Where,
db [ti1 , ti2 , · · · , tin ] = {(ti , v) ∈ d, t ∈ [ti1 , ti2 , · · · , tin ]}.

Means the remaining set of data blocks corresponds to
some other tokens.
Uk ∃B|
Uk ∈ B|
Uk ⊆ B.
`
The result of proportion [ti1 , ti2 , · · · , tin ](F ) can be
k=1
k=1
k=1
found only if [ti1 , ti2 , · · · , tin ] is ⊆ (F ). It means a file
Means that for all the users there exists a barrier limit would be accessed only when token matches with it.
such that all the users in U belong to barriers in B. So
that U is the subset of B. Such that there exists an
4.3.7 Phase 7: Token Update
Uid ∈ B. where
a
a
Whenever the data user performs the write operation the
Z:b=
bu :
Ru → G.
tokens associated with the users were updated and disu∈U
u∈U
tributed to all the associated system entities. This is due
Since, all the users U is the subset of B there exists a to the reason that the process of write operation may
b corresponding to the user u, where the barriers can be extend or delete some part of the file that leads to the
change of the Meta data containing the file location. The
calculated as a co-product of user and barrier sets.
process of token update is described as follows:
4.3.4 Phase 4: Encrypt(f, rk , pk )
newt = t ./ w .
n
X

n
X

n
X

i

i

c

This phase is done by the CSP and it takes the file f , Where w is the newly written content.
c
role key rk and Public key pk as an input and the outputs
cipher text cp to the users of the system. Data encryption 4.3.8 Step 8: Token Correctness
is done as a part of file upload.
It is done as a part of data decryption during the process
Z : f × rk × pk ⇔ f (rk ,Pk )
of file download. It takes (ti , cp ) as an input. Let ti , cp be
Z : f × rk × pk ⇔ c.t|c.t ≈ f (rk ,Pk ) .
an algebraic function over F then Z : ti ∈ Ti ; cp ∈ Cp ; let
us take an element ti ∈ f . Such that,
Encryption is done as a combination of input parameters.
Z : (ti , cp1 ) + (ti , cp1 ) ∼ (ti1 + ti2 + cp )
4.3.5 Phase 5: TokGen(f, rk , pk )
Z : (ti , cp1 ) + (ti , cp1 ) ∼ (ti1 , cp1 + cp2 )
It takes file f , role key rk and Public key pk as an input. It
is the most important part of the encryption process and
it is done during the process of file upload. Since tokens
were derived from the data containing file locations, here
we use the concept of reduction to reduce a file to tokens.
Let F = {f1 , f2 , · · · , fn } be the set of files such that by
property of reduction

Z

: f (ti , cp ) ∼ (f ti , cp ) ∼ (ti , f cp ) ⇔ ti ⊗ cp .

It matches the values in the token and cipher text and returns the mismatch thus the token correctness is verified.
4.3.9

Phase 9: Decryption(cp , rk , bl , prk , ti )

Data decryption is done as a part of the file download
process. It takes cipher text, role key, barrier limits, priif
vate key and token as input and returns the plain text to
∃f ∈ db • ∀R ∈ F ⇔ f (R) ∈ ti
the users based on their respective access structures.
then
a
F ≤db ti
Z : cp ./ ti =
b1 (cp ./ ti )
a
a
F ≤db t Denotes that a file set F can be reduced to token Z : c ./ t =
b1 (cp ./ ti )|(cp ./ ti ) =
b1 (cp ./ ti ) ⇔ Pt .
p
i
ti and it is achieved through the data blocks. At the end of
this phase tokens generated were distributed to the data It combines the cipher text and token depending upon the
users to verify the correctness of the outsourced data.
user barrier levels and provides the plain text.
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Phase No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

5

Table 1: Summary of SCFAP phases
Phase Name
Input
Output
SetUP( )
λ
Mk
GradeGen( )
Mk , Rid
Pk , G
BarrierGen( )
Uid , Rk , Pk
B, Pr k
Encrypt( )
F, Rk , Pk
Ct
TokGen( )
F, Rk , Pk
Ti
TokenComp( )
F, Ti
Ct
TokenUpdate( )
Ti
newTi
TokenCorrectness( )
Ti , Ct
File Validity
Decrypt( )
Ti , Ct , Rk , B, Prk
Plaintext

Advantages of Proposed SCFAP
Scheme

1) Through the use of the barrier limits in user hierarchical access structure helps in the achievement of
fine-grained access rights to the users of the system.
2) The algorithmic deployment of the token granting
system helps in the achievement of the storage correctness verification of the outsourced data with improved storage efficiency.
3) The tokens were derived from the Meta data containing the file location. This reduces the file retrieval
time associated with the user data access request.

6

Case Study

It has been found that government agencies adopt cloud
services to meet their scaling industrial needs. Though
social networking sites were found to be the major users
of cloud usage, currently banking contributes to the most
activities in the cloud, utilizing 64% of the overall cloud
services. Factors like modernization, innovation in information technology, financial products, liberalization and
consolidation of financial markets enforces the transformation of the ordinary banking system to the cloud-based
one.
In cloud banking systems, the clients could access different types of banking services like balance enquiry, fund
transformations, etc. The banking system taken in this
scenario falls under the category of fully electronic based
transaction systems, where the banking sites exhibit all
the information like bank locations, bank products, loan
enquiry, loan eligibility details, transaction details, statement of accounts and money transfer facilities.
The management of activities associated with this type
of cloud banking system includes several entities like bank
clients, cloud service providers, and entities related to the
payment gateway. In such a case it is not necessary for the
system management entities with common attributes like
similar roles to access all the end user provided valid credentials. This creates the need for the application of finegrained access control scheme over the cloud banking sys-
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Doneby
CS
AA
RA
CSP
CS,CSP
CS,CSP
CS,CSP
CS,CSP
CSP

tem. To solve these issues, the proposed SCFAP scheme
were applied to the Cloud banking system that solved
the problem of fine-grained access level associated with
the individual system entities. Let us consider the situation, where the bank client performs the money transaction across the cloud banking system. The process of
money transfer requires the fulfillment of several essential
details including the client’s valid password. Once the
client completes the form filling activity, the client details were transformed to their respective financial institution cloud servers. The client transaction request could
be processed through various system management entities
like bank account manager, fund transfer manager, cloud
service provider, etc. Though all the associated entities
possess the same authority of power, it is not necessary
for them to process or access all the user given credentials. During fund transfer, it is necessary that the fund
transfer manager could access only the required client details like user account balance and eligibility to perform
the transaction. But the fund transfer manager is no way
related to the user personal and account credentials. It
is appropriate for the account manager to verify and validate client account detail apart from the other user given
inputs.In order to implement this restriction, a hierarchical access structure is formed in a similar way to the
SCFAP scheme. In this case, a hierarchy could be formed
through the system entities, common attributes like organization ID along with their unique user ID. Further, the
storage correctness phases depicted in this paper could
be applied to the cases resembling the need for data integrity assurance. In cloud banking, during the process
of user registration the user uses their valid credentials as
an input and as a result of the user registration, a login
id and password were given to them that act as a token.
It could be used by the clients to verify the validity of the
user registered details. Thus the storage correctness of
the user given inputs such as bank details were verified.
The above scenario clearly explains the application of
SCFAP scheme to cloud banking system and it is illustrated in Figure 5. This scheme can also be applied to
similar scenarios ranging from the medium-sized to largesized enterprises. Our system is highly efficient in cases,
where a significant number of users with similar roles
needs the fine-grained access provisions and frequent ver-
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Figure 5: Cloud based financial system-A case study
ifications to the outsourced data.

7
7.1

Experimental Study
Deployment of SCFAP Over Eucalyptus Cloud

An application is created in Eucalyptus an open source
cloud platform, which deploys the proposed SCFAP
scheme. An interface is developed using JSP to enable
users to authenticate and view the cloud storage. Eucalyptus consists of several other interfaces like cloud42,
tAWSTanacasino, EC2 Dream, but it is not feasible
for the proposed implementation. MySQL community
server5.7 is used for storage purposes. The proposed SCFAP scheme runs at the infrastructure layer of the eucalyptus, and it works on a layered basis to accomplish
its tasks. The SCFAP scheme consists of four layers such
as user registration layer, authentication layer, access security management layer and instance management layer
as it is described in Figure 6. The registration layer performs the user registration process. Authentication layer
validates the cloudlet credentials, and the access security
management layer allows or denies the user file access
requests to the virtual machines with the aid of the functionalities present in the instance management layer. The
application consists of the Command Line User Interface
(CUI) using Euca2ools, which allows the users to interact
with the system. Here the users of the system were considered to be the subjects and the files uploaded to the cloud
were assumed to be the objects. Every subject creates the

newer objects and requests their corresponding object access through the proposed SCFAP scheme that preserves
the storage correctness and fine-grained access provision
of the user data. The security management layer controls and directs the access control schemes. The implementation consists of the web interface that possesses the
property of ease of use through which the Cloud Service
Providers (CSP) or Attribute Authorities (AA) creates
the restriction over the cloud instances. The implemented
SCFAP scheme allows the AA to manage access to cloud
resources, instances, virtual machines and common user
groups associated with the cloud computing environment.
The first step associated with the implementation of
SCFAP scheme over eucalyptus cloud consists of the setup
phase. Once the subject is registered with the system, the
AA adds the subject to the common user groups. This
states that all the subjects under the common user group
contain the common access privileges with particular individual restrictions. These restrictions were imposed on
the subjects through the assignment key structure and
access structure to the subjects. Every subject can create new objects and gain access to existing objects based
upon the following access restrictions:
1) Grades Defines the level of the extent to which a
common user group can access.
2) Barriers Defines the level of extent through which
an individual user can access.
3) Tokens Derived from Meta data containing file location.
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Figure 6: Architecture of SCFAP over eucalyptus cloud
Each subject shares their newly created objects to the
other subjects of common user groups. The subject can
also share their objects to other Common User groups
which they were not a member. To gain access to the
shared objects and instances the subject accessing the
object could not violate the SCFAP access policy. Each
subject could ensure the property of integrity over their
respective subjects through the use of token granting systems. An updated token would be distributed to every
subject associated with the shared object in case of modifications to the shared data objects. In this manner, the
subject could gain access to the outsourced objects.
The implemented SCFAP consists of two distinct types
of interfaces that include subject management and object
management interfaces. The subject management interface assists in the management of all the subject related
activities that include subject authentication, user common group assignments, subject key allocation, and management. The object management interface is responsible
for the process of management of all the object-related activities that include object storage, object retrieval, token
generation, token computation, and management.

7.2

Validation of Premises

Built on the open source cloud platform Eucalyptus the
application of SCFAP scheme to the developed prototype
could be validated through the verification of premises
that happens in four steps, which are described as follows:
1) Each authenticated subject should be assigned to the
common user group.

2) Each subject should be assigned with an appropriate
hierarchical access structure.
3) Token computation results should match with the
user given token and the user given file access request.
4) Encryption and decryption processes could be performed when the subject given inputs are valid.

7.3

Access Verification Tests

The first test comprises the access request to the object
from the subject who is not the member of the any of
the common user group associated with the developed
system. The request would be denied by the setup algorithm present at the authentication layer. The next
test comprises the file access request from the subject
with inappropriate hierarchical access structure. This request is blocked by GradeGen and AccessGen algorithms
functioning at the access security management layer. A
subjects access request for an object with invalid user
credentials like invalid tokens and the secret key is denied, and the subject is blocked from accessing the services if he repeats the same for three times. The request
for encryption or decryption processes with inappropriate
cryptographic keys or inputs by the subjects is blocked
through the several algorithms like Setup, GradeGen,
BarrierGen, Token computation and Encrypt or Decrypt
algorithm present at the user registration layer, Authentication Layer Security management layer and instance
management layer of the developed prototype. In this
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manner the exception handling capabilities of the developed prototype where clearly described using the system
access verification tests.

8

Results and Discussions

The major objective of the experimental implementation
is to validate the level of an extent to which the proposed
SCFAP scheme provides the property of fine-grained data
access to the cloud users. To validate this objective prototypes using traditional access control, techniques like
ABE and RBAC were implemented, and it is compared
with the proposed SCFAP scheme. From the results of
the implementation, a comparison is made regarding both
system performance and fine-grained access provision,
which is described in Figure 7 and 8. First, a comparison is made between the amount of data to be retrieved
and file retrieval time to find the system performance. At
client side, n numbers of client nodes were created, and
a large number of files from different client node was uploaded to the cloud storage. Client file access requests
were given from various nodes and the number of client
requests per minute was calculated regarding size of the
data files accompanying the client requests and it is kept
as X limits. The time taken by the cloud server to respond
to user file access requests was calculated in seconds, and
this forms the Y limits. It has been observed that the
time taken for file retrieval on the size of the data file for
our SCFAP scheme remains constant up to a particular
threshold. Even though there is a tremendous increase in
file size that happens after a particular threshold, the time
taken for file retrieval increases in a consistent manner.
But the observation of traditional access control schemes
like ABE and RBAC deviates highly and takes more time
for file retrieval after a particular threshold. This is due
to the inconsistent nature of their underlying access policies. The comparison between SCFAP with traditional
ABE and RBAC techniques regarding file retrieval time
proves that the proposed SCFAP scheme takes reduced
file retrieval time than the existing schemes. This is due
to the use of the token granting systems. Since the tokens
were derived from the Meta data containing the file location, the time taken for file retrieval and storage correctness verification has been comparatively improved. The
overall simulation results depict that the file retrieval has
been reduced by 0.5 seconds in comparative to the existing access control techniques. This improves the overall
performance measure of the system.
A measure to the level of fine-graininess associated with
the SCFAP scheme in comparison to the traditional access
control methods like ABE and RBAC were made, which
is depicted in Figure 7.
The level of fine-grained access control is measured by
the extent to which the appropriate access rights were
provided to the users of the system. User access policies
based upon SCFAP, ABE and RBAC models were designed for each client nodes associated with the system.

Figure 7: Comparison of file retrieval time in SCFAP
scheme
Through the implementation of SCFAP scheme over the
eucalyptus-cloud and the use of a vast number of the client
nodes, a hierarchy is formed for every user accompanying
the client node. A comparative measure of fine-grained
access level has been made in association with the depth
of access structure. The depth of the access structures
was kept in X limits and fine-grained access level in percentage were fixed at Y limits. It has been found that our
proposed SCFAP scheme provides better fine-grained access level to the data users even at lesser access structure
depth. The other access control techniques taken into
comparison were found to be lagging inefficiency at the
lower level of access structure depth. Achieved through
the derivation of appropriate hierarchical structures associated with SCFAP scheme, which provides better access provision even at the lower access structure depth.
The existing technique lags at fine-grained access provision through the complex access structure formation. The
tests were conducted using banking research dataset of the
Federal Bank of New York.

9

Conclusion

The paper defines an SCFAP scheme that solves the
problem of fine-grained access provision and storage correctness associated with the existing access control techniques. The first part of the SCFAP scheme involves the
formation of hierarchical structures that fixes the appropriate access policies to the users; this improves the finegrained ness associated with the access policy. The next
part deals with the achievement of storage correctness related to the files, and it is made through the usage of
the token granting system. In addition to this, the use
of token granting system improves the storage efficiency,
security, and performance of the proposed system. As
this paper explains only on the key structure and Access
Structure associated with the plain text but not about the
Cipher Text Access Structure. In future, this work could
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Abstract
The designated verifier signature only enables the designated verifier to check the correctness of the signature,
while any third party can not verify whether this signature
is valid or not. Most of the previous designated verifier
signature schemes depend on certificate-based cryptography or identity-based cryptography, while little attention
has been paid to the certificateless designated verifier signature scheme which has much more advantages than the
previous constructions. In this paper, we propose the first
certificateless strong designated verifier signature scheme
with non-delegatability. We show that our scheme satisfies the basic properties of a designated verifier signature
scheme and resists the two types of adversaries in certificateless cryptography. In addition, the comparison with
other existing certificateless SDVS schemes demonstrates
the proposed scheme is provided with a good level of security and performance.
Keywords: Certificateless cryptography, designated verifier signature, non-delegatability, strong designated verifier signature

1

Introduction

As we all know, the correctness of the conventional digital
signature can be checked by anyone using the signer’s public key. However, in some situations such as e-voting [14],
e-bidding and software licensing, the signer do not desire the receiver to convince the third party of the signature’s authenticity. To settle this problem, Jakobsson
et al. [9] proposed the notion of designated verifier signature which can be abbreviated to DVS. The most obvious
∗ These

authors contribute equally to this work.

difference between the conventional digital signature and
the DVS is that the designated verifier can not persuade
the third party to trust the correctness of the signature
in DVS scheme, because the designated verifier is able
to construct the signature designated to himself which is
indistinguishable from the real signer’s signature. Meanwhile, Jakobsson et al. [9] also introduced the conception of the strong designated verifier signature(SDVS) in
which the designated verifier’s secret key must be used
in the verifying phase. Most of existing (S)DVS schemes
are based on certificate-based cryptography or identitybased cryptography. Since the public key certificate is
involved, the certificate-based (S)DVS schemes bring in
massive consumption of certificate management. As to
the identity-based (S)DVS schemes, the key escrow problem also causes fatal threats to the users in the scheme.
In order to avoid the two inherent flaws mentioned above,
the concept of certificateless designated verifier signature
scheme is proposed by Huang et al. [6]. Certificateless
cryptography is able to avert the utility of public key certificate. Meanwhile, certificateless cryptography ensures
the security of user’s private key, because the KGC(Key
Generation Center) just can get user’s partial private
key instead of full private key. In this paper, we focus
on constructing a certificateless SDVS scheme with nondelegatability.

1.1

Related Works

The notions of DVS and SDVS were firstly proposed by
Jakobsson et al. [9] in 1996 and more and more attention
was paid to this special signature scheme. In 2003, Saeednia et al. [19] firstly made the formal definition of SDVS
and proposed an efficient SDVS scheme without the layer
of encryption. In 2004, Susilo et al. [21] introduced the
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concept of identity-based strong designated verifier signature (IBSDVS) which was built on identity-based cryptography and provided a concrete construction. Because
of abandoning the public key certificate, this construction was much more efficient than the certificate-based
schemes. As the definition of DVS and SDVS became formalized, some other (S)DVS schemes with new construction methods emerged [7, 10, 18]. Until 2005, Lipmaa et
al. [15] figured out a type of attack called delegatability attack on (S)DVS. The general idea of delegatability attack
is that the signer and the verifier can illegitimately delegate his ability of signing or verifying to any third party
he wants through transferring a common value relating to
their private keys to the third party, while the third party
disables to extract their private keys from the common
value. The proposed delegatability attack makes most of
the previous schemes insecure. For the sake of achieving
the goal of non-delegatability, [5, 12, 25] were proposed in
succession. Unfortunately, Shim et al. [20] figured out the
schemes [12, 25] were delegatable and Zhang et al. [26] also
proved the scheme [5] was not secure for its delegatability.
Recently, Tian et al. proposed a non-delegatable SDVS
on elliptic curves [22] and a corresponding identity-based
version [23] subsequently. The two schemes were both
constructed on the basis of Schnorr digital signature. Until now, they seem to have not been found suffering from
the delegatability attack [20].
Appearing later than certificate-based cryptography
and identity-based cryptography, certificateless cryptography was firstly proposed by Al-Riyami et al. [1] in 2003.
Each user’s full private key is constituted by two parts
called partial private key and secret value in certificateless
cryptography. They are derived from the KGC and the
user himself/herself respectively. The user keeps the secret value all the time and the KGC is prohibited from obtaining it. Since the certificateless cryptography was presented relatively late, only serval certificateless (S)DVS
schemes were proposed [3, 4, 6, 8, 24]. According to the
attack methods in [2], the scheme in [6] suffered from malicious KGC attack. Liu et al. [17] proved the scheme [8]
also did not resist malicious KGC attack. Furthermore,
utilizing the delegatability attack methods based on [20],
we find that the above schemes are subjected to delegatability attack due to the leakage of common value in the
signature construction.

1.2

Contributions

In this paper, by means of improving the Schnorr digital
signature, we construct the first certificateless strong designated verifier signature scheme with non-delegatability.
We formally prove the proposed scheme can resist the two
types of attack method including public key replacement
attack and malicious KGC attack in certificateless cryptography. The security proofs also contain the properties
of non-delegatability and source hiding which are necessary properties of an SDVS. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no certificateless SDVS satisfying the property of
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non-delegatability at present and our scheme is the first
one. Besides, We make a comparison with other existing
certificateless SDVS schemes to show the proposed scheme
possesses a good level of security and performance.

1.3

Organizations

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review some preliminaries including bilinear pairings and mathematical problems involved in
our scheme. We describe the definition, security properties and adversary model of certificateless SDVS in Section 3. Then in Section 4, we present our certificateless
SDVS scheme concretely. Security analysis of the proposed scheme is discussed in Section 5. A comparison
of performance and security with other existing certificateless SDVS schemes is in Section 6. Finally, Section 7
concludes this paper.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly introduce the concept of bilinear
pairings [13, 16] and the complexity assumptions involved
in the proposed certificateless SDVS scheme.
Assume Fp is a finite field in which p is a large prime.
Choose randomly a, b ∈R Fp as two elements to define a
curve E. Let G be an additive cyclic group whose prime
order is q, GT be a multiplicative cyclic group with the
same order and P be a generator of G.
The mapping ê : G × G → GT is an admissible bilinear
pairing with the following properties:
Bilinearity: ê(aP, bQ) = ê(P, Q)ab , where P, Q ∈ G
and a, b ∈R Z∗q .
Non-degeneracy: There exists P, Q ∈ G such that
ê(P, Q) 6= 1, which is an identity element of GT .
Computability: There must be an efficient algorithm
to compute ê(P, Q) for all P, Q ∈ G.
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (BDHP): Given
a random instance (P, aP, bP, cP ) ∈ G for unknown
a, b, c ∈ Z∗q , it is difficult to compute ê(P, P )abc .
Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(ECDLP): Given two random points P, Q ∈ G, it
is difficult to compute an integer a ∈ Z∗q to satisfy
Q = aP .

3
3.1

Model for the Proposed Certificateless SDVS
Definition of the Certificateless SDVS

There are two entities in a certificateless SDVS scheme,
the real signer Alice and the designated verifier Bob and
a certificateless SDVS scheme consists of eight algorithms
which are shown below.
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Setup: This algorithm takes the security parameter k to protect the dealers’ benefit, the dealers can produce a desoutput the system parameter sp and the master key ignated verifier signature binding with the merchandise to
s.
the buyers. In this way, only the actual buyer is able to
check the validity of signature, namely, the legality of softPartial-Private-Key-Extract: Given the master key s ware. We can utilize the scheme in [11] to realize this real
and the entity’s identity id, the KGC generates the application. The Signing phase and the Verifying phase
entity’s partial private key Sid .
can be described as follows.
Set-Secret-Value: The entity chooses randomly a value
xid as his/her secret value.
Set-Private-Key: Given the partial private key Sid and
the secret value xid , the entity outputs his/her full
private key skid .

• Signing: the dealer chooses r ∈R Zq and computes
U = rQA , σ = H2 (m, e(SA , rQB )). Then the signature will be (U, σ).
• Verifying: the buyer checks if σ = H2 (m, e(U, SB ))
holds or not.

Set-Public-Key: Given the secret value xid , the public
Unfortunately, this scheme can not satisfy the property
parameter P , this algorithm generates the entity’s of non-delegatability because of the common value bepublic key pkid .
tween the signer and the verifier. The buyer can disclose
the common value e(QA , SB ) to the third party. Once the
Sign: Given the message m, Alice’s private key skA , third party gets this value, he will be able to check the
Bob’s public key pkB and the system parameter sp, correction of the equation σ = H (m, e(U, S )). Thus,
2
B
Alice generates the designated verifier signature δ the third party will trust that the software got from the
and sends it to Bob.
buyer is legal and he will buy it. The non-delegatability
Verify: Given the message m, Alice’s public key pkA , can prevent this circumstance from happening perfectly.
Bob’s private key skB , the system parameter sp and In the scheme that is equipped with non-delegatability,
the signature δ, Bob outputs T rue if the signature is the common value should not be found.
correct, otherwise outputs ⊥.

3.3

Adversary Model of the Certificate-

Transcript-Simulation: Given the message m, Alice’s
less SDVS
public key pkA , Bob’s private key skB and the system parameter sp, Bob generates an indistinguish- There are two types of adversaries proposed by Al-Riyami
et al. [1] in certificateless cryptography as follows.
able designated verifier signature δ 0 .
Type 1 Adversary: The adversary can not obtain the
master key, namely, the adversary can not obtain the
partial private key from the KGC. However, it is capable of replacing the public key of any entity, be1) Correctness: If the signer produces a valid SDVS in
cause there is no public key certificate involved. We
the signing phase, it must be accepted in the verifying
can define the attack model as the following game
phase successfully.
between a challenger C and Type 1 adversary A1 .

3.2

Security Properties of the Certificateless SDVS

2) Unforgeability: Without the private key of the signer
or the designated verifier, it is computationally infeasible to forge a valid SDVS for the third party.
3) Source hiding: Given a message-signature pair, the
private keys of the signer and the designated verifier,
it is computationally infeasible for any polynomialtime distinguisher to determine who is the real signer
between the signer and the designated verifier.
4) Non-delegatibity: If a third party is capable of producing a valid signature, he/she must ’know’ the private key of the signer or the designated verifier.
Remark: Especially, we present the significance of the
non-delegatability property for a designated verifier signature in real applications briefly. As stated previously,
the designated verifier signature can be used in software
licensing. In order to prevent the software buyers from
selling the software they have bought to other people and

Setup: The challenger C firstly takes the security
parameter k to generate the system parameter
sp and the master key s. C transfers sp to A1
and keeps the master key s secret meanwhile.
Queries: The adversary A1 issues the following
queries adaptively for polynomially many times:
• Hash queries: Given a hash query for any
input, C returns a result to the adversary
A1 .
• Partial-Private-Key-Extract queries: Given
a partial private key query for any user IDi ,
C returns a partial private key Si for the
corresponding user IDi to the adversary
A1 .
• Set-Secret-Value queries: Given a secret
value query for any user IDi , C returns a
secret value xi for the corresponding user
IDi to the adversary A1 .
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• Public-Key-Extract queries: Given a public
key query for any user IDi , C returns a
public key pki for the corresponding user
IDi to the adversary A1 .
• Public-Key-Replacement queries: The adversary A1 can select a new public key pki0
for user IDi to replace the previous public
key pki . In this way, pki0 will be the new
public key of IDi .
• Sign queries: Given any message m with
signer’s identity IDi and designated verifier’s identity IDj , C returns the corresponding signature δ to the adversary A1 .
• Verify queries: The adversary A1 can ask
for the verification of a message-signature
pair (m, δ) with the signer’s identity IDi
and verifier’s identity IDj , then C executes
the verify algorithm and outputs T rue if
(m, δ) is valid. Otherwise, C outputs ⊥.
Forgery: Finally, A1 produces a forged messagesignature pair (m∗ , δ ∗ ) with signer’s identity
IDi and verifier’s identity IDj . The adversary
A1 wins the game if
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• Sign queries: Given any message m with
signer’s identity IDi and designated verifier’s identity IDj , C returns the corresponding signature δ to the adversary A2 .
• Verify queries: The adversary A2 can ask
for the verification of a message-signature
pair (m, δ) with signer’s identity IDi and
verifier’s identity IDj , then C executes the
verify algorithm and outputs T rue if (m, δ)
is valid. Otherwise, C outputs ⊥.
Forgery: Finally, A2 produces a forged messagesignature pair (m∗ , δ ∗ ) with signer’s identity
IDi and verifier’s identity IDj . The adversary
A2 wins the game if
1) V erif y(m∗ , δ ∗ , ski , pkj ) → 1;
2) A2 did not issue queries to C on input
IDi and IDj through Partial-Private-KeyExtract queries or Set-Secret-Value queries;
3) A2 did not issue queries to C on input IDi
and IDj to get the certificateless SDVS on
m∗ through Sign queries.

1) V erif y(m∗ , δ ∗ , ski , pkj ) → 1;
4 Our Proposed Scheme
2) A1 did not issue queries to C on input
IDi and IDj through Partial-Private-Key- In this section, we specify our certificateless SDVS scheme
Extract queries, Set-Secret-Value queries or which is composed of the following eight algorithms.
Public-Key-Replacement queries;
Setup: Assume Fp is a finite field in which p is a large
3) A1 did not issue queries to C on input IDi
prime. Choose randomly a, b ∈R Fp as two elements
and IDj to get the certificateless SDVS on
to define a curve E. Let G be an additive cyclic
m∗ through Sign queries.
group whose prime order is q, GT be a multiplicaType 2 Adversary: The adversary can obtain the master key, namely, the adversary can generate the entity’s partial private key from the KGC. Contrary to
Type 1 adversary, this adversary is not capable of
replacing the public key of any entity. We can define
the attack model as the following game between a
challenger C and the Type 2 adversary A2 .

tive cyclic group with the same order and P be a
generator of G. The mapping ê : G × G → GT
is an admissible pairing. Let H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G,
H2 : {0, 1}∗ × G → G,H3 : G × GT → Z∗q be three
cryptographic hash functions. The system parameter
sp is (Fp , a, b, P, q, ê, H1 , H2 , H3 ), the KGC randomly
selects s ∈ Z∗q as master key and keeps it secret.

Setup: The challenger C firstly takes the security Partial-Private-Key-Extract: This algorithm accepts
an identity IDi ∈ {0, 1}∗ , i ∈ A, B and constructs
parameter k to generate the system parameter
the partial private key for the user as follows:
sp and the master key s. C transfers sp to A2
and keeps the master key s secret meanwhile.
1) Compute Qi = H1 (IDi ).
Queries: The adversary A2 issues the following
2) Output the partial private key Si = sQi .
queries adaptively for polynomially many times:
• Hash queries: Given a hash query for any Set-Secret-Value: This user selects a random xi ∈ Z∗q
and outputs xi , i ∈ A, B as his/her secret value.
input, C returns a result to the adversary
That is, the sender Alice randomly selects xA ∈ Z∗q
A2 .
and the designated verifier Bob randomly selects
• Set-Secret-Value queries: Given a secret
xB ∈ Z∗q .
value query for any user IDi , C returns a
secret value xi for the corresponding user
Set-Private-Key: The full private key of Alice and Bob
IDi to the adversary A2 .
will be skA = (xA , SA ) and skB = (xB , SB ).
• Public-Key-Extract queries: Given a public
key query for any user IDi , C returns a Set-Public-Key: This algorithm computes pkA = xA P
public key pki for the corresponding user
and pkB = xB P as Alice and Bob’s public keys reIDi to the adversary A2 .
spectively.
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Sign: Assume the message is m, then the signer Alice
randomly selects r, l ∈ Z∗q and computes
A

= lP,

C0

= rP,

C1

= H2 (m, A)

C

5.2
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Unforgeability against Type 1 Adversary

Theorem 1. The proposed certificateless SDVS scheme
is existentially unforgeable against Type 1 adversary in
the random oracle model under the hardness of BDHP.

= C0 + C1 = (cx , cy ),

Proof. Assume that A1 is Type 1 adversary who can forge
a valid certificateless SDVS with a non-negligible probav = l + cx xA
bility and within the polynomial time t. There exists
R = rpkB ,
an algorithm C which treats A1 as a black box to solve
σ = H3 (R, ê(SA , QB )).
the BDHP with a non-negligible probability. That is, for
given a random instance (P, aP, bP, cP ) ∈ G and for the
Finally, the signature δ on message m for the desigunknown a, b, c ∈ Z∗q , C is able to compute ê(P, P )abc .
nated verifier Bob is (C, v, σ).
The game is shown as follows:
Verify: Once receiving the signature δ, the verifier Bob
Setup: The challenger C firstly takes the security pacomputes
rameter k to generate the system parameter sp =
0
(F
A = vP − cx pkA ,
p , a, b, P, q, ê, H1 , H2 , H3 ) and the master key s. C
0
transfers
sp to A1 and keeps the master key s secret
C1 = H2 (m, A),
meanwhile.
C00 = C − C10 ,
Queries: The adversary A1 issues the following queries
R0 = xB C00 ,
0
0
adaptively for polynomially many times:
σ = H3 (R , ê(QA , SB )).
Bob accepts the signature δ if and only if the equation
σ = σ 0 holds.
Transcript-Simulation: The verifier Bob can produce
a valid signature δ 0 intended for himself by executing
the following operations: Randomly selects C ∈ G,
v ∈ Z∗q and computes
A

= vP − cx pkA ,

C1

= H2 (m, A),

C0

= C − C1 ,

R

= xB C 0 ,

σ

= H3 (R, ê(QA , SB )).

Then the signature δ 0 is (C, v, σ).

5
5.1

Security Analysis
Correctness

The transcript-simulation algorithm is correct obviously
and the correctness of the verifying algorithm is validated
as follows:
A0

= vP − cx pkA
=

(l + cx s)P − cx pkA

= lP + cx pkA − cx pkA
= lP
= A.
R

0

= xB C00
= xB rP
= rpkB = R.

• Hash queries to H1 : Suppose that A1 can send
at most qH1 times H1 queries and C preserve a
list Llist
H1 . The list is used to store the tuple of
form (IDi , Qi , di ) and set to be empty initially.
C responds as follows if A1 transfers a H1 query
with IDi .
1) If IDi = IDA , return Qi = H1 (IDi ) = aP
to A1 , then append a new tuple (IDi , Qi , ⊥)
to the list Llist
H1 .
2) Else if IDi = IDB , return Qi = H1 (IDi ) =
bP to A1 , then append a new tuple
(IDi , Qi , ⊥) to the list Llist
H1 .
3) Else, return Qi = H1 (IDi ) = di P to A1 ,
where di ∈ Z∗q , then append a new tuple
(IDi , Qi , di ) to the list Llist
H1 .
• Partial-Private-Key-Extract queries: The challenger C preserves a list Llist
ppke composed of the
tuple of the form (IDi , Di , Si ). Once receiving
a Partial-Private-Key-Extract query on IDi , C
looks up the tuple (IDi , Qi , Si ) from Llist
ppke and
responds as follows:
1) If IDi 6= IDA and IDi 6= IDB , C looks
up the tuple (IDi , Qi , di ) in the list Llist
H1 .
If the tuple exists, C returns Si = di cP
to A1 . Otherwise, C chooses randomly a
number di ∈ Z∗q , then returns Si = di cP to
A1 . Afterwards, C appends (IDi , Qi , Si ) to
Llist
ppke .
2) Else if IDi = IDA or IDi = IDB , C terminates the protocol.
• Public-Key-Extract queries: C preserves a
list Llist
pk composed of the tuple of the form
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(IDi , Qi , pki , xi ). Once A1 calls a Public-KeyExtract query on IDi , C looks up the tuple
(IDi , Qi , pki , xi ) from the list Llist
pk and responds
as follows:
1) If Llist
pk includes (IDi , Qi , pki , xi ), C returns
pki to A1 .
2) Else if, C randomly chooses a value xi ∈ Z∗q ,
computes pki = xi P and returns pki to A1 ,
then appends a new tuple (IDi , Qi , pki , xi )
to Llist
pk .
• Set-Secret-Value queries: Once receiving a SetSecret-Value query on IDi from A1 , C looks up
the tuple (IDi , Qi , pki , xi ) from the list Llist
pk .
list
If Lpk includes (IDi , Qi , pki , xi ), C returns xi .
Otherwise, C performs a Public-Key-Extract
query on xi to produce (IDi , Qi , pki , xi ), returns the secret value xi to A1 and appends the
tuple to Llist
pk .
• Public-Key-Replacement queries: Once receiving a Public-Key-Replacement query
on (IDi , pki0 ), C looks up the tuple
list
(IDi , Qi , pki , xi ) from the list Llist
pk . If the Lpk
0
includes (IDi , Qi , pki , xi ), C sets pki = pki and
updates the tuple (IDi , Qi , pki , xi =⊥). Otherwise, C executes a Public-Key-Extract query
to produce (IDi , Qi , pki , xi ), sets pki = pki0 and
updates the tuple (IDi , Qi , pki , xi =⊥), Then
appends the new tuple (IDi , Qi , pki , xi =⊥) to
Llist
pk .
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get the signer IDi ’s private key (xi , Si ) =
(xi , di (cP )). C randomly selects r, l ∈
Z∗q , computes A = lP , C0 = rP , C1 =
H2 (m, A), C = C0 + C1 = (cx , cy ), v =
l + cx xi , R = rpkj , σ = H3 (R, ê(Si , Qj )) to
produce the signature (C, v, σ) and returns
it to A1 .
2) Else if IDj 6= IDA , or IDj 6= IDB , C extracts (IDj , Qj , Sj ) and (IDj , Qj , pkj , xj )
list
from the list Llist
ppke and Lpk respectively. C
randomly selects C ∈ G, v ∈ Z∗q , computes
A = vP − cx pki , C1 = H2 (m, A), C0 =
C − C1 , R = xj C0 , σ = H3 (R, ê(Qi , Sj )) to
produce the signature (C, v, σ) and returns
it to A1 .
3) Else, C terminates the protocol.
• Verify queries: Once receiving a Verify query on
input a message-signature pair (m, δ), a signer’s
identity IDi and a designated verifier’s identity
IDj from A1 , C responds as follows:
1) If IDi = IDA , IDj = IDB or IDi =
IDB , IDj = IDA , C aborts the protocol
execution.
2) Otherwise, C extracts (IDj , Qj , Sj ) and
(IDj , Qj , pkj , xj ) from the list Llist
ppke and
Llist
respectively
to
get
the
designated
pk
verifier IDj ’s private key (xj , Sj ) =
(xj , dj (cP )), then validates the signature
through the verify algorithm in our proposed scheme.

• Hash queries to H2 : C preserves a list H2list
composed of the tuple of the form (m, A ∈ Forgery: In the end, A1 produces a valid certificateless
SDVS δ = (C ∗ , v ∗ , σ ∗ ) on input a chosen message
G, C1 ). Once receiving a Hash queries to H2
m∗ , a signer’s identity IDi and a designated verion (mi , Ai ), C executes as follows:
fier’s identity IDj . If (IDi , IDj ) 6= (IDA , IDB ) or
1) if H2list includes the tuple (mi , Ai , C1i ), C
(IDi , IDj ) 6= (IDB , IDA ), C aborts the protocol exreturns C1i to A1 as a response.
ecution and outputs F ail. Otherwise, C produces
2) Otherwise, C randomly chooses C1i ∈ G,
a valid signature σ ∗ = H3 (R∗ , ê(SA , QB )) for figursends it to A1 and appends (mi , Ai , C1i ) to
ing out ê(SA , QB ) = ê(acP, bP ) = ê(P, P )abc . Thus,
the list H2list .
the BDHP is resolved. Unfortunately, It is infeasible
to address the intractable BDHP by any polynomial
• Hash queries to H3 : C preserves a list H3list
time algorithm.
composed of the tuple of the form (R ∈ G, T ∈
GT , σ). Once receiving a Hash queries to H3 on
(Ri , Ti ), C executes as follows:

1) if H3list includes the tuple (Ri , Ti , σi ), C re5.3 Unforgeability against Type 2 Adverturns σi to A1 .
sary
2) Otherwise, C randomly chooses σi ∈ Z∗q ,
sends it to A1 and appends (Ri , Ti , σi ) to Theorem 2. The proposed certificateless SDVS scheme
the list H3list .
is existentially unforgeable against the adversaries 2 in the
• Sign queries: Once receiving a Sign query on random oracle model under the hardness of ECDLP.
input a message m, a signer’s identity IDi and Proof. Assume that A is Type 2 adversary who can forge
2
a designated verifier’s identity IDj from A1 , C a valid certificateless SDVS with a non-negligible probaresponds as follows:
bility and within the polynomial time t. There exists an
1) If IDi 6= IDA , or IDi 6= IDB , C ex- algorithm C which treats A2 as a black box to solve the
tracts (IDi , Qi , Si ) and (IDi , Qi , pki , xi ) ECDLP with a non-negligible probability. That is, for
list
from the list Llist
ppke and Lpk respectively to given two random points P, Q ∈ G, C is able to compute
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Table 1: Notation
Notation
CP
CS
CH
CE
CI
CA
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and description of cryptographic operations
Description
Pairing operation
Scalar multiplication operation in G
Hash operation
Exponentiation operation
Inversion operation
Add operation in G

Table 2: Performance comparison of our scheme with other existing schemes
Schemes Signature-size
Sign-cost
Verify-cost
Huang et al. [6]
|Z∗q |
1CP + 1CS + 1CH + 1CI
3CP + 1CS + 1CH
Chen et al. [3]
|Z∗q |
1CP + 1CS + 1CH
1CP + 1CS + 1CH
∗
Du et al. [4]
2|Zq | + |G|
3CS + 1CH + 1CE
2CP + 3CS + 1CH
Yang et al. [24]
2|G|
1CP + 4CS + 1CH
1CP + 2CS + 1CH
Hafizul et al. [8]
2|G|
3CP + 3CS + 2CH + 1CE 1CP + 1CS + 1CH + 1CE
Ours
2|Z∗q | + |G|
1CP + 3CS + 2CH
1CP + 3CS + 2CH

Schemes
Huang et al. [6]
Chen et al. [3]
Du et al. [4]
Yang et al. [24]
Hafizul et al. [8]
Ours

Table 3: Security comparison of our scheme with other existing schemes
Non-delegatability Resilience against Type 1 adversary Resilience against Type 2 adversary
NO
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES

an integer a ∈ Z∗q to satisfy Q = aP . The game is shown
as follows:
Setup: The challenger C firstly takes the security parameter k to generate the system parameter sp =
(Fp , a, b, P, q, ê, H1 , H2 , H3 ) and the master key s. C
transfers sp to A2 and keeps the master key s secret
meanwhile.
Queries: The adversary A2 issues the following queries
adaptively for polynomially many times:
• Hash queries to H1 : C preserves a list H1list
composed of the tuple of the form (IDi , Qi , di ).
Once A2 issues a Hash queries to H1 on IDi ,
C searches the tuple (IDi , Qi , di ) from the list
H1list . If H1list includes (IDi , Qi , di ), C returns
the previous value Qi . Otherwise, C randomly
chooses a value di ∈ Z∗q , returns Qi = di P to
A2 and inserts (IDi , Qi , di ) to the list H1list .
• Public-Key-Extract queries: C preserves a
list Llist
pk composed of the tuple of the form
(IDi , Qi , pki , xi ). Once A2 issues a Public-KeyExtract query on IDi , C searches the tuple
(IDi , Qi , pki , xi ) from the list Llist
pk and executes
the following steps.
1) If Llist
pk includes (IDi , Qi , pki , xi ) and

– If IDi 6= IDA , IDi 6= IDB , the challenger C returns the previous value pki .
– Else if IDi = IDA or IDi = IDB , the
challenger C returns pki = aP or pki =
bP as response and appends a new tuple
(IDi , Qi , pki , ⊥) to the list Llist
pk .
2) Else if there does not exist this tuple, C
randomly selects a value xi ∈ Z∗q , returns pki = xi P and inserts a new tuple
(IDi , Qi , pki , xi ) to the list Llist
pk .
• Set-Secret-Value queries: Once A2 issues a
Set-Secret-Value query on IDi , C searches
(IDi , Qi , pki , xi ) from the list Llist
pk .
1) If Llist
pk includes (IDi , Qi , pki , xi ) and
– If IDi 6= IDA , IDi 6= IDB , the challenger C returns the previous value xi
to A2 .
– Else if IDi = IDA or IDi = IDB , C
terminates the protocol.
2) Else if there does not exist this tuple, C
randomly returns a value xi ∈ Z∗q , computes pki = xi P and inserts a new tuple
(IDi , Qi , pki , xi ) to the list Llist
pk .
• Hash queries to H2 , Hash queries to H3 , Sign
queries, Verify queries: Since these steps are the
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same as the corresponding steps in Theorem 1, length of element in Z∗q is |Z∗q |. The length of the signature in our scheme is equal to the length in [4], so it is
we do not make those statements again.
acceptable. Among the cryptographic operations listed in
Forgery: In the end, A2 produces a valid certificateless Table 1, pairing operation is recognized as the most timeSDVS δ = (C ∗ , v ∗ , σ ∗ ) on input a chosen message consuming operation and add operation in G can be nem∗ , a signer’s identity IDi and a designated veri- glected because of its low computational cost. By contrast
fier’s identity IDj . If (IDi , IDj ) 6= (IDA , IDB ) or with the existing schemes, we can see our scheme only
(IDi , IDj ) 6= (IDB , IDA ), C aborts the protocol ex- requires one pairing operation no matter in the signing
ecution and outputs F ail. Otherwise, C produces a phase or in the verifying phase such that the computing
valid v ∗ = l + cx xA for figuring out xA = pkA /P . consumption of our scheme is at a very low level. Table 3
Thus, the ECDLP is resolved. Unfortunately, It is shows that only our scheme is able to satisfy the three
infeasible to address the intractable ECDLP by any important properties in certificate SDVS scheme simulpolynomial time algorithm.
taneously. In summary, our scheme is relatively efficient
and provably secure among the existing schemes.
Theorem 3. The proposed certificateless SDVS scheme
is equipped with the property of source hiding in the random oracle model.
Proof. Given a message-signature pair (m, δ), the signer’
private key (xA , SA ) and the designated verifier’ private
key (xB , SB ) used in the proposed construction, a third
party can not distinguish who is the real signer. The
reason is that the following two equations always hold.
R

= rpkB = xB C0 ,

σ

= H3 (R, ê(SA , QB ))

7

Conclusions

This paper proposes the first certificateless SDVS scheme
with non-delegatability. The proposed scheme extends
the Schnorr digital signature to a certificateless SDVS.
We provide the security proof of the proposed scheme
on the basic properties of SDVS. We also prove that our
scheme can resist the two types of adversaries in certificateless cryptography. In addition, the comparison with
other existing certificateless SDVS shows that our scheme
has a higher level of efficiency and security.

= H3 (R, ê(QA , SB )).
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6

Comparison

In this section, we present a comparison of the proposed
scheme with other existing certificateless SDVS in terms
of performance and security. The notations and the corresponding descriptions of cryptographic operations are
shown in Table 1. Table 2 is for performance comparison and Table 3 is for security comparison. We assume
that the bit length of element in G is |G| and the bit
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Abstract
The wireless technology is inherently susceptible to many
types of attacks. There are few studies that have investigated the collision attacks. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no prior work on investigating the
consequences of the collision attacks on performance of
the wireless networks. Hence, this work proposes a new
module specifically for NS2 simulator which is capable
of implementing and measuring the impact of the collision attacks on performance of the functional wireless
networks. With the same conditions, we further design
a testbed to measure the effectiveness of the collision attacks in real networks. Finally, in order to prove the accuracy of the proposed module, its results are compared
with the results from the testbed. The purpose is to accurately determine the impact of the collision attacks which
is essential for evaluation and testing the potential defense appliances against the attack. The results signify
the extensive impact of the attack on disrupting the normal operation of the wireless networks.
Keywords: Collision attacks, NS2 module, wireless
testbed, Ubuntu attacks

1

Introduction

Despite offering many benefits, wireless networks are exposed to many types of attacks including Collision attacks [3]. In collision attack, the attackers do not follow
the rules implied in the Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocol. Based on the MAC protocol, a collision occurs
when two distinct transmissions happen simultaneously
on the same media. When the packets collide, they are
discarded and the retransmissions are required [1]. The
attackers exploit the MAC protocol to launch the collision attacks. They deliberately induce collisions to the
target media even by sending small packets [10]. Adversaries may only need to induce a collision in one octet of

a transmission to disrupt the packet. Huge retransmission rate of the legitimate lost packets can severely slow
down the victims normal operation and eventually render
it unavailable for the intended users [12].
In this work, we provide an attempt to determine
the severity and effectiveness of the collision attacks on
IEEE802.11n MAC layer of the wireless networks. A new
module called COL-MOD is created for NS2 tool to simulate a wireless network environment in which the collision attacks are implemented under different scenarios.
Furthermore, a testbed is set up to implement the same
attacks under the same scenarios against real wireless network. The purpose of the testbed is to validate the accuracy of the simulation results in term of how close the
testbed results are to the simulation results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related researches. Section 3 describes both
our proposed testbed setup and simulation environment.
We present and analyze the experimental results in Section 4. We conclude this paper in Section 5.

2

Related Works

The Communications between the end users in wireless
networks involve transmission of the signals through the
open-air which exposes the wireless networks to a variety
of attacks [11, 14] including collision attacks [2]. In [15]
the authors attempt to detect some attacks including
Jamming, exhaustion, and flooding. However, collision
attacks are not considered. In [5] the authors consider
two attacks called sinking behavior and collision behavior. However, they do not evaluate their findings in real
world. Additionally, network topology, metrics, and types
of attacks are the other parameters that differ from our
work.
Impact of e-DoS attacks on energy consumption level
of the targets is investigated in [13]. An energy model is
designed to examine the impact of the attack on different
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layers of the protocol stack. However, the impact of collision attacks on performance of the wireless networks is
not investigated. In [6], the authors use GloMoSim tool
to simulate smurf attack which they consider as a type of
DDoS attack. However, no testbed confirms the accuracy
of the findings. The network security is also discussed
in [4, 7, 8, 9].
Most of the previous studies show that the capacity
of the DoS attacks seems endless to disable processing of
the users requests. However, these studies only enable a
limited investigation of the security policy problems associated with DoS attacks and cannot provide in-depth
investigations in quantifying impact and severity of the
collision attacks. Hence, as the primary contribution of
this work, we build on these earlier approaches and extend
them particularly by implementing the collision attacks
against the IEEE 80.11n wireless networks. By modeling a simulation environment a testbed environment, the
main motive is to precisely measure the damage created
by the collision attacks and provide a careful comparison
of the results from the simulation and the testbed experiments with different attack scenarios and system parameters. This will aid ISPs and network administrators in
their evaluation and analysis of the effectiveness of the
collision defenses applications.
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Figure 1: Simulation topology environment

in the simulation environment to establish and maintain
the route between the users.

3.2

Testbed Architecture

To achieve the same behavior and a level of control comparable to our simulation, we setup a wireless testbed with
the exact same topology as our simulation environment.
The network observation duration in the testbed, like the
simulation, is 60 seconds. In our testbed, like the simulation, the node0 (which is also switched with a wireless
access point during our experiments) is considered as the
target of the attacker.
3 Experimental Setup
In order to start collision attacks, some preparations
in
terms
of software and hardware are required. The list
In this section, we describe both our proposed simulation
of
software
and hardware used in our testbed to conduct
environment and testbed setup along with the tools that
the
collision
attacks are described in Table 1.
we have utilized to conduct the collision attacks against
the IEEE802.11n wireless networks.

3.3
3.1

COL-MOD Module

Experiments Setting

The effectiveness of the collision attacks depends on different parameters. Thus, to determine how varying these
In order to precisely determine the amount of damage pro- parameters can influence the success rate of the attack,
duced by the collision attacks, we first need to quantify we take into account the following parameters.
the baseline operation of the network which is referred to
• Legitimate traffics in the simulation experiments:
the network state at which there is no on-going attack.
this parameter describes the communication patterns
Therefore, by using NS2, we design a simulation environin the target network. In our simulation, the legitiment.
mate traffics are created by a CBR UDP agent that
In the baseline case, a wireless network topology with
continuously sends 500 bytes packets at regular 0.02s
five legal nodes (numbered from 0 to 4), operates under
intervals. .
normal conditions. Then we construct a new module and
call it COL-MOD with different scalable capabilities to
• Attack traffics in the simulation experiments: we can
directly implement the collision attacks. We equip the
also call this feature as attack density or attack freattacker (node5) with the COL-MOD module to be capaquency. It describes the attributes of the malicious
ble of conducting the collision attacks against the target
packets arriving at the victim. The goal is to deter(node0 which also has the router functionality role). The
mine the corresponding possible effects on the victim
simulation topology is shown in Figure 1.
machines involved in the attack. In our simulation,
The total simulation time is 60 seconds which is dithe attack traffics are generated by a CBR agent that
vided into three 20 seconds. The first 20 seconds (0-19s)
pulses three different packet sizes 50B, 100B, and
is the normal duration at which the target wireless net500B, at three different intervals, 0.05s, 0.02s, and
work operates normally. Then, the attacker launches the
0.01s.
collision attacks for 20 seconds (20-39s). Finally, the last
• Legitimate traffics in the testbed experiments: to
20 seconds (40-60s) shows the network states after termiachieve a fair comparison with the simulation envination of the attacks. The DSDV routing protocol is used
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ronment, the packets with the exact characteristics
(500 bytes at 0.02s intervals) are transmitted into the
testbed.
• Attack traffics in testbed experiments: to achieve
the same behavior, the attacks are conducted in
our testbed with the same specifications as our
simulation. Therefore, three different packet sizes
(50B, 100B, 500B), at three different packet intervals (0.05s, 0.02s, 0.01s) are generated and injected
to the victim in our testbed.

Table 1: Preparations for the testbed
Tools
Software

Name
Kali Linux
with Builtin
Metasploit
framework
and Nmap
Wireshark

Operating
system

Wireless
router
Hardware
Wireless
NIC
CPU
RAM

Considering the combination of the above parameters,
this research will generate different attack scenarios based
on the following three key variables.

Description
Penetration tool that we
use for packet crafting
which is prerequisite for
launching the collision attacks.
Network analyzer to examine the network state
before, during, and after
the collision attacks.
Ubuntu Linux and Windows 7 with default security configurations are
used as the OS of the
nodes in the target network to examine if the
type of OS has any role
on survivability of the networks under the collision
attacks.
Linksys, Asus

• Type of targets: two factors are aimed to select the
victim of the collision attacks in our testbed to test
their possible resilience to the attacks. These factors
include OS of the target (either Windows or Linux)
and role of the target machine (either a computer or
access point).

Netgear, Atheros chipsets

• Attack rate: due to the attackers malicious intentions, they typically desire to remain anonymous.
Therefore, the attackers generally conduct their attack in a low rate which has two advantages: (1)
making it difficult to be detected and (2) consuming less resource of the attackers wireless equipments.
Therefore, this work focuses on low rate collision attacks which are achieved by small attack packets size
and rate. For this reason, we have set these parameters relatively low as mentioned above in the attack
traffics features.

Netgear, Intel; i7, dual
core
2GB, 4GB

• Security level of the targets: in the real world, different level of protection is provided for the systems and
machines in the networks. Considering this fact, we
implement the collision attacks in our testbed against
the target with a pre-installed antivirus (brand remains unmentioned). Furthermore, we do these attack experiments against Windows-based machines
with and without Windows Firewall (WF) configuration respectively. The experiments without WF validate the effectiveness of the collision attacks against
this OS, and those with WF investigate the effectiveness of WF to provide a level of protection against
these attacks.

Finally, metrics including throughput, delay, and data
lost rate are measured to show divergence during the collision attacks from the baseline case. Therefore, this research generates six distinct experiments as the attack
scenarios based on the above parameters, key variables,
and metrics. A description of each experiment for the simulation and testbed is summarized in Table 2 and Table 3
respectively.
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Table 2: Simulation experiments designed to conduct collision attacks
Parameter
Experiment
numbers

Attack
packet size

Description
Experiment 1 (Attack interval=0.05s)
Experiment 3 (Attack interval=0.02s)
Experiment 5 (Attack interval=0.01s)
50,100,500B

Table 3: Testbed experiments designed to conduct collision attacks
Parameter
Experiment
numbers

Attack
packet size
Target OS
Target machine
Level of Security

4

Description
Experiment 2 (Attack interval=0.05s)
Experiment 4 (Attack interval=0.02s)
Experiment 6 (Attack interval=0.01s)
50,100,500B
Windows 7 and Ubuntu 11
PC and Access Point
with antivirus and with/without WF

Results and Analysis

In this section we present the simulation results and
testbed results obtained from implementation of the six
experiments.

4.1

Experiment-1

In this experiment, the COL-MOD module runs the collision attacks against the target wireless network in our
simulation environment. The normal 500 bytes data enters the wireless network during the entire simulation
time i.e. since the beginning of the simulation (0s) until the end (60s). Meanwhile, at the 20th second, the
COL-MOD starts the collision attacks using 50,100,500
bytes as the Attack Packet Size (APS) at 0.05s intervals.
The attack lasts for 20 seconds (20-39s). The time 4060s represents the network state after the termination of
the attacks. The simulation results of this experiment in
terms of throughput, delay, and packet lost are presented
in Figure 2.
As the above simulation results show, the consequence
of the attack with very low rate (0.05s) is insignificant
even with larger attack packets (500B). Comparing the Figure 2: Simulation results: throughput, delay, packet
effect of the three sizes of the attack packets on through- lost
put imply relatively similar impact for the smaller packets
(50 and 100B). In these cases, the attack does not have
noticeable impact on the throughput but delay increases
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Figure 3: Testbed results on Windows target: throughput, packet lost

slightly. The sudden high peak in the lost packets graph
is related to the transmission of the routing control packets by the DSDV protocol at the beginning of the route
establishment. As it is depicted, the attack with 500B
packets causes higher rate of the dropped packets than
the smaller packets.
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Figure 4: Testbed throughput with WF off

After we disabled the WF, the results confirm vulnerability of the Winodws7-based machines to collision attacks
regardless of presence or absence of the WF. In both cases
the attack is completely destructive while when the WF
is disabled there is a higher performance reduction. The
results prove that even with small attack interval (0.05s),
the attack packets collide with the legitimate packets and
4.2 Experiment-2
force them to drop. The null throughput during the atIn this experiment, the collision attacks run against the tack signifies the great disturbance compelled by the attarget wireless network in our testbed. The purpose is tack to the wireless network to fully shut it down.
to measure the impact of the attacks in the real world
In order to investigate the impact of the same attacks
to be compared against the simulation results obtained on Linux-based machines, we conduct the above attacks
by COL-MOD from the Experiment1. The throughput over the target Ubuntu machine in our testbed. The
results on the Windows-based victim machine with an throughput and packet lost results are provided in Figinstalled and updated antivirus while the WF is enabled ure 5.
are provided in Figure 3.
The above results prove significant impact of the atThe above results signify the high impact of the collitack in the real world. Before the attack, normal data sion attack on Linux-based target even at a very low rate.
is transmitted steadily over the target network. However, As the results suggest, there is slight difference in term of
as the attacks start at the 20th second, the attack packets the attack influence between the three sizes of the attack
collide with the normal traffics and the throughput fluc- packets. Therefore, when targeting the Linux-based matuates highly particularly by the 500 bytes attack packets. chines, the attackers even with very small 50B packets can
Although the network is highly affected by the attack, but interfere with the normal network transmissions and force
after the attack (40-60s), the network is able to quickly them to drop. Comparing the above results with the rerecover from the attacks.
sults from targeting the Windows-based machines proves
To determine whether the WF in active mode can pro- that without presence of the WF both OSs have compavide any level of protection to prevent the collision attack rable vulnerability to the collision attacks. However, enin compare to when it is disabled, we repeat the above abling the WF makes the Windows-based machines to a
experiment with 500B attack packets and disabled WF. small extent more resilience to the attacks with attributes
The results are provided in Figure 4.
tested in this experiment.
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Figure 5: Testbed results on Linux target: throughput,
packet lost

4.3

Experiment-3

In this experiment the COL-MOD runs the collision attack, with the corresponding details listed in Table2,
against the target wireless network in our simulation environment. The simulation results in terms of throughput,
delay, and packet lost rate are presented in Figure 6.
In the above simulation results, throughput falls from
610Kbps down to 490Kbps while the legitimate packets
experience higher delay during the entire attack time. As
mentioned, the steep rise at the beginning of the simulation in the packet lost graph is corresponding to the
DSDV control packets to establish the route. The number
of lost packets fluctuates significantly from zero before the
attack to about 130Kbps during the attack which points
out the effectiveness of the attack.

4.4

Experiment-4

Based on the corresponding attributes listed in Table3,
this experiment makes an attempt to run the collision attacks against the target wireless network in our testbed.
The throughput and packet lost results on Windowsbased target machine with an installed and updated antivirus while the WF is enabled are provided in Figure 7.
The above outcomes prove the collision attacks can
substantially disrupt the normal operation of the targets. Figure 6: Simulation results: throughput, delay, packet
The reason is related to vulnerabilities in TCP/IP pro- lost
cessing. Therefore, even though victims are protected
with high level of security, the attacks impact is significant. We observed that the attacks slow down the legiti-
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Figure 7: Testbed results on Windows target: throughput, packet lost
Figure 8: Testbed throughput with WF off
mate transmission rate so that even doing a simple task,
for instance opening a webpage, was not possible. However, the target network was able to accomplish a fast
recovery after the attacks.
In order to determine whether the WF had any effect
on these results, we turned the WF off and repeated the
above experiment for 500B attack packets. The results
are presented in Figure 8.
The above results imply that disabling the WF can
thoroughly open the network for penetration of the intruders. The null throughput during the attack reveals
the significance of the attack. Using WF does not necessarily nullify the attack, but it has slight effect to reduce
the impact.
Severely reduction of the throughput during the attack
against the Windows-based machines motives our intention to test the same attack against the Linux-based target. The results of the attack against the Ubuntu target
machine are presented in Figure 9.
The above outcomes provide evidence that the attack
is quite successful against the target. We observed that,
although the Ubuntu machine was not completely disconnected from the network, it was extremely slow to a level
that from a practical point of view it was quite inaccessible for the intended users.

4.5

Experiment-5

In this experiment, the COL-MOD runs the collision attacks against the target wireless network in our simulation environment. The rate of the attack rises to a higher

Figure 9: Testbed results on Linux target: throughput,
packet lost
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value (0.01s) than the previous experiments to examine
any possible effects on the targets. The simulation results of this experiment in terms of throughput, delay,
and packet lost rate are presented in Figure 10.
The above outcomes illustrate that in the simulation
environment there is a direct relation between the attack
rate and size of the attack packets on the impact of the
attacks. As the attack rate grows to 0.01s, the network
performance degrades severely in terms of lower throughput and higher delay and packet lost. Based on the results, the target suffers from a remarkable poor activity
when the 500B attack packets are headed toward it.

4.6

Experiment-6

We run this experiment against the target in our testbed
to determine the impact of 0.01s intervals between the
attack packets on the performance of the target. The
throughput and packet lost results on the Windows-based
target with an installed and updated antivirus while the
WF is enabled are provided in Figure 11.
The above results also confirm the significant impact
of the collision attack on degrading the performance of
the wireless networks even when protected by firewall and
high level of security. At the beginning of the attack, the
windows-based target can manage the collisions and the
corresponding retransmissions. However, eventually the
large numbers of retransmission of the legitimate packets
that collide with the forgery packets consume the limited
resources of the target which result in a remarkable performance reduction.
In order to see how disabling the WF varies the effect
of the attack, we repeated the above attack against the
Windows target machine with WF off in our testbed. The
results for 500B attack packets are presented in Figure 12.
As we expected from our previous testbed experiments,
disabling the WF exposes the network to the attackers. Null throughput during this experiment represents
a 100% success rate for the attack.
The above experiment is repeated in order to determine the impact of the attack on Linux-based machines.
The throughput and packet lost results are provided in
Figure 13.
The above findings also reveal that the Ubuntu machine is fully vulnerable to the attack regardless of the
size of the attack packets.
In order to complete our work, we repeated all the
above testbed experiments against the wireless access
point as the target to see whether it causes any changes
on the impact of the attacks. The attacks results on the
testbed reveal the same destructive impact on the overall
performance of the wireless network.

5

Conclusions

By comparing the testbed and COL-MOD results against
each other we can find some differences for the collision at-

Figure 10: Simulation results: throughput, delay, packet
lost
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Figure 13: Testbed results on Linux target: throughput,
packet lost
Figure 11: Testbed results on Windows target: throughput, packet lost
tacks. The testbed results show that all the attacks with
attributes specified in this work are successful. Based on
these results, all the attacks in the real world cause great
disturbance and slow down or stop the normal operation
of the target network. The collision attacks against the
Windows-based machines with enabled WF cause to dramatically slow down the network. Moreover, the collision attacks against either the Linux-based machines or
Windows-based machines with disabled WF were fully capable of rendering the targets shut down. The network
behavior was relatively the same for all the attacks against
the testbed.
In contrast, the COL-MOD module simulation results
of the same attacks under the exact same conditions show
a different behavior in some scenarios. For example, growing the attacks rate or size has a direct impact on significance of the attacks. We believe this difference between
the testbed and simulation results is because the impact
of a given attack on a real target network further depends
on various network characteristics including its traffic and
resources which are not precisely taken into account by
the simulation tools.
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Abstract
Steganography play an important role to transfer secret
data over insecure network. Moreover digital images are
taken as a cover to communicate the sensitive data. One
of the simplest approach of embedding the secret data
into cover image is Least Significant Bit (LSB) method.
This paper aims to propose a new symmetric key based
image hiding technique. Pseudo random keys are generated by using 1D logistic map and those keys are used for
choosing the pixel position of cover image randomly for
hiding the secret image. The main security part of the
projected method is the selection of pixel position in the
cover image. Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean
Square Error (MSE) measures are used for comparison
and the result analysis shows that the proposed scheme
provide efficient level of security.
Keywords: Chaos, image hiding, logistic map, steganography

1

Introduction

In today’s communication technology images are playing
a vital role in all fields such as military, social network,
biometric system and so on. Sensitive images are transferred over insecure network, hiding those images from
the intruders is an intellectual task. Steganography and
cryptography are the two techniques which provide secure data communication. In cryptography secret images
are converted into encrypted form and transferred over
the networks. In steganography secret image are hidden
in other multimedia carriers such as digital audio, video
and images [7]. The encrypted form of images explicitly indicate that some sensitive images are transferred
but in steganography secret images are hidden inside an
another normal image so even attacker visualize the image he may not identify about the secret image. The

traditional mechanism used for hiding the data is watermarking which embed the secret data into cover image [8],
then the cover image is considered as stego-image. It act
as medium to transfer the secret image over unsecure networks. Two different styles of using the cover image for
hiding the secret images are spatial domain and frequency
domain [1].
In spatial domain intensity values of cover image are
used to hide the secret information [19, 20]. In frequency
domain, the secret image pixels are hidden in transforming coefficients values of the pixels in cover image [18, 21].
Different methods of spatial domain steganography techniques has been proposed using Watermarking [9], Least
Significant Bit (LSB) substitution [2], Modulus function [6], Pixel Value Differencing method [16, 23], LSB
matching [11, 14] and optimal pixel adjustment process [3]. Among these LSB substitution based hiding is
one of the simple, fast hiding technology and also it provide efficient security. The proposed scheme utilized the
LSB substitution technique for hiding the secret image [5].
In LSB based embedding technique the set of LSB of pixels in cover image are substituted by the bits of secret
image. This process can be done either in sequential or
in random manner. Randomly chosen pixels for hiding in
cover image provide better security than sequential manner [17]. In our proposed scheme cover image pixels are
select randomly by using the chaotic sequence generated
by the chaotic map.
Chaos means a state of disorder. In mathematics, map
is an evolution function that shows some sort of chaotic
behavior [10]. A discrete time dynamical system is also
called map. chaotic map has some inherent features [13]
such as: 1) sensitive to initial conditions (also called butterfly effect) which means a small modification in initial
conditions should produce high deviations of the corresponding output. 2) Ergodicity implies the output has the
same distribution for any input. 3) Deterministic means a
deterministic process can cause a pseudo-random behav-
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Proposed Image Hiding Technique

The overall view of the proposed steganography technique
is shown in Figure 2.

3.1

Embedding Process

Step by step procedure of the proposed steganography
technique is illustrated below.
Step 1: Select the secret image S and cover image C, size
of C must be double the size of S.
Figure 1: Randomness of 1D logistic map chaotic series
(a) α = 3.95 and x0 = 0.12 (b)α = 3.85 and x0 = 0.25

Step 2: Choose the initial value and system parameter
value such as α and x0 of 1D logistic map for generating the chaotic sequence.

X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , · · · , xn }
ior. 4) Structure complexity signifies a simple mathematical function has very high complexity. Different types
where n is the row or column size of cover image.
of information hiding scheme has been proposed used
chaotic sequence [13]. In our proposed scheme we have Step 3: Sort the generated chaotic sequence X as follows.
used One Dimentional (1D) logistic map for generating
[sxi , axi ] = sort(Xi ), i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , N,
the chaotic sequence, which is used for selecting the pixel
values randomly for hiding in cover image.
where sx is a new sorted sequence of X; ax is a new
The remaining section of the paper is structured as folindex value of the series X.
lows: brief description of one dimensional logistic map has
discussed on Section 2. Embedding algorithm proposed Step 4: Convert the secret image and cover image in bifor hiding the secret image has illuminated in Section 3.
nary format. Binary images are represented as S‘and
Experimental result and result analysis are discoursed in
C‘.
Section 4. Conclusion of the paper declared in Section 5.
Step 5: The binary value of secret image S‘are divided
into four separate two bits and each two bits are
stored in separate two dimensional array S“which is
2 One Dimentional Logistic Map
equal to the size of the cover image.
It is the simplest form of chaotic system, which is devel- Step 6: Algorithm for embedding process is described as
oped by May [15]. Logistic map is described in Equafollows:
tion (1).
S“ (M × N ) - Two bits representation of secret
Xn = αXn −1 (1−Xn −1 ).
(1)
image;
C‘(M × N )- Eight bits representation of cover image,
Here x0 is initial value and n value denotes the number of
where M and N denotes rows and columns of the
rounds. 1D logistic map generate chaotic sequences only
images.
if the α value must be in the range of 3.5 ≤ α ≤ 4 [22]. It
produce chaotic sequences within the range [0, 1]. Chaotic
For i = 1: M
sequences generated by a map is greatly sensitive to iniFor j= 1: N
tial values, a small variation in these parameters will affect
C“(M × N ) = Replaced 2-LSB of cover image
the extraction of secret image from cover image, because
C‘(M,axj ) into S“(M,N)
by using these chaotic sequence only, the position of pixEnd
els in cover image are chosen for embedding the bits of
End
secret image. For illustration, the plot diagram for the
chaotic sequence generated by 1D logistic map by using
the values α = 3.95 and x0 = 0.12 is given in Figure 1(a).
Step 7: Convert the binary format of cover image C“
Tiny changes in the initial parameters of 1D logistic map
into 8-bit grayscale pixel value then C“ is considered
provide different chaotic sequence, we changed the value
as stego-image.
of α and x0 as 3.97 and 0.15 and the plot diagram of the
chaotic sequence of the changed values are given in FigHence, secret image has embedded in to cover image
ure 1(b). From the figure it is clear that the tiny changes and finally the stego-image is transferred to the receiver.
in the initial values will greatly affect the values of chaotic Sender securely communicates the secret key and α value
series.
to the receiver.
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Figure 2: Overall block view of the proposed steganography algorithm

3.2

Extraction Process

Step 1: Generate the chaotic sequence using 1D logistic
map and sort it by using the same procedure in embedding process. After sorting new index value (ax)
is obtained, which is used for extracting the bits in
random manner.

(PSNR) and MSE are the standard measures for finding
the difference between the original cover image and the
stego-image. High PSNR value represents that the cover
image has small distortion after embedding. Low PSNR
value indicates poor visual quality of the cover image.
PSNR is defined in the following Equation (2).

Step 2: Convert the 8-bit pixel value of stego-image C“
in to binary form C‘.
Step 3: Extraction of secret image from stego-image
C‘(M × N ) M and N are rows and columns of stegoimage.
Step 4: Extracting bits from stego-image.
For i = 1: M
For j= 1: N
ES‘(M ×N ) = Extract 2 LSB from C‘(M,axi )
//ES = Extracted Stego-Image
End
End

P SN R = 10log10 (

2552
),
M SE

(2)

PN PM
1
(Ci,j − Si,j )2 ; MSE
M × N i=1 j=1
stands for Mean Square Error; C represents the original
cover image; S represents the Stego image.
where M SE =

Table 1 list the PSNR comparison of proposed technique with other proposed methods. For comparison Boat
image has used as secret image and Table 2 shows the
Step 5: Combining the four separate 2 bits in S‘into 8- comparison of MSE with different proposed scheme, house
bit so ES‘(M ×N ) transferred in to ES“(I ×J), where image has taken as secret image for MSE comparison.
Based on the result analysis given in Tables 1 and 2 the
I = M/2 and J= N/2.
proposed technique has better visual quality and less disStep 6: Convert the 8-bit binary form Extracted secret tortion then other techniques.
image ES“into 8-bit pixel value and finally the secret
image ES is extracted from the stego-image.

3.3

Experimental Result and Discussion

Table 1: PSNR value of different cover
The proposed technique performance has evaluated by us- hiding the Boat image
ing different experiments. Four images with (256x256)
size are used as cover images shown in Figure 3. The seBasic
Method
PSO
Cover
LSB
given in
Method
cret images has used for hiding of size (128x128) are shown image
Hiding
Ref [12]
Ref [4]
in Figure 4. For implementation MATLAB (R2013a) has
Lena
35.40
35.84
36.29
used on Windows 8. Secret image embedded on the LSB
Baboon
35.61
36.14
36.64
of pixels in cover image, selection of pixels for hiding in
35.70
36.08
36.41
cover image has done by using the chaotic sequence gen- Airplane
Elaine
35.55
36.02
36.20
erated by the 1D logistic map. Peak Signal to noise ratio

images after

Hide 4
MSB in
Ref [4]

Proposed
Method

38.98
39.29
39.19
39.36

44.53
44.54
44.42
44.53
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Figure 3: Standard 256 x 256 cover images (a) Lena (b) Baboon (c) airplane (d) Elaine

Figure 4: Standard 128 x 128 Secret images (a) Boat (b) House

Table 2: MSE value of different cover images after
hiding the Boat image
Cover
image
Lena
Baboon
Airplane
Elaine

Basic
LSB
Hiding

Method
given in
Ref [12]

PSO
Method
Ref [4]

Hide 4
MSB in
Ref [4]

Proposed
Method

18.36
17.51
17.32
17.55

17.01
15.89
15.47
16.09

15.75
14.59
14.42
15.73

10.85
9.68
10.13
9.78

2.28
2.28
2.34
2.28

Figure 5 Illustrates the graph format result of the
PSNR and MSE comparison of different cover images and
with different existing proposed techniques, it depicts that
the proposed steganography technique has better visual
quality than other proposed scheme.

3.4

Histogram Analysis

Histogram shows the exact occurrence of each pixels in the
image. High similarity between the cover image histogram
and stego image histogram shows that a tiny distortion
occurred after embedding the secret image into cover image [22]. Figure 6(a) shows the histogram of cover image
Lena and Figure 6(b) shows histogram after embedding Figure 5: comparison chart (a) PSNR Values of
the boat image into Lena image. As a result the proposed Stego images(b) MSE values of Stego images
scheme fight against visual attack and statistical attack.
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Figure 6: Histogram analysis (a) cover image (b) Stego image

4

Conclusion and Future Work

A new chaotic series based image hiding scheme has proposed by using 1D logistic map. Cover image pixel position has chosen randomly for embedding the secret image
bits, so it minimize the security risk and increase the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. Four different grayscale
images are used for testing to prove the performance, image quality and capacity of the proposed scheme. Comparison result proved that the proposed scheme provide
better result than other steganography schemes.In future the proposed algorithm can also be used for securely
transferring and storing the medical images.
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Abstract
Recently Lee-Chang proposed a new strong designated
verifier signature scheme. They claimed that their proposed scheme is more secure and suitable for the purpose
of a strong designated verifier signature scheme. This
paper shows that Lee-Chang scheme cannot withstand
forgery attack which an adversary can forge a signature
without knowing the secret key of the signer or the designated verifier and an improved scheme is presented to
overcome the security weaknesses of their scheme.The security of the scheme is enhanced by adding the secret key
of the signer in signature generation phase. The analysis
shows that the new scheme resolves security problems in
the previous scheme, meets the aspects of security feathers needed by strong designated verifier signature scheme.
Keywords: Cryptanalysis; Designated Verifier Signature
Scheme; Digital Signature; Forgery Attacks

1

Introduction

A digital signature is very important in modern electronic data processing systems. Recently, to provide security services such as user authentication, data integrity,
and non-repudiation, digital signature schemes are widely
used in distributed network environments such as Internet or web. There are many variations of digital signature
schemes such as proxy signature, blind signature; ring signature discussed in the papers [1, 2, 3, 10, 17, 20]. In
an ordinary digital signature scheme, anyone can verify
the validity of a signature using the signer’s public key.
However, in some scenarios, this public verification is not
desired, if the signer does not want the recipient of a digital signature to show this signature to a third party at
will. To address this problem above, in [6] authors introduced undeniable signature which allowed a signer to
have complete control over his signature. In an undeniable signature scheme, the verification of a signature
requires the participation of the signer, in order to avoid
undesirable verifiers getting convinced of the validity of
the signature. Motivated by the above problem, in [6]
Jakobsson et al. proposed the concept of designated verifier signature (DVS) schemes. A DVS scheme is special
type of digital signature which provides message authentication without non-repudiation. These signatures have
several applications such as in E-voting, call for tenders
and software licensing. Suppose Alice has sent a DVS
to Bob. Unlike the conventional digital signatures, Bob
cannot prove to a third party that Alice has created the
signature. This is accomplished by the Bob’s capability
of creating another signature designated to him which is
indistinguishable from Alice’s signature. In [6] Jakobsson
et al. also introduced a stronger version of DVS. In this
stronger scheme, no third party can even verify the validity of a designated verifier signature, since the designated
verifier’s private key is required in the verifying phase. In
2003, Saeednia et al. [11] proposed a strong designated
verifier signature scheme based on the Schnorr signature
scheme [12] and Zheng’s signcryption scheme [21].

Next generation wireless network is expected to include
many applications and services such as voice, data and
multimedia online gaming, software distribution with very
high data rate. Use of new technologies and services such
as internet of things cloud computing are growing rapidly
day by day where numerous network based services and
applications are provided through internet. Further internet of things (IOT) is the big revolution in the future
networking technologies where communication for application, data and services can take place any where any
time through any device. Providing guaranteed quality
of service (QOS) to these applications and services is an
important objective in the design of next generation network. At the same time various types of security threats
in the network based services are increasing. Providing
In 2008, Lee-Chang [8], however, pointed out that
security such as confidentiality, authenticity and data integrity is a must in order to achieve guaranteed QOS.
Saeednia et al.’s scheme would reveal the identity of
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the signer if the secret key of the signer is compromised. Then, they proposed a new strong designated
verifier signature scheme based on the Schnorr signature
scheme [12] and Wang et el.’s authenticated encryption
scheme [15] which can be verified only with the designated verifier’s secret key. Obviously, Lee-Chang’s scheme
provides signer ambiguity even in the situation in which
the secret key of the signer is compromised since each secret key is protected under the DLP (Discrete Logarithm
Problem) assumption. Lee-Chang claimed that their proposed scheme is more secure and suitable for the purpose of a strong designated verifier signature scheme,but
in [5] Hyun, Suhng-Ill, Eun-Jun Yoon etal shown several
attacks on Lee-Chang’s scheme.In this paper we discuss
the forgery attack on Lee- Chang’s scheme and show that
their scheme still cannot withstand forgery attack which
an adversary can forge a signature without knowing the
secret key of the signer or the designated verifier based
on [5] and we then propose an improved designated verifier signature scheme which is more secure and safe.
The paper is organized as follows:In section-2 we discuss the related work, Section-3 reviews Lee-Chang’s designated verifier signature scheme. Section-4 shows forgery
attack on Lee-Chang’s scheme. Section-5 shows the
improved scheme, section-6 shows analysis of improved
scheme and finally the conclusion comes in Section-7.

2

Related Work

Several researches have been conducted to design efficient
strong designated verifier signature scheme (SDVS) for
achieving Quality of service (QOS) for the next generation
networks. In this section, we discuss the recent developments in SDVS. In [7] authors propose a strong designated
verifier signature scheme with message recovery mechanism based on the discrete logarithm problem.In [18] a
novel construction of a SDVS scheme with secure disavow
ability is proposed which utilizes a chameleon hash function and supports the signer to have a complete control of
his signature. In [9] authors propose an efficient ID-based
strong designated verifier signature schemes with message
recovery and give its rigorous security proof in the random oracle model based on the hardness assumptions
of the computational Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem.
This scheme can be used in some special environments
where the bandwidth is one of the main concerns, such as
PDAs, cell phones, RFID etc.[16] proposed a strong designated verifier signature in certificateless public key settings strong designated verifier signature in certificateless
public key settings. [13] present a stronger security notion
for the SDVS schemes, full non-delegatability, which not
only needs the non-delegatability of signing, but also requires that non-delegatability of verifying. In [4], Huang,
Susilo, Mu et.al proposed a variant of designated verifier signature scheme, i.e short strong designated verifier signature scheme and its variant scheme which is a
identity based scheme. In [19] Yang and Liao proposed
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a strong designated verifier signature scheme, using key
distribution mechanism where both sender and designated
receiver share encryption/decryption key to fulfill encryption/decryption algorithm with low cost of communication and computation respectively and they proved their
security based on Deffi-Helman assumptions. [14] provides general CL-SDVS schemes and instances, and discusses their security briefly.

3

Review of Lee-Chang’s Strong
Designated Verifier Scheme

This section reviews Lee-Chang’s strong designated verifier signature scheme as shown in Figure 1. The common
parameters used in Lee-Chang’s scheme are as follows:
• Alice: The signer.
• Bob: The designated verifier.
• p : A large prime.
• q : A prime factor of p − 1.
• g : A generator ε Zq ∗ of order q.
• m : A message.
• H(.) : A secure one-way hash function such as SHA-2
that outputs values in Zq ∗
• (xA , yA ) : Alice’s key pair, where xA is a randomly selected secret key in Zq ∗ and the corresponding Public
key yA = g xA mod p.
• (xB , yB ) : Bob’s key pair, where xB is a randomly selected secret key in Zq ∗ and the corresponding public
key yB = g xB mod p.
There are three phases in Lee-Chang’s strong designated verifier signature scheme ie. signature generation,
signature verification and signature simulation.

3.1

Signature Generation

1) Alice selects a random value k ε Zq ∗ ;
2) Alice computes r, s and t as follows:
r

=

g k mod p

s =

k + xA r mod q

t =

s
H(m, yB
mod p).

3) The signature is then σ = (r, t).

3.2

Signature Verification

Upon receiving m and σ = (r, t), Bob can verify the validity of the signature by checking whether
t = H(m, (ryA r )xB mod p).
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Figure 1: Lee-Chang’s scheme

3.3

Signature Simulation

Now Bob can simulate the transcript (rs , ts ) for the message m by selecting a random number ks ε Zq ∗ and computes rs and ts as follows

4

rs

= g ks mod p

ts

= H(m, (rs yA rs )xB ) mod p).

Figure 2: Forgery attack on Lee-Chang’s scheme

Forgery Attack on Lee-Chang’s
Scheme

σ ∗ = (r∗ , t∗ ) is signed by an adversary E. As a result,
since the message m∗ is obviously not the Alice’s original message m, Lee-Chang’s scheme is vulnerable to the
forgery attack.Figure 2 shows the attack on Lee-Chang’s
scheme. The following example taken from [5] shows the
forgery attack.
Let the parameters p = 23, q = 11, g = 2, x = 8, yA =
28 mod 23 = 3, then it is easy to find an integer r∗ which
r∗
mod p = g. For example, If r = 4, then
satisfies r∗ yA
∗
r
r ∗ yA
mod p = 4.34 mod 23 = 324 mod 23 = 2 = g. If
r∗
r = 8, then r∗ yA
mod p = 8.38 mod 23 = 52488 mod
r∗
23 = 2 = g. If r = 13, then r∗ yA
mod p = 13.313 mod
23 = 20726199 mod 23 = 2 = g.

Based on [5] this section shows that Lee-Chang’s scheme
still cannot withstand forgery attack which an adversary
can forge a signature without knowing the secret key of
the signer or the designated verifier.
Suppose that an adversary E intercepts the signature
m, σ = (r, t) sent from Alice to Bob and then E can
per-form the following forgery attack:
1) Chooses a forged message m∗ .
r∗
mod p = g
2) Find an integer r∗ which satisfies r∗ yA

3) Compute t∗ = H(m∗ , yB mod p).
∗

∗

5
∗

Improved Scheme

∗

4) Send a forged signature σ = (r , t ) with m to Bob. Since Lee-Chang scheme is not secure against forgery at5) Upon receiving the forged message m∗ and the mod- tack, in this section we propose an improved scheme which
ified signature σ ∗ = (r∗ , t∗ ), Bob will verify the va- is more secure than the previous one. Figure 3 illustrate
the improved scheme.
lidity of the signature by checking whether
The common parameters used in the improved scheme
t∗ = H(m∗ , (r∗ , yA r∗ )xB mod p).
(1) can be summarized as follows:
Its correctness can be seen as follows: Left hand side
is

• Alice: The signer;
• Bob: The designated verifier;

t∗ = H(m∗ , yB mod p)

• q : A prime factor of p − 1;

and the right-hand side is
∗

r
H(m∗ , (r∗ yA
)xB mod p)

• p : A large prime;

= H(m∗ , (g)xB mod p)
= H(m∗ , yB mod p).

We can see that Equation (1) is always confirmed as a
legal signature of Alice by Bob. Therefore, Bob will believe that the real singer is Alice. However, the signature

• g : A generator
than 2;

ε Zq ∗ of order q which is greater

• m : A message;
• H(.) : A secure one-way hash function such as SHA-2
that outputs values in Zq ∗ ;
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Correctness Proof

In order to verify the signature as mentioned in Equation (2), we have to prove that
r xB
t = H(m, (ryA
) mod p).
s
s
But t = H(m, yB
mod p), so if we can prove that yB
=
r xB
(ryA ) , then Equation (2) is proved.
r xB
(ryA
)

Figure 3: Improved scheme

s
yB

• (xA , yA ) : Alice’s key pair, where xA is a randomly selected secret key in Zq ∗ and the corresponding Public
key yA = g xA mod p;

=

(r(g xA )r )xB
(k+xA )+xA r

= yB
=

(g xB )(k+xA )+xA r

=

(g xB )(k+xA ) .(g xB )xA r

=

(g (k+xA ) )xB .((g xA )r )xB

= rxB .((yA )r )xB
r xB
• (xB , yB ) : Bob’s key pair, where xB is a randomly se= (ryA
) .
∗
lected secret key in Zq and the corresponding public
key yB = g xB mod p.
So from the above we observe that Equation (2) is proved
and the signature is verified.
There are three phases in the improved scheme. The
security is enhanced by adding the secret key of Alice in
signature generation phase during calculating r and s as
6 Analysis of The Improved
follows.

Scheme
5.1

Signature Generation

6.1

1) Alice selects a random value k ε Zq ∗ ;

Basic Unforgeability: Because the problem of getting Private Key xA from the public key yA equals to solving
DLP, no one else can create normal digital signature of
the original signer.

2) Alice computes r, s and t as follows:
r

=

s =
t

(g + xA )k+xA mod p
(k + xA ) + xA r mod q

6.2

s
= H(m, yB
mod p).

3) The signature is then σ = (r, t).

5.2

Signature Verification

Upon receiving m and σ = (r, t), Bob can verify the validity of the signature by checking whether
t = H(m, (ryA r )xB mod p).

5.3

(2)

Signature Simulation

Now Bob can simulate the transcript (rs , ts ) for the message m by selecting a random number ks ε Zq ∗ and computes rs and ts as follows.
rΨ

=

g kΨ mod p

tΨ

=

H(m, (rΨ yAΨ

r )xB

mod p).

Security Analysis

Unforgeability

Because the private key xA of the signer Alice is added ie
r = (g + xA )k+xA mod p and s = (k + xA ) + xA r mod q,
any adversary cannot forge the signature without knowing xA and also finding xA from yA is same as solving
DLP which is a hard problem. Therefore our scheme is
provably secure.In the previous example of we have seen
that Adversary can only forge the signature if he/she find
r∗
r∗ such that r∗ yA
mod p = g.
In the improved scheme the private key xA of the signer
Alice is added ie ie r = (g + xA )k+xA mod p and s =
(k + xA ) + xA r mod q in Step-2.
In order to do forgery attack adversary has to guess r∗
such that r∗ yA r∗ mod p = g + xA .
Because of addition of xA in Step-2 of signature generation adversary cannot guess r∗ which satisfies r∗ yA r∗ mod
p = g + xA , as it does not know the value of xA which is
used in signature generation phase,only the original signer
knows the value of xA . Adversary can only forge the signature if and only if he/she get xA from yA which is same
as DLP a Hard problem with large prime. Hence this
proves that our improved scheme is safe and secure.
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Table 1: Performance comparison between improved scheme and Lee Chang’s scheme
Computations Cost Lee-Chang’s Scheme Improved Scheme
Signature Generation
2TE+TM+TH
2TE+TM+TH
Signature Verification
2TE+TM+TH
2TE+TM+TH
Signature Simulation
3TE+TM+TH
3TE+TM+TH
T E = Time taken for an exponential operation.
T M = Time taken for a modular multiplication.
T H = Time taken for a one-way hash function.

6.3

Performance Comparison of The Improved Scheme with Lee Chang’s
Scheme

In this section, we compare the computational costs of
different phases of our scheme with those for Lee Chang’s
scheme. We have compared the computational costs of
different phases of our scheme with those for Lee Chang’s
scheme in Table 1 where T E = Time taken for an exponential operation, T M = Time taken for a modular
multiplication and T H = Time taken for a one-way hash
function.From this table, we see that both schemes have
same computational costs.

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we discuss the drawbacks of Lee Chang’s
strong designated verifier signature scheme and proposed
a new strong designated verifier signature scheme based
on DLP.The improved scheme can remedy the weaknesses
of Lee Chang’s scheme and meets the security aspects
needed by the strong designated verifier signature scheme.
In other words, the new scheme is more secure than the
existing scheme keeping the computational cost same as
the previous scheme.
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Abstract
Provable Data Possession (PDP) enables cloud users to
verify the integrity of their outsourced data without retrieving the entire file from cloud servers. At present, to
execute data checking, many PDP schemes is delegated to
some proxy to implement remote data possession checking
task. Because the proxy may store some state information
in cloud storage servers, it makes that many PDP scheme
are insecure. To solve this problem, Ren et al. proposed
an mutual verifiable provable data possession scheme and
claimed that their scheme is secure. Unfortunately, in
this work, we show that their scheme is insecure. It exists forgery attack and replay attack. After giving the
corresponding attacks, we give an improved scheme to
overcome the above flaws. By analyzing, we show that
our improved PDP scheme is secure under the ChosenTarget-CDH problem and the CDH problem.
Keywords: Diffie-Hellman Key Agreement; Forgery
Attack; Mutual Verifiable; Provable Data Possession
(PDP).

1

Introduction

Due to providing dynamically scalable resources provisioned as a service over the Internet, Cloud computing
has been emerged as a new computing paradigm in Internet’s evolution. Many advantages in Cloud computing
draw people attentions [12]. These advantages make it
has become an inevitable trend that individuals and IT
enterprises store data remotely to the cloud in a flexible
on-demand manner, namely cloud storage. As an important service of cloud computing, cloud storage allows the
data owner to migrate his data files from their local disk
to the remote cloud server, which is one of the most important cloud services. Meanwhile, it allows the cloud
clients to flexibly access their outsourced files at anytime
and from anywhere. For IT enterprises, it avoids the ini-

tial investment of expensive infrastructure setup, large
equipment, and daily maintenance cost.
Although cloud storage can provide convenience for
people, it also makes people face numerous security challenges since cloud server is not fully trusted [15]. Firstly,
data owners would worry that their outsourced data could
be revealed or accessed by the unauthorized users. Secondly, they would also worry that their outsourced data
could be lost in the Cloud since cloud sever may discard the data which has not been accessed or rarely accessed to save the storage space or keep fewer replicas
than promised. To the best of my knowledge, there exists
a lot of incidents of data loss or leakage in recent years.
For example, it was reported that ”Amazon’s huge EC2
cloud services crash permanently destroyed some data,
and Hundreds of Dropbox Passwords are leaked. Based
on the above worries, data owners hope a kind of cloud
service to assure the integrity checking of the outsourced
data.
To solve the above security challenging problem, Ateniese et al. [1] proposed the model of Provable Data Possession (PDP) to solve the storage auditing problem by
spot-checking technique. And gave two provably secure
and practical PDP schemes from the RSA assumption in
2007. They can achieve the data integrity checking of
static data. In the same year, Juels et al. [6] proposed
the notion of Proof of Retrievability (PoR), in which the
integrity of the data file is completed by checking the correctness of the inserted sentinel blocks. The number of
times that the file can do integrity verification is limited since the sentinel blocks are one-time labels. Subsequently, Shacham and Waters [10] put forward two efficient and compact PoR schemes. The first one which is
based on BLS signature, is publicly verifiable; the second
one which is based on pseudo-random functions (PRFs),
only supports private verification.
According to the roles of the verifier, the PDP protocols are divided into two categories: private PDP and
public PDP. In some cases, private PDP is very nec-
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essary. For example, in Cloud-EHR (Electronic Health
Records), the patient only hopes his own or the designated doctors to check the integrity of health records in
case that these sensitive information is leaked. Recently
Shen and Tzeng proposed a delegable provable data possession scheme [11], in which data owner produces the
delegation key for delegated verifier and stores the key
in cloud storage service (CSS) for verification. In [14],
Wang et al. proposed a proxy provable data possession
(PPDP) model. In PPDP, data owner is able to delegate
a proxy to enforce its remote data possession checking on
behalf of his own. Unfortunately, the two private PDP
schemes are shown to be insecure since the state information of the proxy or delegated verifier is controlled by a
malicious CSS [?].
With the proliferation of cloud storage, a variety of
cloud auditing protocols and their variants [2, 3, 4, 5,
7, 8, 13, ?, 17, 18] were proposed for catering some specific properties, such as public verification, dynamic operations and privacy preserving. According to the different
requirements of the stored data and various properties of
cloud storage services, A majority of the storage services
are provided. For example, Spideroak [2], it is a good
solution for security and privacy, which might be particularly appealing if a user would like to store sensitive data;
Dropbox [2, 16], as one of the first online storage services,
is useful, reliable and works across multiple platforms.
Recently, to overcome the above problems in private
PDP, Ren et al. proposed an efficient mutual verifiable provable data possession (MV-PDP) scheme by using
Diffie-Hellman key agreement. In their MV-PDP scheme,
the verifier is stateless and independent from CSS, thus,
the scheme efficiently overcomes the problem which the
verifier can be optionally specified by a malicious CSS.
Very regretfully, in this work, we show that Ren et al’s
MV-PDP scheme is insecure, it exists forgery attack, replay attack and the deleting attack of malicious cloud
server. After we give the corresponding attacks, the reasons to produce such attacks are analyzed. Finally, to
overcome our attacks, an improved PDP scheme is proposed. And the improved scheme is shown to be secure
under the Chosen-Target-CDH problem and the CDH
problem.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
System Model

2.2
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Computational Assumptions

The security of the improved signature schemes is based
on the hardness of the CDH problem for the scheme in [?].
The Chosen-Target-CDH problem is defined as follows:
the solver S receives as input a pair (g, g a ), where g is a
generator of G1 with the prime order q, and a ∈ Zq is a
random value. The solver S has adaptive access to two
oracles:
1) Target oracle: this oracle outputs a random element
Zi ∈ G;
2) Helper oracle: this oracle takes as input an element
Wi ∈ G and outputs the element Wia .
We say that the solver S(qt , qh , d)-solves the ChosenTarget-CDH problem, for qt ≥ d > qh , if it makes qt and
qh queries, respectively, to the target and helper oracles,
and after that it outputs d pairs ((V1 , j1 ), · · · , (Vd , jd ))
such that:
1) All the elements Vi are different;
a
2) For all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , d}, the relation Vi = Zji
is satisfied where Zji is the element output by the target
oracle in the ji−th query.

3

Reviews of Ren et al.’s Public
Auditing Scheme

Recently, to overcome the proxy which stores some state
information in cloud storage servers, Ren et al. proposed a
mutual verifiable public auditing scheme. In their scheme,
the verifier is stateless and independent of cloud server,
and the scheme is very efficient in terms of auditing cost.
In the following, we briefly review Ren et al.’s scheme.
Please the interested reader refer to [9] for the detail.
Setup: Let λ be a security parameter, taking λ as an
input, output the following parameters. G is a cyclic
multiplicative group with the large prime order q. g is
a generator of group G. Choose two hash functions
H1 and H2 , which satisfy H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq and
H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq . The system parameters are
(g, G, q, H1 , H2 ).
KeyGen: For a client, it chooses a random number
x ∈ Zq as private key and produces public key
X = g x . And the client designates a trust verifier
DV to enforce integrity checking. At the same time,
DV runs KeyGen to produce a public-private pair
(y, Y = g y ).

For a PDP scheme, it involves three entities: cloud client,
cloud storage server and the verifier. The cloud server
has huge storage space and computational resources. It
provides data storage service and charges cloud users according to pay-per-use regulation. In general, cloud users TagGen: Assume that the outsourced file F is divided
are the resource-constrained devices, it needs to rent data
into n blocks {m1 , m2 , · · · , mn }, to produce authenstorage service and interact with the cloud server to uptication tag on data block mi , it computes as follows:
load, access and update their stored data. The verifier
may be a cloud user or a delegated party.
1) The client computes ki1 ||ki2 = H1 (Y x , mi );
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2) Then it computes
δi1 = (Y H2 (mi )ki1 +ki2 )
δi2 = X ki1
δi3 = X ki2 .
3) Finally, the authentication tags are denoted as
φ = (δi1 , δi2 , δi3 ), i ≤ i ≤ n.
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satisfies the verification equation. That is to say, the designated verifier’s integrity checking cannot guarantee the
security of outsourced data in cloud server .
In the following, we give the corresponding attack and
analyze the reason to produce such attack.

4.1

Forgery Attack

Let A be an adversary, to forge a false proof information,
The client sends (F, φ) to the cloud server and deletes it randomly chooses R ∈ G and r ∈ Z to set
1
q
them form it local disk.
Challenge phase: In their protocol, only the client or
the designated verifier (DV) is able to verify the
integrity checking of the outsourced data with the
cloud server. To execute the integrity checking, the
verifier randomly chooses a c-element subset I of the
set [1, n], and for i ∈ I(1 ≤ i ≤ c), it selects random
element vi ∈ Zq . Finally, the verifier sends the challenge information chall = {(i, vi )}i∈I to the cloud
server.

δ∗
η

σ∗

σ=
δ=

i=1
c
X

H (mi )vi

i=1

η=

c
X

vi
δi3
.

i=1

The cloud server outputs the proof information pf =
(σ, δ, η) to the verifier as the corresponding response.
VerifyProof: After receiving the returned proof information pf = (σ, δ, η) the designated verifier checks
whether the following equation holds by using public
key X and his private key y.
σ = (δ · η)y

4

(η ∗ δ ∗ )y

vi
δi1

δi22

= R1
= R1−1 · g r
= Y r.

Thus, the forged proof information is (δ ∗ , η ∗ , σ ∗ ).
In the following, we show the forged proof information
(δ ∗ , η ∗ , σ ∗ ) can pass the verification of the designated verifier. since the designated verifier can use its private key
y to compute

GenProof: On receiving the challenge information, the
cloud server computes as follows.
c
X

∗

=

(R1 · R1−1 · g r )y

=

(g ry )

=

Yr

=

σ∗

It means that the forged proof information (δ ∗ , η ∗ , σ ∗ )
satisfies verification equation. Thus, our attack is valid.
The reason to produce such attack is that each component in the proof information pf = (σ, δ, η) is free, the
relation of each component with the other ones among
the proof information cannot be constrained each other.
At the same time, for each challenge, the challenge information has not shown in the verification equation, it
gives the attacker to provide a forgery chance. To overcome such attacker, the relation of elements in the proof
information must be restrained.

4.2

Replay Attack of Cloud Server

In cloud storage, cloud server is a un-trusted entity. Here,
If the equation holds, then it outputs true, otherwise,
we will show that cloud server how to implement replay
outputs false.
attack.
Let pf = (σ, δ, η) be a valid proof information which is
from
a challenge. When the designated verifier makes a
Security Analysis of Ren et al.’s
new challenge with cloud server. Cloud server randomly
Scheme
chooses r ∈ Zq to compute

In [1], by using the Diffie-Hellman agreement key, Ren et
δ∗ = δr
al. proposed an auditing protocol in public cloud. Their
η∗ = ηr
protocol only supports the verification of the client and
σ∗ = σr
the designated verifier, and they also claimed that their
scheme is secure, the security of their scheme is based on
Then, it sets prf ∗ = (δ ∗ , η ∗ , σ ∗ ) as a proof information
the CDH problem. Unfortunately, by analyzing the security of the scheme, we show that their scheme is insecure. and returns it to the designated verifier.
Any one can produce a forged proof information to make
In the following, we show that the returned proof inforthat the designated verifier ensures the returned response mation can pass the verification of the designated verifier.
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2) Then it computes

Since
(δ ∗ · η ∗ )y

=

(δ r · η r )y

δi1 = H0 (name, i, Y x )Y xmi (Y H2 (mi )ki1 +ki2 )x

=

(δ r · η r )y

δi2 = X ki1

=

(δ · η)y·r

δi3 = X ki2

= σr
= σ∗

3) Finally, the authentication tags are denoted as
φ = (δi1 , δi2 , δi3 ), i ≤ i ≤ n.

The client sends (F, φ) to the cloud server and deletes
Obviously, it satisfies the verification equation of the
them form it local disk.
designated verifier. It means that cloud server’s replay
attack is valid.
Challenge phase: The same as Ren et al.’s protocol, in
The reason to produce such attack is that verification
our improved protocol, only the client or the desigequation is independent of each proof information. And
nated verifier (DV) is allowed to verify the integrity
verification equation has homomorphism. Thus, it is very
checking of the outsourced data. To achieving the
easy to result in replay homomorphism attack.
integrity checking, the verifier randomly chooses an
integer c and two keys k1 and k2 for f and π respectively. Then, the verifier sends the challenge infor4.3 Delete Attack
mation chall = (c, k1 , k2 ) to the cloud server.
According to Ren et al.’s scheme, in the VerifyProof phase
and GenProof phase, the stored message F is not used. GenProof: Upon receiving the challenge information
chall = (c, k1 , k2 ), the cloud server computes as folThus, the malicious cloud server can delete the stored
lows.
message F , it only keeps all block’s authentication tags
φ = (δi1 , δi2 , δi3 ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n and each block’s hash value
1) For j = 1 to c, it computes ij = πk2 (j) as the
H2 (mi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then the cloud server can produce a
challenged blocks’ indices, and it computes aj =
valid proof information by all H2 (mi ) and φ. Thus, their
fk1 (j) as random coefficients.
scheme exists the cloud server’s deleting attack.
2) Then compute

5

An Improved Auditing Scheme
in Public Cloud

A=

c
X

ai mi

i=1

;
To overcome the above attacks, based on Diffie- Hellman
key agreement idea, we give an improved auditing scheme.
The details are as follows:
Setup: Let λ be a security parameter, taking λ as an
input, output the following system parameters. G
is a cyclic multiplicative group with the large prime
order q. g is a generator of group G. h is a random element in group G, and select three hash functions H) , H1 and H2 , which satisfy H0 : {0, 1}∗ →
G,H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq and H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq . Let f :
{0, 1}k × {0, 1}log2 n {0, 1}l denotes a pseudo-random
function and π : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}log2 n → {0, 1}log2 n
represents a pseudo-random permutation. The system parameters are
(g, h, G, q, π, f, H0 , H1 , H2 )
KeyGen: In this phase, KeyGen is the same as that of
Ren et al’s scheme.
TagGen: Let F denote the outsourced file, it is separated
into n blocks {m1 , m2 , · · · , mn }, to produce authentication tag on data block mi , it computes as follows:

3) Next it computes
σ=

vi
δi1

i=1

δ=

c
X

H (mi )vi

δi22

i=1

η=

c
X

vi
δi3
.

i=1

The cloud server outputs the proof information pf =
(D = X A , σ, δ, η) to the verifier as the corresponding
response.
VerifyProof: After receiving the returned proof information pf = (D, σ, δ, η) the designated verifier executes as follows:
1) It firstly produces the challenged blocks i and
the corresponding coefficients ai .
2) Then, it computes
R=

c
Y
i=1

1) The client computes ki1 ||ki2 = H1 (Y x , mi );

c
X

.

H0 (i, X y )ai
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3) It checks whether the following equation holds H1 − Oracle: When an adversary A makes a H1 -query
by using public key X and his private key y.
with (∗, mi ), it the record (∗, mi ) exists, then it outputs (ki1 , ki2 ). Otherwise, it tosses a coin with the
−yA
y
σ·X
= (δ · η) · R.
probability P r[coini = 1] = ζ and randomly chooses
yi ∈ Zq to answer the following query.
If the equation holds, then it outputs true, otherwise, outputs false.

6

Security Analysis of the Improved Scheme

1) If coini=0, then B sets Y H2 (mi )ki1 +ki2 = g b ; and
insert (∗, mi , g b , ⊥, ⊥, coini ) in the H1 -list which
is initially empty.
2) If coini=1, then B sets Y H2 (mi )ki1 +ki2 = g yi ;
and insert (∗, mi , g yi , ki1 , ki2 , coini ) in the H1 list, where ki1 , ki2 are two random numbers.

In the section, we show that our improved scheme can
achieve the properties of completeness, soundness and
H2 -Oracle: When an adversary A queries the H2 -oracle
data privacy.
with mi . If the record (mi , χi ) exists in the H2 -list
which is initially empty, then χi is returned. Other6.1 Completeness
wise, B randomly selects χi ∈ Zq and returns it to
For the client and the cloud server, if both of them are
A. And insert (mi, χi ) in the H2 -list.
honest, then for each authentication tag (δi1 , δi2 , δi3 ) and
the challenged information (c, k1 , k2 ), the completeness of TagGen Oracle: When the adversary A makes a
the protocol is demonstrated as follows.
TagGen oracle query with mi . If coini=0 which corresponds to mi in the H1 -list, then it aborts it. Othc
Y
ai
erwise, if mi does not exist in the H1 -list, then it
σ · X −yA =
δi1
· (X y )−A
randomly chooses ki1 , ki2 ∈ Zq to compute
i=1
c
Y
= ( H0 (name, i, Y x )Y xmi (Y H2 (mi )ki1 +ki2 )x )ai
δi1 = (pkcH2 (mi )ki1 +ki2 )r
i=1

·(X y )−A
c
c
Y
Y
(Y H2 (mi )ki1 +ki2 ))ai x
= ( H0 (name, i, Y x ))ai
i=1
c
Y

=(

H0 (name, i, Y x ))ai

i=1

i=1
c
Y

(X H2 (mi )ki1 +ki2 ))ai y

= pkcki1

δi3

= pkcki2 .

If mi exists in the H1 -list, then it uses the returned
ki1 , ki2 to produce authentication tag. Finally, B returns (δi1 , δi2 , δi3 ) to the adversary A.

i=1

= (δ · η)y · R.

6.2

δi2

Forgery: The adversary A outputs the forgery authentication tag on message m∗ as follows:

Soundness

Theorem 1. If there exists a malicious cloud server can
produce a false proof information to convince the designated verifier that the outsourced data is integrity in our
improved scheme, then the CDH problem in group G can
be solved.
Proof. We will show for any PPT adversary A who wins
the soundness of the game, there exists a challenger B
that can construct a simulator S to solve an instance of
the CDH problem.
Setup: Let (g, g a , g b ) be an instance of the CDH problem. B sets (G, g, q) as system parameters. Let the
attacked client’s public key be pkc and set pkc = g a .
And B randomly choose r ∈ Zq as private key of
the designated verifier and computes its public key
pkv = g r .
Queries: A can adaptively make the following queries
H0 -Oracle, H1 -Oracle,H2 -Oracle and TagGen-oracle
during the execution. B responses these oracles as
follows.

∗
∗
∗
(m∗ , δi1
, δi2
, δi3
).

If the verification fails or the coin∗i = 0 which corresponds to m∗ in the H1 -list, then B claims it is
failure. Otherwise,
∗
δi1

=
=

∗
∗
H (m∗ )ki1
+ki2
a

(pkv 2
(g

= g

)

∗
∗
H2 (m∗ )ki1
+ki2
a

)

ab

It means that the CDH problem can be solved . Obviously, it is in contradiction with the difficulty of
solving the CDH problem.

Theorem 2. For the cloud server, if it can return a false
proof information which passes the verification of the designators, then the Chosen-Target-CDH problem is able to
be solved.
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Proof. Assume that there exists a probabilistic adversary Output: Eventually, the adversary outputs a proof inA which breaks our improved mutual PDP scheme, then
formation (Di∗ , δi∗ , ηi∗ , σi∗ ), it should satisfies
we are able to construct a solver B of the Chosen -Targetσ ∗ = (δ ∗ · η ∗ · D∗ )y · R∗ .
CDH problem, which uses A to solve the Chosen- TargetCDH problem.
Obviously, (Si , Ti ) and (S ∗ = δ ∗ · η ∗ D∗ , T ∗ = σ ∗ /R∗ )
First of all, B initializes A by setting up the system
are different. It means that the solver B can output
parameters. Therefore, the solver B chooses a group G1
it outputs qp +1 pairs (Si , Ti ), however, it only makes
with prime order q. g is a generator of group G1 .
q
p target oracle queries. Due to difficulty of solving
The solver B asks for an instance of the Chosenthe
Chosen-Target-CDH, our improved PDP scheme
Target-Inverse-CDH problem in the group G1 . It receives
a
is
secure.
2-tuple (g, g ) for some random secret number a ∈ Zq .
And it is allowed to access the target oracles and the
helper oracles.
In the following game, B randomly chooses k ∈ Zq
to compute X = g k as the public key of the challenged 7
Performance Analysis
client. And set Y = g a as the public key of the designated
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the imverifier.
proved scheme in terms of computational cost. In cloud
Queries: Once A is started with public parameters and storage, data owner is a resource-restricting entity and
public keys X, Y as input, a series of following the auditor is a very resource demanding service entity in
queries may occur, where H1 -Oracle, H2 -Oracle, and terms of computational resource. Their computation effiTagGen Oracle are the same as those of Theorem 1. ciency has very important influence on the whole system.
Therefore, we simulate the computational cost of the data
Proof-Oracle: In this query, the challenger C behaves owner and the verifier on a Mac OS X system with an Inas the verifier and the adversary acts as the prover tel Core 2 Duo CPU at 2.5 GHz and 4.00-GB RAM. The
and query the solver B. And C makes at most qp code uses the pairing-based cryptography library version
proof queries.
0.5.12 to simulate the improved scheme.
C makes a challenge information chall = (ci , ki1 , ki2 )
to the adversary A, then the adversary A does as
follows.

7.1

Computational Cost of Data Owner

In our scheme, computational cost of data owner is determined by the number of producing tags for data block.
1) For j = 1 to ci , it computes ij = πk2i (j) as
For a constant size data file M , the number of data block
the challenged block’s indices, and it computes
sizeof (M )
is computed as n = sizeof
(mblock ) , where sizeof (mblock )
aji = fk1i (j) as random coefficients. And it
denotes
the
length
of
each
data
block. When we consider
computes
the time of producing a tag for one data block, it is easy
c
to see that the computational time can be denoted as
Y
Ri =
H0 (j, X)aj
T imetag = 5CM ul + 2CH
j=1

where H0 (j, X) has already been queried by the where the symbols CH and CM ul denote hash operation
which map to point of group G and point multiplication.
adversary.
The total tag generation time for a constant size of
2) Then it queries the solver B for a random ele- data M can be computed as
ment, and B makes a query to its target oracle,
sizeof (M )
and receives a random element Si ∈ G1 as anT T imetag =
(2CH + 5CM ul ).
(1)
swer from its target oracle.
sizeof (mblock )
3) Subsequently, it randomly selects r ∈ Zq,Qi ∈
According to Equation (1), we know the size of data
G1 and sets δi = Qi , Di = g r and ηi = Si /(Qi · block has influences on computation time of data owner.
Di ).
Figure 1 shows the total computation time of generating
4) Next the adversary sends Si to the solver B, at all the data tags for 1 MByte data component versus the
the same time, the solver B sends to the helper size of each data block.
oracle the value Si , and obtains as answer the
value Ti = Sia . Finally, return it the adversary 7.2 Computational Cost of the Verifier
A.
In our scheme, the computational cost of the verifier in5) Finally, it sets σi = Ti /Ri and returns proof cludes the verification of data integrity checking equation.
information (Di , δi , ηi , σi ).
And it is linear to the number c of the challenged data
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Figure 1: Impact of data block’s size on computation time
of data owner
blocks. It is easy to see that the computational time can
be described as
T imever = (c)CH + (c + 2)CM ul + 3Ce .
According to the above equation, we know that computation cost of the verifier is influenced by the challenged
block’s number. However, the time-consuming pairing operation is required in our improved scheme.

8

Conclusions

In this paper, we analyze the security of Ren et al.’s mutual PDP scheme, and show that their scheme is insecure
against forgery attack, replay attack and deleting attack.
It does not satisfy the security which are claimed in their
scheme. After analyzing the reasons to produce such attacks, we proposed an improved PDP scheme to overcome
the attacks which we launch on their scheme. Finally, we
also analyze the security of the improved PDP scheme,
and show that it is secure under the Chosen- Target-CDH
problem.
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Abstract

residue class ring modulo 2p. Put D0 = hg 2 i = {g 2n
(mod 2p) : n = 0, 1, . . . , (p − 3)/2} ⊂ Z2p , and D1 =
We determine the exact values of the linear complexity {g 2n+1 (mod 2p) : n = 0, 1, . . . , (p − 3)/2} ⊂ Z2p . If we
(LC) of 2p-periodic quaternary sequences over Z4 (the write Ei = {2u (mod 2p) : u ∈ Di } for i = 0, 1, we have
residue class ring modulo 4) defined from the generalized the following partition
cyclotomic classes modulo 2p in terms of the theory of
Galois rings of characteristic 4, where p is an odd prime.
Z2p = D0 ∪ D1 ∪ E0 ∪ E1 ∪ {0, p}.
It is more difficult and complicated to consider sequences
over Z4 than that over finite fields due to the zero divisors We remark that D0 ∪ D1 is exactly the set of all odd
in Z4 . Hence it brings some interesting twists. We prove numbers in Z2p \ {p} and E0 ∪ E1 is exactly the set of all
even numbers in Z2p \ {0}.
the main results as follows

In terms of the generalized cyclotomic classes above,
2p,
if p ≡ −3 (mod 8),


Chen
and Du [5] defined a family of quaternary sequences


2p − 1,
if p ≡ 3 (mod 8),


(e
)
u u≥0 with elements in the finite field F4 = {0, 1, α, 1 +

p,
if p ≡ −1 (mod 16),
α}
as
LC =
p + 1,
if p ≡ 1 (mod 16),





(p + 1)/2, if p ≡ −9 (mod 16),

0,
if u = 0 or u ∈ D0 ,





(p + 3)/2, if p ≡ 9 (mod 16),
1,
if u ∈ D1 ,
eu =
1
+
α,
if u = p or u ∈ E0 ,


which answers an open problem proposed by Kim, Hong

α,
if u ∈ E1 .
and Song.
Keywords: Cryptography; Galois Rings; Generalized Cy- They determined the linear complexity of (eu )u≥0 in [5].
clotomic Classes; Linear Complexity; Quaternary Se- Later Ke, Yang and Zhang [15] calculated their autocorquences; Stream Ciphers
relation values.2 In fact, before [5, 15] Kim, Hong and
Song [17] defined another family of quaternary sequences
(su )u≥0 with elements in Z4 = {0, 1, 2, 3}, the residue
1 Introduction
class ring modulo 4, as follows

Due to applications of quaternary sequences in commu0, if u = 0 or u ∈ D0 ,



nication systems, radar and cryptography [12], it is of
1, if u ∈ D1 ,
su =
(1)
interest to design large families of quaternary sequences.
2, if u = p or u ∈ E0 ,



Certain quaternary sequences were defined in the lit3, if u ∈ E1 .
erature1 by using generalized cyclotomic classes modulo 2p for an odd prime p. Let g be an odd number They derived the periodic autocorrelation function of
such that g is a primitive root modulo p and modulo (s )
u u≥0 . However, as we know, the question about the
2p simultaneously. We note that such g always exits,
2 Ke and Zhang extended to define quaternary cyclotomic sesee [14]. We denote by Z2p = {0, 1, . . . , 2p − 1} the
1 The

generalized cyclotomic classes modulo 2p are also used to
define binary sequences [3, 4, 7, 11, 26].

quences of length 2pm [16]. Chang and Li defined quaternary cyclotomic sequences of length 2pq [1]. Both are over the finite field
F4 .
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linear complexity of (su )u≥0 is still open due to the phe- (I). If P (γ v ) = 0 for all v ∈ Di , where i = 0, 1, then we
nomenon of zero divisors in Z4 . In this work, we will
have
Y
develop a way to solve this problem using the theory of
P (X) = P1 (X)
(X − γ v )
Galois rings of characteristic 4. We note that there are
v∈Di
many quaternary sequences over Z4 have been investifor some polynomial P1 (X) ∈ GR(4r , 4)[X]. Simigated in the literature, see e.g., [2, 8, 9, 10, 21, 22, 25].
larly, If P (γ v ) = 0 for all v ∈ Ei , where i = 0, 1,
We recall that the linear complexity LC((su )u≥0 ) of
then we have
(su )u≥0 above is the least order L of a linear recurrence
Y
relation (i.e., linear feedback shift register, or LFSR for
(X − γ v )
P (X) = P2 (X)
short) over Z4
v∈Ei

su+L + c1 su+L−1 + . . . + cL−1 su+1 + cL su = 0

for u ≥ 0,

for some polynomial P2 (X) ∈ GR(4r , 4)[X].

which is satisfied by (su )u≥0 and where c1 , c2 , . . . , cL ∈
v
Z4 , see [23]. The connection polynomial is C(X) given by (II). If P (γ ) = 0 for all v ∈ {p} ∪ D0 ∪ D1 , then we
have
1 + c1 X + . . . + cL X L . We note that C(0) = 1. Let
P (X) = P3 (X)(X p + 1)
2p−1
S(X) = s0 + s1 X + . . . + s2p−1 X
∈ Z4 [X]
for some polynomial P3 (X) ∈ GR(4r , 4)[X]. Simibe the generating polynomial of (su )u≥0 . Then an LFSR
larly, if P (γ v ) = 0 for all v ∈ {0} ∪ E0 ∪ E1 , then we
with a connection polynomial C(X) generates (su )u≥0 , if
have
and only if [23],
P (X) = P4 (X)(X p − 1)
S(X)C(X) ≡ 0

(mod X 2p − 1),

for some polynomial P4 (X) ∈ Z4 [X].

where C(X) ∈ Z4 [X] satisfies C(0) = 1. That is,

(III). If P (0) = 1, P (γ v ) = 0 for v ∈ Z2p \ {0, p}, and
P (±1) ∈ {0, 2}, then we have deg P (X) ≥ 2p − 1.
LC((su )) = min{deg(C(X)) : C(X) ∈ Z4 [X], C(0) = 1,
Furthermore, if either P (1) = P (−1) = 0 or P (1) =
T
S(X)C(X) ≡ 0 (mod X − 1)}.
P (−1) = 2, we have deg P (X) ≥ 2p.
(2)
Let r be the order of 2 modulo p. We denote
We give a proof of both lemmas in the Appendix for
by GR(4r , 4) the Galois ring of order 4r of character- the convenience of the reader.
istic 4, which is isomorphic to the residue class ring
Z4 [X]/(f (X)), where f (X) ∈ Z4 [X] is a basic irreducible
polynomial of degree r [24, 19]. The group of units of 2
Linear Complexity of (su )u≥0
GR(4r , 4), denoted by GR∗ (4r , 4), contains a cyclic subgroup of order 2r − 1. Since p|(2r − 1), let β ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) 2.1 Auxiliary Lemmas
be of order p. Then we find that γ = 3β ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) is of
order 2p 3 . From Equation (2), we will consider the values We describe a relationship among D0 , D1 , E0 and E1 .
S(γ v ) for v = 0, 1, . . . , 2p − 1, which allow us to derive the
linear complexity of (su )u≥0 . Due to S(X) ∈ Z4 [X], we Lemma 3. Let i, j ∈ {0, 1}.
cannot consider it in the same way as those in finite fields.
(I). For v ∈ Di , we have
For example, 1 and 3 are the roots of 2X −2 ∈ Z4 [X], but
2X − 2 is not divisible by (X − 1)(X − 3), i.e., in the ring
vDj , {vu (mod 2p) : u ∈ Dj } = Di+j mod 2 ,
Z4 [X] the number of roots of a polynomial can be greater
than its degree. So we need to develop some necessary
and
technique here. Indeed, the theory of Galois ring enters
into our problem by means of the following lemmas.
vEj , {vu (mod 2p) : u ∈ Ej } = Ei+j mod 2 .
Lemma 1. Let P (X) ∈ Z4 [X] be a non-constant polynomial. If ξ ∈ GR(4r , 4) is a root of P (X), we have (II). For v ∈ Ei , we have
P (X) = (X − ξ)Q1 (X) for some polynomial Q1 (X) ∈
vDj , {vu (mod 2p) : u ∈ Dj } = Ei+j mod 2 ,
GR(4r , 4)[X].
Furthermore, if η ∈ GR(4r , 4) is another root of P (X)
and
and η−ξ is a unit, we have P (X) = (X −ξ)(X −η)Q2 (X),
where Q1 (X) = (X − η)Q2 (X).
vEj , {vu (mod 2p) : u ∈ Ej } = Ei+j mod 2
Lemma 2. Let γ ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) be of order 2p, and let
P (X) ∈ Z4 [X] be any non-constant polynomial.
if p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), and otherwise
3 In the context we always suppose that γ ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) is of
order 2p.

vEj , {vu (mod 2p) : u ∈ Ej } = Ei+j+1 mod 2 .
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(III). If p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), we have
Di = {(v + p)

So, Di = {(v + p) (mod 2p) : v ∈ Ei } if p ≡ ±1
(mod 8).

(mod 2p) : v ∈ Ei },

The equality Di+1 mod 2 = {(v + p) (mod 2p) : v ∈
Ei } for p ≡ ±3 (mod 8) is proved similarly as the
first. Here, if v runs through D0 (resp. D1 ), then
p + 2v modulo 2p runs through D1 (resp. D0 ).

and otherwise
Di+1 mod 2 = {(v + p)

(mod 2p) : v ∈ Ei }.

(IV). If p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), we have
Ei = {(v + p)

(mod 2p) : v ∈ Di },

(IV). Comes from (III).
(V). In fact first, the set
{u + p : u ∈ D1 , u < p} ∪ {u − p : u ∈ D1 , u > p}

and otherwise
Ei+1 mod 2 = {(v + p)

615

exactly contains |D1 | even numbers. Second, we suppose that a ∈ E0 for some

(mod 2p) : v ∈ Di }.

(V). If p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), we have

a ∈ {u + p : u ∈ D1 , u < p} ∪ {u − p : u ∈ D1 , u > p}.

Ei = {u+p : u ∈ Di , u < p}∪{u−p : u ∈ Di , u > p}.

Write a ≡ 2v (mod 2p) for some v ∈ D0 . From the
definition of D0 , we see that v is a quadratic residue
modulo p. Then a is a quadratic residue modulo p
due to p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), in which case 2 is a quadratic
residue modulo p [14]. However, a is of the form u+p
or u − p for some u ∈ D1 , and a ≡ u (mod p) is a
quadratic non-residue modulo p, a contradiction. So

Proof.
(I). If v ∈ Di for i = 0, 1 and u ∈ Dj for j = 0, 1 then
we can write v ≡ g i+2k (mod 2p), 0 ≤ k ≤ (p − 3)/2
and u ≡ g j+2l (mod 2p), 0 ≤ l ≤ (p − 3)/2. So, vu ≡
g i+j+2k+2l (mod 2p), which implies vu ∈ Di+j mod 2 .
Since |vDi | = |Di+j mod 2 |, it follows that vDi =
Di+j mod 2 . The equality vEj = Ei+j+1 mod 2 can
be proved similarly.

{u+p : u ∈ D1 , u < p}∪{u−p : u ∈ D1 , u > p} ⊆ E1 ,
and both have the same cardinality.

(II). Let v ∈ Ei . We write v ≡ 2u (mod 2p), u ∈ Di .
Therefore, by (I) and our definitions we have
vDj = 2uDj = 2Di+j mod 2 = Ei+j mod 2 .

For i = 0, 1, let

Now, we consider vEj . First, we have by (I) again

X

Si (X) =

Xu

u∈Di

vEj = 2uEj = 2Ei+j mod 2 .
and
Second, for any w ∈ 2Ei+j mod 2 , we can write w ≡
4a (mod 2p) for a ∈ Di+j mod 2 . Clearly w is even
and w ∈ E0 ∪ E1 , so we get w ≡ 2b (mod 2p) for
b ∈ D0 ∪ D1 . Then we have b ≡ 2a (mod p).

Ti (X) = Si (X 2 ) =

X

Xu

(mod X 2p − 1).

u∈Ei

According to Equation (1), the generating polynomial of
For p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), in which case 2 is a quadratic
(su )u≥0 is
residue modulo p [14], we have b ∈ Di+j mod 2 ,
which leads to w ≡ 2b (mod 2p) ∈ Ei+j mod 2 , i.e.,
S(X) = 2X p + S1 (X) + 2T0 (X) + 3T1 (X).
(3)
2Ei+j mod 2 ⊆ Ei+j mod 2 . Since 2Ei+j mod 2 and
Ei+j mod 2 have the same cardinality, it follows that As mentioned before, we will consider the values S(γ v ) for
vEj = 2Ei+j mod 2 = Ei+j mod 2 .
a unit γ ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) of order 2p and v = 0, 1, . . . , 2p − 1.
The case of p ≡ ±3 (mod 8) follows in a similar way, According to the definitions of D0 , D1 , E0 and E1 , we will
in which case 2 is a quadratic non-residue modulo p. describe S(γ v ) in the following lemma in terms of S0 (γ)
(or S1 (γ)) due to the fact that in the ring GR(4r , 4)
(III). Let p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), since 2 is a quadratic residue
modulo p [14], we can find when v runs through D0
p−1
X
X
(resp. D1 ), p + 2v modulo 2p runs through D0 (resp.
S0 (γ) + S1 (γ) =
γu =
γ 2j+1 − γ p = 1. (4)
D1 ). Since otherwise, if p + 2v 0 (mod 2p) ∈ D1
j=0
u∈D0 ∪D1
for some v 0 ∈ D1 , then we write p + 2v 0 ≡ g 1+2k0
(mod 2p) for some integer k0 , from which we derive Lemma 4. Let γ ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) be of order 2p, and let
2v 0 ≡ g 1+2k0 (mod p). It leads to the result that 2 S(X) be the generating polynomial of (su )u≥0 described in
is a quadratic non-residue modulo p, a contradiction. Equation (3).
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(I). If p ≡ ±3 (mod 8), we have

 1 − 2S0 (γ), if v ∈ D0 ,
−1 + 2S0 (γ), if v ∈ D1 ,
S(γ v ) =

3,
if v ∈ E0 ∪ E1 .

Lemma 5. With notations

(p − 5)/4,



(p − 3)/4,
[0, 0] =
(p − 1)/4,



(p + 1)/4,

(II). If p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), we have

0,
if v ∈ D0 ∪ D1 ,

2 − 2S0 (γ), if v ∈ E0 ,
S(γ v ) =

2S0 (γ),
if v ∈ E1 .

and

Proof.
(I). Let p ≡ ±3 (mod 8). By Lemma 3(I) we first get

1 − S0 (γ), if v ∈ D0 ,
S1 (γ v ) =
S0 (γ),
if v ∈ D1 .


(p − 1)/4,



(p + 1)/4,
[0, 1] =
(p − 5)/4,



(p − 3)/4,

616

as before. We have
if
if
if
if

p ≡ 1 (mod 8),
p ≡ 7 (mod 8),
p ≡ 5 (mod 8),
p ≡ 3 (mod 8),

if
if
if
if

p ≡ 1 (mod 8),
p ≡ 7 (mod 8),
p ≡ 5 (mod 8),
p ≡ 3 (mod 8),

Proof. Since g used above is also a primitive modulo p,
we write
H0 = {g 2n

(mod p) : n = 0, 1, . . . , (p − 3)/2}

and

Second, for any v ∈ Ej for j ∈ {0, 1}, write v = 2v for
H1 = {g 1+2n (mod p) : n = 0, 1, . . . , (p − 3)/2}.
v ∈ Dj . We see that p + 2v ∈ Dj+1 by Lemma 3(III)
We find that for i = 0, 1
and γ v = γ 2v = −γ p+2v , by Lemma 3(I) we derive
X
{u (mod p) : u ∈ Di } = Hi
S1 (γ v ) = S1 (−γ p+2v ) = −
γ u(p+2v)
u∈D1
and
P w

−
γ
,
if
v
∈
D
,
{2u (mod p) : u ∈ Di } = Hi+` mod 2 ,
0

w∈D
P0 w
=
where ` = 0 if p ≡ ±1 (mod 8) and ` = 1 if p ≡ ±3
γ , if v ∈ D1 ,
 −
w∈D1
(mod 8), i.e., ` = 0 if 2 is a quadratic residue modulo p,
and ` = 1 otherwise [14]. Therefore,
which leads to

[i, j] = |(1 + Di ) ∩ Ej | = |(1 + Hi ) ∩ Hj+` mod 2 |.
−S0 (γ),
if v ∈ E0 ,
v
S1 (γ ) =
−1 + S0 (γ), if v ∈ E1 .
We conclude the proof by applying the values of |(1 +
Hi ) ∩ Hj | computed in [13].
Similarly, by Lemma 3(I)-(IV), we have

With the values of [0, 0] and [0, 1], we prove the follow−1 + S0 (γ), if v ∈ D0 ,


ing statement, which is a generalization of [6, Theorem

−S0 (γ),
if v ∈ D1 ,
1].
T0 (γ v ) =
S
(γ),
if v ∈ E0 ,

0


Lemma 6. Let γ ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) be of order 2p. Then we
1 − S0 (γ), if v ∈ E1 ,
have

and
(p − 1)/4, if p ≡ 1 (mod 8),




−S
(γ),
if
v
∈
D
,
(p
+ 1)/4, if p ≡ −1 (mod 8),

0
0

(S0 (γ))2 = S0 (γ) +

−1 + S0 (γ), if v ∈ D1 ,
(p
+ 1)/4, if p ≡ 3 (mod 8),

v

T1 (γ ) =

1
−
S
(γ),
if
v
∈
E
,
(p
− 1)/4, if p ≡ −3 (mod 8).

0
0


S0 (γ),
if v ∈ E1 .
Proof. By the definition of S0 (X) we have
Then putting everything together, we get the first
(p−3)/2
(p−3)/2
X
X
2l
2m
2m
2(l−m)
assertion.
+1)
(S0 (γ))2 =
γ g +g =
γ g (g
.
The second assertion of this lemma can be proved in
l,m=0
l,m=0
a similar way.
For each fixed m, since the order of g modulo 2p is p − 1,
we see that l − m modulo (p − 1) runs through the range
0, 1, . . . , (p − 3)/2 if l does. So we have
So in order to determine the values of S(γ v ), it is
(p−3)/2
sufficient to calculate S0 (γ). We need the parameter
X
2m
2n
(S0 (γ))2 =
γ g (g +1) .
(5)
[i, j] for i, j ∈ {0, 1}, which is the cardinality of the set
m,n=0
(1 + Di ) ∩ Ej , i.e.,
[i, j] = |(1 + Di ) ∩ Ej |,
where 1 + Di = {1 + u (mod 2p) : u ∈ Di }.

Since g is odd, we see that g 2n + 1 (mod 2p) is even
for any n. That is, g 2n + 1 (mod 2p) ∈ E0 ∪ E1 ∪ {0}. So
we consider g 2n + 1 (mod 2p) in three different cases.
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Case 1. Let
N0 = {n : 0 ≤ n ≤ (p−3)/2, g 2n +1

617

Lemma P8. Let γ ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) be of order 2p with
S0 (γ) = u∈D0 γ u ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4), and let S(X) be the gen(mod 2p) ∈ E0 }. erating polynomial
of (su )u≥0 described in Equation (3).

In fact, the cardinality |N0 | of N0 equals [0, 0]. For (I). For any odd prime p, we have
each n ∈ N0 , as the proof of Lemma 4 we obtain that

by Equation (4)
p + 1, if v = 0,
v
S(γ ) =
2,
if v = p.
(p−3)/2
X
X
2m
2n
γ g (g +1) =
γ 2v = S0 (γ 2 ) = S0 (−γ p+2 )
(II). If p ≡ ±3 (mod 8), we have
m=0
v∈D0

−S0 (γ),
if p ≡ ±1 (mod 8),
S(γ v ) ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4), for all v ∈ D0 ∪ D1 ∪ E0 ∪ E1 .
=
−1 + S0 (γ), if p ≡ ±3 (mod 8).
(III). If p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), we have

0, if v ∈ D0 ∪ D1 ∪ E0 ,
v
N1 = {n : 0 ≤ n ≤ (p−3)/2, g 2n +1 (mod 2p) ∈ E1 }.
S(γ ) =
2, if v ∈ E1 .
Then the cardinality |N1 | equals [0, 1]. Now for each
n ∈ N1 , we obtain that
Proof. (I) can be checked easily. (II) and (III) follow
immediately from Lemmas 4 and 7.
(p−3)/2
X
X
g 2m (g 2n +1)
2v
2
p+2
γ
=
γ = S1 (γ ) = S1 (−γ
)
In the following subsections, we will derive linear comm=0
v∈D1
plexity
of (su )u≥0 in Equation (2) by considering the fac
−1 + S0 (γ), if p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), torization of S(X).
=
−S0 (γ),
if p ≡ ±3 (mod 8).

Case 2. Similar to Case 1, we let

2.2

Linear Complexity for the Case p ≡

Case 3. There is an n such that (g 2n + 1) ≡ 0 (mod 2p)
±3 (mod 8)
if and only if p ≡ 1 (mod 4). In this case, we have
P(p−3)/2 g2m (g2n +1)
n = (p − 1)/4 and m=0 γ
= (p − 1)/2. Theorem 1. Let (su )u≥0 be the quaternary sequence over
Z4 defined by Equation (1). Then the linear complexity
Let p ≡ 1 (mod 8). Using Equation (5) we obtain
of (su )u≥0 satisfies
that

2p,
if p ≡ −3 (mod 8),
(S0 (γ))2 = |N0 |·(−S0 (γ))+|N1 |·(−1+S0 (γ))+(p−1)/2. LC((su )u≥0 ) =
2p − 1, if p ≡ 3 (mod 8).
Then we get the desired result by using the values
Proof. With notations as before.
That is, we use
of[0, 0] (=|N0 |) and [0, 1] (= |N1 |) in Lemma 5.
S(X) the generating polynomial of (su )u≥0P
and let γ ∈
u
The assertions for p ≡ −1, 3, −3 (mod 8) can be ob- GR∗ (4r , 4) be of order 2p with S0 (γ) =
∈
u∈D0 γ
∗ r
tained in a similar way.
GR (4 , 4). Suppose that C(X) ∈ Z4 [X] is a connection
With the help of Lemma 6 we now deduce the values polynomial of (su )u≥0 . We remark that min deg(C(X)) ≤
of S0 (γ). It is clear that S0 (γ) ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) or S1 (γ) ∈ 2p.
For p ≡ ±3 (mod 8), by Equation (2) and Lemma 8(II)
GR∗ (4r , 4) from Equation (4). Therefore, without loss of
we
get
∗ r
generality we always suppose that S (γ) ∈ GR (4 , 4).
0

(Of course, if one supposes that S1 (γ) ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4), then
S1 (γ) will be used in the context.)

C(γ v ) = 0 for all v ∈ D0 ∪ D1 ∪ E0 ∪ E1 .

0
p 4
Lemma P7. Let γ ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) be of order 2p with Now we consider the values of C(γ ) and C(γ ). Let
s(X) and c(X) be the polynomials of degree < 2 such
S0 (γ) = u∈D0 γ u ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4). We have
that

S(X) ≡ s(X) (mod X 2 − 1)
1,
if
p
≡
±1
(mod
16),



ρ,
if p ≡ ±5 (mod 16),
and
S0 (γ) =
3,
if p ≡ ±9 (mod 16),


C(X) ≡ c(X) (mod X 2 − 1).

2 + ρ, if p ≡ ±13 (mod 16),
If p ≡ −3 (mod 8), we have S(−1) = S(1) = 2 by
where ρ satisfies the equation ρ2 + 3ρ + 3 = 0 over Z4 .
Lemma 8(I). It follows that s(X) = 2 or s(X) = 2X. So
Proof. Let p ≡ ±1 (mod 16). Then, by Lemma 6, we by Equation (2) again, we see that

obtain that (S0 (γ))2 = S0 (γ). Under given assumptions
about S0 (γ), we have S0 (γ) = 1. The other assertions of
this lemma can be proved in a similar way.

c(X) ∈ {0, 2, 2X, 2X + 2}
4 In

fact, C(γ 0 ) = C(1) and C(γ p ) = C(−1).
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and hence either C(−1) = C(1) = 0 or C(−1) = C(1) =
2.
In terms of all values of C(γ v ) for v = 0, 1, . . . , 2p −
1 above, by Lemma 2(III) we have deg C(X) ≥ 2p.
Consequently, we get min deg(C(X)) = 2p and hence
LC((su )u≥0 ) = 2p for this case.
Similarly if p ≡ 3 (mod 8), we have S(1) = 0 and
S(−1) = 2 by Lemma 8(I), and hence s(X) = 1 − X.
Then we get
c(X) ∈ {0, 2, X + 1, 2X + 2}

618

is a part of this sum. Therefore, there must exist the
elements b1 , . . . , bn such that
am = (−1)m

n
X

S0 (γ bi ) + A,

i=0

where
A = |{a|a ≡ (i1 + i2 + . . . + im ) ≡ 0 (mod p) and i1 <
i2 < . . . < im ; i1 , i2 , . . . , im ∈ D0 }|.
By Lemma 7 and the proof of Lemma 4 we have that
S0 (γ bi ) ∈ Z4 . This completes the proof of Lemma 9.

and hence C(−1) = C(1) = 0, or C(−1) = C(1) = 2, or
Since γ v is a root of X p + 1 for any v ∈ {p} ∪ D0 ∪ D1 ,
C(−1) = 0 and C(1) = 2. Then by Lemma 2(III) we have and γ v1 − γ v2 ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) for distinct v , v ∈ {p} ∪ D ∪
1 2
0
deg C(X) ≥ 2p − 1.
D1 , it follows that
On the other hand, since s(X) = 1 − X, we see that
S(X) is divisible by X − 1 over Z4 , from which we derive
X p + 1 = (X + 1)Γ0 (X)Γ1 (X),
(6)
S(X) ·

X 2p − 1
≡0
X −1

from Lemma 2 and the definitions on Γ0 (X) and Γ1 (X).
Similarly, we have

(mod X 2p − 1).

2p

−1
Then XX−1
is a connection polynomial of (su )u≥0 . So
X p − 1 = (X − 1)Λ0 (X)Λ1 (X).
we get min deg(C(X)) = 2p − 1, i.e., LC((su )u≥0 ) = 2p −
1.
Now, let us explore the expansion of

2.3

(7)

p

S(X) = 2X + S1 (X) + 2T0 (X) + 3T1 (X).
Linear Complexity for the Case p ≡
±1 (mod 8)
Lemma 10. We have the polynomial factoring in the ring

Due to Lemma 8(III), it is more complicated to determine Z4 [X]
the connection polynomial C(X) with the smallest degree
S
when p ≡ ±1 (mod 8). For j = 0, 1, define
1 (X)p+ 3T1 (X) =
(X − 1)Γ0 (X)U1 (X),


Y
Y

if p ≡ ±1 (mod 16),
Γj (X) =
(X − γ v ) and Λj (X) =
(X − γ v ),
p
(X
−
1)Γ
(X)U
(X)
+
2(X p + 1),

v∈Dj
v∈Ej
0
2


if p ≡ ±9 (mod 16),
where γ ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4) is of order 2p with S0 (γ) =
P
u
∗ r
u∈D0 γ ∈ GR (4 , 4). In particular, by Lemma 3(IV) and
we have for j = 0, 1,
p
2X
+ 2T0 (X)
Y
v+p
Γ0 (X)Λ0 (X)(X − 1)V1 (X) + 2(X p + 1),

Λj (X) =
(X − γ
).


if p ≡ −1, −9 (mod 16),
v∈Dj
=
p
Γ
(X)Λ
(X)V
(X)
+
2(X
+ 1),

0
0
2


Lemma 9. If p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), then Γj (X) and Λj (X)
if p ≡ 1, 9 (mod 16),
are polynomials over Z4 for j = 0, 1.
Proof. We only consider Γ (X) here, for Γ (X), Λ (X) where Ui (X), Vi (X) ∈ Z4 [X], i = 1, 2.
0

1

0

and Λ1 (X) it can be done in a similar manner. It is Proof. Since p ≡ ±1 (mod 8), by Lemma 3(V) we obtain
sufficient to show that the coefficients of Γ0 (X)
X
X
X
S1 (X) + 3T1 (X) =
Xu + 3
Xu
m
i1 +i2 +...+im
am = (−1)
γ
∈ Z4
u∈D1
u∈E1
i1 <i2 <...<im
X
X
X
X
i1 ,i2 ,...,im ∈D0
=
Xu +
Xu + 3
X u+p + 3
X u−p
u∈D1
for 1 ≤ m ≤ (p − 1)/2.
u<p
Let γ b be a term of the last sum and b ≡ i1 +i2 +. . .+im
(mod 2p), b 6≡ 0 (mod p). By Lemma 3 for any n : 0 <
n < (p − 1)/2 we have that g 2n ij ∈ D0 , j = 0, . . . , m.
2n
Hence, XQ− γ g ij , j = 0, . . . , m are the factors in the
2n
2n
2n
product v∈Dj (X − γ v ). So, γ g i1 . . . γ g im = γ g b is
Write
also a term of this sum for any n = 0, ..., (p − 3)/2, i.e.,

γb + γg

2

b

+ · · · + γg

p−3

b

= S0 (γ b )

u∈D1

u∈D1

u>p

u∈D1

u<p

u>p




X
X


= (X p + 3) 3
Xu +
X u−p  .
u∈D1

u∈D1

u<p

M (X) = 3

X
u∈D1

u<p

Xu +

u>p

X
u∈D1

u>p

X u−p .
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With the choice of γ as before, if v ∈ D0 , we have
X
X
M (γ v ) = 3
γ vu +
γ v(u−p)
u∈D1

u∈D1

u<p

−

=

X
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On the other hand, from the fact that

0, if p ≡ −1 (mod 8),
2 + 2T0 (1) = p + 1 =
2, if p ≡ 1 (mod 8),

u>p

γ

vu

u∈D1

−

X

and Γ0 (1)Λ0 (1) ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4), we write

γ vu

u∈D1

u<p

G(X 2 ) = (X − 1)V1 (X)

u>p

−S1 (γ) = −1 + S0 (γ),

=

for p ≡ −1 (mod 16) or p ≡ −9 (mod 16). Otherwise, we
2
where we use γ = −1 and Equation (4). So for v ∈ D0 , write V2 (X) = G(X ). Putting everything together, we
complete the proof of the second statement.
by Lemma 7 we get

Lemma 11. Let S(X) be the generating polynomial of
0, if p ≡ ±1 (mod 16),
M (γ v ) =
(su )u≥0 described in (3). We have in the ring Z4 [X]
2, if p ≡ ±9 (mod 16),

(X − 1)Γ0 (X)Γ1 (X)W1 (X),

from which, and by Lemma 2, we derive



if p ≡ −1 (mod 16),





Γ0 (X)U1 (X),
if p ≡ ±1 (mod 16),
 Γ0 (X)Γ1 (X)W2 (X),


M (X) =
if p ≡ 1 (mod 16),
2 + Γ0 (X)U2 (X), if p ≡ ±9 (mod 16),
S(X) =
(X − 1)Γ0 (X)Γ1 (X)Λ0 (X)W3 (X),




where U1 (X), U2 (X) ∈ Z4 [X]. We complete the proof of
if p ≡ −9 (mod 16),




the first statement.
Γ
(X)Γ
(X)Λ
(X)W

0
1
0
4 (X),


Now, we consider the polynomial 2X p + 2T0 (X). Since
if p ≡ 9 (mod 16),
2X p + 2T0 (X) = 2(X p + 1) + 2 + 2T0 (X), we only need
where Wi (γ v ) 6= 0, i = 1, 2 for v ∈ E0 ∪ E1 and Wi (γ v ) 6=
to consider 2 + 2T0 (X).
We first consider the roots of 2 + 2S0 (X). According 0, i = 3, 4 for v ∈ E1 .
to the proof of Lemma 4, we see that p + 2 ∈ D0 since
Proof. Let p ≡ −1 (mod 16). By (6) we have
p ≡ ±1 (mod 8). For any v ∈ E0 with v ≡ 2v (mod 2p),
where v ∈ D0 , we obtain by Equation (4) and Lemma 7 2(X p +1) = 2(X+1)Γ (X)Γ (X) = 2(X−1)Γ (X)Γ (X).
0
1
0
1
X
X
v
uv
2vu
2 + 2S0 (γ ) = 2 + 2
γ =2+2
γ
Then according to Lemma 10, we write
p

u∈D0

u∈D0

=

2 + 2S0 (γ ) = 2 + 2S0 (−γ p+2 )

=

2 − 2S0 (γ) = 0.

S(X) = (X − 1)Γ0 (X)H(X),

2

where

So, by Lemma 2 we have

H(X) = U1 (X)(X p −1)/(X −1)+Λ0 (X)V1 (X)+2Γ1 (X).

2 + 2S0 (X) = Λ0 (X)G(X)

We check that

 = 0, if v ∈ D1 ,
6= 0, if v ∈ E0 ,
H(γ v )

6= 0, if v ∈ E1 .

for some G(X) ∈ Z4 [X], then we have
2 + 2S0 (X 2 ) = Λ0 (X 2 )G(X 2 ).
Since T0 (X) = S0 (X 2 ) (mod X 2p − 1) and
Y
Y
Λ0 (X 2 ) =
(X 2 − γ v ) =
(X 2 − γ 2u )
v∈E0

=

Y

u∈D0
u

(X − γ )(X + γ u )

u∈D0

=

Y

(X − γ u )(X − γ u+p )

For v ∈ D1 , we have S(γ v ) = 0 by Lemma 8. Since
(γ − 1)Γ0 (γ v ) ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4), we have H(γ v ) = 0 by
Lemma 1.
For v ∈ E0 , we have ((γ v )p − 1)/(γ v − 1) = 0 and
Λ0 (γ v ) = 0, so that H(γ v ) = 2Γ1 (γ v ) 6= 0;
For v ∈ E1 , since S(γ v ) = 2 by Lemma 8, we have
H(γ v ) 6= 0.
So we have by Lemma 1
v

u∈D0

=

Y

(X − γ u )

u∈D0

=

Y

(X − γ v+p )

v∈D0

Γ0 (X)Λ0 (X),

it follows that
2 + 2T0 (X) = 2 + 2S0 (X 2 ) = Γ0 (X)Λ0 (X)G(X 2 ).

H(X) = Γ1 (X)W1 (X)
for some W1 (X) ∈ Z4 [X] and W1 (γ v ) 6= 0 for v ∈ E0 ∪
E1 . Then we get the factorization of S(X) for p ≡ −1
(mod 16).
Another assertions of this lemma can be proved in a
similar way.
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Theorem 2. Let (su )u≥0 be the quaternary sequence over Theorem 3. Let (su )u≥0 be the quaternary sequence deZ4 defined by Equation (1). Then the linear complexity fined by Equation (1). Then the linear complexity of
(su )u≥0 satisfies
of (su )u≥0 satisfies


p,
if p ≡ −1 (mod 16),
(p + 1)/2, if p ≡ −9 (mod 16),
LC((su )u≥0 ) =
LC((s
)
)
=
u u≥0
p + 1, if p ≡ 1 (mod 16).
(p + 3)/2, if p ≡ 9 (mod 16).
Proof. Let p ≡ −1 (mod 16). Since

Proof. The proof can follow that of Theorem 2 in a similar
way. Here we give a sketch.
S(X) = (X − 1)Γ0 (X)Γ1 (X)W1 (X)
Let p ≡ −9 (mod 16). On the one hand, (X +1)Λ1 (X)
by Lemma 11, together with Lemma 8(I) we have is a connection polynomial of (su )u≥0 of degree (p + 1)/2
W1 (γ v ) 6= 0 for v ∈ E0 ∪ E1 ∪ {p}. Then we see that
by Equation (2).
On the other hand, for any connection polynomial
2p
S(X)(X + 1)Λ0 (X)Λ1 (X) ≡ 0 (mod X − 1).
C(X) of (su )u≥0 , we have
That is, (X+1)Λ0 (X)Λ1 (X) is a connection polynomial of
W3 (X)C(X) ≡ 0 (mod (X + 1)Λ1 (X)).
degree p of (s )
. So the minimal degree of connection
u u≥0

polynomials of (su )u≥0 is ≤ p.
Now since W3 (γ v ) 6= 0 for v ∈ E1 ∪ {p}, it follows that
Let C(X) ∈ Z4 [X] be a connection polynomial of 2C(γ v ) = 0 for v ∈ ∪E ∪ {p}. Therefore, by Lemma 2
1
(su )u≥0 . Due to
again 2C(x) is divisible by (X +1)Λ1 (X), i.e., deg C(X) ≥
(p+1)/2 and hence LC((su )u≥0 ) = (p+1)/2 for this case.
gcd((X − 1)Γ0 (X)Γ1 (X), (X + 1)Λ0 (X)Λ1 (X)) = 1,
The case of p ≡ 9 (mod 16) follows the way of p ≡ 1
we have
(mod 16) in Theorem 2 and we omit it.
W1 (X)C(X) ≡ 0

(mod (X + 1)Λ0 (X)Λ1 (X))

by Equations (2), (6), (7) and Lemma 11. So we deduce
W1 (γ v )C(γ v ) = 0 for v ∈ E0 ∪ E1 ∪ {p}.
v

v

Since W1 (γ ) 6= 0 for v ∈ E0 ∪ E1 ∪ {p}, if W1 (γ ) ∈
GR∗ (4r , 4) then we get C(γ v ) = 0, and if W1 (γ v ) =
2η, η ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4), then we have either C(γ v ) = 0 or
C(γ v ) = 2. I.e., 2C(γ v ) = 0 for v ∈ E0 ∪ E1 ∪ {p}.
By the definition of C(X) = 1 + c1 X + . . ., i.e., 2C(x)
is non-constant, then by Lemma 1 we have that 2C(x) is
divisible by (X + 1)Λ0 (X)Λ1 (X), i.e., deg C(X) ≥ p and
hence LC((su )u≥0 ) = p for this case. We prove the first
statement.
Let p ≡ 1 (mod 16). From that
S(X)(X 2 − 1)Λ0 (X)Λ1 (X) ≡ 0

(mod (X 2p − 1)),

we see that (X 2 − 1)Λ0 (X)Λ1 (X) is a connection polynomial of (su )u≥0 of degree p + 1.
For any connection polynomial C(X) of (su )u≥0 , a similar way presented above gives
W2 (X)C(X) ≡ 0

(mod (X 2 − 1)Λ0 (X)Λ1 (X)).

As in the proof of Theorem 1, denote by s(X) and c(X)
the polynomials of degree < 2 such that
S(X) ≡ s(X)

(mod X 2 − 1)

C(X) ≡ c(X)

(mod X 2 − 1).

and
As earlier, we can obtain that c(X) ∈ {0, 2, 2X, 2X + 2},
hence 2c(X) = 0 and 2C(X) = (X 2 − 1)M (X) for some
M (X) ∈ Z4 [X]. Since by Lemma 11 W2 (γ v ) 6= 0 for
v ∈ E0 ∪ E1 , it follows that 2C(γ v ) = 0 and M (γ v ) =
0 for v ∈ E0 ∪ E1 . Therefore, M (X) is divisible by
Λ0 (X)Λ1 (X) by Lemma 1, i.e., deg C(X) ≥ p + 1 and
hence LC((su )u≥0 ) = p + 1 for this case.

3

Final Remarks and Conclusions

We determined the exact values of the linear complexity
of 2p-periodic quaternary sequences over Z4 defined from
the generalized cyclotomic classes modulo 2p by considering the factorization of the generating polynomial S(X)
in Z4 [X]. It is more complicated to study this problem
than that in finite fields. Besides the autocorrelation considered in [17], this is another cryptographic feature of
the quaternary cyclotomic sequences of period 2p.
A direct computing of the linear complexity has been
done for 3 ≤ p ≤ 1000 by the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm adapted by Reeds and Sloane in [20] for the residue
class ring to confirm our theorems. Below we list some
experimental data.
1. p = 3, (su )u≥0 = (0, 0, 2, 2, 3, 1), then C(X) =
1+X +X 2 +X 3 +X 4 +X 5 and LC((su )u≥0 ) = 5(= 2p−1).
2. p = 5, (su )u≥0 = (0, 0, 2, 1, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 0), then
C(X) = 1 + 3X 10 and LC((su )u≥0 ) = 10(= 2p).
3. p = 7, (su )u≥0 = (0, 0, 2, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 2, 0, 3, 0, 3, 1),
then C(X) = 1 + X 2 + X 3 + 3X 4 and LC((su )u≥0 ) = 4(=
(p + 1)/2).
4.
p = 17, C(X) = 1 + X + 3X 17 + 3X 18 ,
LC((su )u≥0 ) = 18(= p + 1).
5. p = 31, C(X) = 1 + 3X 31 , LC((su )u≥0 ) = 31(= p).
6. p = 41, C(X) = 1 + 2X 2 + 3X 3 + 2X 5 + 2X 6 +
3X 7 + 3X 8 + 3X 9 + X 10 + 2X 11 + 3X 12 + X 13 + X 14 +
X 15 + 2X 16 + 2X 17 + X 19 + 2X 20 + 3X 22 , LC((su )u≥0 ) =
22(= (p + 3)/2).
We hope that the procedures in this paper used to
derive the linear complexity can be extended to quaternary cyclotomic sequences with larger period (for example, 2pn ).
We finally remark that it is interesting to consider the
k-error linear complexity of the sequences in this work.
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From [18], it is also possible to use the sequences to define
quaternary interleaved sequences of larger period.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1.
It is well known that if ξ ∈ GR(4r , 4) is a
root of the polynomial P (X) ∈ Z4 [X] then
P (X) = (X − ξ)Q1 (X) for some polynomial
Q1 (X) ∈ GR(4r , 4)[X]. Let η be another root
of P (X) and ξ − η ∈ GR∗ (4r , 4), then we
have (ξ − η)Q1 (η) = 0, i.e., Q1 (η) = 0. So,
Q1 (X) = (X − η)Q2 (X) holds for some polynomial Q2 (X) ∈ GR(4r , 4)[X] and we derive
P (X) = (X − ξ)(X − η)Q2 (X).
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Proof of Lemma 2.
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Qp−1
2j
1)/(X − 1) =
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j
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when j, n ∈ {0, ..., 2p − 1} and j 6≡ n (mod p).
Therefore, if P (γ j ) = 0 for all j ∈ Di or for
all
0, 1,
Q j ∈ Ei , i =
Q then P (X)j is divisible by
j
(X
−
γ
)
or
j∈Di
j∈Ei (X − γ ) by Lemma 1.
The first assertion of Lemma 2 is proved.
(II). This assertion follows from (I).
(III). We consider two cases.
Let P (1) = 0 or P (−1) = 0. Suppose P (−1) =
0, in this case by (II) we have that
P (X) = (X p + 1) P3 (X)
and 2P3 (X) 6= 0 since P (0) = 1. From the
equality P (X) = (X p + 1) P3 (X) for X = γ v ,
v ∈ E0 ∪ E1 we deduce 2P3 (γ v ) = 0, therefore
2P3 (X) is divisible by (X p − 1)/(X − 1) and
deg P (X) ≥ 2p − 1. Furthermore, if P (1) =
0 then 2P3 (X) is divisible by (X p − 1) and
deg P (X) ≥ 2p.
Let P (1) 6= 0 and P (−1) 6= 0. Then, we derive P (1) = 2, P (−1) = 2 and P (γ j ) = 0 for
all j ∈ D0 ∪ D1 . By (I) we have P (X) =
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Abstract
Proxy re-encryption (PRE) enables a semi-trusted proxy
to delegate the decryption right by re-encrypting the ciphertext under the delegator’s public key to an encryption
under the public key of delegatee. Fueled by the translation ability, PRE is regarded as a promising candidate
to secure data sharing in a cloud environment. However,
the security of the PRE will be totally destroyed in case
the secret key of the delegator or the delegatee has been
exposed. Despite the key exposure seems inevitable, the
PRE scheme with resistance against secret key leakage
has never been presented before. To deal with this intractable problem, we propose a key-insulated proxy reencryption (KIPRE) scheme by incorporating the mechanisms of PRE and key-insulated cryptosystem. In the
proposed scheme, the lifetime of the secret key associated with the user, i.e., the delegator or the delegatee,
has been divided into several periods. In each time period, the user can interact with his/her physically-secure
but computation-limited helper to update his/her temporary secret key. On the contrary, the public keys of the
users remained unchanged during the whole lifetime of
the system. We then apply our KIPRE scheme to construct a practical solution to the problem of sharing sensitive information in public clouds with resilience to the
key exposure. The performance evaluation and the security analysis demonstrate that our scheme is efficient and
practical.
Keywords: Cloud Environment; Key Insulation; KIPRE;
PRE; Secret Key Exposure.

1

Introduction

In 1998, Blaze et al. [2] introduced the conception called
atomic proxy re-encryption, in which a semi-trusted proxy
is deployed to transform the ciphertext encapsulated under Alice’s public key into the one that can be decrypted
with Bob’s secret key.

In such an environment, Alice can delegate her decryption right to Bob without making him access her secret
key (That is to say, Alice and Bob respectively perform
as the the delegator and the delegatee during the communication), meanwhile, the proxy is unable to see the
underlying plaintext.
In the present decade, proxy re-encryption (PRE) has
attracted much attention of many researchers [3, 4, 7, 18,
22, 27] and has been introduced to be applied in a number of interesting environments such as secure file systems [1, 24], multicast [20], email forwarding [13] and law
enforcement [12].
PRE is also deemed as a promising technique to ensure data confidentiality and fine-access control in cloud
computing environment [14, 15, 26, 27, 28] which is an
emerging computing paradigm drawing extensive attention from both academia and industry. In such an environment, the cloud service provider (CSP) plays the role
of the proxy, and the users respectively act as the delegator (Alice) and the delegatee (Bob). Despite that PRE
has varies of inspiring applications, the security behind
it relies on the basic precondition that the user’s secret
key in PRE settings is kept insulated from the attacker.
That is to say, the security of user’s sensitive data will no
longer exist if the user’s secret key is compromised.
Exposure of a secret key. We consider that it is reasonable for an attacker to compromise the legal user’s secret key in a normal asymmetric cryptosystem (including
PRE in cloud computing environment), in which a single
secret key is bound to a public key or an identity. The
secret key is the only necessity for a user to decrypt a
ciphertext. In general, it is reposited in either a personal
computer or a fully trusted server, and even protected
by some naive approach such as a password. This protection method is valid and high-efficient if the computer
or the server is absolutely isolated from an opening network. Unfortunately, this assumption is too strong and it
is unlikely to be met in reality. (1) Threats from the Internet: the device holding the secret key may suffer from
numerous attacks from network hackers with various in-
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trusion capacities, meanwhile the key owner may be unaware about it. (2) Physical threats: the computer/server
may be accessed by some other ill-disposed users when the
original user (i.e. the key owner) leaves without locking
it. In these cases, the malicious users or the network attackers can compromise the secret key to gain the access
of its owner’s personal data stored in the cloud system.
Consequently, it is particularly imperative to tackle the
compromise of user’s secret key in public key settings.
To address the intractable key exposure problem mentioned above, broad research has been made to minimize
the damage caused by key exposure rather than to prevent
the attacker from getting access to the secret key (because
the secret key is used frequently in decryption in public
key settings). An effective and practical approach is to
utilize key-insulated encryption (KIE) which was introduced by Dodis et al. [5] in 2002. In KIE environment,
the core idea is that the user’s secret key is made up of
two parts, one of which is controlled by the user and the
other is evolved by the helper (i.e. a physically-secure
but computation-limited device). The system lifetime is
divided into several distinct time periods, in which the the
user’s secret key is diverse from each other. However, the
corresponding public key remains unchanged through the
whole system lifetime. By utilizing the technic of keyinsulation, the user interacts with the physically-secure
helper at the beginning of each time period to yield a
temporary secret key which is valid in decryption during
that time period. In KIE, the key exposure in a certain time period only threatens the security during that
time period rather than the others. In other words, KIE
captures the forward security and the backward security
simultaneously.
Our contribution. Inspired by [1] and [5], we present
a new scheme called key-insulated proxy re-encryption
(KIPRE) for data sharing in a cloud environment to enjoy the benefits of KIE in PRE settings, using a practical
helper. The helper is actually a proper device which satisfies the following conditions: (1) its computation capacity may be limited, because it should be portable enough;
and (2) it is physically secure and should not be eavesdropped, i.e. the secret information reserved in it cannot
be accessed by any invalid user. In this paper, we introduce key-insulation to the PRE environment to cope
with the exposure of user’s private keys. More importantly, our scheme, for the first time, addresses the secret
key exposure in PRE for data sharing in a cloud environment. Furthermore, we give our concrete construction of
KIPRE as well as the security and efficiency analysis of
our proposed scheme.

2.1

624

Proxy Re-encryption Cryptosystems

The idea that the decryption right can be delegated from
one legal user to another was introduced by Mambo and
Okamoto [19] in 1997. Then Blaze et al. [2] introduced
the conception of atomic proxy re-encryption as well as
a concrete scheme which was based on Elgamal system.
However, it was unfortunately bidirectional. (i.e. The
corrupted proxy could re-encrypt the original ciphertexts
from Alice to Bob and vise versa.) With some improvement, Ateniese et al. [1] showed their pairing-based unidirectional proxy re-encryption schemes in 2006. In their
schemes, the proxy cannot collude with the delegatee
to reveal the delegator’s private key and their schemes
are semantically secure based on the Decisional Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman problem. In 2007, Canetti and Hohenberger [3] firstly defined the security against chosen ciphertext attacks (CCA) in PRE system and gave a concrete construction capturing the security they defined.
Since then, varieties of PRE schemes [17, 21, 27] which
satisfied different properties were proposed. In particular,
Sur et al. [21] introduced the conception of certificateless proxy re-encryption (CL-PRE) as well as its security definitions. Moreover, they also constructed a CCA
secure scheme, the security of which was proved in the
random oracle model. In 2014, Liu et al. [17] presented
a time-based proxy re-encryption scheme (TimePRE) for
secure data sharing in a cloud environment, in which a
user’s access right to the re-encrypted data stored in the
proxy could expire automatically by embedding a predetermined time period in user’s private key, i.e. the delegatee could be revoked even if the delegator was not online. In the following year, Xu et al. [27] proposed an
efficient Conditional Identity-based Broadcast proxy reencryption scheme (CIBPRE) which was considered appropriate to be applied into secure cloud email system
with more advantages than the existing secure email systems.
Despite that there are plenty of schemes which have
been proposed with various properties, none of them focus on the exposure of user’s secret key. We argue that the
message (either the original ciphertext of the re-encrypted
ciphertext) transferred in the PRE settings can be decrypted by the attackers if either the delegator’s or the
delegatee’s private key is leaked.

2.2

Cryptosystems with Key Insulation

In 2002, Dodis et al. [5] firstly introduced the notion
of key-insulated security as well as the first (t, N )-keyinsulated encryption scheme based on any (standard)
public key encryption scheme. Then, Hanaoka et al. [10]
constructed an unconditionally secure key-insulated en2 Related Work
cryption scheme. Additionally, they also extended the
In this section, we inspect some related works involv- model of key-insulated encryption (KIE) to dynamic and
ing proxy re-encryption cryptosystems (which suffers from mutual key-insulated encryption (DMKIE) which could
the exposure of user’s secret key) and cryptosystems with be constructed from broadcast encryption schemes or key
key insulation.
pre-distribution schemes. In 2006, Hanaoka et al. [8] pre-
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sented a new paradigm called parallel key-insulated encryption scheme (PKIE), in which more than one helper
was employed to interact with the user to update the temporary secret key. They tried to address the increasing
probability of the key leakage caused by frequent update
of the temporary secret key. In [9], Hanaoka et al. firstly
proposed a new primitive called one time forward-secure
public key encryption (OTFS-PKE), which could be constructed from either ordinary identity-based encryption
(IBE) or hierarchical identity-based encryption (HIBE).
Then they also introduced how to extend a OTFS-PKE
scheme to a parallel key-insulated encryption (PKIE)
scheme. Recently, Hong and Sun [11] firstly presented
a pairing-free key insulated attribute-based encryption
scheme which is high efficient and provably secure. Their
scheme combined the advantages of both key insulation
and attribute-based encryption. Moreover, they also argued that their scheme was much more suitable to be applied in data sharing network systems, particularly those
with limitation in computation such as mobile communication system and wireless sensor networks. The advantage of key insulated mechanism can also be combined
into PRE to tackle key exposure problems in PRE settings and it is necessary to propose a KIPRE scheme with
efficiency and security.

3
3.1

Preliminary
Mathematical Background

Bilinear Maps. G, GT are two groups with the same
prime order q. g is the generator of G, and e is a function,
e: G × G → GT , such that:
1) Bilinear: e(g a , g b ) = e(g, g)ab , for ∀a, b ∈ Z∗q .
2) Non-degenerate: There exists some g ∈ G such
that e(g, g) 6= 1.
3) Computable: There exists an efficient algorithm to
compute e(g a , g b ), for ∀a, b ∈ Z∗q .

3.2

Assumption

q-weak Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Inversion (q-wDBDHI) Assumption. we assume the
intractability of a variant of the q-Decisional Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman Inversion (q-DBDHI) problem [6]. For an
algorithm A, define its advantage as
q
Advq−wDBDHI
(k) = Pr[A(g, g a , . . . , g (a ) , g b , e(g, g)b/a ) =
A
q
1] − Pr[A(g, g a , . . . , g (a ) , g b , Γ) = 1] , where g ← G,
a, b ∈ Z∗q and Γ ∈ GT . We say the q-wDBDHI assumption
holds, if for any probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)
algorithm A, Advq−wDBDHI
(k) is negligible in security
A
parameter k. We argue that the q-wDBDHI assumption is slightly weaker than the q-DBDHI assumption
defined in [6], which is to recognize e(g, g)1/a given
q
(g, g a , . . . , g (a ) ) ∈ Gq+1 and Dodis and Yampolskiy
showed that it was indeed hard in generic groups.

4

625

System Model

In our system, we assume that the cloud server is a
semi-trusted party which may correctly execute the corresponding delegation algorithms with curiosity on the
underlying data. It may try to decrypt the ciphertext
reserved in the cloud server. Furthermore, we assume
that the helper is some proper device which is physicallysecure (e.g. it is isolated from the opening network and
well protected by its owner.) and may be computationlimited (in order to capture some other properties such as
portability). To guarantee the consistency of the time periods among all the entities, we also assume that there is
a global time flowing through the whole system lifetime.
Actually, a global time is not quite easy to achieve in a
cloud computing environment. However, we can utilize
the techniques introduced in [16] to achieve this goal. In
addition, we also suggest that our scheme is much more
appropriate for the cloud environment where a coarsegrained time accuracy for the division of time periods is
satisfactory.
Before giving the concrete construction of our proposed
scheme, we show an intuition on it and further illustrate
our mechanism’s framework in Figure 1. In our system,
there are four entities which are described as follows:
• Cloud Service Provider (CSP): The CSP maintains
the cloud infrastructures including the bandwidth,
storage devices and many cloud servers with powerful computation capability. We assume that the
storage and the computation ability of the CSP are
flexibly extensible. Therefore, it owns high reliability and efficiency far beyond the personal computers.
In our system, the CSP mainly provides two kinds
of services: data storage and re-encryption. After
receiving the encrypted data from the delegator (Alice), the CSP stores the data on the cloud storage
devices. After obtaining the re-encryption key sent
from Alice, the CSP will correctly execute the reencryption algorithm to transfer the original ciphertext to the re-encrypted ciphertext and sent it to the
delegatee (Bob).
• Delegator (Alice): She is the delegator (or the data
owner) and she is responsible for sending the ciphertext encrypted with her own public key to the CSP
and generating re-encryption key which will be delivered to the CSP in an appropriate time period.
• Delegatee (Bob): He is the delegatee (the receiver)
and he can issue a request for the data Alice outsourced in the cloud. Then the CSP send the reencrypted data to him. He can decrypt the reencrypted data utilizing his own secret key in the
corresponding time period.
• Physically-Secure Device (Helper): It is a physicallysecure but computation-limited device which is deployed to help the system user (i.e. the delegator
and the delegatee) to update their secret keys (Each
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CSP, Bob can run the Dec algorithm with his own
secret key for time period i to obtain the underlying
data.

5

Access permission agreement

Figure 1: Key insulated proxy re-encryption framework
user owns a distinct temporary secret key in each
time period).
On account of the local storage and computation limitation of personal computer, Alice prefers to outsource
her data (which is encrypted before uploading) on the remote cloud server. To share her data stored in the CSP
without reveal to the public, the system performs as follows:
1) Upload encrypted data. Before uploading the
outsourced data to the CSP, Alice encrypts the data
with her public key and current time period i. Since
the decryption requires Alice’s secret key which is
properly protected by key-insulation mechanism, the
data stored on the cloud server is well safeguarded.
2) Access request. To get the access permission from
Alice, Bob needs to send an access request to Alice.
Then Alice decides whether he is allowed to get access to the corresponding data. That is to say, Alice
makes access control by herself.
3) Access permission. If Alice permits Bob’s request,
she will respond a permission (may be some material
such as a signature representing Alice’s confirmation)
to Bob and executes the ReKey(i) generation. Otherwise, she refuses Bob’s request.
4) ReKey(i) generation. In this phase, Alice executes ReKeyGen algorithm to generate the reencryption key ReKey(i) for time period i and sends
it to the CSP.

Our Construction

In this section, we will give the concrete construction
of our proposed KIPRE scheme which involves septuple
algorithms: KeyGen, Update*, Update, ReKeyGen, Enc,
ReEnc, Dec. Compared to the traditional PRE scheme,
our scheme includes two additional algorithms Update*
and Update, which make user’s secret key evolve with
time periods. Therefore, it can correctly capture key insulation in PRE settings and mitigate the damage caused
by key exposure. In our system, we consider the two users
Alice and Bob as the delegator and the delegatee respectively. The detail of the algorithms mentioned above are
described as follows. (Note that the keys corresponding
to Bob perform as the same as those of Alice in the algorithms Update* and Update. For simplicity, we omit
them.)
• KeyGen: On input the security parameter 1k , this
algorithm randomly selects a prime q. Let G, GT
be two groups of the same prime order q and g is a
generator of G. For Alice, this algorithm chooses
x∗A,0 , . . . , x∗A,t ← Z∗q , where t ∈ Z∗q is the total
number of the time periods which the system lifetime is divided into. The system public parameters are g, G, GT , e : G × G → GT , where e
is a∗ bilinear ∗map. Alice’s public key is P KA =
{g xA,0 , . . . , g xA,t }. The master key of Alice’s helper
∗
= (x∗A,1 , . . . , x∗A,t ). The initial key of Alice
is SKA
is SKA,0 = x∗A,0 . Bob’s initial keys including P KB ,
∗
SKB
, SKB,0 can be generated in a similar way and
we omit it here.
• Update*: At the end of time period i − 1 ∈
{0, 1, . . . , t−1}, Alice’s helper executes algorithm Up0
date* to generate the helper key SKA,i
= x0A,i for
Pt
0
period i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, where xA,i = j=1 x∗A,j (ij −
(i − 1)j ).
0
• Update: Given the helper key SKA,i
for period i,
Alice runs this algorithm to Compute xA,i = xA,i−1 +
Pt
Pt
x0A,i = j=0 (x∗A,j (i−1)j )+ j=1 x∗A,j (ij −(i−1)j ) =
Pt
∗
j
j=0 (xA,j ·i ). Then output SKA,i = xA,i for period
i.

5) Re-encrypted data response. When the CSP
receives the ReKey(i) from Alice, it honestly reencrypts the original ciphertext and sends the reencrypted ciphertext to Bob. Though the CSP is
always curious during the whole system runtime, it
cannot get any underlying information except the
source address and the destination.

• ReKeyGen: This
algorithm
takes Bob’s public key
∗
∗
P KB = {g xB,0 , . . . , g xB,t } and time period i as inQt
∗
j
put. Compute rkA→B,1
= j=0 (g xB,j )i = g xB,i .
i
Then Alice uses her secret key SKA,i to compute
1/x
rkA→B,2
= rk i A,i = g xB,i /xA,i and sends rkA→B,2
i
i

6) Decryption of the re-encrypted ciphertext. After receiving the re-encrypted ciphertext from the

• Enc: Given Alice’s public key P KA,i , this algorithm randomly selects r ← Z∗q and computes the

A→B,1

to the CSP.
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original ciphertext C P= (C1 , C2 ), where C1 =
Qt
t
∗
j
j r
x∗
A,j )i
= (g j=0 (xA,j ·i ) )r = (g xA,i )r and
j=0 (g
C2 = e(g, g)r · M .
• ReEnc: On input the re-encryption key rkA→B,2
i
and the original ciphertext (C1 , C2 ) for period i,
this algorithm computes C10 = e(C1 , rkA→B,2
) =
i
e(g rxA,i , g xB,i /xA,i ). Then output the re-encrypted
ciphertext as C 0 = (C10 , C2 ).
• Dec: For a original ciphertext C = (C1 , C2 ), Alice
C2
Receiving the recan compute M =
1/xA,i .
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record from her list and get the time period i∗ . She
continues to compute SKA,i∗ with her helper (since our
scheme supports random access key update which is defined in Section 6.2.1), rather than SKA,i which is the
secret key for the current time period i. Finally, Alice
1/x ∗
computes rkA→B,2
= rk i A,i = g xB,i /xA,i∗ and sends
i
A→B,1

rkA→B,2
to the CSP. Thus, the data outsourced in prei
vious time periods can also be correctly delegated in the
following time periods.

6.2

Security Analysis

e(g,C1 )
0

encrypted ciphertext C = (C10 , C2 ), Bob executes 6.2.1 Key-insulation
the algorithm Dec with input SKB,i to recover the
In our scheme, the system lifetime is divided into a num2
plaintext M = 0 C1/x
.
B,i
(C1 )
ber of time periods and the user’s secret key is not wholly
preserved by himself but updated with his/her helper’s
help in each time period. For each time period, the
6 System Evaluation
user’s secret key is generated with the previous secret key
and the assistance of his unique physically-secure helper.
6.1 Discussion
When a legal user is intruded by an attacker, he can only
Privacy of user’s secret key. In our proposed scheme, decrypt the ciphertext encrypted for the current time pewe import the key-insulated mechanism to protect user’s riod, since the user’s secret key for each time period is
secret key from being exposed. Our construction sup- distinct. Particularly, in an original PRE scheme, the atports key-insulated security which is captured by key tacker can decrypt all the ciphertext through the whole
update in each time period with the assistance of the system lifetime if he compromises the secret keys of the
helper, i.e. the secret keys for both previous and follow- delegator and the delegatee. However, our scheme enjoys
ing time periods are safe even if the secret key for the the advantage of key insulation. The attacker cannot get
current time period is exposed.
the whole secret keys for any other time periods, even if
Time period consistency. To guarantee the time pe- he captures the temporary secret keys for several time period consistency among all the related entities in our riods, since he cannot get access to the helper. Moreover,
system, we should pre-defined a global time which can our scheme satisfies the following properties: secure key
be achieved by utilizing some other techniques such update and random-access key update.
as [16]. We further argue that it is reasonable and
available to be achieved, since the time period consistency is the basic condition for all of the previous keyinsulated schemes [5, 11, 23, 25] and some other timebased schemes [16, 17].
Time-release delegation. In ReKeyGen of our proposed scheme, we consider the sharing data should be
outsourced in the same time period that Bob’s data request is issued. That is to say, Alice’s data outsourcing
and Bob’s data requirement are occurred in the same
time period. Actually, we argue that our scheme is also
suitable for time-release delegation. (Alice uploads her
sharing data to the CSP in time period i, and Bob sends
Alice a data request in arbitrary time period j, where
i < j.) Specifically, when Alice uploads the encrypted
data to the CSP, she can make a record on the map of
the data message (some characteristics, e.g. hash value
of the data) and the current time period i as < data, i >,
and add the record to a list stored locally. Since the computation and storage cost of this record is quite cheap,
it is acceptable to a personal computer. When Alice
receives a data request from Bob, she first generates
rkA→B,1
with Bob’s public key P KB in the same way
i
as the above scheme. Then Alice search corresponding

Secure key update. Similar to [5], we define secure key
update as follows: A scheme satisfies secure key update
if a key-update exposure in period i is equivalent to key
exposures in both period i − 1 and period i. The keyupdate exposure in period i denotes that the key exposure
happens while the key update from SKi−1 to SKi is
taking place. (i.e. the attacker can get SKi−1 , SKi0 and
SKi .) We argue that our scheme has secure key update,
since the attacker who makes key exposures in period
i − 1 and i can obviously get SKi−1 and SKi . Then he
can further compute SKi0 = SKi − SKi−1 . That is the
same as key-update exposure in period i.
Random access key update. Random access key
update denotes that the temporary secret key can be
updated to any other one for arbitrary time period
instead of the next one. Obviously, our scheme enjoys the advantage of random access key update. In
particular, the helperP
can compute the helper key as
t
0
SKA,i+∆
= x0A,i+∆ = j=1 x∗A,j ((i + ∆)j − ij ), and the
user can further compute SKA,i+∆ = xA,i + x0A,i+∆ =
Pt
Pt
Pt
∗
j
∗
j
j
∗
j=0 (xA,j i ) +
j=1 xA,j ((i + ∆) − i ) =
j=0 (xA,j ·
(i + ∆)j ). It correctly performs the random access key
update from time period i to i + ∆, where ∆ is the time
period distance.
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Table 1: Property comparison
Schemes
[1]-2
[1]-3
[1]-4
Our scheme

6.2.2

PRE
√
√
√
√

Unidirectional
√
√
√
√

Temporary delegation
×
×
√
√

Time-release delegation
×
×
×
√

Semantic Security

Since key-insulated mechanism has well addressed the exposure of user’s secret key, we then analyze the semantic
security of our scheme. Actually, this scheme has many
attractive properties such as efficient unidirectional, noninteractive, proxy invisible and nontransitive.
The security of our scheme is based on the q-wDBDHI
assumption defined in Section 3.2, and we set q = t + 1.
Think of g b as g ak for some k ∈ Z∗q , and we consider the
original ciphertext C = (g b , M · Γ)
which is encrypted for
Pt
j
(x∗
a
u,j ·i ) , where u dej=0
public key g (actually may be g
?

notes a valid user.) and message M . Check Γ = e(g, g)k ,
where e(g, g)k = e(g, g)b/a = e(g, g)ak/a . If it is true, C
is a correct ciphertext of M , otherwise, it is a ciphertext
of some other message M 0 6= M . Therefore, the semantic security of our scheme can be easily broken by the
adversary that can solve the q-wDBDHI problem (which
is indeed proven hard in the generic group by Dodis and
Yampolskiy [6]). Moreover, the security of our scheme is
also based on the assumption that a cannot be figured
out given a tuple (g, g a ), where g ∈ G and a ∈ Z∗q .

6.3

Comparison to Existing Works

In this section, we show some attractive properties of our
scheme compared to Ateniese et al’s schemes [1], which
is very similar to our scheme in system time division and
temporary delegation.
In fact, there are four schemes proposed in [1]. However, the first scheme (we omit it in Table 1) cannot be
seen as a pure proxy re-encryption scheme, since it is actually a special encryption scheme which has two decryption
approaches rather than has a ciphertext transformation
between users. The second and third schemes are much
more like normal proxy re-encryption schemes with unidirectionality, non-interactivity, collusion-resilience and
non-transitivity, unfortunately, they are ordinary versions
without temporary delegation and the protection of user’s
secret key. Ateniese et al’s fourth scheme, which can be
deemed as an improvement of the previous three schemes,
is very attractive with the properties of temporary delegation. Its system lifetime is also divided into several
time periods to ensure a temporary delegation in period i,
which is similar to our proposed scheme. They deployed a
trusted server which broadcasted a random value hi ∈ G1
in each time period for all users to see. Obviously, it is an
efficient approach to enable Alice to temporarily delegate
her decryption right to Bob for some period i. However,
we consider that there are some drawbacks in reality. (1)
To guarantee the honesty of a server on opening network

Key insulation
×
×
×
√

Key update
×
×
×
√

Trusted server free
√
√
×
√

Helper requirement
×
×
×
√

is not quite easy. (2) It does not support time-release
delegation which is very useful and flexible. (3) Most importantly, it suffers the problem of key exposure, i.e. if
an adversary comprises Alice’s and Bob’s secret keys (hi
can be seen for all users), he will be able to decrypt all
the ciphertexts, which is disastrous.
We argue that our scheme is very exciting. We deploy
a physically-secure device named “helper” rather than a
trusted server to achieve temporary delegation. Note that
the helper is much more practical in reality compared to
the trusted server, since it is isolated from the opening
network and may be brought with the user. (In some
sense, it is controlled by its owner rather than someone
else.) Instead of broadcasting a random value hi for every user, in our scheme, the user interacts with his own
unique helper to update his temporary secret key for each
time period i. Meanwhile, our scheme also supports timerelease delegation which we explained in Section 6.1. In
addition, since user’s temporary key for each time period
is distinct and can only be derived by interacting with
the corresponding helper, the adversary can only compromise the temporary key for period i rather than the
whole system lifetime, even if he makes a key exposure in
period i. Thus, our KIPRE scheme enjoys the advantage
of key insulation and mitigates the damage cased by key
exposure.
Furthermore, we also provide the theoretical and experimental comparison with Ateniese et al’s schemes [1]
as follows.
Theoretical comparison. We show the theoretical
comparison with Ateniese et al’s schemes [1] in Table 1,
Table 2 and Table 3 for property, communication and
computation complexity, respectively. Since [1]-4 can be
seen as an improvement of the previous three schemes in
[1] and it is much more similar to our proposed scheme, we
only give the efficiency comparison between our scheme
and [1]-4 in Table 2 and Table 3. We define the notations
we used in tables as follows: |G|, |GT | and |Z∗q | respectively denote the bit-length of an element in G, GT and
Z∗q . Cp , CeT and Ce denote the computation cost of a
bilinear pairing, an exponentiation in GT and an exponentiation in G, respectively. t is the total number of the
time periods that the system lifetime is divided into. We
assume that the corresponding schemes share the same
security parameter. Note by ⊥ we mean non-applicable.
Experimental comparison. In addition, we provide an
experimental evaluation of our proposed scheme and show
the performance comparison with [1]-4. Our experiment
is simulated on the PC equipped with an Intel Core i54460 Processor running at 3.2 GHz with 8G memory. The
programming language is C and the operations in bilin-
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Table 2: Communication comparison
Schemes
Secret key size
Helper key size
Original ciphertext size
Re-encrypted ciphertext size

[1]-4
2|Z∗q |
⊥
2|GT |
2|GT |

Ours
|Z∗q |
t|Z∗q |
|G| + |GT |
|G| + |GT |

Table 3: Computation comparison
Schemes
Initial keys generation
ReKey generation
Secret key update
Original ciphertext generation
Re-encrypted ciphertext generation
Decryption (original ciphertext)
Decryption (re-encrypted ciphertext)

[1]-4
2Ce
Ce
⊥
2Cp + 2CeT
2Cp + CeT + Ce
C eT
Cp + 2CeT

Ours
(t + 1)Ce
Ce
tCe
C p + C eT + C e
Cp
Cp + CeT
CeT

ear groups are implemented by using the stanford PBC
library 0.5.14 (available at https://crypto.stanford.
edu/pbc/). In our experimentation, we use PBC Type
A pairing which is constructed on the curve y 2 ≡ x3 + x
mod p for some prime p ≡ 3 mod 4 and the embedding
degree is 2. We choose the 80-bit security level. The sizes
of p, q are 512 bits and 160 bits respectively. The size
of an element in group G is 1024 bits. With the above
settings, we learn that an exponentiation operation in G
costs 8.31 ms, an exponentiation operation in GT costs
1.98 ms and a pairing operation costs 16.67 ms. Furthermore, we choose the number of time periods t = 5 and
pellucidly describe the output results for each algorithms
as well as the time consumption comparison with [1]-4 in
Figure 2.

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel KIPRE scheme to
achieve both key insulation and decryption right delegation in a cloud environment. Our scheme, for the first

[1]-4
Ours

Figure 2: Time consumption comparison
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time, addressed the key exposure problem in PRE settings. Meanwhile, it not only supported temporary delegation, but also satisfied time-release delegation (we defined in Section 6.1). The main advantage of our scheme
is that it can mitigate the damage caused by user’s secret key leakage for data sharing in a cloud environment.
Moreover, we also showed the acceptability of our scheme
on security and efficiency.
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Abstract
Now, most institutions share the data through the Internet. With the rapid development of the Internet and the
cloud storage, data-sharing becomes so easy that the data
was stolen or destroyed easier than before. Therefore, accessing data should strictly control to avoid unauthorized
access. In this paper, we propose the more efficient key
management scheme for hierarchical access control than
Odelu et al.’s scheme.
Keywords: Access Control; Hierarchical Access Control;
Key Management

Figure 1: An example of user hierarchy system [16]

lems [2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19]. In 2013, Odelu
et al. [16] proposed an efficient and secure access control
scheme only based on symmetric-key cryptosystems and
The user hierarchy system is represented by a set of dis- one-way hash functions.
joint security class SCi (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) and a partially ordered set (POSET) (SC, ≤), where ≤ (i.e. <
or =) is a binary partially ordered relationship in a user
2 Review of Odelu et al.’s
set [10, 11, 12]. Generally, this hierarchy system is manSchemes
aged by a trusted central authority (CA). CA distributes
the secret key (SKi ) to each security class (SCi ) and announces the corresponding public information in a public In this section, we briefly introduce Odelu et al.’s
domain. SCj < SCi denotes that SCi is a predecessor scheme [16]. In Table 1, we show the notations’ meanof SCj , and SCj is a successor of SCi ; and a predecessor ing in this paper. We just describe two phases in this
security class can derive its successors’ secret keys (SKj ). scheme: key generation phase and key derivation phase.
We take a user hierarchy system as an example in Figure 1 [5, 7, 13]. When SC2 ≤ SC1 , we can know that
2.1 Key Generation Phase
SC2 is a successor of SC1 . If SC2 encrypts files using its
secret key (SK2 ), SC1 derives SC2 ’s secret key to access Firstly, CA builds the hierarchical structure for controlthe files which are encrypted by SC2 .
ling access among the security classes. Let two security
In 1983, Akl and Taylor [1] proposed the crypto- classes be SCi , SCj ∈ SC and SCj ≤ SCi (1 ≤ i ≤ N
graphic solution to the problem of access control, the and 1 ≤ j ≤ N ).
first concept of the cryptographic key assignment scheme
in an arbitrary POSET hierarchy. A lot of related Step 1: CA chooses (H(·), Ω) and publishes them.
works have been proposed to solve access control probThen CA selects randomly its own secret key (kCA )

1
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Table 1: Notations’ meanings used in this paper
Notation
H(·)
Ek (·)/Dk (·)
Ω
||
⊕
CA
IDCA
ID( SCi )
TSHA1
TAES

Meaning
A one-way hash function
AES encryption/decryption with key k
A symmetric-key cryptosystem
Concatenation
Exclusive-OR
The trusted central authority
An identity of CA
An identity of SCi
Time for hashing 512 bits message block using SHA-1
Time for encrypting/decrypting 128 bits message block using AES with a 128 bits key.

and also calculates its own private key K
H(IDCA ||kCA ).

=

3

The Proposed Scheme

We propose our scheme based on a hybrid cryptosystem
Step 2: CA selects randomly the secret key (SKi ), and utilizing a symmetric-key cryptosystem and a one-way
sub-secret key (di ) for each security class (SCi , 1 ≤ hash function. At First, we present the key generation
phase and key derivation phase. Finally, we show the
i ≤ N ) in the hierarchical structure.
dynamic key management.
Step 3: For each security class SCi , CA computes the
encryption key EKi = H(IDCA ||kCA ||di ) and the 3.1 Key Generation Phase
private key Ki = H(IDCA ||di ).
Like Odelu et al.’s scheme, CA builds the hierarchical
Step 4: CA computes the following public parameters: structure for access control. Let two security classes be
SCi , SCj ∈ SC and SCj ≤ SCi (1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤
1) For each security class SCj ≤ SCi , computes N ).
Mij = EEKi (SKj ).
Step 1: CA selects (H(·), Ω) and declares them publicly.
Then CA chooses its own secret key (kCA ) randomly.
2) For SCi , computes Ri = EKi (EKi ) and the signature Signi = H(IDCA ||SKi ).
Step 2: CA selects randomly the secret key (SKi ), sub3) CA encrypts Ki as Si = EK (Ki ).
secret key (di ) for each security class (SCi , 1 ≤ i ≤
N ) in the hierarchical structure.
Step 5: CA finally sends di to each SCi via the secure
Step 3: CA calculates the encryption key (EKi ) for each
channel.
security class as EKi = H(kCA ||ID( SCi )).
Step 4: CA computes the public parameters (Mij , Ri )
for each security class as Mij = E( EKi )(SKj ⊕
This phase introduces how the security class (SCi ) derives
IDCA ), and Ri = E( di )(EKi ).
the corresponding successor security classes’ (SCj ) secret
key (SKj ) from the public parameters available in the Step 5: At last, CA sends di to each SCi securely and
clears all keys (SKi , di , EKi ).
public domain.

2.2

Key Derivation Phase

Step 1: SCi uses its own sub-secret key to compute its 3.2 Key Derivation Phase
private key, Ki = H(IDCA ||di ) and then decrypts Ri
For SCj ≤ SCi , we show how the security class (SCi )
for the encryption key, EKi = D( Ki )(Ri ).
derives the secret keys (SKj ) of all its successors (SCj )
Step 2: SCi decrypts Mij to obtain the secret keys and its own secret key from the public parameters, and
verifies that secret key is legitimate.
SKj = D( EKi )(Mij ).
Step 1: SCi uses its sub-secret key to decrypt Ri as
Step 3: SCi computes the signature Sign∗j
=
EKi = D( di )(Ri ).
H(IDCA ||SKj )
and
then
verifies
whether
∗
Signj = Signj or not. If yes, the derived se- Step 2: SCi decrypts Mij to obtain SKj ⊕ IDCA =
cret key (SKj ) is legitimate.
D( EKi )(Mij ).
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Table 2: The storage space requirement in the hierarchy shown in Figure 1
CA (Private Domain)
kCA

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

Public Domain
M11 , M12 , M13 , M14 , M15 , M16 , M17
M22 , M25 , M26
M33 , M34 , M36 , M37
M44 , M46 , M47
M55
M66
M77

SCi (Private Domain)
d1
SC1
d2
SC2
d3
SC3
d4
SC4
d5
SC5
d6
SC6
d7
SC7

Step 3: If Mij does not change by the attacker, we can Step 2: For all the successors SCj (SCj ≤ SCx ), CA
get SKj = (SKj ⊕ IDCA ) ⊕ IDCA . If not, SCi will
renews the secret key as SKj∗ .
notify CA that Mij is wrong.
Step 3: For all the relationships SCj ≤ SCi , CA renews
∗
the parameter Mij
= E( EKi )(SKj∗ ⊕ IDCA ).

3.3

3.3.1

Dynamic Key Management

Insert a New Security Class into the Existing Hierarchical Structure

4

Analysis
Scheme

of

the

Proposed

Assume that a security class (SCx ) with the relationships
SCj ≤ SCx ≤ SCi was inserted into an existing hierarchical structure. CA executes the following steps to manage In this section, we provide the analysis of security, storage
and computational overheads required in our scheme. We
the accessing priority:
assume that there are N security classes in the hierarchy
Step 1: CA randomly selects a secret key (SKx ), a sub- system which forms a set SC = {SC , SC , · · · , SC },
1
2
N
secret key (dx ) for the security class (SCx ).
and each security class SCi has vi number of predecessors.
Step 2: For SCx , CA calculates the encryption key
(EKx ) as EKx = H(kCA ||ID( SCx )), and then computes Rx = E( dx )(EKx ).

4.1

Storage Complexity

In Table 2, we show the storage space of private and pubStep 3: CA computes the public parameters correspond- lic domains of CA and security classes for the hierarchy
ing to SCx ’s predecessors and successors including as shown in Figure 1. In our scheme, each key (k , SK ,
CA
i
itself and declares publicly as follows:
di , EKi ) uses 128 bits, so CA and SCi ’s private domain
1) For all SCx ≤ SCi , CA calculates EKi = need 128 bits storage space. And considering the public
H(kCA ||ID( SCi )) and public parameters as domain for storage complexity, CA requires to store public parameters in the public domain: IDCA requires 128
Mix = E( EKi )(SKx ⊕ IDCA ).
bits, and N ID(SCi ) need 128N bits; N Ri require 128N
2) For all SCj ≤ SCx , CA computes SKj =
PN
D( EKj )(Mjj ) ⊕ IDCA . If it is valid, the CA bits, and finally Mij need 128( (i=1) (vi + 1)) bits. The
storage complexity required for the public domain is
computes the public parameters as Mxj = totalP
N
128(
(i=1) (vi +1)+2N +1) bits. We present the comparE( EKx )(SKj ⊕ IDCA ).
ison of the storage space between our scheme and Odelu
Step 4: CA sends dx to SCx securely.
et al.’s scheme [16] in Table 3.
3.3.2

Delete a Security Class from the Existing
Hierarchical Structure

4.2

Computational Complexity

For analysis of the computational complexity, because
exclusive-OR operation requires very few computations,
we neglect considering its computational cost in this paper. CA computes the N EKi which require N TSHA1
operations, N Ri which P
need N TAES operations, and fiN
nally Mij which need
(i=1) (vi + 1)TAES operations.
And during the key derivation phase, all security classes
SCi in the hierarchy need to compute the followings: derequires N TAES operations, and decrypting
Step 1: CA removes all the parameters corresponding to crypting RiP
N
SCx .
Mij needs
(i=1) (vi + 1)TAES operations. Therefore,
Suppose that an existing security class (SCx ) was deleted
from the existing user hierarchical structure(SCj ≤
SCx ≤ SCi ). In order to assure the forward security,
SCx does not have permission to access all the information which was authorized originally after being deleted
from the user hierarchy system. CA performs the following steps to manage the authority to access:
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Table 3: Comparison of the storage space

Schemes
Odelu et al. [16]
Ours

Private
CA
128
128

Domain
SCi
128
128

Public Domain
PN
128( (i=1) (vi + 1) + 3N + 1)
PN
128( (i=1) (vi + 1) + 2N + 1)

Table 4: Comparison of computational costs
Schemes
Odelu et al. [16]
Ours

Time complexity
PN
(3N + 2 i=1 (vi + 1))TAES + (5N + 1)TSHA1
PN
(2N + 2 (i=1) (vi + 1))TAES + N TSHA1

the total computational complexity for the P
key genera- 5
Conclusion
N
tion and derivation phases becomes (2N + 2 (i=1) (vi +
1))TAES + N TSHA1 . We also present the comparison of In this paper, we have proposed an improved key managecomputational costs between our scheme and Odelu et ment scheme to solve a dynamic access problem in a user
hierarchy by utilizing a symmetric-key cryptosystem and
al.’s scheme [16] in Table 4.
a one-way hash function. Compared with Odelu et al.’s
scheme [16], both the time complexity and storage space
4.3 Security Analysis
are reduced in our scheme. Our scheme is more efficient
and suitable for the hierarchy system.
Then we show that our scheme can resist three attacks
which often occur in the user hierarchy system.
1) Contrary attack: In this attack, SCi is a predecessor security class of a successor SCj (SCj < SCx ).
The attacker SCj attempts to derive the secret key
(SKi ) of SCi from the public parameters available in
the public domain. SCj has Mii = E( EKi )(SKi ⊕
IDCA ) and Ri = E( di )(EKi ). Because di is the subsecret key only known to SCi , SCj cannot decrypt
Ri to know EKi . Therefore, SCj cannot decrypt Mii
without EKi . In a word, it is infeasible that SCj derives SKi of SCi . Our proposed scheme can resist
the contrary attack.
2) Collaborative attack: Suppose that several users in
security classes (SCj , SCx ) collaborate to derive illegally the secret key (SKi ) of their predecessor (SCi ),
where SCj , SCx < SCi . The attackers cannot use
their sub-secret keys (dj , dx ) and public parameters
(Mii , Mij , Mix , Ri ) to compute EKi , because di is
the sub-secret key only known to SCi . As a result,
SCj and SCx cannot get SKi through collaborative
attack.
3) Forward security of successors: When we delete a
security class (SCx ) from the existing hierarchical
structure (SCj < SCx < SCi ), CA replaces the secret key (SKj ) of SCj with the renewed secret key
SKj∗ and the related public parameters. Therefore,
SCx will not have chance to get the new secret key
SKj∗ .
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Abstract
The integration of Near Field Communication (NFC) into
consumer electronics devices has opened up opportunities for the internet of things applications such as electronic payment, electronic ticketing and sharing contacts,
etc.. Meanwhile, various security risks should not be ignored. Therefore, all kinds of different protocols have
been released with the purposing of securing NFC communications. Lately, a pseudonym-based NFC protocol
for the consumer Internet of things was presented. They
claimed that their scheme could withstand man-in-the
middle attack headed from their scheme could provide
mutual authentication. This study presents a security
analysis on their scheme and finds that their scheme is
not really secure against man-in-the-middle attack. Subsequently, this paper proposes an enhancement for purpose of thwarting this security attack. The security and
performance analyses show that the enhancement is secure and efficient while keeping privacy preserving.
Keywords: Authentication; Key Establishment; Smart
Cards; Wireless Communications

1

Introduction

Several wireless communications techniques and protocols
are available in the market, such as Bluetooth, ZigBee,
RFID, Wi-Fi and Infrared, which have different working frequencies and ranges. A more recent technology
for short-range wireless (up to 10 cm) is the Near Field
Communication (NFC) [16] that enables an easy, fast and
secure communication between two devices in proximity.
Its communication occurs with 13.56 MHz operating frequency while providing a high-level safety than other wellknown wireless technologies, e.g. Bluetooth [3, 6]. The
primary characteristic of NFC, leading to its widespread
use and popularity is the advent of touch-less transactions, which leads to no cards, no coins and no laborious
connections and network setup [2]. NFC thus enables
the long awaited Internet-of-Things (IoT) [13], changing
the interactions with the world in subtle but pervasive

ways while providing digitally immersive experience. Although the communication range of NFC is limited to a
few centimeters, NFC alone does not ensure secure communications, especially authentication between the sender
and the recipient. One of the most important properties
for data communication is mutual authentication which
is defined as the ability that both communicating parties
can authenticate with each other, thus preventing manin-the-middle attack and replay attack [11, 14, 17]. In
order to be secure NFC, the NFC security standards have
been proposed in order to define data exchange format,
tag types, and security protocols, e.g., a key agreement
protocol [8, 9, 10]. In the process of key agreement, Certificate Authority (CA) as the Trusted Third Party (TTP)
is in charge of generating the public key of the correspondents.
Recently, Eun et al. [5] proposed an authentication
scheme for NFC communications to prevent replay and
man-in-the-middle attack by providing mutual authentication based on a trusted service manager. The scheme
was based on asymmetric cryptography and hash functions. By using an asymmetric cryptographic system, it
was possible to address several security threats such as
an evil twin attack, hotspot or captive portal eavesdropping, and even man-in-the-middle attacks [15]. However,
He et al. [7] found that the scheme of Eun et al. could
not resist impersonation attack. As a counter measure to
these sufferings, He et al. presented a modified authentication NFC protocol to amend aforementioned security
weaknesses. Unfortunately, this study showed that He et
al.’s modification was not secure against the man-in-themiddle attack. As a result, a secure NFC mutual authentication scheme with privacy preservation for the Internet
of things was designed in this paper.
The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. In
Section 2, a brief review of He et al.’s security protocol.
In Section 3, man-in-the-middle attack is developed to
analyze Eun et al.’s protocol. In Section 4, the proposed
NFC communication-based protocol. Security and performance analyses results are given in Sections 5 and 6,
respectively. Section 7 concludes this paper.
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2

Review of He et al.’s Scheme

Step 5: Once receiving the message, A computes:
1
ZA

This part concisely review the NFC mutual authentication scheme by He et al. in 2014. For ease of presentation,
Table I shows some intuitive abbreviations and notations.

0

= rA QB = rA rB G
0

= rB rA G = rB QA ,
2
ZA

= diA (QjB + h(IDT SM , P NBj )QT SM )
=

j
(qB
+ h(IDT SM , P NBj )dT SM )G

Table 1: Notations
IDX
T SM
G
KDF
dX
QX
SK
EK (m)
h(·), f (·)
SigK (m)

i
(qA
+ h(IDT SM , P NAi )dT SM )

the identity of the user X
a trusted service manager
the base point of the elliptic curve
a key derivation function
the private key of the user X
the public key of the user X, where QX = dX G
exclusive-or operation
symmetric encryption of using the key K
hash functions
signature of m using the key K

Once receiving the user A’s request, the T SM generates n pseudonyms and delivers them to A via a private channel. The T SM also stores the user A’s identity
and pseudonyms into its database. Next, the T SM computes P NAi = {QiA , EdT SM (IDA , QiA ), IDT SM , STi SM }
and STi SM = SigdT SM (QiA , EdT SM (IDA , QiA ), IDT SM ),
i
i
where QiA = qA
G is the public key of A, diA = qA
+
i
i
h(IDT SM , P NA )dT SM is A’s private key, and ST SM is
the T SM ’s signature on the ith message.
The users A and B execute the establishment of the
session key in the following manner:
0

Step 1: A computes QA = rA G and sends the message
0
{P NAi , QA , NA } to B, where rA and NA are the random numbers generated by A, P NAi is a pseudonym
selected by A.
0

=

j
(qB
+ h(IDT SM , P NBj )dT SM )

=

j
(qB

i
(qA
+ h(IDT SM , P NAi )dT SM )G

+ h(IDT SM , P NBj )dT SM )

i
(qA
G + h(IDT SM , P NAi )dT SM G)

=

djB (QjB + h(IDT SM , P NBj )QT SM ).
0

0

A computes SK and f (SK, IDA , IDB , QA , QB ),
then, A checks the correctness of the value
M acT agB . If it does not hold, A stops the session;
Otherwise, A agrees on the session key SK with B.

3

Weaknesses
Scheme

of

He

et

al.’s

He et al. declared that their improvements could resist the man-in-the-middle-attack due to their proposed
scheme could provide the mutual authentication between
A and B. Actually, a notable question is that A and B
are unable to confirm the real identity of the other entity because of the absence of T SM during the execution
of their scheme, thus giving a perfect opportunity for an
adversary A to launch the man-in-the-middle attack.
The man-in-the-middle attack is a form of active eavesdropping in which A makes independent connections with
the victims and relays messages between them, making
them believe that they are talking directly to each other
over a private connection, while in fact the entire conversation is controlled by A.
Let’s describe the details of the attack as follows.

Step 2: B computes QB = rB G and sends back the mes0
sage {P NBj , QB , NB } to A, where rB and NB are
0
j
the random numbers generated by B and P NBj is a Step 1: When the message M1 = {QA , P NA , NA } is sent
from A to B, A intercepts the message and compseudonym selected by B.
putes Q∗A = rA1 G, and sends the forged message
M1 = {Q∗A , P NAj , NA1 } to B, where rA1 and NA1 are
1
Step 3: After receiving the message, A computes ZA
=
0
the random numbers of A.
r Q , Z 2 = di (Qj + h(ID
, P N j )Q
),
A

B

A

A

B

T SM

B

T SM

1
2
SK = KDF (NA , NB , IDA , IDB , ZA
, ZA
) and Step 2: When receiving the message, B computes Q0 =
B
0
2
M acT agA = f (SK, IDA , IDB , QA , QA ). SubserB G and sends the message M2 = {Q0B , P NBj , NB }
quently, A sends the message {M acT agA } to B.
to A.

A intercepts the message M2 and computes
1
Step 4: When receiving the message, B computes ZB
= Step 3:
0
Q∗B = rA2 G and sends the forged message M2 =
j
2
i
i
rB QA , ZB = dB (QA + h(IDT SM , P NA )QT SM ),
{Q∗B , P NBj , NA2 } to A, where rA2 and NA2 are the ran1
2
SK = KDF (NA , NB , IDA , IDB , ZB
, ZB
) and verdom numbers of A.
0
0
?
ifies f (SK, IDA , IDB , QA , QB )
=
M acT agA .
If it holds,
B computes M acT agB
= Step 4: After receiving the message,
A com0
0
2
f (SK, IDA , IDB , QA , QB ) and sets SK as the
putes ZA
= d1A (Q∗B + h(IDT SM , P NBj )QT SM ),
1
session key.
Finally, B transmits the message
ZA
= rA Q∗B , and the session key SK =
1
2
{M acT agB } to A.
KDF (NA , NA2 , IDA , IDB , ZA
, ZA
) and M acT agA =
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f (SK, IDA , IDB , Q0A , Q∗B ).
Next, A sends the A via a secret channel. The T SM also stores the user
message M3 = {M acT agA } to B.
A’s identity and pseudonyms into its database. There
are four parties in a pseudonym P NAi : the A’s public
Step 5: A eavesdrops this message and com- key, A’s private key, the T SM ’s identity
and the T SM ’s
2
putes ZA
= d1A (Q0B + h(IDT SM , P NBj )QT SM ), signature.
1
ZA
= rA1 Q0B , and the session key SK =
1
2
KDF (NB , NA1 , IDA , IDB , ZA
, ZA
) and M acT agA = P N i = {QA i, Enc({IDA , QA i}, dT SM ), IDT SM , S i
A
T SM },
f (SK, IDA , IDB , Q∗A , Q0B ). After that, A sends the
i
i
i
ST SM = Sig(dT SM , QA , Enc(QA , dT SM ), IDT SM ),
forged message M3 = {M acT agA } to B.
diA = dT SM + h(IDA , rS−A )h(IDA , P NAi ).
Step 6: When receiving the message M3 , B com1
2
putes ZB
= rB Q∗A , ZB
= d1B (Q∗A +h(IDT SM , As the same method, the user B could get its
j
j
P NB )QT SM ) and SK = KDF (NB ,
NA1 , pseudonyms and corresponding private key dB = dT SM +
j
j
1
2
IDA , IDB , ZB
, ZB
).
B verifies whether h(IDB , rS−B )h(IDB , P NB ) and public key dB G.
?

f (SK, IDA , IDB , Q∗A , Q0B ) = M acT agA and it
is obvious that the equation is true, because:
1
ZB

= rB Q∗A = rB rA1 G
=

2
ZB

=
=
=
=
=

1
rA1 Q0B = ZA
,
1
∗
dB (QA + h(IDT SM , P NBj )QT SM )
j
(qB
+ h(IDT SM , P NBj )dT SM )
(qAi G + h(IDT SM , P NBj )dT SM )G)
(qAi + h(IDT SM , P NBj )dT SM )
j
(qB
+ h(IDT SM , P NAi )dT SM )G
d1A (Q0B + h(IDT SM , P NBj )QT SM )
2
ZA
.

4.1

Establishment of the Session Key

When A and B attempts to establish the handshake, they
perform as follows:
00

0

Step 1: A computes QA = rA G, QA = rA djB G, where rA
00
0
is a nonce generated by A. Then, A sends {QA , QA }
to B.
Step 2: When receiving the message, B computes
00
0
0
00
(djB )−1 QA = QA , QB = rB G, and QB = rB diA G,
where diA G is the public key of A. Finally, B returns
00
0
{QB , QB } to A.

Step 3: Once receiving the message, A computes
00
0
0
0
00
(diA )−1 QB = QB , ZA = rA QB ,ZA = diA (QT SM +
00
0
h(IDB , P NBj )QiA ), SK = KDF (IDA , IDB , ZA , ZA )
0
and M acT agA = f (IDA , IDB , SK, QB ). At last, A
Step 7: A receives the message M4 from B to A, A
sends back the message {M acT agA } to B.
0
2
= diA (QA + h(IDT SM , P NBj )QT SM ),
computes ZB
1
= rA2 Q0A and the session key SK = Step 4: When receiving the messages, B computes
ZB
00
0
0
2
1
) and M acT agB =
, ZB
KDF (NA , NA2 , IDA , IDB , ZB
ZB = rB QA ,ZB = djB (QT SM + h(IDA , P NAi )QjB ),
0
0
00
f (SK, IDA , IDB , QA , Q∗B ). After that, A sends the
SK = KDF (IDA , IDB , ZB , ZB ) and verifies
0
?
forged message M4 = {M acT agB } to A.
whether f (ID , ID , SK, Q ) = M acT ag . If it
B computes M acT agB = f (SK, IDA , IDB , Q∗A , Q0B )
and sends the message M4 = {M acT agB } to A.

A

B

B

A

is equal, B sets SK as the session key and computes
Step 8: When receiving the message, A checks the valid0
M acT agB = f (IDA , IDB , SK, QA ). After that, B
ness of M acT agB and it is sure that the equation will
0
delivers back the message {M acT agB } to A.
be equal to f (SK, IDA , IDB , QA , Q∗B ). Therefore,
A agrees on the session key SK as the common key Step 5: When receiving the message, A checks whether
aiming at encrypting the communication messages.
0
?
f (IDA , IDB , SK, QA ) = M acT agB . If it holds, A
In this way, A is successfully authenticated by A
successfully negotiates the session key SK with B.
and B, respectively.
That is, A shares a session
1
2
key SK = KDF (NA , NA2 , IDA , IDB , ZB
, ZB
) with A,
Security Analysis
at the same time, he shares a session key SK = 5
1
2
KDF (NB , NA1 , IDA , IDB , ZA
, ZA
) with B. However,
both of A and B do not know that they are communicat- This section analyze the security of the proposed scheme,
ing with an attacker at all. They believe they successfully which includes achieving users’ anonymity, mutual auhave finished the handshake agreement with each other. thentication, perfect forward session key security, and
withstanding relay attack, impersonation attack. The details describe below.

4

The Proposed Scheme
5.1

Users’ Anonymity

This section will present the proposed scheme as Figure 1.
After receiving the user A’s request for pseudonyms, In the proposed scheme, the users’ identities IDA
the T SM generates n pseudonyms and sends them to and IDB are respectively implied in M acT agA(B) =
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B

Key agreement
(1)Select rA , PN Ai

Q A'

rAG,

Q A''

rA d Bj G.

(2)Q A' , Q A'' , PN Ai

(3)Select rB
(d

j
B

) 1 Q

''
A

?

Q

Q

'
B

rB G ,

Q

''
B

r B d Ai G .

'
A

,

(4)Q B' , QB'' , PN Bj
?

(5)(d Ai ) 1 QB'' QB' ,
Z A'

rAQB' ,

Z A''

d Ai (QTSM  h( IDB , PN Bj )Q Ai ),

SK

KDF ( ID A , IDB , Z A' , Z A'' ),

MacTag A

f ( ID A , IDB , SK , QB' ).

(6) MacTag A

(7) Z B'

rB Q A' ,

Z B''

d Bj (QTSM  h( ID A , PN Ai )Q Bj ),

SK

KDF ( ID A , IDB , Z B' , Z B'' ),
?

f ( ID A , IDB , SK , Q B' ) MacTag A
?

(8) MacTag B

MacTag B

f ( ID A , IDB , SK , Q A' ).

(9) f ( ID A , ID B , SK , Q A' ) MacTag B .

Figure 1: Mutual authentication and key agreement of our scheme
0

f (IDA , IDB , SK, QB(A) ), where SK is the session key, culated without the knowledge of rA and rB , owing
0
i(j)
i(j)
QB(A) = rB(A) dA(B) G, rB(A) and dA(B) are the random to the Diffie-Hellman problem. 0 Additionally, given
M acT agA = f (IDA , IDB , SK, QB ) and M acT agB =
numbers and the private keys. Therefore, IDA is not
0
00
able to be derived from ZA without knowing the users’ f (IDA , IDB , SK, QA ). SK cannot be determined due to
private key, owing to the one-way property of the hash the one-way property of the hash function and no knowlfunction. Therefore, the proposed scheme preserves iden- edge of users’ identities. Therefore, the session key cannot
be derived from the revealed messages in the proposed
tity privacy.
scheme.

5.2

Mutual Authentication

5.4

Known Session Key Security

In
the
proposed
scheme,
A
authenticates
0
00
A
by
checking
QA
=
(djB )−1 QA
and In the proposed scheme, the session key is computed as
0
i j
M acT agA
=
f (IDA , IDB , SK, QB ),
where SK = KDF (IDA , IDB , rA rB G, dA dB G), which does not
0
SK = KDF (IDA , IDB , rB QA , djB diA G). Additionally, A give any useful information for computing the next session keys because rA and rB are randomly generated in
0
00
?
authenticates B by verifying whether QB = (djA )−1 QB different runs and are independent of each other among
0
?
and M acT agB
=
f (IDA , IDB , SK, QA ), where scheme executions. Therefore, the proposed scheme has
0
SK = KDF (IDA , IDB , rA QB , diA djB G).
the property of known-key security.

5.3

Perfect Forward Security of the Ses- 5.5
sion Key

Resistance to relay attack

Relay Attack is also popularly known as “man in the mid0
00
0
00
Given QA , QA , QB , QB and diA djB , the session key dle attack” in network security. An attacker acts as a mid0
SK = KDF (IDA , IDB , rA QB , diA djB G) cannot be cal- dleman between two NFC devices to intercept the data
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Table 2: Computational cost comparison

A
B
Total

Eun et al. [5]
3Tecm + 1Teca + 2Th + 2Tmm + 1Tkdf
≈ 0.6552
3Tecm + 1Teca + 2Th + 2Tmm + 1Tkdf
≈ 0.2583
6Tecm + 2Teca + 4Th + 4Tmm + 2Tkdf
≈ 0.6921

He et al. [7]
4Tecm + 1Teca + 2Th + 1Tkdf
≈ 0.2214
4Tecm + 1Teca + 3Th + 1Tkdf
≈ 0.1845
8Tecm + 2Teca + 5Th + 2Tkdf
≈ 0.369

without the knowledge of the two NFC devices. The attacker either reads and records or manipulates the data
before relaying it to the receiving device [18]. If an adversary intends to impersonate as a legal user to cheat A
and B, he cannot accomplish his well as he wished. Because A and B each hold the data which is only verified
by the other side, any forgery data will be detected by the
00
receiver. Specifically, A sends ZA = diA djB G which is con00
cealed in the session key and QA = rA djB G to B, where
j
dB G is a secret value of B. After verifying the correctness
of the two values, B judges whether the sender is the real
A. Similarly, A can also authenticate the validity of B by
00
00
checking ZB = djB diA G and QB = rB diA G.

5.6

Resistance to Impersonation Attack

In the establishment of the session key, A transmits
00
QA = rA djB G to B, where djB is the secret key of B, only
B knows djB . Others are impossible to know the value of
00
00
djB G and cannot compute ZA . Without the value of ZA ,
an adversary cannot pass the authentication of B. Meanwhile, B also sends back the value diA G which is hidden
00
in QB = rB diA G, where diA G is the secret information
only known by of A and B, and only A knows diA . That
00
is, any unauthorized user cannot compute the correct ZB
and hence cannot be verified by A without the value of
diA G. In this way, the proposed scheme can withstand the
impersonation attack.

5.7

No Key Control

In the proposed scheme, both A and B jointly compute
the session key SK = KDF (IDA , IDB , rA rB G, diA djB G)
and therefore, A fails to predetermine a session key since
SK contains rB and djB , where rB and djB are the secret
values of B and independent among scheme executions.
In other word, A or B cannot determine a session key
alone and hence, the proposed scheme provides the no
key control property.

5.8

Verification Using Scyther Tool

Scyther is a tool for the automatic verification of security
protocols. In this part, we use Scyther-w32-v1.1.3 [4] to
analyze the proposed scheme. Figure 1 shows a summary

The Proposal
4Tecm + 1Tmi + 2Th + 1Tkdf
≈ 0.2391
4Tecm + 1Tmi + 2Th + 1Tkdf
≈ 0.1107
8Tecm + 2Tmi + 4Th + 2Tkdf
≈ 0.3498

of the claims in the proposed scheme. The verification
result (Figuer 2) shows our scheme is correct.

6

Performance Comparisons

This section will evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme, and compare it with other related schemes [5, 7]
for performance and functionality aspects. In order to
facilitate the analysis of the performance, some notations
was defined as below:
• Tecm : the time consumption for an elliptic curve
point multiplication operation;
• Th : the time consumption for a hash function operation;
• Teca : the time consumption for an elliptic curve point
addition operation;
• Tkdf : the time consumption for a key derivation function operation;
• Tmm : the time consumption for a modular multiplication operation;
• Tmi : The time consumption for a modular inversion
operation.
Generally, Tmm is far greater than Tecm , Teca and Th .
According to [1], under the environment of 2.2 GHz CPU
and 2.0GB RAM, Tecm and Teca are 2.226 and 0.0288 ms,
Tmi , Tmm and Th are 5.565, 1.855 and 2.3 µs, respectively.
Table 2 demonstrates that the proposed scheme has
less computational efficiency as compared with He et
al. [7] but a slighter higher than Eun et al. [5] schemes,
where the computational cost for executing the scheme
once is only half of the time needed for other related
scheme due to the proposed scheme needs more elliptic
curve point multiplication computation than Eun et al.’s
scheme, and employ modular inversion computation instead of elliptic curve point addition computation.
Table 3 shows the functionality analysis of the proposed scheme with Eun et al.’s [5] and He et al.’s [7]
schemes. It is observed that the proposed scheme outperforms as compared to He et al.’s and Eun et al.’s schemes
as the proposed scheme supports extra features listed in
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hashfunction H;hashfunction KDF;
const Add: Function;const Mul: Function;
usertype String;const IDa,IDb: String;
protocol lu(A,B)
{
role A{ fresh Ra, G, PNa, PNb, Qtsm: Nonce;
var Qa1, Qa2, Qb1, Qb2, Za1, Za2: Nonce;
var SK, MacTaga, MacTagb: Nonce;
match(Qa1,Mul(Ra, G));match(Qa2,Mul(Ra,pk(B)));
send_!1(A,B,Qa1,Qa2,PNa);recv_!2(B,A,Qb1,Qb2,PNb);
match(Za1,Mul(Ra,Qb1));match(Za2,{Add(Mul(H(IDb,PNb),Qa1),Qtsm)}sk(A));
match(SK,KDF(IDa, IDb, Za1, Za2));
match(MacTaga,H(IDa, IDb, SK, Qb1));send_!3(A,B,MacTaga);
recv_!4(B,A,MacTagb);claim_A1(A,Secret,MacTaga);claim_A2(A,Secret,Qa1);
claim_A3(A,Secret,Qa2);claim_A4(A,Secret,Qb1);
claim_A5(A,Secret,Qb1);claim_A6(A,Alive);
claim_A7(A,Weakagree);claim_A8(A,Niagree);
claim_A9(A,Nisynch);}
role B{ fresh Rb, G, PNa, PNb, Qtsm: Nonce;
var Qa1, Qa2, Qb1, Qb2, Zb1, Zb2: Nonce;
var SK, MacTaga, MacTagb: Nonce;
recv_!1(A,B,Qa1,Qa2,PNa);match(Qb1,Mul(Rb, G));
match(Qb2,Mul(Rb,pk(A)));send_!2(B,A,Qb1,Qb2,PNb);
recv_!3(A,B,MacTaga);match(Zb1,Mul(Rb,Qa1));
match(Zb2,{Add(Mul(H(IDa,PNb),Qb1),Qtsm)}sk(B));
match(SK,KDF(IDa, IDb, Zb1, Zb2));
match(MacTagb,H(IDa, IDb, SK, Qa1));
send_!4(B,A,MacTagb);claim_B1(B,Secret,MacTagb);
claim_B2(B,Secret,Qa1);claim_B3(B,Secret,Qa2);
claim_B4(B,Secret,Qb1);claim_B5(B,Secret,Qb1);
claim_B6(B,Alive);claim_B7(B,Weakagree);
claim_B8(B,Niagree);claim_B9(B,Nisynch);}}
模板

Figure 2: The scheme description
Table 3: Comparison of functionality features

Mutual authentication
User anonymity
No key control
Known session key security
Impersonation attack
Perfect forward security of the session key
Relay attack

Eun et al. [5]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
-

He et al. [7]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

The Proposal
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Figure 3: Test result.
this table and is also more secure than He et al.’s scheme.
As a result, the proposed scheme is much suitable for
practical applications as compared to the recently proposed He et al.’s scheme.

7

Conclusion

have been presented. Based on the security analysis, the
proposed scheme has been demonstrated to be satisfied
both the verifiability and privacy of attributes. According
to the performance comparison results, the efficiency and
feasibility of the proposed scheme under different privacy
requirements for the IOT have been shown.
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Abstract
Provable security is a reduction that breaking the scheme
is usually reduced to solving some basic hard problems,
thus the foundation of the scheme’s security is the assumption that it is hard to solve the based problems.
Due to most existing schemes are founded on single assumption, some encryption schemes, whose security are
based on multiple assumptions, have been proposed. Recently, Su and Tsai constructed a knapsack-type encryption scheme based on hybrid-model, and proved it should
be more secure than schemes based on single assumption. In this paper, we find that this scheme actually
cannot reach the security as claimed. By launching the
known message attack, we show Su and Tsai’s encryption
scheme cannot provide confidentiality, for the adversary
could decrypt any ciphertext in this cryptosystem if one
of the assumptions does not hold.
Keywords: Confidentiality; Hybrid Problems; Knapsack
Cryptosystem; Provable Security

1

Introduction

Provable security was first introduced by Goldwasser and
Micali [4] in the particular context of asymmetric encryption. Its main idea comes from proofs by contradiction in
Mathematics, which is a reduction as follows [14]. At first,
take some goal for a scheme, such as achieving privacy
via encryption. Then, make a formal adversarial model
according to the adversary’s ability, and define what it
means for a scheme to be secure.
With this in hand, a particular scheme, based on some
particular atomic primitive, can be analyzed from the
point of view of meeting the definition. Eventually, one
shows that the scheme works via a reduction. The reduction shows that the only way to defeat the scheme is to

break the underlying atomic primitive [1, 7]. Therefore,
the atomic primitive, which may be some basic mathematical problem, is the foundation of the security for
intended scheme.
Since the concept of provable security was proposed, a
large number of works have been made, including many
delicate encryption designed and proved in formal security model [6, 8]. However, the security of most existing
schemes is founded on just one cryptographic assumption,
such as factoring, discrete logarithm (DL) problem [11],
elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) [12],
etc. Though these assumptions appear reliable now, it is
possible that efficient algorithms will be sooner or later
developed to break one or more of them. It is unlikely
that multiple cryptographic assumptions would simultaneously become easy to be solved. Thus, several cryptographic systems’ security is reduced to solving multiple
hard problems at the same time.
In 1994, Harn [5] first developed a public key cryptosystem based on multiple cryptographic assumptions,
intractability of factoring [3] and DL problems [10]. Recently, Su and Tsai [13] presented an encryption scheme
based on the linearly shift knapsack and elliptic curve
cryptosystem, and claimed that it is secure based on the
hardness of the linearly shifting knapsack problem and
ECDLP, for one possible hope to break the proposed system might be to solve both of the problems.
In this paper, we cryptanalyze Su and Tsai’s knapsacktype encryption scheme, and find it is not really secure as
claimed. Concretely, with one pair of message and ciphertext in hands, the adversary could decrypt any ciphertext
in this cryptosystem, if one of the assumptions, i.e. the
linearly shifting knapsack problem is hard, does not hold,
which consequently breaks its security based on multiple
assumptions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some
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• High density knapsack algorithm:

preliminary works are given in Section 2. Then, Su and
Tsai’s knapsack-type encryption scheme is recalled and
our attack on its security is described in Section 3. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2

Step 1: Let a = (a1 , a2 , · · · , an ) be a superincreasing sequence, and select two integers w, m satn
P
isfying gcd(w, m) = 1, where m >
ai .
i=1

Preliminaries

Step 2: Calculate the original enciphering keys bi ≡
ai × w mod m for all i.

In this section, we briefly review some basic concepts used
in this paper, including bilinear pairings, the knapsack
problem, the linearly shift knapsack algorithm and the
computational knapsack Diffie-Hellman problem.

2.1

Step 3: Compute the high density sequence b0 =
(b01 , b02 , · · · , b0n ), where b0i ≡ bi mod w, then
b0i < w for all i.
Step 4: Calculate c = (c1 , c2 , · · · , cn ), where ci =
bbi /wc, then 0 ≤ ci ≤ v, and compute the deciphering keys a0i = ai − ci , where v = bm/wc
(here bxc is a floor function, representing the
largest integer value smaller than x).

Bilinear Pairings

Let G and GT be groups of prime order q and P be a
generator of G. The map e : G × G → GT is said to
be an admissible bilinear pairing if the following three
conditions hold true:

• Linearly shift knapsack algorithm:

1) Bilinearity: for all a, b ∈ Zq , we have e(aP, bP ) =
e(P, P )ab .

Step 5: As high density knapsack algorithm, calculate a high density knapsack sequence b0 =
(b01 , b02 , · · · , b0n ).

2) Non-degeneracy: e(P, P ) 6= 1GT .
3) Computability: e is efficiently computable.

Step 6: Choose a random binary sequence t =
(t1 , t2 , · · · , tn ), and an integer k with 0 <
k < min{b0i } for ti = 1. Then b0i are linearly shifted by performing ei = b0i − kti and
e = (e1 , e2 , · · · , en ) which is published as the
public enciphering key.

It is noted that the map e is symmetric since
e(aP, bP ) = e(P, P )ab = e(bP, aP ) and we refer reader
to [2] for more details on the construction of such pairings.

2.2

Knapsack Problem

The knapsack problem is a typical problem of combinatorial optimization, and 0/1 knapsack problem is one of
the most basic cases, which is presented as follows [13].

3

Chosen Plaintext Attack on Su
and Tsai’s Encryption Scheme

• Problem instance:
To analyze the security of Su and Tsai’s encryption
K = (k1 , k2 , · · · , kn , t), where k1 , k2 , · · · , kn and t are
scheme [13], we first recall their descriptions as follows.
positive integers. k1 , k2 , · · · , kn are called sizes and t
is called the target sum.
System setup:
The receiver Alice selects the domain parameters
• Question:
which are comprised of:
Is there a 0-1 vector S = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) such that
n
P
xi ki = t?
• The field order q.
i=1
It is easy to solve the knapsack problem when
(k1 , k2 , · · · , kn ) is a superincreasing sequence, in which
the next term of the sequence is greater than the sum
of all preceding terms. However, it is assumed that the
knapsack problem for the general case cannot be solved
in probabilistic polynomial time (PPT).

2.3

Linearly Shift Knapsack Cryptosystem

Based on Laih et al’s method [9], Su and Tsai [13] proposed the high density knapsack algorithm and the linearly shift knapsack algorithm described as follows, which
are used to generate the system parameters of their encryption scheme.

• Two coefficients a, b ∈ Fq that define the equation of the elliptic curve E over Fq .
• The number of points in E(Fq ), denoted as
]E(Fq ).
• Two field elements xP and yP in Fq that define
a finite point P = (xP , yP ). P has a prime order
q 0 and is called the base point.
• A one-way hash function f ().
• Parameters (w, m, k, rA , a) as his private keys,
where m < q 0 , rA ∈ Z∗q0 .
• A random binary sequence t.
• Public keys e = (e1 , e2 , · · · , en ) and QA = rA P .
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Encryption:
To encrypt the message x to Alice, Bob picks up his
secret key rB , publishes his public key QB = rB P
and computes the ciphertext pair message x using
Alice’s public keys e = (e1 , e2 , · · · , en ) and QA . The
encryption phase is as follows:
• Bob encodes the plaintext message
x = (x1 , · · · , xn ),
where xi = 0 or 1, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
• Produces the ciphertext
E(x) = ((k1 , k2 ) + rB QA ),
Pn
where k1 = i=1 xi ei , k2 = f (QA , QB ).
• Sends E(x) = ((k1 , k2 ) + rB QA ) to Alice.
Decryption:
To receive the ciphertext E(x), Alice computes with
his secret key rA and Bob’s public information QB .
To decrypt the knapsack value, Alice multiplies the
Bob’s public point using his secret key rA and subtracts the result from E(x):
D(E(x)) = (k1 , k2 ) + rB QA − rA QB .
Before computing the knapsack value, Alice needs to
?
verify whether k2 is sent from Bob by checking k2 =
f (QA , QB ) and computing k1 which should be the plaintext point, corresponding to the message bit is 1.
Once Alice, knowing the private key w−1 , can remove
n
P
k1 =
xi ei from the ciphertext, and hence retrieve the
i=1

plaintext information x:
Since
s×w

−1

≡
≡

n
X

!
b0i xi

× w−1

mod m

i=1
n
X

(ei + kti )xi × w−1

hope to break their cryptosystem might be to solve the
linearly shifting knapsack problem and the elliptic curve
cryptography system simultaneously, which is computationally infeasible for the opponents.
However, we will show that, if one adversary could only
solve the linearly shifting knapsack problem but not the
ECDLP, it might endanger the security of their scheme,
which means it’s not really secure based on hybrid-model
assumption. Su and Tsai [13] defined the security of a
cryptosystem that is evaluated by the amount of time
needed to break it, where breaking a cryptosystem means
finding the private key used to encrypt a message. However, it is also a fatal destruction for some flawed encryption schemes that any adversary can obtain the plaintext
or parts of plaintext from ciphertext without the help of
the private key. So what is a secure encryption scheme?
It is not an easy question to answer. In fact, a widely
accepted security property for encryption is the ciphertext indistinguishability [8], which is very important for
maintaining the confidentiality of encrypted communications. Intuitively, if a cryptosystem possesses the property
of indistinguishability, then an adversary will be unable
to distinguish pairs of ciphertexts based on the message
they encrypt. Furthermore, according to the adversary’s
capability, the security property for encryption can be
divided into indistinguishability under chosen plaintext
attack(IND-CPA), chosen ciphertext attack(IND-CCA1)
and adaptive chosen ciphertext attack(IND-CCA2). INDCPA is considered a basic requirement for most provably
secure public key cryptosystems, though some schemes
also provide stronger security that are IND-CCA1 and
IND-CCA2. In the following, we show that Su and Tsai’s
scheme cannot provide the property of IND-CPA, to say
nothing of IND-CCA1 or IND-CCA2. More exactly, with
an assumed algorithm that can solve the linearly shifting
knapsack problem, the adversary can decrypt any ciphertext from Bob to Alice if he successfully gets a corresponding ciphertext to his chosen message, which contradicts Su
and Tsai’s claim.
Once the adversary got the ciphertext for some message
x = (x1 , · · · , xn ), denoted as σ, he could calculate

i=1

≡ k1 × w−1 + kw−1 ×

n
X
i=1

n
P

n
P

rB QA = σ − (k1 , k2 ),
ti xi

mod m
where k1 =

n
P
i=1
∗

xi ei , k2 = f (QA , QB ). Then, for arbitrary

ti 6 n, Alice can obtain the ciphertext σ from Bob to Alice, the adversary could compute
correct s × w−1 mod m at most y + 1 6 n + 1 times
D(E(x∗ )) = σ ∗ − rB QA = (k1∗ , k2∗ )
−1
and get x from s × w by his superincreasing sequence
n
without any part of Alice or Bob’s secret key rA or rB ,
P
a = (a1 , a2 , · · · , an ), for s × w−1 =
ai xi . The correct- where x∗ = (x∗ , · · · , x∗ ) is the intended plaintext and
n
1
i=1
n
P
∗
ness can be easily verified through normal enciphering k1∗ =
xi ei is its corresponding knapsack sum. Consei=1
procedures with the corresponding retrieved x by checkn
P
quently, the adversary could get the plaintext x∗ from k ∗
?
ing
xi ei = k1 , as it is assumed that the system is according to the assumed algorithm of solving the linearly1
i=1
shifting knapsack problem.
one-to-one.
Su and Tsai [13] heuristically analyzed the security of
During the whole attacking process above, no algotheir encryption scheme, and claimed that, one possible rithm concerning the ECDLP is needed, but the value
and 0 6

i=1

ti xi 6

i=1
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Abstract
Recently, Kalra and Sood proposed an authentication
scheme based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) to
have embedded devices and cloud servers communicate securely using HTTP cookies. After analyzing their scheme,
it is found that there are five issues that are not properly
addressed. In this paper, the details and further discussions are given.
Keywords: Cloud Computing; ECC; Elliptic Curve Cryptography; IoT

1

Introduction

In 2015, Kalra and Sood proposed an ECC-based authentication scheme [7]. They claimed that their scheme could
ensure the security of communications between embedded
devices and cloud servers. In their scheme, HTTP cookies are used for mutual authentication, and a session key
will be negotiated by the embedded device and the cloud
server to protect communications. This technique makes
Kalra and Sood’s authentication scheme different from
other authentication schemes [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12].
However, after analyzing Kalra and Sood’s scheme, it
is found that there are five issues that are not properly
addressed.

4) The session key can be computed by neither the embedded device nor the cloud server.
5) When updating or setting a cookie, the request is not
verified.
Because of the above five issues, Kalra and Sood’s authentication scheme cannot ensure the security of communications between embedded devices and cloud servers
as claimed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly reviews Kalra and Sood’s authentication scheme for IoT and cloud servers. Section 3 implicitly shows the found issues and makes further discussions.
Some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2

Review of Kalra and Sood’s Authentication Scheme for IoT and
Cloud Servers

Kalra and Sood’s authentication scheme is composed of
three phases, registration phase, pre-computation and login phase, and authentication phase. The notations used
in Kalra and Sood’s scheme are listed in Table 1. Before
all phases, the cloud server S chooses an elliptic curve
equation y 2 = x3 + ax + b in Zp , where a, b ∈ Zp and
4a3 + 27b2 mod p 6= 0. The order of this elliptic curve
is a prime n, where n > 2160 , and O is an infinite point
such that n × G = O. And, the server S chooses X as its
1) An embedded system is a machine instead of a real private key. The details are as follows.
person. Allowing an embedded system to register at
the cloud server might damage the cloud server.

2.1

Registration Phase

2) An embedded system cannot be authenticated by the When a new embedded device Di wants to access S, it
cloud server because an important parameter is not needs to register at S at first. The details of this phase
issued by the cloud server.
are as follows:
3) Some computational operations do not comply with Step 1: Di sends its unique identity IDi to S as a regthe definitions of ECC.
istration request.
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Table 1: Notations used in Kalra and Sood’s authentication scheme
Symbol
Di
S
IDi
Pi
Ri
N1 , N2
H()
X
Zp
p
G
CK
EXP TIME
k
⊕

Definition
An embedded device
The cloud server
Di ’s identity
Di ’s password
A random number generated by S
for Di
Random numbers generated for ECC
One-way hash function
S’s private key
A finite field
A prime greater than 2160
A generator point of prime order n
Cookie
CK’s expiration time
A concatenation operator
An XOR operator

Step 3: After receiving {P3 , P4 , Ti }, Di computes Ai =
H(Ti ⊕ Pi ⊕ CK 0 ) and P40 = P3 × Ai . Then Di checks
whether P4 and P40 are equal or not. If they are equal,
this phase proceeds.
Step 4: Di computes Vi = H((N1 × CK 0 ) k P40 ) and
sends {Vi } to S.
Step 5: After receiving {Vi }, S computes Vi0 = H((P1 ×
CK)||P4 ) and checks whether Vi and Vi0 are equal or
not. If they are equal, Di and S authenticate each
other successfully, and they can obtain the session
key SK = H(X k IDi k N1 k N2 ).

3

The Found Five Issues and Further Discussions

In this section, the details of the found issues are given,
and further discussions are made.

3.1

The Found Issues

After analyzing Kalra and Sood’s authentication scheme,
Step 2: After getting the registration request, S gener- it is found that it cannot ensure the security of commuates Di ’s dedicated password Pi and a unique random nications between embedded devices and cloud servers as
number Ri . S computes cookie CK = H(Ri k X k claimed because of the following five issues.
EXP TIME k IDi ), CK 0 = CK×G, Ti = Ri ⊕H(X), Issue 1: An embedded system is a machine inand Ai = H(Ri ⊕ H(X) ⊕ Pi ⊕ CK 0 ), where CK 0 is
stead of a real person. Allowing an embedded
an ECC point and is stored in Di as the cookie inforsystem to register at the cloud server might
mation. Then, S stores IDi , A0i = Ai ×G, Ti , and the
damage the cloud server.
cookie expiration time EXP TIME for Di . When the
When allowing an embedded system to register at a
cookie expires, the expiration time will be updated
server, it denotes that a machine even a robot can
0
to EXP TIME , and the cookie CK will be updated
register at will. An attacker can easily mount a DoS
0
to H(Ri k X k EXP TIME k IDi ).
(denial-of-service) attack by registering at the server
with plenty of distinct device identities to get a numStep 3: S sends CK 0 to Di .
ber of cookies and accessing the cloud server with
these registered identities to consume the system re2.2 Pre-computation and Login Phase
sources.
Step 1: Before each login, Di chooses a random number
N1 , computes the corresponding ECC point P1 = Issue 2: An embedded system cannot be authenticated by the cloud server because an imN1 × G, and stores the information in its memory.
portant parameter is not issued by the cloud
server.
Step 2: When Di wants to login to S, Di computes P2 =
H(N1 × CK 0 ) and sends {P1 , P2 , IDi } to S.
In registration phase, after the cloud server gets

2.3

Authentication Phase

After getting Di ’s login request {P1 , P2 , IDi }, authentication phase is executed as follows:
Step 1: S computes Ri = Ti ⊕H(X), CK = H(Ri k X k
EXP TIME k IDi ), and P20 = H(P1 × CK). Then S
checks whether P2 and P20 are equal or not. If they
are equal, this phase proceeds.
Step 2: S chooses a random number N2 and computes
P3 = N2 × G and P4 = N2 × A0i . Then S sends
{P3 , P4 , Ti } to Di .

Di ’s registration request, S generates a dedicated
password Pi and a unique random number Ri for
Di . Then S computes the corresponding parameters CK, CK 0 , Ti , Ai , and A0i , and S sends CK 0 to
Di . In authentication phase, Di needs to compute
Ai = H(Ti ⊕ Pi ⊕ CK 0 ) and P40 = P3 × Ai to authenticate the cloud server S, and Di needs to compute
Vi = H((N1 × CK 0 ) k P40 ) to have S authenticate it.
However, Di does not know Pi because Pi is chosen
by S and is not issued to Di in registration phase.
That is, Di is not capable of computing Ai , P40 , and
Vi , and the embedded system Di will never be authenticated successfully.
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Issue 3: Some computational operations do not to remedy them. With these modifications, Kalra and
comply with the definitions of ECC.
Sood’s scheme can be improved to ensure the security
In ECC, a multiplication operation is defined as B = of communications between embedded devices and cloud
α × Q, where Q and B are ECC points and α is servers.
an integer. In Kalra and Sood’s scheme, computing
P20 = H(P1 × CK), P40 = P3 × Ai , and Vi0 = H((P1 ×
CK) k P4 ) violates the definitions of ECC.
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In Kalra and Sood’s scheme, a session key SK = E-034-014-.
H(X k IDi k N1 k N2 ) is negotiated after mutual
authentication. According to Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithm Problem (ECDLP), it is computationally
infeasible to retrieve α when Q and B are known,
where B = α × Q, Q and B are ECC points and α
is an integer. Consequently, Di only knows the random number N1 generated by itself because it cannot retrieve N2 from P3 , and S only knows the random number N2 generated by itself because it cannot retrieve N1 from P1 , where P3 = N2 × G and
P1 = N1 × G. Moreover, only S knows the private
key X. That is, it is impossible for both Di and S to
obtain the session key SK = H(X k IDi k N1 k N2 ).
Issue 5: When updating or setting a cookie, the
request is not verified.
Kalra and Sood’s scheme uses HTTP cookies for mutual authentication. But updating or setting a cookie is
not verified such that an attacker can maliciously modify
the cookie stored in the embedded device Di to make it
unable to be authenticated.

3.2

Further Discussions

To remedy the found issues, some modifications should
be made. First, a user instead of an embedded device can
register at the cloud server to prevent an attacker from
registering at the server with distinct device identities and
consuming the system resources. Second, no matter who
chooses the password Pi , both the embedded device Di
and the cloud server S need to know Pi , and the party
choosing Pi should transmit Pi to the other via a secure
channel. Third, P20 , P40 , and Vi0 should be computed as
P20 = H(CK × P1 ), P40 = Ai × P3 , and Vi0 = H((CK ×
P1 ) k P4 ), respectively. Forth, the session key SK can
be H(IDi k N1 N2 × G), where Di computes N1 × P3 =
N1 N2 × G and S computes N2 × P1 = N1 N2 × G. Fifth,
the path of setting the cookie should be dedicated to the
embedded device to prevent an attacker from modifying
the cookie stored in the embedded device.

4

Conclusions

After analyzing Kalra and Sood’s scheme, it is found that
five issues are not well addressed. In this paper, the details of these issues are shown with further discussions
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